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Thank you, and good morning. I’m Verne Istock, Chairman, President and CEO of First 
Chicago NBD, and with me today is John McCoy, Chairman and CEO of BANC ONE 
CORPORATION. 

The banking business, even when you’re talking about banks the size of the new BANK 
ONE, is an intensely local business. As with customers, you have to understand the 
needs of your communities, and then try to design solutions that will work. 

This doesn’t happen quickly or easily. It takes time, effort and commitment. It takes 
bankers who know their communities, who care, and who get involved. 

At First Chicago NBD, we have had a long history of community commitment. Over 
time, we have built solid working relationships with organizations that know and 
understand their neighborhoods and who can partner with us to design products and 
programs that respond to community needs. 

It’s pretty obvious that we can’t please everyone, but those organizations that have 
chosen to work with us have found us to be good partners. We’ve learned a lot from each 
other, and together we’ve achieved meaningful results, 

Let me quote from a letter from Sokoni Karanja, president of the Centers for New 
Horizons here in Chicago that really captures that spirit. He writes, “This partnership, in 
my 30.plus years of community development experience, has been a unique one, for no 
other lending institution I have worked with over the years has demonstrated the capacity 
to first listen to the community, and then, find ways to make philanthropic as well as 
‘strictly business’ investments that generate ‘wins’ to both the community and the bank.” 

There’s a synergy between what we do that’s “strictly business,” as Dr. Karanja puts it, 
and what we do because these are the communities where we live, work and raise our 
families. We recently published a booklet titled “Your Community/Our Community” that 
highlights some of the ways in which First Chicago NBD supports its many communities, 
and I’ve submitted a copy for the record. 

We are especially proud of our record of lending in our major urban markets, Chicago, 
Detroit and Indianapolis. In Chicago and Detroit, for example, we are by far the largest 
locally based small-business lender. In Indianapolis, we are the leading SBA lender, and 
we are the number-one participant in Capital Access programs in Michigan, Illinois and 
Indiana. We’re also a leader in mortgage credit in all three markets. 



First Chicago NBD has developed many innovative lending practices to serve the needs 
of all applicants. For example, we offer a number of flexible mortgage loan programs 
that include either down payment assistance or support for closing costs. Our 
“Community Pride” loan is targeted to households with less than 50 percent of median 
family income. This loan can be used for home improvements, new or used car 
financing, or as a home equity loan for any purpose, including business development and 
education. 

Sometimes, traditional bank lending isn’t enough. We have chartered community 
development corporations that can also make direct investments in community projects. 
In Detroit, for example, our CDC partnered with the City and a local hospital group to 
develop Virginia Park, a subdivision of new single family homes in the core city. 

We have for 15 years been an active participant, and are the largest investor in Chicago’s 
Community Investment Corporation, a non-profit mortgage banking organization that 
specializes in affordable housing development. In July, CIC announced a $500 million 
loan pool ~ the largest in the Midwest - including a $100 million “flex-fund,” to finance 
deals that stretch the limits on what we can accomplish in distressed neighborhoods. 

And we’ve been an important partner in the Indianapolis Neighborhood Housing 
Partnership, providing leadership in operating support and participation in affordable loan 
pools. 

Microlending is an important tool to spur business development, and one we’re using 
throughout our business areas. Through support of non-profit lending organizations, such 
as ACCION in Chicago, the Detroit Entrepreneurship Institute, the Lake County Small 
Business Center, and the Collier County Economic Development Council in Naples, 
Florida, First Chicago NBD is helping to strengthen our communities by giving 
entrepreneurs a start, 

Education is an important priority for us, and we’re particularly interested in programs 
that promote financial literacy. Through a program called “Credit: Tool or Trap?’ NBD 
Bank in Michigan teaches high school, community college and adult education students 
about the power of using credit wisely. This program is offered in partnership with non- 
profit organizations and churches throughout the state. 

We sponsor more than 130 in-school banks in Michigan, Indiana and Illinois, where 
grade-school students learn money management, math and employment skills. 

The merger of First Chicago NBD and BANC ONE CORPORATION is a “merger of 
equals.” Neither company is “taking over” the other by paying an extraordinary 
premium. We think that’s important, because it means that we don’t have to do the kinds 
of extraordinary cost-cutting that could damage our franchise, hurt our employees and 
compromise our ability to serve our communities. Certainly, there will be efficiencies, 
and, yes, we a reduce costs, but this merger is about growth. 
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And that growth benefits our customers, our employees and our communities as well as 
our shareholders. It promotes innovation - the creation of new and better products and 
services. It allows the creation of new jobs, including many at entry levels, and the 
opportunity for achievement and advancement. And growing earnings allow growing 
support of communities. 

I know that when companies merge, communities always fear loss of support. We heard 
that concern when First Chicago and NBD merged three years ago. But, as the earnings 
of the combined First Chicago NBD Corporation have grown, so have our contributions 
to the civic, educational and cultural institutions of all our communities. 

Whether it’s lending, investment or philanthropy, it means being part of the community, 
being involved, knowing and understanding its needs, its hopes and its dreams-and 
being part of making it all happen. 

And that’s our goal for the new BANK ONE. 

Now it’s my pleasure to introduce my colleague, John McCoy. 
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JOHN B. MCCOY TESTIMONY 

Thank you, Verne. BANC ONE couldn’t be mom pleased to join with First Chicago NDB in 

creating the new BANC ONE. Verne has talked about some of the strengths of First Chicago and 

I would like to talk about a few of the great things BANC ONE will bring to the table. The first 

of these is our legacy of innovation. BANC ONE is an entrepreneurial company. Thirty-two 

years ago in 1966, we introduced the first credit card outside California and in 1971 we launched 

the first automatic teller machine in the nation. Eight years later, in 1979, we experimented with 

one of the first home banking systems. Today credit cards, ATMs and home banking are 

commonplace. BANC ONE’s culture of innovation has created important new products and 

services in all lines of business &&ding community reinvestment. Some of the CRA products 

may even seem commonplace today while other leading edge initiatives could become 

tomorrow’s standard. 

CRA at BANC ONE means business - it means designing products that meet the needs of our 

customers and constantly refining them to make them better - more affordable and more 

accessible while providing a fair return to the shareholder. Today, you will hear many success 

stories from our markets, where we continue to innovate, and also from our partners who are 

working with us to find new ways to finance affordable housing and small business. Our CR4 

record is one we are proud to stand on and I think you will agree that BANC ONE’s 

entrepreneurial spirit has elevated this record to one of distinction. 



I’d like to review just a few of our singular achievements. In 1987, BANC ONE was one of the 

first banks in the nation to finance a project utilizing low-income housing tax credits. Over the 
_ 

last eleven years we have refined our expertise in this area so that today we can deliver direct 

assistance to projects which could not otherwise be accomplished because of their size or 

complexity. These projects include the rehabilitation of a former crack house in Wheeling, West 

Virginia across the street from an elementary school. With BANC ONE’s technical and 

investment support that crack house is now a three unit affordable housing project utilizing low 

income housing tax credits. This project may rank as the smallest tax credit deal in the country 

but to the kids and parents in Wheeling, its huge. 

In Louisville, the City struggled for twenty years with a severely troubled HUD Section 8 

project. After entering Louisville market in 1992, BANC ONE’s community development team 

went to work with the City, HUD and a private developer to create a solution. The turning point 

was an $8.8 million bridge loan structured by BANC ONE and participated to more than thirteen 

lenders. Following our entry into Delaware, BANC ONE was approached to provide the 

expertise and financing for an affordable housing project serving low-income chronically 

mentally ill residents of Wilmington. This project is now underway. 

In Colorado, BANC ONE resources are assisting the Southern Ute Indians in developing fitly 

single family homes which will be available on a lease-purchase basis to low income members of 

the tribe. 



Elsewhere, our CDC designed a small loan program to provide long term fixed rate financing for 

small affordable multi-family projects but lacked a way to deliver the product efficiently. We 
. 

teamed up with the Wisconsin Housing and Economic Development Authority and put together a 

partnership where WHEDA markets and underwrites the loans while BANC ONE’s CDC 

provides the funding. Together, BANC ONE and WHEDA share the risk. Together we created a 

delivery system that is a win-win for BANC ONE and WHEDA. The people of Wisconsin are 

the beneficiaries. We are now exploring opportunities to take what we have developed in 

Wisconsin and roll it out in other Bank One states including Kentucky, Texas and Illinois. 

In the small business arena, BANC ONE stepped forward to pilot the SBA’s Fastrack and Micro- 

Loan programs. Today, BANC ONE is recognized as a national leader in both programs and has 

an established reputation as a leading micro-enterprise expert. BAhC ONE is generating more 

SBA Micro-loans than any other bank in the nation and has established a network of micro- 

enterprise experts extending from Milwaukee all the way to Mexican border. Recently, these 

experts joined BANC ONE in Cleveland to help the City reinvent their local micro-lending 

program. In another first, BANC ONE is the lead investor in Capital Across America, the first 

small business investment company focused on providing capital to women-owned businesses. 

There are two special ingredients in BANC ONE’s recipe for a successful CRA program. One is 

knowledgeable employees who devote all of their time and expertise to designing sustainable and 

profitable solutions that meet community credit needs. The other is strong and respected local 

partners who are knowledgeable about their markets and share our commitment to sustainable 



solutions. At BANC ONE, community needs represent business opportunities and collaboration 

creates customers. 

Finally, I would like to take a moment to address a concern which has been expressed by certain 

community groups during the comment period. As you know, BANC ONE has entered a 

partnership with HomeSide Lending to provide servicing for Bane One Mortgage Corporation 

loans. The servicing of our portfolio by HomeSide does not negatively impact BANC ONE’s 

loan origination business. The new BANC ONE will continue to originate mortgage loans and I 

think it is important that this be 7. In fact, we recently entered a new 

partnership with Self-Help to assist low income and minority home buyers in all of our bank 

markets. This new program is a joint initiative between Fannie Mae, the Ford Foundation and 

four lenders to generate 35,000 affordable mortgages over the next five years. This program is 

focused on serving home buyers who have difficulty meeting conventional lending standards 

because of inadequate savings or weaker credit. While HomeSide will service the loans, BANC 

ONE will be the originator. 

We are excited about serving new markets - new places where the next CRA innovations may 

develop with new partners. We look forward to sharing our expertise and to learning from new 

partners in Chicago and Detroit. 

Thank you. 



Public Meeting: 

First Chicago NBD & Bane One Merger 

Remarks of: 

Congresswoman Julia Carson, 10th District Indiana 

For more information contact Steven Cook, (202) 226-7759, steve.cook@mail.house.gov 

I listen with interest. I have another more painful side to tell of 

this latest story of merger mania. 

I’m from Indianapolis. I serve in the Congress and on the 

Committee on Banking and Financial Services. I am Julia Carson. 

I urge a conservative course--a careful investigation of the 

facts, the history and the harm. 

They claim that mergers benefit companies, employees, and 

consumers, increasing competition. I favor growth but not at the cost 

of harm to the community and the people. 

Indianapolis is where the two giant merger partners have 

perhaps the greatest business overlap, facing each other next to the 

Federal Courthouse, amassing $17.6 billion in assets between them. 

Remarks of Congresswoman Julia Carson 
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, August 13, 1998 
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Court is where this matter will end up if this process is not well and 

thoroughly conducted. There is a better way. 

Our Indianapolis Star warns: 

“the most pressing concern. . . is customer service and 
cost. If history is any guide, the former will drop and the 
latter rise as banks become more monolithic.” 

Joining the Star, our Mayor, grassroots organizations, 

community groups, and activists from Indianapolis, and across the 

country, warn, too, because of the harms threatened. These voices 

cannot all be wrong. 

The point of business is to ‘beat the competition.’ We believe 

that competition is healthy because it benefits the consumer. Our 

law--our public policy--encourage competition by legal protection: 

beating the competition is OK, but killing it is not. 

Anti-trust law will make the superbank reduce its market share. 

Selling deposits, they say, will make the purchaser a new competitor. 

The requirement to slim down is powerful: branches will be closed; 

Remarks of Congresswoman Julia Carson 
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, August 23, 1998 
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operations consolidated. 

Each bank now has 60 or more branches in Central Indiana. 

Bane One alone has 27 on the block. Each branch is a center of 

local commerce, competing with others. Closing cuts consumer 

choice. Merger will close competitive branches, neighborhood by 

neighborhood, as the new superbank makes the rational decision not 

to compete with itself. I doubt that the buyer bank will keep those 

branches going. The incentive is small: deposits are the most 

portable form of assets--real estate and bank worker-6000 in 

central Indiana--complicate the bottom line. This plan makes them 

expendable. 

More harm is predicted by history: a Wall Street Journal 

analysis of the 5 largest bank acquisitions last year shows that small 

business lending fell 6% though business lending increased-less for 

beginning business. In Indianapolis we need more business 

formation, not less; small business opportunity based at home, 

Remarks of Congresswoman Julia Carson 
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, August 13, 1998 
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growing over time into big business--work for our people. 

Our law forbids mergers which substantially lessen competition 

unless those effects are clearly outweighed in the public interest by 

the probable effect of the transaction in serving the convenience and 

needs of the community. Our law is devoted to preservation-to 

conservation-of economic values vital to our way of life. Our people 

ask that the law be applied to save their jobs, their prosperity, our 

neighborhoods. 

For American banking a great windfall approaches: printing and 

mailing of most government checks will end in 1999; these transfers 

will be made by electronic means, flowing billions through our banks. 

For direct deposit, you need a bank account. To get one, you’ll 

have to find a branch, harder and harder where I live. Fewer 

branches mean less access for a whole new throng of American 

consumers brought into the banking system by this way of the future. 

The longer it takes to cash a check, the more the money earns for 

Remarks of Congresswoman Julia Carson 
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, August 13, 1998 
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the bank holding the funds. 

Nationally we are at the door of a new era in competition; this 

merger threatens to slam doors firmly closed in Indianapolis just as 

they begin to crack open across the country. 

My esteemed friend and colleague Congressman Danny Davis 

will tell you about the promise of development for the Congressional 

District he represents. 

For Indianapolis, the view differs painfully. You will hear of 

complaints about bank behavior hurting those with low-incomes; 

about an investigation for lending discrimination against low-to- 

moderate income borrowers, Hispanics and blacks. I fear untold 

numbers of bank workers out of work, with more pain. Community 

Reinvestment Act assessments tell a sad tale. 

Careful investigation will establish that competition is in danger 

in Indiana’s Tenth District and I ask that such investigation be 

conducted. 

Remarks of Congresswoman Julia Carson 
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, August 13, 1998 
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These banks, good corporate citizens in many ways, now have 

an opportunity for truly creative citizenship. 

Together, we must keep in mind the convenience of our people 

and the future of our city. In that process, I assure the parties of my 

willingness to help. 

Our country deserves the greatest of care here. Most of all, the 

people of Indianapolis have a right to it. All will benefit if this work is 

well done. Many will suffer needlessly if it is not. 

Remarks of Congresswoman Julia Carson 
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, August 13, 1998 
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REVIEW OF LENDING PRACTICES OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Common Council Resolution (#890493) created the City of Milwaukee’s socially 
responsible investment program. The resolution directed the Comptroller to annually 
prepare a Financial Institution Lending Report. The resolution also directed that data on 
lending activities should be requested from each financial institution as these activities 
relate to the lending goals adopted by the Common Council’. This is the seventh such 
lending report issued by the Comptroller. 

This Report focuses on lending in the City’s Targeted Single Family Loan Program 
Area (TA). This area was chosen as a target because it has lower property values, 
houses lower income families, has less homeowners and a higher vacancy rate than the 
City as a whole. 

1. This Report is based on the following data: 

k 1990 through 1996 Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) data. 
k Data on financial institutions’ branches. 
9 1996 NOHIM Annual Report 
9 1990 census data. 
9 1994,1995 and 1996 data from the Wisconsin Housing and Economic 
Development Authority (WHEDA). 
9 1996 Community Reinvestment Act small business lending data. 
9 1995 & 1995 Mortgage Insurance Companies of America’s data. 
9 1995 & 1995 hazard & fue insurance data from Wisconsin’s Office of the 
Commissioner of Insurance. 
9 1995,1996 & 1997 lending data from the Department of City Development. 

B. Data Limitations: 

1. Residential Lending - One of the major limitations was the timeliness of HMDA 
data. HMDA data for 1996 is not available until September of 1997. Another 
drawback is that HMDA data excludes informationon pooled funds established by 
multiple financial institutions or other special programs aimed at increasing TA, 
low income and minority lending. (Example: WHEDA Programs) 

2. This Report includes non-refinancing residential loans originated where no race 
was indicated. In 1995 and 1996, no race was indicated on 1,2 17 residential loans 
(4.6% of metro area loans) and 1,665 HMDA residential loans (5.5% of metro area 
loans), respectively. The majority of the mortgages without race identified (55% in 
1996) were home improvement loans. This may affect the minority and white 
percentage increases in lending shown in this Report. The high number of home 



improvement loans where race is not available could have resulted from mail and 
phone applications for home improvement loans. 

C. Refinancing Loan Data Excluded 

This report excludes refinancing loans. This was done to prevent refinancing activity, 
which is driven by decreases in interest rate, from blurring the trends in new home 
ownership and home improvement loan activity. Within the Milwaukee Metropolitan 
Area, financial institutions originated 9,927 refinancing loans in 1995. Refinancing 
loans increased by over 200 percent to 20,274 in 1996. TA refinancing increased by 
169 percent (408 in 1995; 691 in 1996). TA refinancing totaled 4.2 percent of the 
total metro area refinancing loans in 1995 and 3.4 percent of refinancing loans in 
1996. Although metro area refinancing loans increased signiticantlv between 1995 
and 1996. this increase was smaller in the TA. 

D. Hazard and Fire Insurance Data 

The information was obtained from the Office of the Commissioner of Insurance and 
includes the Wisconsin Insurance Plan. Information on insurance renewals, non- 
renewals, and cancellations is not collected by the Insurance Commissioner’s Office. 
Unlike HMDA data, which is available by census tract, insurance data is only 

available by zip code. Census Tracts do not directly match zip codes areas. For 
purposes of this report, only zip codes completely within the Target Areas are defined 
as TA zip codes. 

E. WisconsinHousing & Economic Development Authority (WHEDA) 

WHEDA provided data on the HOME program, Home Improvement Loans program 
and Easy Closing (EZ) program. The requirements for loan applicants to qualify for 
WHEDA HOME program are shown in Note 3 on page 27. Like FHA and VA home 
improvement Loans, WHEDA home improvement loans are not reported separately 
in this report. Within the Milwaukee Metro Area, WHEDA made 37 home 
improvement loans in 1995 and 61 in 1996. Data on the EZ Closing program is 
shown on page 16. 

F. Definitionof Income Areas 

Low to Moderate Income Areas are defined as those census tracts in which median 
family income is less than 80% of the median family income of the metropolitan area. 
Middle Income Areas are those census tracts in which median family income is 

between 80% to 120% of the median family income of the metropolitan area, and 
Uuper Income Areas include only census tracts with median family income exceeds 
120% of the metropolitan area’s median family income. The 1997 median family 
income for the Milwaukee Metro Area is $50,700. The Income of loan applicants 
within these income areas may differ from the income range of the area. 
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II. CONCLUSIONS - 

1. 1996 TA her Household Residential Lending Remains Unchanged from 1995 
While Lending in Other Areas of the Metro Area Increased 

TA residential lendinrr per household report by HMDA remain at about 16 loans uer 
1,000 households in 1996. However, Metro area lending ner household increased be 
14% (46.9 in 1995; 53.4 in 1996). Since 1992, on a per household basis, residential 
lending in the TA has consistently occurred at a rate approximately one-half of the 
citywide lending rate. 

MILWAUKEE METRO AREA 
HMDA DATA ONLY 

RESIDENTIAL LOANS ORIGINATED IN 1995 8 1996 
PER 1,000 HOUSEHOLDS 

(Excludes retinancing Loans) 
(Excludes WHEDA Loans) 

E 19.4 
; 20 + 

16.0 16.5 
14.6 16.3 - 

iTARGET AREA 

0 

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 

Ref: Graph -la 
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When Wisconsin Housing & Economic Development Authority (WHEDA) loans are 
included with HMDA reported data, the TA’s share of Metro Area per household lending 
increased to 34% (18.9 in TA; 55.9 in Metro Area) from 31% (16.5 in TA; 53.4 in metro 
area) for 1996. This increase in TA per household lending resulted because WHEDA 
originates over 12% of its loans in the TA as compared to 3.5% on metro area lending 
reported by HMDA. 

MILWAUKEE METRO AREA 
HMDA 8 WHEDA DATA 

RESIDENTIAL LOANS ORIGINATED IN 1995 8 1996 
PER 1,000 HOUSEHOLDS 

(Excludes refinancing Loans) 

1994 1995 

Milwaukee Metro Area 57.5 49.5 
City of Milwaukee 44.8 38.3 
Target Area 21.8 18.9 

1996 

55.9 
40.0 
19.0 

A lower lending rate in the TA is to be expected as home ownership is lower in the TA. In 
addition, as generally less affluent, TA households face greater financial obstacles such as 
inadequate income, insufticientemployment history, credit history problems, etc., compared 
to loan applicants outside the TA. The extent of this lending disparity should be closely 
monitored since it is one of measures available to determine if financial institutions are 
meeting the credit needs of the TA. 



2. Home Improvement Loans Account for Almost 40% of Total TA Loans 
CornDared to 29% for Metro Area Lending and 22% Nationwide. 

Home improvement loans are a vital capital need for TA residents and the 
neighborhoods in which they live. This is shown by the high percentage of home 
improvement loans in the TA. 

Home Improvement loans account for 39% of TA lending compared to 22% 
nationwide. 
The higher levels of home improvement loans in the TA may be in part due to the 
older housing stock within the TA when compared to the metro area and nation as a 
whole. 

MILWAUKEE’S TARGET AREA 
PERCENTAGE OF RESIDENTIAL LOANS ORIGINATED IN 1996 

(Excludes refinancing Loans) 

Ref: Graph-2a 

TARGET AREA METRO AREA 
1996 1996 

PERCENT PERCENT 
1996 OF TOTAL 1996 OF TOTAL 

FHA H VA 55 460/ 
13:i; 

1,561 5 27 
WHEDA HOME PROGRAM 155 1,263 4:20/ 
CONVENTIONAL 471 39.7% 18.210 60.6% 
HOME IMPROVEMENT 458 38.6% 8,616 26.7% 
MULTI-FAMILY 47 4.0% 363 1.3% 

TOTAL LENDING 1.1X6 luu.o 0 30,033 100.0% 

NATIONAL TOTAL 
1996 

PERCENT 
1996 OF TOTAL 

880.240 17.8% 

2.926.097 59.3% 
1,105,799 22.4% 

23,266 0.5% 
, 100.0 0 

WHEDA HOME loan program makes up 13% of total TA lending and only 4% of 
Metro Area lending. This higher TA lending percent appears to be due to the special 
underwriting criteria that WHEDA uses to target low and moderate income loan 
applicants. 
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3. Residential Lending for Minorities and Whites Increased While Lending 
Remained about the Same for TA Residents in 1996. 

Residential lending per 1,000 households increased by over 12% (46.5 in 1995; 52.4 
in 1996) for whites and by almost 7% (51.4 in 1995; 54.9 in 1996) for minorities. 
However, TA lending remained about the same in both 1995 and 1996. 

MILWAUKEE METRO AREA 
HMDA 8 WHEDA 

RESIDENTIAL LOANS ORIGINATED 
PER 1,000 HOUSEHOLDS 
FOR 1994,1995 AND 1996 

(Excludes Refinancing Loans) 

Ref: Graph3a 

1994 1995 1996 1994 1995 1996 

Based on this data, it appears that the disparity in loan originations is more closely 
related to the location of the property than to the race of the applicant 
However, there remains significant racial disparity in loan denial rates. Denial rates 
are discussed later in this report. 
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4. Low and Moderate Income Area Lending Der Household is Less Than One-Half 
of Uuper Income Areas. 

Another way to look at lending is by the characteristics of residents’ income of an 
area. In fact, the Community Reinvestment Act focuses on area by requiring lenders 
to attempt to meet the financial needs of residents within low and moderate income 
areas.* 

Lending in low and moderate income areas totals about 32 loans per 1,000 
households compared to 76 loans per 1,000 households in upper income area. 
Although most of the TA is within the low and moderate income area, TA per 
household lending is about 60% of lending to low and moderate income areas. (19.0 
in TA; 32.1 in low and moderate income areas). 

MILWAUKEE METRO AREA 
HMDA 8 WHEDA 

RESIDENTIAL LOANS ORIGINATED IN 1995 & 1996 
PER 1,000 HOUSEHOLDS 

(Excludes refinancing Loans) 

Ret Graph4 

INCOME 1 

64.3 d 
UPPER I 

~ INCOME 
~ AREA 

I 

* The income characteristicsof an area may not have any correlation to the income of any 
specific loan applicant living within that area. (Example: Upper and middle income 
applicantsapply for loans in low income areas.) 
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5. Denial Rates for TA Home Improvement Rose to 53% in 1996. Increasing from 
49% in 1995. 

No progress has been made in reducing the high TA denial rate for home 
improvement loans. In fact, the percentage of TA applicants denied home 
improvement loans has steadily increased over the past few years. The denial rate 
for TA home improvement loans is almost three times higher than the denial 
rate for TA conventional mortgage loan applicants. In fact, when home 
improvement loan applications are excluded, the loan denial rate in the TA 
drops dramatically- from 37% to 14%. 

MILWAUKEE’S TARGET AREA 
1996 DENIAL RATES 
BY TYPE OF LOANS 

(Excludes Refinancing Loans) 

Ref: Graph-% 

Since the applicant is already a homeowner and the lender is in most cases familiar 
with the applicant, one would expect home improvement loans to be among the 
lowest instead of the highest loan denial ratios. Clearly, a larger portion of TA 
home owners needing home improvementtinancingare not able to acquireit. 



6. Milwaukee Metro Area Racial Denial Rate Disparitv Increases as Incomes Rise. 
Nationally. the Racial Denial Rate Disparitv Also Increases for Higher Income 
Loan Applicants. 

In the Milwaukee Metro Area, the racial denial rate disparity between minority and 
white applicants rises from 2.1 for applicants with incomes under 80% of Metro area 
median income ($40,560) to 3.1 for applicants with incomes over 120% of Metro area 
median income ($60,840). Also, minority applicants with earnings over $60,840 are 
more likely to be denied a loan than those white applicants with incomes of $41,000. 

MILWAUKEE METRO AREA VS. NATIONAL AVERAGE 
HMDA DATA ONLY 

1996 MINORITY/WHITE LOAN DENIAL RATIOS 
BY MEDIAN INCOME OF METRO AREAS 

LOAN APPLICANT 

(Excludes Refinancing Loans) 

3.5 

METRO AREA NATIONAL 

BLISS Than 80% 

Im80to 100% 

~~10010120% ~ 

iOMw=Tha” 120% 
______~~~, 

1997 Estimated Median Income of Milwaukee Metropolitan Area is $50.700, 

Ref: Graph-8 



The most recent data shows that of the fifty largest Metropoutan AT-, 

Milwaukee still leads the US with the highest racial denial rate disparity, and 
leads it by a significant margin. Currently, in the Milwaukee Metro Area, 9% of 
white loan applicants are denied loans while over 29% of minority loan applicants 
are denied. This means that minorities in the Milwaukee Metro Area are denied at a 
rate which is over three times (3.3X) that of whites. (See Appendix A). As in past 
Reports, it has been correctly stated that the extremely low white loan denial rates - 
the lowest of the 50 metro areas -rather than high minority denial rates, have 
driven this Area’s highest loan denial disparity rate. In fact, Equifax Risk & Usage 
Forecast recently concluded that Milwaukee’s general population had the least 
amount of average consumer debt among the 50 largest cities in the US. 

NATIONAL AGGREGATE RESIDENTIAL LENDING 
HMDA DATA ONLY 

PERCENTAGE OF LOANS DENIED 
MILWAUKEE METRO AREA VS. NATIONAL AVERAGE 

FOR 1995 AND 1996 

(Excludes Refinancing Loans) 
(Excludes WHEDA Loans) 

AVERAGE 1: 

1995 1996 ,995 1996 

Ret: tifaph - 6b 



The high rate of home improvement loan denials to minorities contribute 
heavily to Milwaukee’s overall highest ranking. When metro area home 
improvement loan applications are removed, Milwaukee’s minority-to-white 
loan denial ratio drops from 3.3 to 2.5. This 2.5 denial ratio remans the highest 
of the 50 largest metro areas with 13.1% of Milwaukee Metro minorities’ loan 
applications (excluding home improvement applications) denied. However, this 
13.1% of minority loan applications denied in Milwaukee is the SEVENTH 
LOWEST denial rate among the nation’s 50 largest metro areas. Clearly, the 
high rate of minority home improvement loan applications heavily influences 
Milwaukee’s overall poor loan performance compared to other metro areas. 

Another meaningful perspective on Milwaukee’s high minority-to-white loan denial 
ratio can be gamed by looking at the trend in this ratio since 1980. Milwaukee’s 
racial loan denial rate disparity was not always so high. Since 1982 this Metro 
Area loan denial rate disparity between whites and minorities has nearly doubled 
from 1.7 to its current 3.3 rate in 1996, with the greatest increase in the mid to late 
1980s. The question then becomes, ‘What happened in this period when the rate at 
which our area’s minority loan applicants were denied doubled when compared to 
white applicant denials?‘. 

Census data does provide some insight. During the 1980’s this area’s economy 
withstood a major restructuring from one driven by large manufacturers to one in 
which financial and other service industries predominated. While manufactming 
value added actually increased from its pre-1980 values as tune passed in the 
Milwaukee Metro area, much of the manufacturing process was automated, 
resulting in a loss of over 33,000 area manufacturing jobs. Apparently, this 
economic restructuring had a disproportionate impact on area minorities. During 
the 198090 decade Milwaukee’s minority unemployment rate increased from 14% 
to 18% while the white unemployment rate held steady at 5%. The growing 
unemployment gap between Milwaukee’s white and minority populations clearly 
contributed to its growing racial loan denial disparity. The wide economic disparity 
between minorities and whites in Milwaukee has also often been stated in previous 
Reports and in many other sources. This helps explain why minority loan denial 
rates are not also proportionally lower in Metro Milwaukee. 

In addition, census data also shows that the incidence of single parent heads of 
household in Milwaukee became an increasingly more typical structure for minority 
families during the 1980-90 decade than for white families. During this period, the 
percentage of single parent heads of household for Milwaukee minorities increased 
from 46% to 53%. while white single parent heads of household also grew, but 
from a much lower base (16% to 19%). Many families, especially those of 
moderate income, require two incomes to purchase a home. A second income also 
provides for additional security in the event one wage earner becomes disabled or is 
temporarily unemployed. Without the economic benefit of a second income, by 
1990 over one half of minority households faced a significant barrier to home 
ownership. 



While probably unrelated to Milwaukee’s racial loan disparity ranking, credit 
scoring is another factor which may have induced higher loan denial rates in both 
Milwaukee and nationwide in recent years. Credit scoring and other risk based 
models have increasingly been used to determine the credit worthiness of a loan 
applicant. While credit scoring makes it faster and less expensive to evaluate 
credit history, critics say that this method can be exceedingly arbitrary, without 
adequate consideration of the special credit circumstances of many low and 
moderate income applicants. 

7. The Recent Bank Mergers have Reduced the Number of Available Branches in 
the TA. 

Since 1996, four bank branches within the Target Area closed while only two bank 
branches were opened (see table below). This has resulted in the total number of 
stand-alone financial institutioal=’ service branches available in the TA to decrease 
corn 3 1 to 29. 

TARGET AREA 
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS BRANCHES 

OPENED/CLOSED IN 1996 and 1997 

New Branches 
1996 

North Milwaukee State Bank 1620 W. Wells St. 
North Shore Bank 1900 N. Martin Luther King Drive 

1997 
None 

Closed Branch 
1996 

Firstar Bank Milwaukee 4025 N. Teutonia Ave. 
Badger Bank 20th & Fond du Lac Ave 

1997 
Securty Bank 184 W Wisconsin Ave. 
Security Bank 1839 N Martin L. King Drive 

The reduction in the number of independent bank branches in the TA may impact the 
availability of credit to TA residents. The future availability of branch banks within 
the TA is somewhat uncertain. The recent trend toward bank mergers with resulting 
staff and service cutbacks may continue to reduce the number of available branches 
in the TA in the future years. 
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8. While Lending in the Tareet Area Remains Low, Some Area Financial 
Institutions ConsistentlvProvide More Loans in the TA than Others. 

Based on 1996 and 1997 HMDA and WHEDA data, a significant variance exists 
between financial institution lending activity within the TA as shown in the following 
tables. This table included forty-three lenders with branch’s offices in or around 
Milwaukee and are ranked based on the percentage of 1996 TA lending. Information 
on the dollar amount of TA lending and percentage of lending to minorities and TA 
residents is included in Appendix B @ages 29-44) of this report. Appendix B 
includes additional lending data on all lenders with offices in the metro area and 20 or 
more loan originations. 

MILWAUKEE METROPOLITAN AREA 

HMDA 8. WHEDA DATA 
PERCENTAGE OF RESIDENTIAL LENDING 

TO THE TARGET A,VA 
RANKED BY PERCENTAGE. OF 1996 LENDING IN THE TA 

Over $15 Million in Residential Loans 
( Excludes Refinancing Loans ) 

Loans Oriqinated 
1995 1996 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTION Total Total 
1995 1996 

Target Target 

Bank One, Milwaukee, NA (1) 
Loans Loans Area Area 
2,015 1,836 6.3% 6.8% 

St. Francis Bank, FSB 944 
The Equitable Bank, S.S.B. 658 
Firstar Bank of Milwaukee 1,644 
Security Bank, S.S.B. 1,040 
Mat-time Savings Bank 296 
Mitchell Savings Bank, S.A. 114 
North Shore Bank, FSB 650 
Wauwatosa Savings Bank 621 
First Financial Bank, FSB 1,466 
Mutual Savings Bank of Wisconsin, S.A. 574 
M 8 I Bank, Marshall & llsley Corp. 12) 2,046 
Tri City National Bank 225 
Nonvest Bank Wisconsin (3) 631 
Guaranty Bank, S.S.B. (5) 972 
Universal Savings Bank, S.A. (7) 300 
West Allis Savings Bank, S.A. 308 
Associated Bank (6) 800 
Wisconsin Mortgage Corporation 992 
South Milwaukee Savings Bank 106 
Great Midwest Bank, S.S.B. 325 

Total Metro Area 24,987 
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1,262 9.9% 6.0% 
646 4.9% 5.7% 

1,672 6.3% 5.6% 
1,515 5.1% 5.6% 

242 3.0% 5.4% 
316 9.6% 5.4% 
863 3.2% 5.1% 
665 4.2% 4.7% 

1,197 4.6% 4.5% 
590 3.0% 3.6% 

1,923 5.6% 3.6% 
390 6.2% 2.8% 
931 5.9% 2.6% 

1,334 2.9% 2.3% 
679 5.0% 1.8% 
281 1.9% 1.4% 
691 3.4% 1.3% 
925 1.1% 1.1% 
213 0.9% 0.9% 
388 0.6% 0.8% 

30.033 4.0% 3.9% 
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HMDA 8 WHEDA DATA 
PERCENTAGE OF RESIDENTIAL LENDING 

TO THE TARGET AREA 
RANKED BY PERCENTAGE OF 1996 LENDING IN THE TA 

Under $15 Million in Residential Loans 
( Excludes Refinancing Loans ) 

Loans Oriqinated 
1995 1996 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTION Total Total 
1995 1996 

Target Target 

Libertv Bank 
Loans 

67 
Loans 

66 
North Milwaukee State Bank 23 24 
Reliance Savings Bank 24 12 
Park Bank 99 53 
Bay View Federal Savings B Loan Ass 25 30 
Advantage Credit Union 64 38 
Milwaukee Metropoltan Credit Union 61 64 
State Financial Bank 145 164 
TCF Bank 348 188 
Mitchell Bank 30 21 
Columbia Savings 8 Loan Association 26 33 
Layton State Bank 16 23 
Continental Savings Bank, S.A. 99 111 
Milwaukee Western Bank 31 38 
Kilboum State Bank 150 64 
State Central Credit Union 97 73 
First Bank (N.A.) Milwaukee (4) 240 108 
Marquette Saving Banks, S.A. 39 24 
Lincoln Savings Bank 48 59 
Guardian Credit Union 157 299 
Fleet Mortgage Corp. 101 96 
Lincoln State Bank 29 44 

Area 
32.8% 

4.3% 
4.2% 

17.2% 
8.0% 

13.0% 
8.2% 
6.9% 
4.9% 

13.3% 
25.0% 
12.5% 
10.1% 
6.5% 
3.3% 
7.2% 
7.1% 

12.8% 
4.2% 
5.1% 
2.0% 

13.8% 

Area 
26.8% 
25.0% 
16.7% 
15.1% 
13.3% 
13.2% 
12.5% 
11.6% 
10.6% 

9.5% 
9.1% 
8.7% 
8.1% 
7.9% 
7.8% 
6.8% 
5.6% 
4.2% 
3.4% 
3.0% 
2.1% 
0.0% 

Total Metro Area 24,987 30,033 4.0% 3.9% 

Notes: 1) Includes Bane One Mortgage Corporation and Bane One Financial Services; 2) Includes M&I 
Mortgage and M&I Northern; 3) Includes Norwest Mortgage, Inc.; 4) Includes FBS Mortgage 
Corporation; 5) Includes Shelter Mortgage & Guaranty Mortgage: 6) Includes Associated Mortgage, 
Inc.; 7) IncludesUniver~lMortgageCorporation 

The majority of lending institutions in Milwaukee are relatively small and have 
developed a limited service area. Many of these institutions have therefore focused 
residential mortgage lending on a nearby geographic service area which largely or 
totally exclude the TA. In addition, certain larger institutions serving the entire metro 
area have done limited residential lending in TA census tracts. However, large or 
small, the Communitv Reinvestment Act challenges all regulated institutions to heln 
meet the vital need for residential loans to those located in the central city. 



9. The Citv. WHEDA & NOHIM Offer Proerams Aimed at Low Income and Central 
CitV LOan Aoohcants. 

CITY OF MILWAUKEE 

The Department of City Development (DCD) offers home repair and home rehabilitation 
loans to City of Milwaukee homeowners as well as investor-owners. The purpose of the 
loan programs is to assist citizens in obtaining money necessary to repair or rehabilitate 
existing housing stock. 

Accordingly, the Home Rehabilitation and Greenline Programs offered by DCD are 
designed to make low-interest loans to assist homeowners in making improvements on 
their homes. In addition, technical assistance is provided to help homeowners with this 
process. In 1997, homeowners with incomes below 80% of the median income ($50,700) 
accounted for the majority of loans originated under these programs. 

LENDING ACTIVITY FOR SELECTED 

DEPARTMENT OF CITY DEVELOPMENT 

LENDING PROGRAMS 

OWNER-OCCUPIED LENDING 

1995 

Number Amount 

of Loans of Loans 

1996 

Number Amount 
of Loans Of Loans 

1997 

Number Amount 

of Loans of Loans 

Home Rehabilitation Loan 

Greenline 

INVESTOR-OWNER LENDING 

147 $1,619.017 143 $1.572.941 132 $1.790.429 
- -. 50 $257,430 53 $261,369 

Rental Rehabilitation 51 $705.835 48 $548.740 72 $656,296 
Buy In Your Neighborhood 6 834.200 7 $60,800 21 $186.920 

DCD also has home rehabilitation as well as financing programs for the “owner- 
investox”. The Rental Rehabilitation Program makes forgivable matching loans to 
responsible landlords who, in turn, must agree to keep rents affordable to low and 
moderate income families. The “Buy in Your Neighborhood Program works with 
local lenders to help homeowners invest in their neighborhoods by providing financing 
for investment properties near their homes. In 1997, almost half of these loans were 
made to low income owner-investorloan applicant. 

In total, participation by Milwaukee residents in all four DCD programs increased by 
12% in 1997 (1996: 248 to 1997: 278), with the loan volume increasing by almost 29% 
(1996: $2.4 million; 1997: $3 million). Since the target citizenry are those who meet 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) income criteria and/or reside within an area that 
includes TA, these programs offered by DCD arc vital to the sustained improvement of 
Milwaukee’sNeighborhoods. 



WHEDA EZ CLOSING PROGRAM 

A loan applicant who is eligible for WHEDA HOME loan program with income less than 
$35,000 may also be eligible for Easy Close (EZ) Program. This program provides deferred 
loans of up to $1,000 for individuals needing assistance with home mortgage closing costs. 
EZ loans are for up to five years and carry the same interestrate as HOME loans. 

MILWAUKEE METRO AREA 
WHEDA EZ CLOSING PROGRAM 

Total Loans 

1995 1996 

75 269 

% to Minorities 78.7% 67.7% 
%toTA 30.7% 21.6% 

NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR HOMEOWNERSHP INITITIATIVE IN 
MILWAUKEE 

New Opportunities For Homeownership Initiative in Milwaukee (NOHIM) comprises 
financial institutions, community groups that provide homebuyer counseling and the City of 
Milwaukee.NOHIM’s mission is to increase home ownership for low and moderate income 
families. NOHIM provides a mutually beneficial partnership which allows financial 
institutions and homebuyer counseling agencies to enter into loan packaging, referraI and 
service arrangements. NOHIM also provides training and outreach designed to help its 
members improve their ability to provide financing for low income Milwaukee homebuyers. 

NOHIM increased pre-purchasing counseling in Milwaukee by over 7% (1,819 in 1995; 
1,955 in 1996). Loans closed through NOHIM also increased slightly to 389 in 1996 from 
380 in 1995. 

NOHIM HOMEBUYER COUNSELING 
ACTWirY SUMMARY 

1991 THRU 1996 

PRE-PURCHASE NUMBER OF AMOUNT OF 
COUNSELING MORTGAGES MORTGAGES 

CLOSED CLOSED 
YEAR (in millions) 

1991 742 103 $3.9 
1992 874 175 5.8 
1993 1,182 239 8.0 
1994 1,217 254 10.0 
1995 1,819 380 15.9 
1996 1,955 389 17.8 
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10. Like Residential Lending. a Significant D~SDS~~V Exists Between Lenders in 
Business Loans to Low and Moderate Income Areas. 

This marks the first year that business data was collected by the Federal Institutions 
Examinations Council. 

In 1996, 15,796 business loans was issued in the Milwaukee Metro Area. Of this total, 
1,886 or 12%, was issued in the low to moderate income areas. The TA business loans, on 
the other hand, are 6.7% of metro area loans. This compares favorably to TA residential 
lending of 3.9% of metro area loans. 

MILWAUKEE METRO AREA 
PERCENTAGE OF BUSINESS LOANS ORIGINATED IN 1996 

BY INCOME OF AREA 

UPPER 
INCOME AREA 

MIDDLE 
38% 

12% 

LOW a 
MODERATE 

INCOME AREA 

Ref: Graph-l 1 

LOW 8 MODERATE INCOME AREAS 
MIDDLE INCOME AREAS 
UPPER INCOME AREAS 

METRO AREA 
1996 

PERCENT 
1996 OF TOTAL 

1,886 12.0% 
7,902 50.0% 
5,991 37.9% 

TOTAL BUSINESS LENDING’ 15,796 

TA BUSINESS LOANS 1,023 6.7% 
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Based on 1996 data, a significant variance exists between financial institution 
business lending activity within low-to moderate income areas, as shown in the table 
below. This table includes twenty-three lenders with branch’s offices in or around 
Milwaukee. 

MILWAUKEE METROPOLITAN AREA 
PERCENTAGE OF BUSINESS LENDING 

TO THE LOW & MODERATE INCOME AREAS 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

Over $5 Million in Business Loans 
( Excludes Refinancing Loans ) 

Loans Oriainated 
1996 1996 1996 
Total Low Income Moderate Income 

1996 
Low & Moderate 

First Bank (N.A.) 
Nowest Bank Wisconsin 
Park Bank 
Heritage Bank 8 Trust 
M 8 I Bank, Marshall 8 llsley Corp. 
Firstar Bank Milwaukee 
American Express 
Tri City National Bank 
Security Bank S.S.B. 
Associated Bank Milwaukee 
M & I Bank, Northern Bank 
Bank One, West Bend 
Firstar Bank Wisconsin 
TCF Bank Wisconsin FSB 
Bank Vvisconsin 
American National Bank .?i Trust 
Mutual Savings Bank 
M 8 I Bank of Menomonee Falls 
Waukeska State Bank 
M & I Lake Country Bank 
National Exchange Bank & Trust 
1st Source Bank 
M & I First National Bank 

Loans Areas Loans Income Areas Income Areas 
357 50 27 21.6% 
233 
492 

93 
1,609 
1,035 
1,369 

340 
89 

944 
1.098 
1,580 

280 
62 

334 
64 
76 

541 
712 

1,316 
45 
87 

618 

22 
46 

4 
109 

68 
73 
12 
6 

73 
48 

108 
4 
3 

30 
1 
2 

20 
1 

16 

26 
49 
13 

184 
91 

126 
35 

5 
42 
69 
56 
25 

5 

4 
3 

12 
38 
16 

1 
1 

20.6% 
19.3% 
18.3% 
18.2% 
15.4% 
14.5% 
13.8% 
12.4% 
12.2% 
10.7% 
10.5% 
10.4% 
9.8% 
9.0% 
7.8% 
6.6% 
5.9% 
5.5% 
2.4% 
2.2% 
1.1% 
0.0% 

Total Metro Area 16,799 842 1,044 1 I .9% 
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11. Morteage Insurance Policies Issued by Private Mortgage Insurers in the TA 
Decreased BY 25%. 

In 1996, only 165 mortgage insurance policies were issued in the TA compared to 
219 issued last year. This represents a decrease of over 25 percent between 1995 and 
1996. This is especially significant since there was relatively no change in TA lending 
during this time period. 

GE Capital Mortgage Insurance Corp. is the leading insurer of conventional 
mortgages in the TA with 93 policies issued in 1996. The following table ranks 
MICA (Mortgage Insurance Corporation of America) mortgage insurance 
companies by the percentage of Milwaukee metro area mortgage insurance policies 
issued in the Target Area. 

MILWAUKEE METROPOLITAN AREA 
PERCENTAGE OF INSURED CONVENTIONAL 

RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGES 
IN THE TARGET AREA 

( Excludes Refinancing Loans ) 

1996 
MORTGAGE INSURANCE CORPORATION Total 

GE Capital Mortgage Insurance 

Loans 

1,386 

PMI Mortgage Insurance Co. 163 

Republic Mortgage Insurance 131 

Commonwealth Mortgage 88 

Mortgage Guaranty Insurance 2,169 

United Guaranty Corporation 844 

Amerin Guaranty Insurance 162 

Triad Guaranty Insurance 5 

Total -1996 4,948 

Total -1995 5,197 

1996 1996 
Target Target 
Loans Area 

93 6.7% 

7 4.3% 

4 3.1% 

2 2.3% 

46 2.1% 

11 1.3% 

2 1.2% 

0 0.0% 

165 

219 

3.3% 

3.8% 

The availability of mortgage insurance for home buyers with small down payments 
impacts financial institutions’ ability to make conventional mortgages to such 
applicants. In 1996, 37 percent of TA conventional mortgages are insured by 
mortgage insurance companies compared to about half of TA mortgages in 1995. 
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Although denial rates increased for residential loan applicants, the denial rates 
reported by mortgage insurance corporations declined between 1995 and 1996 for 
both whites and minorities. Mortgage insurance companies denied minority mortgage 
insurance applications 2.5 times as often as applicants by whites within the 
Milwaukee Metro Area. The table below shows the mortgage insurance denial rates 
for MICA members. 

MILWAUKEE METROPOLITAN AREA 
PERCENTAGE OF INSURED CONVENTIONAL 

RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGES 
FOR 1996 

( Excludes Refinancing Loans ) 

MORTGAGE INSURANCE CORPORATION 
Disoaritv 

White Minoritv 
Denial Rates Denial R&s 

Tnad Guaranty Insurance 
GE Capital Mortgage Insurance 
Commonwealth Mortgage 
Amerin Guaranty Insurance 
Mortgage Guaranty Insurance 
Republic Mortgage Insurance 
PMI Mortgage Insurance Co. 
United Guaranty Corporation 

1.1 
3.7 

1.8% 
8.6% 
16.7% 
3.9% 
1.1% 
3.9% 
2.2% 

2.1% 
32.1% 

2.8 
5.1 
3.2 
5.8 

10.8% 
5.6% 

12.5% 
12.6% 

Metro Area Total - 1996 2.5 3.0% 7.6% 

Metro Area Total - 1995 2.5 XAO% 8.6% 

12. Wisconsin Insurance Plan, Insurer of Homeowners that are Otherwise Deemed 
Uninsurable bv Private Insurers, was the Leadine Issuer of Hazard & Fire 
Insurance Policies Within the TA in 1996. 

Of the 123,586 insurance policies issued within the Milwaukee Metro Area in 1996, 
4,325 or 3.5% of these policies were issued in the TA. The Wisconsin Insurance Plan 
(WIP) issued 37.4% (881 policies) of its policies in the TA, whereas American Family 
Mutual Insurance Co., the largest Metro Area insurer issued only 1.7% (837 policies) 
of its policies in the TA. 
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MILWAUKEE METRO AREA 
HAZARD, FIRE & RENTER’S INSURANCE POLICIES 
BY PERCENTAGE OF POLICIES IN TA ZIP CODES 

FOR 1995 AND 1996 

INSURER 

1995 1995 
Total Target 

Policies Area 

Wisconsin Insurance Plan (WIP) 

State Farm General 

Allstate Insurance 

Germantown Mutual 

Milwaukee Mutual 

Wisconsin Mutual 
West Bend Mutual 

Wilson Mutual 

General Casualty 

Auto Owners 

Heritage Mutual 
Prudential Prop 8 Cas 

Secura Insurance 
State Farm Fire & Cas 

Sentry Insurance 
Fire Insurance Exchange 

Badger Mutual 

American Family Mutual 
Rural Mutual 

Economy Preferred 

Integrity Mutual 

Milwaukee Guardian 
Regent Insurance 

2.725 39.0% 

3,840 14.0% 

3,047 9.1% 

3,763 9.1% 

2,563 8.0% 

872 4.9% 
3,228 4.1% 

3.828 3.5% 

54 0.0% 

9,468 3.0% 

2,520 2.3% 

2,772 2.3% 
11.331 1.8% 

3,759 1 .Q% 

3,856 1.6% 

50,572 1.6% 
404 2.2% 

2,345 1.1% 

947 1.2% 

3,520 0.9% 
1,945 1.0% 

TOTAL 117,359 

1996 1996 
Total Target 

Policies Area 

2,353 37.4% 

3,466 14.6% 

3,020 9.1% 

3,461 9.0% 

2,200 8.1% 

902 5.3% 
3,319 4.4% 

26 3.8% 

3,732 3.7% 

60 3.3% 

8,637 3.2% 
2.242 2.6% 

2,352 2.4% 

11,178 2.0% 
3,966 1.9% 

3,749 1.8% 
7,140 1.7% 

49,767 1.7% 
371 1.6% 

2,489 1.3% 

765 1.0% 

6,377 1.0% 

2,014 0.8% 
123,586 3.5% 

The Target Area includes the following zip codes: 53203, 53205,53206, and 53223. 

In order to obtain homeowner’s or fire insurance under the WIP, the applicant must have been 
denied coverage by other licensed insurers. WIP insurance is a more expensive insurance. As 
a result, in many TA homeowners pay higher premiums than those charged by other insurers 
for a similar insurance coverage. 



III. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Below is the status of recommendations contained in prior lending reports including additional 
recommendations relating to an addressing questions on disparity issues, reporting of low and 
moderate income areas, and the availability of FHA insurance to homebuyers. 

1. 

2. 

The Citv Should Investkate the High Loan Denial Rates for Home Imnrovement 
Loans in the TA. 

TA denial rates for home improvement loans have been on the rise for the past five years, 
up from 42 percent in 1992 to 53 percent in 1996. The loan applicant’s unfavorable credit 
history is the single-most reason for these high loan denial rates. Since home 
improvement loans make up almost 40% of total TA lending and are vital to the sustained 
renewal of TA neighborhoods, financial institutions should closely examine the specific 
underwriting criteria as they relate to potential TA customers. 

Further action is needed on this recommendation. This recommendation was made in the 
1993 Lending Report. Until additional emphasis is place on the problems on Home 
Improvement denial, the credit needs of the central city will continue to be undeserved. 
Possibly, the Fair Lending Coalition or an appropriate financial institution trade association 
can analyze the high home improvement loan denial rate in the TA, and suggest practical 
ways to reduce the rate of loan denials. 

The Citv, Financial Institutions and Involved Communitv Grows Need to Examine 
the High Minoritv Loan Denial Rate Due to the Credit Historv of the Loan Aoalicant. 

Credit history problems continue to remain the major reported barrier to home ownership 
or home improvement for minorities in the metro area. In 1996, 20 percent of the loan 
denials for minorities were based on credit history, an increase of 18% from 1995, 
compared to 4 percent for whites. Until this issue is successfully addressed, Milwaukee 
will continue to have one of the highest racial disparity rates in the country. 

Further action is still needed on this recommendation. Presently, no survey and/or analysis 
has been conducted to determine the most effective counseling approaches among the 
existing financial institutions and community agencies efforts at mortgage/credit 
counseling. Such a survey is again recommended. The objective would be to determine 
what efforts work best and why. 
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3. The Closing and Opening of Financial Institutions Branches in the TA Will Need to 
be Monitored. - Being Implemented by the Comptroller. 

With the recent trend of bank mergers, it is crucial that future lending reports continue to 
monitor the closing and opening of Financial Institutions Branches within the TA. Clearly, 
the availability of Financial Institutions within the TA is vital for the community’s 
residential lending needs. 

The Comptroller’s Annual Lending report will continue to disclose the number of financial 
institution branches within the TA, and the major reasons for changes which do occur. 
This adequately addresses this recommendation. 

4. The Availabilitv of Mortgage Insurance to TA Loan Aanlicants Needs to be Reviewed 
to Determine the Impact on TA Lending. 

In 1996, about one-third of TA conventional mortgages were insured by mortgage 
insurance companies compared to almost half of TA mortgages in 1995. This was about a 
30% decrease in the number of mortgage insurance policies issued compared to a 7% 
increase in the number of TA mortgage loans originated during the same time period. 

Mortgage insurance policies are critical for those hom+uyers with small down payments, 
as it impacts the financial institution’s ability to make conventional mortgages to such 
applicants. The ideas and suggestions of MICA (Mortgage Insurance Corporation of 
America) should be sought to increase the availability of affordable housing loans to TA 
residents. 

To the extent possible, future lending reports will continue to review the availability of 
mortgage insurance. 

5. The Availabilitv of Hazard and Fire Insurance Neer’s to be Monitored. 

In 1995, American Family Mutual Insurance Company settled a lawsuit on alleged 
discrimination (redlining). Results of the settlement included a provision that $5 million 
be provided to injured individuals and $9.5 million provided for community-based 
organizations. 

As the leading insurer of total insurance policies within the City of Milwaukee, American 
Family issued a total of 837 TA hazard and fire insurance policies in 1996. On the other 
hand, Wisconsin Insurance Plan, who insures homeowners deemed uninsurable by private 
insurers, issued 2,353 such policies during in 1996. 

This year’s Report addresses this issue. The availability of property insurance to TA 
homeowners needs to be monitored for all major insurers, as it is necessary for home 
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ownership, and the potential for redlining still exists. To the extent possible, we will 
continue to address this issue in future reports. 

6. There is a Need for Expanded Credit Counseling Services Particularlv for Potential 
Home Improvement Loan Anulications to Reduce the Denial Rates for Home 
Improvement Loans. 

With the introduction of credit scoring and loan risk models by Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac in 1996, and the conventional loan denial rates on the rise, the pre-mortgage 
counseling services provided by credit counseling agencies play a key role in assisting 
prospective first time homebuyers in various aspects of the homebuying process. 

However, counseling services need to be expanded to include home improvement loan 
applicants, especially since denial rates for these loans appear to increase each year (See 
recommendation #l). With the additional counseling services, the home improvement loan 
denials for TA residents could decrease resulting in an improvement in the central city’s 
housing stock. 

Further action is still needed on this recommendation 

New Recommendations: 

7: The Lending Communitv - Financial Institutions , NOHIM. Communitv Groups like 
the Fair Lending Coalition - Need to Respond to Ouestions Raised bv Denial Rate 
Disparities. 

For the .past several years, the Lending Report has shown data which has consistently 
disclosed the raised the following questions: 

l How can Milwaukee lose its first place ranking for the highest racial denial rate 
disparity among the nation’s 50 largest areas? 

l How can the high denial rates for home improvement loans within the TA be 
lowered? 

l How can the increase in racial denial rate disparity as incomes rise among metro 
area residents be changed? 

The lending community should make a concerted effort in 1998 to address these 
questions related to the TA lending problems and racial disparity in Milwaukee, 
particularly those related to home improvement loan denials. 
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8. In Future Years. the Lending Reaort will Focus on Exnandinp its Coveraee to 
Include Data on Low- and Moderate-Income Areas in the Citv of Milwaukee. 

The Federal Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) focuses on meeting the credit needs on 
low and moderate income areas. Data on business lending by financial institution is only 
available by income area. Financial institutions have expressed a concern that the Lending 
Report’s focus on the TA misses the importance of lending in low and moderate income 
areas immediately outside the TA. 

However, this Report shows lending in the TA is significantly less than lending to low and 
moderate income areas. There continues to be a need to focus on the TA. Future Lending 
reports will include data on both the TA and low to moderate income area. Further, the 
Comptroller recommends that the comparison of individual financial institutions be 
changed to the percentage of lending in low and moderate income area instead of the 
percentage of lending in the TA. 

9. The Citv Should Reauest Data from the Federal HousinP Administration for Review 
of the Availabilitv of their Mortgage Insurance for the Milwaukee Metro Area 
Residents. 

In addition to private mortgage insurers, the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) also 
provides mortgage insurance for those prospective home buyers who do not have the 
downpayment required for conventional mortgages. FHA-insured loans tend to have 
more flexible requirements for credit ratings and allows the borrower to carry more debt 
than usually permitted by most private mortgage insurers. However, only 5.2% of the 
Metro Area loans are FHA or VA loan compared to 18% nationwide. 

Financial institutions need to identify ways to make FHA loans more attractive to 
Milwaukee central city homebuyers. Once these enhancements are identified, the City 
should work with HUD and our Federal representatives to enacted any changes that made 
FHA loans more attractive to Milwaukee homebuyers. 
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NOTES 

1. The Common Council goals for the City of Milwaukee’s Socially Responsible 
Investment Program. 

A. Liquidity, safety and competitive returns on investments. 

B. Increasing the amount and percentage of home mortgages made by financial 
institutionsto city minority residents. 

C. Increasing the amount and percentage of home mortgages made by financial 
institutions to city residents in census tracts identified as eligible for the Targeted 
Area Single Family Mortgage Loan Program. 

D. Increasing employment opportunities for minority residents. 

E. Increasingthe amount of money available for small business loans in the Targeted 
Area Single Family Mortgage Loan Program area. 

F. Increasing the amount of money available for student loans to residents of the 
Targeted Area Single Family Mortgage Loan Program area. 

G. Increasing commitment by tinancial institutions to provide free technical 
assistance to potential home buyers and small business owners through existing 
home buying clinics and business incubators. 

2. The TA used in this Report was the City’s Targeted Single Family Loan 
Program area and includes census tracts which meet each of the following four 
criteria: (See list of census tracts on page 45 and map on page 46). 

A. The median assessed property value of one- and 2~ family dwellings in the area is 
less than or equal to 80% of the median assessed property value of one- and 2- 
family dwellings in the City of Milwaukee. 

B. The median family income of the area is less than or equal to 80% of the median 
family income of the City of Milwaukee. 

C. The proportion of owner-occupied dwellings in the area are less than or equal to 
80% of the proportion of owner-occupieddwellings in the City of Milwaukee. 

D. The vacancy rate of dwellings in the area is greater than or equal to 120% of the 
vacancy rate of dwellings in the City of Milwaukee. 
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NOTES (Continued) 

3. WHEDA HOME program requirements: 

Following is the criteria used by the Wisconsin Housing and Economic Development Authority to determine 
eligibility for each of the housing programs mentioned in this report: 

Home Owmmhi~ Morteaee Loan Pro- (HOME) 

The HOME program provides first mortgage loans to low- and moderate-income households in Wisconsin. 

The borrower’s income may not: 

l Exceed 100% of county median income for households of one or two persons and 110% of county median 
income for households of three or more persons in non-metropolitan areas; 

l In metropolitan counties, exceed 90% of the statewide metropolitan median income for households of one or 
two persons, and 100% for households of three or more persons; 

l In designated ‘target areas”, exceed 120% of county median income for households of one or hvo persons and 
140% of county median income for households of three or more persons. 

Some other program requirements include the following: 

l Loan amounts may not exceed the lesser of 95 % of the purchase price or 95 % of the appraised value of the 
property (90% for a duplex or condominium). 

l The borrower must not have owned a home in the previous three years; 
l The property must be either a duplex, a three- or four-unit at least five years old, a single-family home or a 

condominium unit; 
l The propem must be used as the principal residence of the borrower; 
? A minimum 3% down payment on single family homes is required, with 10% required on three- and four- 

units; 
l Loans may not be used for refinancing purposes, except for major rehabilitation loans. 

Home Imnrovement Loan Program 

This program is designed to provide below market rate loans to low- to moderate-income households to repair their 
homes or to improve their homes’ energy efficiency. To be eligible for this program the following criteria must be 
met: 

l Annual household income limit under the program is 100% of the county median income for one- to two- 
person households and 115% for households of 3 persons or more. 

l Properties must be residential structures containing four or fewer dwelling units and must have been fast 
occupied as a residence at least 10 years prior to receipt of loan 

l The borrower is required to be both the owner and the occupant of the property 
l Mobile homes and properties to be used in a trade or business are ineligible 

HOME Easv Close F’roeram 

This program provides a deferred loan of up to $1,000 for individuals needing assistance with home mongage 
closing costs. An individual is eligible if their income does not exceed $35,OOG and is eligible for a HOME loan. 
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APPENDIX A 

FIFTY LARGEST METROPOLITAN AREAS 
PERCENTAGE OF LOANS DENIED 

(EXCLUDES REFINANCING LOANS) 

1996 1996 1996 
Denial White Minority 

MILWAUKEE, WI 
DAYTON-SPRINGFIELD, OH 
BUFFALO, NY 
CLEVELAND, OH 
PHILADELPHIA, PA-NJ 
NEW ORLEANS, LA 
CHICAGOJL 
KANSAS CITY, MO-KS 
MEMPHIS, TN-AR-MS 
NEWARK, NJ 
E$-DMgRk MD 

ROCHESiER. NY 
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 
LOUISVILLE, KY-IN 
BOSTON, MA 
WASHINGTON. DC-MD-VA 
CINCINNATI, OH-KY-IN 
PITTSBURGH, PA 
NASSAU-SUFFOLK, NY 
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL, MN-WI 
DETROIT, MI 
COLUMBUS, OH 
BERGEN-PASSAIC, NJ 
ST. LOUIS, MO-IL 
NORFOLK-VIRGINIA BEACH-NEWPORT NEWS 
MIDDLESEX-SOMERSET-HUNTERDON. NJ 
DENVER, CO 
SAN ANTONIO, TX 
;ZiRL~~-GASTONIA-ROCK HILL, NC-SC 

PHOENIX. A2 
ATLANTA, GA 
NEW YORK, NY 
NATIONAL AGGREGATES 
OAKLAND. CA 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 
HOUSTON. TX 
TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG-CLEARWATER. FL 
BIRMINGHAM, AL 
SAN JOSE, CA 
SALT LAKE CITY-OGDEN, UT 
FORT WORTH-ARLINGTON. TX 
;OmR&y;Dti;R 

FORT LAUDERDALE-HOLLYWOOD-POMPANO 
SACRAMENTO, CA 
SAN DIEGO, CA 
MIAMI-HIALEAH. FL 
LOS ANGELES-LONG BEACH, CA 
RIVERSIDE-SAN BERNARDINO. CA 

VA 

BEACH 

Rate Denial 
Disparity Rates 

3.3 9.0% 
2.4 14.1% 
2.4 16.9% 
2.3 13.4% 
2.2 14.1% 

1.7 9.6% 
1.7 10.9% 
1.7 16.9% 
1.7 17.8% 
1.7 12.1% 
1.6 11.1% 
1.6 19.3% 
1.6 14.4% 
1.6 11.6% 
1.6 18.8% 
1.6 15.4% 
1.5 9.5% 
1.5 12.8% 
1.5 25.8% 
1.5 21.8% 
1.5 20.7% 
1.5 16.6% 
1.5 13.9% 
1.5 13.8% 
1.5 22.0% 
1.4 13.0% 
1.4 13.9% 
1.4 24.5% 
1.4 18.1% 
1.3 23.2% 
1.3 14.4% 
1.3 13.4% 
1.3 14.7% 
1.3 15.8% 
1.3 13.0% 
1.3 26.1% 
1.2 13.2% 
1.2 16.3% 
1.1 16.9% 
1.1 18.6% 
1.1 16.4% 

Deniai 
Rates 

29.3% 

Z:? 
30.3; 
31.5% 
30.1% 
18.4% 
23.7% 
24.0% 
19.8% 
21.0% 
30.8% 
30.1% 
31.3% 
28.3% 
16.4% 
18.5% 
28.4% 
29.9% 
20.2% 
18.2% 
31.6% 
23.5% 
18.7% 
29.7% 
24.1% 
14.7% 
19.5% 
39.3% 
33.1% 
31.2% 

;g:;; 
20.3; 
32.7% 
18.5% 
19.6% 
33.8% 

‘,:f$ 
19.10; 
17.6% 
19.0% 

:g:;:f 
33.00; 
16.2% 
20.0% 
19.0% 
20.5% 
17.8% 

1995 1995 1995 
Denial White Minority 

Rate Denial Denial 
Disparity Rates 

3.2 6.7% 
2.4 11.6% 
2.5 13.8% 
2.2 10.9% 
2.2 12.5% 
1.9 13.6% 
2.1 8.2% 
1.9 12.6% 
2.0 11.6% 
1.8 10.9% 
2.0 10.0% 
2.0 14.0% 
1.6 16.9% 
1.9 14.3% 
1.8 13.9% 
1.7 9.1% 
1.9 9.6% 
1.7 14.4% 
1.9 15.2% 
1.7 10.5% 
1.8 10.0% 
1.7 14.9% 
1.9 11.9% 
1.6 11.2% 
1.7 17.5% 
1.6 
1.6 

1;:;; 

1.5 12.3O; 
1.6 21.9% 
1.6 17.8% 
1.5 19.5% 
1.4 16.5% 
1.5 12.3% 
1.4 11.9% 
1.5 19.1% 
1.4 12.2% 
1.4 12.4% 
1.5 20.5% 
1.4 15.7% 
1.3 20.9% 
1.4 12.2% 
1.4 12.3% 
1.3 23.0% 
1.3 15.6% 
1.3 12.2% 
1.4 13.0% 
1.4 11.4% 
1.2 14.7% 
1.0 15.8% 
1.2 16.8% 
1.1 16.6% 

27.9% 
27.9% 

%f 00 

Z:E 00 
17.3% 
23.7% 

:g:g 
19.90; 
28.6% 
27.0% 
27.0% 

::::“:” 00 
18.2% 

;;:g 
17.6; 
17.6% 

g:;; 
18.d 
29.2% 

::::“: 
19.1; 
34.1% 
27.6% 

;;:g 
18.9; 
16.6% 
28.6% 
17.5% 
17.8% 

;f;:f 
26.6; 
17.1% 
17.2% 
29.3% 
20.1% 

19.5% 
18.3% 
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APPENDIX B 

The percentages of lending to minorities includes refinancing loans. The percentages of lending to the Target Area (TA) 
excludes refinancing loans. Appendix B includes lenders with branch offices in the Milwaukee metro area and twenty or 
more residential loans closed. 

AB Credit Union 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995- $34,000 (7 Loans); 

1996 - $26,000 (5 Loans): 
Percentageof MinoritiesResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 9.7%; 1996 - 11.7% 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 8.4%; 1996 - 6.0% 

AccuBsncMortgage 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefmancingLoans):1995-$0; 1996 -SO; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 3.9%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 0%; 

Advnnta Conduit Services 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans): 1996 - $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Minorities: 1996 - UK; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Target Area: 1996 - 0%; 

AdvantageCredit Union 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRetinancingLoans):l995- $61,000(8 Loans); 

1996 - $48,000 (5 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 0%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Target Area: 1995 - 13.0%; 1996 - 13.2%; 

Allco Credit Union 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans): 1996 _ $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1996 _ 7.9%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Target Area: 1996 - 0%; 

AppktreeCredit Union 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995-60; 1996 $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 16.7%; 1996 - 6.0%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 0%; 

AssociatedBank- Milwaukee 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRetinancingLoans):l995- $344,000(4 Loans); 

1996 - $428,000 (4 Loans); 
TA WHEDAHOMELoans: 1995- $0; 1996$31,000(1 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 4.7%; 1996 - 8.4%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 1.9%; 1996 - 2.6%; 
Percentage& AmountofLow & Moderatelncome AreaBusinessLoans 1996 -12.2%,$13.3 million(l15 Loans); 

Associated Mortgage Inc. 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995- $328,000(6 Loans); 

1996- $241,000(3 Loans); 
TA WHEDAHOMELoans: 1995 - $1.2 million(22 Loans); 1996 %108,000(4 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 8.2%; 1996 - 7.9%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 3.7%; 1996 - 1 .O%; 
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APPENDIX B 

The percentages of lending to minorities includes refinancing loans. The percentages of lending to the Target Area (TA) 
excludes refinancing loans. Appendix B includes lenders with branch ofices in the Milwaukee metro area and twenty or 
more residential loans closed. 

Aurora Credit Union 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending (Includes RefinancingLoans): 995-$25,000 (1 Loans) ; 1996 - $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 2.2%; 1996 - 3.2%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 2.2%; 1996 - 0%; 

Bane One Financial Services 
TA Hh4DA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans): 1995- $233,000(12 Loans); 

l996- $349,000(16 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 27.0%; 1996 _ 32.2%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- TargetArea: 1995 - 25.9%; 1996 - 22.6Yq 

Bane One MortgageCorporate 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRetinancingLoans):l995- $449,000 (13 Loans); 

1996 - $388,000(8 Loans); 
TA WHEDAHOMELoans: 1995-$56,000(2Loans); 1996$81,000(2 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 15.7%; 1996 - 12.6%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 4.4%; 1996 - 2.7%; 

Bank One, Wisconsin 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(lncludesRefinancingLoans):l995- $3 million( 129Loans); 

l996- S2.9million(210 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 15.4%; 1996 _ 9.8%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 6.4%; 1996 - 7.0%; 

Bank Wisconsin 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesReiinancingLoans):l995-%O ; 1996 _ SO; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 4.2%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 0%; 
Percentage& Amount ofLow & Moderate Income Area BusinessLoans 1996 - 9.0%, $1,83S,OOO( 30 Loans); 

Bay View Federal S/L. 
TA HMDA Residential Lending (Includes Refinancing Loans): 1995 - $ 83,000 (4 Loans); 

1996 - $640,000 (4 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 5.0%. 1996 - 6.7%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 8.0%; 1996- 13.3%; 

BNC Mortgage 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans): 1996 - $276,000(9 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1996 - 36.9%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1996 - 10.0%; 

Brewery Credit Union 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(lncludesRefinancingLoans): 1995 - %70,000(3 Loans); 

1996 - %45,000(4 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 42.1%; 1996 - 44.0%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 14.3%; 1996 - 18.2%; 
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APPENDIX B 

The percentages of lending to minorities includes refinancing loans. The percentages of lending to the Target Area (TA) 
excludes refinancing loans. Appendix B includes lenders with branch offices in the Milwaukee metro area and twenty or 
more residential loans closed. 

Central States Mortgage Co. 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995- $794,000( 14 Loans); 

l996-$1.2million(l5 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 _ 0%; 1996 - 12.2%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 4.0%; 1996 - 3.5%; 

Chase Manhattan Mortgage 
TA HMDA ResidmtialLe~ding(lncludesRefinancingLoans):1995-$185,000(3 Loans); 1996 -SO; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 4.9%; 1996 - 8.6%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Target Area: 1995 - 7.0%; 1996 - 0%; 

City First Credit Union 
TA HMDAResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995-$0 ; 1996 - $12,000(1 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Minorities: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 7.9%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 4.2%; 

City Scspe Corporation 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995-$0; 1996 - $87,000(3 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Minorities: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 16.0%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - I I .I%; 

Citizens Bank of Mukwonago 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans): l995-$0; 1996 - $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - I .4%; 1996 - 0.4%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 0%; 

Columbia Savings & Loans 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending (IncludesRetinancingLoans): 1995 - Sl58,000(7 Loans); 

l996-$101,000(5Loanr); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 100.0%; 1996 - 97.7%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 25.0%; 1996 - 9.1%; 

Comcor Mortgage Corp. 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRetinancingLoans): 1995.$33,000( 1 Loans); 1996 _ $0; 
TA WHEDA HOh4EL~ans: 1995 - $0; 1996 $32,000 (1 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 5.1%; 1996 -4.2%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0.5%; 1996 - 0.5%; 

CommunityBnnkofGraftoo 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending (lncludesRefinancingLoans):l995-$0 ; 1996 - $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 9.5%; 1996 - 11.4%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 0%; 



APPENDIX B 

The percentages of lending to minorities includes refinancing loans. The percentages of lending to the Target 
excludes refinancing loans. Appendix B includes lenders with branch offices in the Milwaukee metro area and 
more residential loans closed. 

ContinentslSnvingsBsnk 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):1995 - $356,000 (9 Loans); 

1996 - $326,000 (IO Loans); 
TA WHEDA HOME Loans: 195’5 - $99,000 (I Loans); I996 $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 10.6%; 1996- 14.0%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 10.1%; 1996 - 8.1%; 

CornerStoneCredit Union 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefmancingLoans): 1995 - $52,000 (2 Loans); 

1996 - $57,000 (2 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 6.5%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Target Area: 1995 - 5.0%; 1996 - 5.0%; 

CountrywideFuodingCorp. 
TA HMDAResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):1995-$812,000(25 Loans); 1996- $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 12.8%; 1996 - 9.5%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 2.8%; 1996 - 0.0%; 

CrosslnodMortgageCorp. 
TA HMDA Residential Lending(IncludesRefinancingLoans): 1995 - $169,000 (2 Loans); 

1996 - $ 77,000 (2 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 15.1%; 19%- 22.5%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 4.0%; 

CTX MortgageCompany 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):1995- $446,000 (12 Loans); 

1996-$565,000(16Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 28.2%; 1996 - 42.5%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Target Area: 1995 - 8.6%; I996 - 6.2%; 

Deposit Guaranty Mortgage 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):1995 _ $185,000 (2 Loans); 

1996 - $398,000 (6 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 3.4%; 1996 3.9%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 1.7%; 

Educators Credit Union 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):1995- $206,000(6 Loans); 

1996 - $179,000(5 Loans); 
TAWHEDAHOMELoans: 1995-$41,000(1 Loans); 1996$104,000(3 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 19.2%; 1996 - 15.2 %; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 7.1%; 1996- 8.5%; 

EquiCredit Corp. of America 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):1995-%0; 1996 - P328,000(10 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 10.0%; 1996 - 21.9%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 7.7%; 
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APPENDIX B 

The percentages of lending to minorities includes refinancing loans. The percentages of lending to the Target Area (TA) 
excludes refinancing loans. Appendix B includes lenders with branch oftices in the Milwaukee metro area and twenty or 
more residential loans closed. 

FBS Mortgage Corpomtioo 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending (IncludesRefinancingLoans): 1995 - $388,000 (10 Loans); 

1996 - $193,000 ( 3 Loans); 
TA WHEDA HOME Loans: 1995 - $220,000 (4 Loans); 1996 $37,000 (2 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 17.0%; 1996 - 47.4%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- TargetArea: 1995 - 7.8%; 1996 - 19.2%; 

Fidelity Mortgage 
TAHMDA ResidentialLending(lncludmRefinancingLoans):l995-$0 ; l996- %280,000(9Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 24.1%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 -0%; 1996 - I I .5%; 

First Bank (N.A.) Milwaukee 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995- $240,000(4 Loans); 

1996 - $15,000(1 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Minorities: 1995 - 8.9%; 1996 - 10.3%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - T~get~rea: 1995 _ 5.4%; 1996 - 1.2%; 
Percentage& Amount ofLow & Moderatelncome AreaBusinessLoans 1996 - 21.6%, $14,166,000( 77 Loans); 

First Bank of Ocooomowoc 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995-%0; 1996 - SO; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Minorities: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - I .6%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Target Area: 1995 - 0%; I996 - 0%; 

First Chicago NBD Mortgage 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending (Includes RefinancingLoans): 1996 - $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1996 - 6.5%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Target Area: 1996 - 0%; 

First FinancialBank F.S.B. 
TA Hh4DA ResidentialLending(lncludesRefinancingLoanr):1995- $4.8 million (130 Loans); 

1996 - $6.9 million (193 Loans); 
TA WHEDA HOME Loans: 1995 - %240,000(8 Loans); 1996 %602,000(15 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 11.6%; 1996 _ 11.6%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Target Area: 1995 - 4.6%; 1996 - 4.5%; 
Percentage& AmountofLow & ModerateIncome AreaBusinessLoans 1996- 20.8%,$81,000 ( 10 Loans); 

First FSB of Wisconsin 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesReiinancingLoans):l995- $ 29,000( 1 Loans); 

1996 - %193,000(3 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Minorities: 1995 - 2.7%; 1996 - 0%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 3.6%; 1996 - 15.0%; 

FirstNationWideMortgage 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans): 1995- $146,000(1 Loans); 

1996 - $190,000(3 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 20.0%; 1996 - 16.7%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Target Area: 1995 - 16.7%; 1996 - 22.2%; 
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The percentages of lending to minorities includes refinancing loans. The percentages of lending to the Target Area (TA) 
excludes refinancing loans. Appendix B includes lenders with branch offices in the Milwaukee metro area and twenty or 
more residential loans closed. 

FintNationnlBaok-Hartford 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans): 1995-$0; 1996 - $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 0%; 1996- 0%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- TargetArea: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 0%; 

First Service Credit Union 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending (IncludesRetinancingLoans):l995 - $650,000(26 Loans); 

1996 - $lOS,OOO( 7 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 13.7%; l996- 17.5%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 12.1%; 1996 - 15.4%; 

First Union Home Equity Bank 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRetinancingLoans):1995- $650,000(26 Loans); 

l996-%198,000( 8 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Minorities: 1995 - 3.2%; 1996 - 0%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 6.5%; 1996 - 0%; 

Firstar Bank of Milwaukee 
TA HMDA Residential Lending (Includes Refinancing Loans): 1995 - $2.4 million (I 05 Loans); 

1996 - $2.8 million ( 97 Loans); 
TA WHEDA HOME Loans: 1995 - %247,000(6 Loans); 1996 $182,000(6 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 15.6%; 1996 - 13.9%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 6.3%; 1996 - 5.6%; 
Percentage& AmountofLow & Moderate Income Area BusinessLoans 1996 - 15.4%, $18.6 million (I 59 Loans); 

First Plus Financial he. 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans): 1996 - $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1996 - 14.4%; 
Percentage of Residential Lending - Target Area: I996 - 0%; 

Fleet Mortgage 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):1995 _ $362,000(13 Loans); 

l996-$437,‘)00(13 Loans); 
TA WHEDA HOME Loans: 1995 - $0; 1996 $29,000 (1 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 22.1%; 1996 - 19.7%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending-Target Area: 1995 - 2.0%; 1996 - 2.1%; 

Ford Consumer Fiance Co. 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRetinancingLoans):1995- $1 .l million(33 Loans); 

1996 - $3.5 million (98 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 35.5%; 1996 - 29.5%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 15.9%; 1996 - 21.8%; 
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The percentages of lending to minorities includes refinancing loans. The percentages of lending to the Target Area (TA) 
excludes refinancing loans. Appendix B includes lenders with branch offices in the Milwaukee metro axa and twenty OT 
more residential loans closed. 

GE CapitalMortgage 
TA HMDA ResidentialLendiig(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995-S0; 1996-SO; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 5.9%; 1996 - 0%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 0%; 

Glacier Hills Credit Union 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending (Includes Refinancing Loans):1 995 - SO; 1996 - SO; 
Percentageof 1995 MSA ResidentialLending- Minorities:- 8.9%; 1996 - 0%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending-TargetArea: 1995 -0%; 1996 -0%; 

CMAC MortgageCorporation 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans): 1995 _ S96,000(2 Loans); 

1996 - S38,000(1 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 32.3%; 1996 - 19.0%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 0%; 

GN Mortgage 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending (Includes Refinancing Loans): 1995 - SO ; 1996 -SO; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 0%; 1996 _ 2.6%; 
Percentage of Residential Lending - Target Area: 1995 - 0%; I996 - 0%; 

Gnfton State Bank 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):1995-$0; 1996 -SO; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 _ 0%; 1996 _ 1.6%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Target Area: 1995- 0%; 1996 - 0%; 

Great Midwest Bank S.S.B. 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):1995- S108,000(2 Loans); 

1996 _ S132,000(3 Loans); 
TA WHEDA HOME Loans: 1995 - SO; 1996 - $59,000 (1 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 8.1%; 1996 - 6.4%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0.6%; 1996 - 0.8%; 

Great Western Mortgage 
TA HMDAResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):1995-%0 1996- S138,000(3 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 0%; 1996 _ 4.8%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 10.3%; 

Green Tree Financial 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRetinancingLoans):l995- $ 60,009( 7 Loans); 

l996-$179,000(13 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 11.4%; 1996 - 13.1%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 5.2%; 1996 - 6.9%; 
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The percentages of lending to minorities includes refinancing loans. The percentages of lending to the Target Area (TA) 
excludes refinancing loans. Appendix B includes lenders with branch officer in the Milwaukee metro area and twenty or 
more residential loans closed. 

GuarantyBankS.S.B- 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995- $113,000( 7 Loans); 

1996 - $516,000(20 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 11.6%; 1996 - 14.8%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 4.1%; 1996 - 3.8%; 

Guaranty Mortgage 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):1995- $1.5 million (25 Loans); 

1996- $1.3 million(25 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Minorities: 1995 - 22.5%; 1996 - 17.2%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 2.7%; 1996 2.0%; 

Guardian Credit Union 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995- $177,000 ( 7 Loans); 

1996 - $226,000( I I Loans); 
TA WHEDA HOME Loans: 1995 - $56,000 (1 Loans); 1996 $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 _ 13.1%; 1996 - 5.4%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- TargetArea: 1995 - 5.1%; 1996 - 3.0%; 

HartfordSavingsBsnk 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995-$0; 1996 - SO; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 1.6%. 1996 - I .3%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 0%; 

HeritageBank & Trust 
TA HMDA ReridentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995-%34,000( 1 Loans); I996 - $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 10.2%; 1996 - 2.2%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 -2.6%; 1996 - 0%; 
Percentage& AmountofLow & Moderatelncome AreaBusinessLoans 1996 - l&3%, $2,856,000( 17 Loans); 

IBM Mid America Employees 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):1995-%0 ; 1996 - $22,000(1 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 4.3%; 1996 - 0%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 3.6%; 

Ixonia State Bank 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(lncludesRefinancingLoans):1995-%0 1996 - $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 4.8%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 0%; 

Kilbourn State Bank 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(lncludesRefinancingLoans):l995- $208,000 (5 Loans); 

1996 - $144,000(5 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 5.5%; 1996 - 9.1%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- TargetArea: 1995 - 3.3 %; 1996 - 7.8%; 

Knutson MortgageCorp. 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995-%206,000 (2 Loans); 1996 -SO; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 7.1%; 1996 - 5.2%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 0%; 
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The percentages of lending to minorities includes refinancing loans. The percentages of lending to the Target Area (TA) 
excludes refinancing loans. Appendix B includes lenders with branch &ices in the Milwaukee metro area and twenty or 
more residential loans closed. 

Ladisb Community Credit Union 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending (Includes Refinancing Loans): 1996 - $8,000 (2 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Minorities: 1996 - 0%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Target Area: 1996 - 7.4%; 

LandmarkCredit Union 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesReiinancingLoans):l995- 6 88,000 (2 Loans); 

1996 - $398,000(5 Loans); 
TA WHEDA HOME Loans: 1995 - $60,000 (1 Loans); 1996 $83,000 (2 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 1.5%; 1996 - 5.7%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 1.1%; 1996 - I .2%; 

Layton State Bank 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRetinancingLoans): 1995 - $12,000(2 Loans); 

1996 - $116,000(2 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending-Minorities: 1995 - 9.1%; 1996- 7.1%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 12.5%; 1996 - 8.7%; 

Liberty Bank 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):1995- %287,000(24 Loans); 

1996 - $622,000 (20 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 63.0%; 1996 - 55.6%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 32.8%; 1996 - 25.8%; 

Lincoln Savings Bank S.A. 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995- $ 45,000 (2 Loans); 

1996 - $206,000(2 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 8.8%; 1996-4.8%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 _ 4.2%; 1996 - 3.4%; 

Lincoln State Bank 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(lncludesRefinancingLoans):1995- $211,000(5 Loans); 1996 - $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 5.9%; 1996 - 10.5%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - TargetArea: 1995 - 13.8%; 1996 - 0%; 

M & I Bank, SSB 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):1995-$0 ; 1996 - $138,000 (2 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 _ 5.0%; 1996 _ 11.4%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 7.1%; 

M & I MenomoneeFalls 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):I995-%52,000 (3 Loans); 1996 -SO; 
TA WHEDA HOME Loans: 1995 - $80,000 (I Loans); 1996 $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 1.4%; 1996- 3.5%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 2.0%; 1996 - 0%; 
Percentage& Amount ofLow & Moderatelncome AreaBusinessLoans 1996 - 5.9%, %3,983,000( 32 Loans) 
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The percentages of lending to minorities includes refinancing loans. The percentages of lending to the Target Area (TA) 
excludes refinancing loans. Appendix B includes lenders with branch offices in the Milwaukee metro area and twenty or 
more residential loans closed. 

M & I First National Bank 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefrnancingLoans):1995-$0; 1996 - $0; 
TA WHEDA HOME Loans: 1995 - %93,000(1 Loans); 1996 $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 0.6%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0.7%; 1996 _ 0%; 
Percentage& Amount of Low & Moderate Income Area Business Loans 1996 - 0.0%; 

M & I Lake Country Bank 
TA HMDA Residential Lending (IncludesRefinancingLoans): 1995 - $84,000 (2 Loans); 

1996 - $68,000 (1 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 2.0%; 1996 _ 3.9%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0.8%; 1996 - 0.6%; 
Percentage& AmountofLow & Moderatelncome AreaBusinessLoans 1996 - 2.4%. %2,744,000( 32 Loans); 

M & I Marshall& Ilsley Bank 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending (lncludesRefinancingLoans):l995- $880,000 (64 Loans); 

1996 - $926,000 (40 Loans); 
TA WHEDA HOME Loans: 1995 - $1.4 million (44 Loans); 1996 $58,000 (2 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 17.5%; 1996 - 13.5 %; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending _ Target Area: 1995 - 6.7%; 1996 - 3.9%; 
Percentage& Amount ofLow & ModerateIncome AreaBusinessLoans 1996- 18.2%,$41,576,000(293 Loans); 

M&I MortgageCorp. 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):1995 $645,000(11 Loans); 

1996 _ %208,000( 8 Loans); 
TA WHEDAHOMELoans: 1995 - $0; 1996 SSS,OOO(Z Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 7.1%; 1996- 8.7%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0.7%; 1996 - I .2%; 

M & I Northern Bank 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(lncludesRefinancingLoans):1995 _ $403,000 (10 Loans); 

1996-$114,000( 6Loans); 
TA WHEDA HOME Loans: 1995 - $62,000(2 Loans); 1996 $125,000(2 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Minorities: 1995 - 51.5%; 1996 _ 31.0%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending _ Target Area: 1995 - 9.1%; 1996 - 10.3%; 
Percentage& AmountofLow & ModerateIncome AreaBusinessLoans 1996- 10.7%,$16.,8million(ll7 Loans); 

MaritimeSavingsBank 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoatts):1995 - $559,000 (11 Loans); 

1996 - $432,000(12 Loans); 
TA WHEDA HOME Loans: 1995 _ $41,000(1 Loans); 1996 $52,000 (1 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 7.4%; 1996 _ 5.0%; 
Percentageof Resident&Lending- Target Area: 1995 _ 3.0%; 1996 - 5.4%; 

MarquetteSnvingsBank 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending (IncludesRefinancingLoans):lVVS- $263,000 (7 Loans); 

1996 - $ 74,000 (2 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 9.1%; 1996 - 0%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 12.8%; 1996 - 4.2%; 
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The percentages of lending to minorities includes refinancing loans. The percentages of lending to the Target Area (TA) 
excludes refinancing loam. Appendix B includes lenders with branch offices in the Milwaukee metro area and twenty or 
more residential loans closed. 

Mellon Mortgage 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinsncingLoans):l995-$0 ; 1996 - $184,000(3 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 16.1%; 
Percentage of ResidentialLending - Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 2.2%; 

MilwaukeeMetropolitanCredit Union (hlMCU) 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinsncingLoans):l995- 6 42,000( 5 Loans); 

1996- $136,000( 11 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 17.3%; 1996 - 30.8%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 8.2%; 1996 - 12.5%; 

Milwaukee Western Bank 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending (IncludesRefinancingLosns):l995 - $ 74,000(4 Loans); 

1996- $412,000(6 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 18.7%; 1996 - 27.8%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 6.5%; 1996 - 7.9%; 

MitchellBank 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans): l995-$861,000 (5 Loans); 

1996 - $44,000 (3 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 25.6;;; 1996 - 27.6%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 13.3%; 1996 - 9.5%; 

MitchellSavings Bnnk,S.A. 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRetinancingLoans):1995- $ 40,000( 3 Loans); 

1996 - $404,000 (10 Loans); 
TA WHEDA HOMELoans: 1995 - S312,000(9 Loans); 1996 $397,000(10Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 16.2%; 1996 - 10.3%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Tuget~res: 1995 - 9.6%; 1996 - 5.4%; 

Mortgage America 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans): 1995.$245,000(9 Loans); 

1996 - $28,000 (1 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 20.3%; l996- 23.8%; 
Percentageof ResideniialLending - Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 0%; 

Mutual Savings Bank 
TA HMDAResidentialLending(lncludesRefinancingLoans):l995- $505,000(19L0ans); 

1996 - $1.2 million (20 Loans); 
TA WHEDAHOMELoans: 1995 - $0; 1996 $18,000(1 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 13.9%; 1996 - 12.7%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 3.0%; 1996 - 3.6%; 
Percentage& AmountofLow & Moderatelncome AreaBusinessLoans 1996- 6.6%,%195,000( 5 Loans); 

National City Mortgage 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995-$0 ; 1996 - $5 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 16.7%; 1996 - 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - i 

54,000(5 Loans); 
7.7%; 

1.2%; 
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The percentages of lending to minorities includes refinancing loans. The percentages of lending to the Target Area (TA) 
excludes refinancing loans. Appendix B includes lenders with branch offices in the Milwaukee metro area and twenty or 
more residential loans closed. 

NationalExchangeBaok& Trust 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995-$0; 1996 - $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 0%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 0%; 
Percentage& Amount of Low & Moderate Income Area Business Loans 1996 - 2.2%. $10,000 ( I Loans); 

North American Mortgage Corp. 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefmancingLoans):l995 - $ 32,000 (I Loans); 

1996 _ $342,000 (4 Loans); 
TA WHEDA HOME Loans: 1995 - $0; 1996 $68,000 (I Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 21.1%; 1996 - 11.3%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 1.3%; 1996 - I .5%; 

NorthMilwaukeeStsteBank 
TA HMDAResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995- $ 91,000( 4 Loans); 

1996 - $268,000 (I2 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 90.9%; l996- 53.8%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 4.3%; 1996 25.0%; 

North Shore Bank, F.S.B. 
TA HMDA Resident&Lending (Includes Refinancing Loans): 1995 - $363,000 (I 3 Loans); 

1996 - $1.3 million (36 Loans); 
TA WHEDAHOMELoans: 1995 -$223,000(X Loans); 1996 $823,000(26 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 16.7%; 1996 - 1 I .6%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Tarset Area: I995 - 3.2%; 1996 - 5.1%; 

Nomest Bank WI 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoansj:1995- $82X,000(36 Loans); 

1996 - $5 14,000 (22 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 47.2%; 1996 - 9.6%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 -13.6%; 1996 - 5.8%; 
Percentage& Amount of Low & Moderate Income Area Business Loans 1996 - 20.6% $5.2 million (48 Loans); 

Nomest Mortgagqhc. 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):1995 - $254,000 (4 Loans); 

1996 - $1.3 million (20 Loans); 
TA WHEDAHOMELoans: 1995 - Sl61,000(5 Loans); 1996 $141,000(3 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 14.7%; 1996 - 11.7%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- TargetArea: _ 1995 - 1.9%; 1996- 1.8%; 

Old Kent MortgageCompany 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending (Includes RefinancingLoans): 1995~$80,000 (1 Loans) ; 1996 - $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 9.5%. 1996 - 0%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 2.9%; 1996 - 0%; 

Option One Mortgage 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995-$0; 1996 - $2l8,OOO(lOLoans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 22.6%; 1996 - 29.5%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 15.2%; 
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The percentages of lending to minorities includes refinancing loans. The percentages of lending to the Target Area (TA) 
excludes refinancing loans. Appendix B includes lenders with branch offices in the Milwaukee metro area and twenty or 
more residential loans closed. 

OzaukeeBank 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRetinancingLoans):1995-$0; 1996 - $184,000 (4 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 1.5%; 19% - 2.0%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 0.6%; 

Park Bank 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(lncludesRetinancingLoans):l995 - $1.9 million (44 Loans); 

1996-$3.1 million (16 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 9.7%; 1996 - 12.5%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 17.2%; 1996- 15.1%; 
Percentage&AmounrofLow& ModerareIncomeAreaBusinessLoans 1996- 19.3%,$12,961,000( 95 Loans); 

PHH U.S. MortgageCorporation 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(lncludesRefinancingLoans):l995- $136,000(2 Loans); 

1996 - $240,000(2 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 2.1%; 1996 - 6.4%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 1.2%; 1996 - 0.8%; 

PNC MortgngeCorp. of America 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):1995- $36,000 (1 Loans); 

1996 - $70,000 (2 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 7.0%; 1996 - 7.6%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Target Area: 1995 - 0.5%; 1996 - 0.6%; 

PortWashingtonStateBank 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):1995-$0; 1996 - $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 2.9%; 1996 - I .6%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0%. 1996 - 0%; 

PrudentialHome Mortgage 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):1995-$0; 1996 - $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 9.5%; 1996 - 3.6%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 0%; 

Puke Mortgage 
TA HMDA Residential Lending (IncludesRefinancingLoans): 1996 - $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1996 - 9.1%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- TargetArea: 1996 - 0%; 

Quality Mortgage 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995-$0; 1996 - %304,000( 12 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 22.2%; 1996 - 47.6%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 24.0%; 

RelianceSavings Bank 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995-% 7,000 (1 Loans); 

1996- $154,000(4Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 3.8%; 1996 - 0%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 4.2%; 1996 - 16.7%; 



APPENDIX B 
The percentages of lending to minorities includes refinancing loans. The percentages of lending to the Target Area (TA) 
excludes refinancing loans. Appendix B includes lenders with branch ofices in the Milwaukee metro area and twenty or 
more residential loans closed. 

ReliaStar Mortgage 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans): 1996 - $352,000(2 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 19% _ 5.1%; 
Percentage of ResidentialLending - Target Area: 1996 - I .P%; 

ResidentialMoney Centers 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans): 1996 - $104,000(4 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- 1996 - 11.4%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- l996- 40.0%. 

ResoureeBnncsharesMortgnge 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995-%0; 1996 -SO; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - I .4%; 1996 _ 5.5%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 0%; 

St. Fran&Bank, F.S.B. 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):1995- %I .5 million(73 Loans); 

1996 - $2. I million (72 Loans); 
TA WHEDA HOME Loans: 1995 - %733,000(23 Loans); 1996 $442,000(13 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 26.7%; 1996 - 19.0%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 9.9%; 1996 - 6.0%; 
Percentage& AmotmtofLow & ModerateIncome AreaBusinessLoans 1996- 2.9%,%91,000( 2 Loans); 

Security Bank, S.S.B. 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995- $ 7.3 million ( 91 Loans); 

1996 _ $19.8 million (156Loans); 
TA WHEDA HOMELoans: 1995 - $151,000(3 Loans): 1996 - $245,000(7 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorhis: 1995 _ 11.9%; l996- 12.7%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 5.1%; 1996 -5.6%; 
Percentage& AmountofLow & ModerateIncome AreaBusinessLoans l996- 12.4%,S2,149,000( 11 Loans); 

South MilwaukeeSavingsBaok 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995-$ 48,000 (I Loans); 

1996- $126,000(3 Loans); 
Percentqeof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 6.4%; 1996 - 3.8%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0.9%; 1996 - 0.9%; 

StateBankofNewburg 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995-$0; l996- $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 0%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 0%; 

State Central Credit Union 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(lncludesRefinancingLoans):l995- $36,000 (7 Loans); 

1996- $28,000(5 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 8.2%; 1996- 12.3%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 7.2%; 1996 - 6.8%; 
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APPENDIX B 

The percentages of lending to minorities includes refinancing loans. The percentages of lending to the Target Area (TA) 
excludes refinancing loans. Appendix B includes lenders with branch offices in the Milwaukee ixtro area and hventy or 
more residential loans closed. 

State FinaneialBnok 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):I995- S568,000(11 Loans); 

lV96- $836,000(23 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending -Minorities: 1995 - 17.4%; I996 - 21.7%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 6.9%; 1!?96- 11.6%; 

TCF Bank Wisconsin FSB 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):1995- $504,000(21 Loans); 

IV96-$521,000(23 Loans); 
TA WHEDAHOMELoans: 1995 - $0; 1996$558,OOO(9Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 23.3%; I996 - 26.8%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 4.9%; 1996 - 10.6%; 
Percentage & Amount of Low & Moderate Income Area Business Loans 1996 - 9.8%, $3,394,000 (8 Loans); 

The Money Store 
TA Hh4DA ResidentialLending(lncludesRefinancingLoans):l995- $651,000(18 Loans); 

1996 - $1.5 million(59 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 38.9%; 1996 - 27.9%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending-Target Area: 1995 - 8.3%; 1996- 12.0%; 

TheEquitableBank,F.S.B. 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995 - $1.8 million (33 Loans); 

1996 - $9.6 million(40 Loans); 
TA WHEDAHOMELoans: 1995-S82,000(2Loans); 1996$164,000(5 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - I 1.2%; 1996 - 13.2%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Target Area: 1995 - 4.9%; 1996 - 5.7%; 

TrsnsamericaFinrncialServicer 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):I995- $110,000 (13 Loans); 

1996 - $ 24,000 ( 3 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 41.3%; 1996 - 43.8%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 15.8%; 1996 - 7.7%; 

Tri City NationalBank 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(lncludesRefinancingLoans):1995 - $336,000(14 Loans); 

1996 - $639,000 (I 5 Loans); 
TA WHEDAHOMELoans: 1995- $122,000(3 Loans); 1996S15,000(1 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 11.4%; 1996 - 10.0%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: I995 - 6.2%; 1996 - 2.8%; 
Percentage& Amount OfLow & Moderate Income Area BusinessLoars 1996 - 13.8%, $2.3 million (47 Loans); 

TrustcorpMortgageCompany 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):1995-$0; 1996 - $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: I995 - 4.7%; 1996- 3.3%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 0%; 

United CompaniesLending Corp. 
TA HMDA Residential Lending (Includes Refinancing Loans): 1995 - $264,000 (IO Loans) ; 

1996- SIO2,000(5 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: I995 - 77.8%; 19% - 62.8%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 _ 5.6%; 1996 _ 3.1%; 
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APPENDIX B 

The percentages of lending to minorities includes refinancing loans. The percentages of lending to the Target Area (TA 
excludes refinancing loans. Appendix B includes lenders with branch oftices in the Milwaukee metro area and twenty o 
more residential loans closed. 

UniversalMortgage 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(lncludesRefinancingLoans):l995- $412,000( 9 Loans); 

1996 _ %663,000(14Loans); 
TA WHEDA HOME Loans: 1995 - $33,000( I Loans); 1996 %29,000( I Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 22.0%; 1996 - 13.8%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending-Target Area: 1995 - 3.1%; 1996 _ 2.6%; 

UniversaISavingsBank 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995- $216,000(8 Loans); 

1996 - $215,000(7 Loans); 
TA WHEDAHOMELoans: 1995 - $48,000(1 Loans); 1996 $23,000(1 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 15.6%; 1996 - 9.5%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLendinp- ‘wget Area: 1995 - 10.5%; 1996 - I .I %; 

University of Wisconsin Credit Union 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):l995-$0 ; 1996 - $0; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 25.0%; 1996 - 14.7%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 0%; 1996 - 0%; 

WsukeshaStateBank 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(lncludesRefinancingLoans):l995 - $I I 1,000 (5 Loans); 

1996 - $ 49,000 (3 Loans); 
Percentage of ResidentialLending - Minorities: 1995 - 7. I %; 1996 - 5.4%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - 2.0%; 1996 - 0.9%; 
Percentage4 AmountofLow 4 ModerateIncome Area BusinessLoans 1996 - 5.5%, $1,431,000( 39 Loans); 

WauwatosaSavings Bank 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(lncludesRefinancingLoans):1995- $2.6 million(33 Loans); 

1996 - $6.3 million (34 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 7.3%; 1996 - 7.0%; 
Percentageof Residential Lending- Target Area: 1995 - 4.2%; 1996 - 4.7%; 
Percentage4 Amount of Low 4 ModerateIncome Area BusinessLoans 1996 - 44.4%, %1,336,000( 16 Loans); 

West Allis Savings Bank, S.A. 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(lncludesRefmancingLoans):1995- $520,000 ( 6 Loans); 

1996 - $574,000(13 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 - 4.9%; 1996 - 4.9%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending - Target Area: 1995 - 1.9%; 1996 - I .4%; 

Wisconsin Mortgage Corp. 
TA HMDA ResidentialLending(IncludesRefinancingLoans):1995- $525,000(10 Loans); 

1996 - $332,000 ( 6 Loans); 
TA WHEDA HOMELoans: 1995 - %92,000(1 Loans); 1996 $201,000(4 Loans); 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Minorities: 1995 _ 10.4%; 1996 - 11.2%; 
Percentageof ResidentialLending- Target Area: 1995 - I .I%; 1996 - I .I%; 
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Good morning. I want to begin by thanking the Federal Reserve for holding these 
hearings. As I will document in my testimony, the issues before us are critical to the well 
being of this community and many others around the country. 

We need to guarantee that the merger before us meets the criteria of protecting workers, 
minorities, consumers, depositors, businesses, non-profits and other partners in community 
development. 

We have set our public policy on bank mergers based on some painful historical lessons, 
and as the result of some laxness in our past attention to developments in the financial 
sector. These decisions, once taken, cannot be undone. 

In his classic 1946 film It’s a Wonderful Life Frank Capra laid before us two fundamental 
questions which have resonated with great empathy with the American Public. Capra asks 
us to ponder the role of the community bank and the community banker in the life of the 
community. And, Capra asks us to think about the nature of history and the highly 
divergent paths which history can take, to be changed for better or worse by the actions of 
ordinary men and women. 

Those are precisely the questions we face in these hearings this morning. It is not my intent 
or desire to romanticize the state of community banking in Chicago. 

However, the relations between Chicago’s First National Bank and Chicago’s 
extraordinarily rich economic, social and cultural life have developed over many years and 
as the result of the efforts of many individuals and institutions. 

We simply cannot afford to throw away or, through our inaction, allow years of 
communityibank relationships to dissipate. 

In response to those who say the mythical unregulated market is best arbiter economic 
structures, I would assert that lack of control of markets brought us the ubiquitous crack 
salesman, one in seven children without health insurance, a mountain of garbage in 
Lawndale and the lamentable need, in this day and age, for a task force on sweat shops in 
Chicago. 

I would urge that the Federal Reserve consider the impact of this merger on the health of 
the financial industry and I am certain you are making a careful analysis of that aspect. 
But this morning I would like to suggest that the health of the financial industry is 
inseparable from the financial health of the broader community. 
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It follows logically that we should strive to understand the impact of this merger on the 
larger community and weigh that impact against any benefits which may accrue. As a 
minimum we should consider structuring the merger to minimize negative impacts on the 
broader community. 

I would hope that the Fed consider, attempt to quantify, and take into account these 
concerns: 

. The number of jobs which may he lost, especially those back office jobs which may 
be accessible to welfare-to-work program participants. The loss of jobs seems, 
without specific guarantees to the contrary, likely, with the main loss concentrated 
in entry level jobs. 

. The amount of CIC lending and community development investment with 
community partners - the agreements with the Chicago CRA coalition could serve 
as a model for all markets served by the merged companies. Certainly such 
agreements would go far in stabilizing the process of community reinvestment. 
Lack of such agreements would certainly threaten the process of reinvestment both 
in their direct impact and as a negative signal to other investors and institutions. 

. The impact on minority lending, both the availability of loans and any 
disproportion in the rates at which loans are offered. Serious questions have been 
raised regarding the Bank One record in minority lending in communities such as 
Denver and Milwaukee. From a community perspective, First Chicago’s strong 
commitment to retail mortgage lending, including lending in minority and 
disinvested communities should be protected and expanded to the entire area served 
by the new merged companies. One would suggest that such commitments or 
agreements should become a standard for all bank merger applications and that 
regulators insist upon detailed agreement as a regular part of the merger process. 

. First Chicago has pro-actively taken the initiative in renewing and extending 
partnership agreements with community groups. Some reports indicate that Bank 
One has not followed suit in other communities. The seriousness of this lack of 
agreement was recently underscored by Chairman Greenspan statement that CRA 
agreements will not he recognized or enforced by the Federal Reserve. Clearly the 
good will of the parties, and their willingness to enter freely into agreements and 
partnerships with community groups is a bell weather of future cooperation. 

. First Chicago’s senior management team is the repository of one of the most 
extensive and critical institutional memories in the financial community. We are 
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deeply concerned that, unless concrete steps are taken to protect and pass along that 
memory, Chicago will be forced to spend significant resources in reinventing the 
wheel, sometimes at great human cost. Unless specific steps are taken to ensure that 
key First Chicago personnel with the experience, knowledge and sensitivity in 
community development are retained and given the authority to continue their 
work, much of what has been accomplished is placed in peril. 

. As any Chicagoan will tell you, local concern over the cost of ATM transactions, and 
the perception, real or not, of reduction of service due to lack of access to human 
tellers reached enormous proportions over the last year or two. Will the merger 
result in reduced competition and less attention to customer service, especially for 
seniors and those living in communities with few banking facilities? First Chicago 
has committed to opening four full-service branches in low-income neighborhoods. 
The durability and impact of this commitment would be reinforced with similar 
commitments throughout the service area. 

In Frank Capra’s world good always triumphs, the innocent are protected and, in the 
grand conflict between narrow interests and the welfare of the community and the nation 
we are assured of the outcome before the lights go down. 

We have no such assurances in real life. However, we take note of another important 
lesson of Wonderful Lijk 

Ultimately, the fate of any community rests on the determination and actions of its people. 
We trust that you will accept and act upon the testimony offered here today in that spirit. 
Thank you. 
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Good morning, I am Denver City Councilman Hiawatha Davis, Jr. I 
represent Denver’s City Council District 8, a predominantly low to 
moderate income and minority district. This council district is in the 
center city and it is being impacted by a dramatic economic surge, 
and a population increase that has contributed to increasing rents 
and a virtual loss of low to moderate income housing choices. 

As rents increase, moderate income families would do better if they 
could purchase a home before they are completely priced out of the 
city. Rental opportunities and home ownership opportunities are 
shrinking to the point of crisis. 

Yes, Denver is in the midst of an upscale housing boom with 
downtown loft projects and middle income housing developments 
springing up all over the city. Denver is also in the midst of its worst 
crisis in terms of affordable, low and moderately priced housing. 
There is very little capital being made available for low to moderate 

, income home buyers, and not much being made available to non- 
profit developers of low and moderately priced housing. If trends 
continue, this crisis will only get worse. 

I am here today to ask for your help getting Bank One to live up to 
the principles articulated in the Community Reinvestment Act as it 
pertains to Denver. 

Prior to the close of initial comments on this merger, I was joined by 
10 of my 13 colleagues on City Council, Denver’s Congresswoman, 3 
Colorado State Representatives and a State Senator, all of whom 
were concerned about Bank One’s discriminatory lending practices 



toward minorities, especially in the area of home mortgages. We all 
requested an extension to the comment period which we thank the 
Federal Reserve Board for granting, and requested a public hearing 
in Denver. While we are disappointed a hearing in Denver could not 
be accommodated, I am honored to be here today to testify on the 
merger between Bank One and First Chicago/NBD. This merger is 
of no small matter to my community and constituents -- the new 
entity will be the biggest bank in between the Appalachians and the 
Rockies, serving millions of consumers who will be directly affected 
by the way it does business. 

And if the way it is conducting its business currently is any guide, 
Bank One needs to significantly change its approach to lower income 
and minority communities. Its record of providing mortgage 
financing in Denver has been appalling. In 1995, Bank One made 12 
mortgage loans to African Americans and Latinos. In 1996, it made 
none. It took no applications from Latinos or African Americans in 
1996 either. 

As I mentioned earlier, I represent a predominantly minority district. 
I have plenty of constituents struggling with high rent, struggling to 
get ahead, who want to achieve the American dream of becoming 
homeowners. But that dream won’t be achieved with any help from 
Bank One. They could not find a single minority in the city of Denver 

, in 1996 to even take an application for a mortgage from. Something 
is wrong. And unless Bank One makes some commitments to change 
this record, when my constituents ask me where to go about 
becoming homeowners, I’ll have to say not at Bank One. 

This lack of service to the minority community in Denver is 
outrageous. Latinos make up 23% of the population in Denver and 
African Americans account for 12.8% of the population. To ignore 
over one out of three consumers in the Denver area is 
unconscionable. 



Access to credit is essential to breaking the cycle of poverty. Home 
ownership is the best route to building wealth and achieving the 
American dream. One of the most important measurements of an 
institution’s commitment to move American families to self 
sufficiency and economic stability is the entrance into home 
ownership. Renters have greater difficulty accumulating and 
maintaining wealth than homeowners. Particularly for African 
Americans, home ownership is the bellweather for wealth. 
According to the Department for Housing and Urban Development, 
African American renters have a net worth of $500 on average, while 
African American homeowners have a net worth of more than 
$48,000. 

Bank One’s failure to provide this needed credit demonstrates its 
disregard for Denver’s minority communities and consumers. The 
vast bulk of Bank One’s mortgages went to the wealthiest and 
whitest Denver neighborhoods. 42% of its mortgages were made in 
census tracts where the population was more than 90% white. An 
additional 41% of its home purchase mortgages were made to 
neighborhoods where whites made up between 75% and 90% of the 
population. Only one of its loans, under 2%, went to a census tract 
where minorities were more than half the population in 1996. And 
that loan was not even made to a Latin0 or African American, since 
we know that no applications were taken from this population in ‘96. 

Bank One has a comparable disregard for low-income communities. 
In 1995, more than one third of those under 50% of the median 
income were rejected for home mortgages -- more than three times 
the rate of applicants earning over 120% of the area median income. 
In 1996, it took more than 80% percent fewer applications from low- 
income people. Just 4, or less than 7%, of its mortgage loans went to 
neighborhoods with incomes below 50% of the area median income. 

Additionally, Bank One has so far refused to make a lending 
commitment for the Denver area. It pledged $4 billion for Chicago 
and $3 billion for Detroit but not one penny for Denver. If it made 



the comparable commitment for Denver that it made in Detroit, 
based on deposit base, Bank One would have to invest over $800 
million in Denver. That would be a huge influx of needed capital 
into Denver’s economy and would make a significant difference in 
the economic future of the city. It is money that could be spent on 
urban renewal, affordable housing, small business lending that 
provides employment, and countless other alternatives that could 
finance the expansion of opportunity in Denver. Instead, Bank One 
offers the city nothing. 

It isn’t that no one has asked either. Community groups and elected 
officials have approached Bank One and solicited its cooperation. 
Bank One is uninterested in coordinating its efforts with folks in 
Denver. This merger is making Bank One a powerful player in the 
midwest, but Bank One is offering consumers and communities 
essentially nothing. It indicates that it is pulling out of the home 
mortgage business and focusing on credit cards and loans to 
businesses. This is unacceptable. 

Bank One does have a branch in my district. Its disturbing to me that 
this institution seems fine taking the money of people of color in 
Denver, but is unwilling to give anything back. It makes me sad to 
think of minority constituents of mine depositing their hard earned 
money in that Bank One branch in my district, some of them trying to 
save to buy a home, and knowing that Bank One could not find one 
of them worthy of a mortgage in 1996. 

The Federal Reserve should prohibit this merger unless Bank One 
changes the way it does business in minority communities. It cannot 
be allowed to ignore the need for mortgage credit in our cities. It 
must demonstrate a commitment to minority and low-income areas, 
where access to credit is desperately needed. Bank One should not be 
given a free ride, with greater access to new markets, without any 
consideration of its record. It is time to hold the financial world 
accountable, and require it to meet the needs of all of America, not 
just the affluent white suburbs. 
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Good morning, my name is Ralph Smithers and I am 

Executive Assistant to Gregory Lashutka, Mayor of Columbus. I 

am here today at the request of Mayor Lashutka who is traveling 

in Europe and unable to present this testimony in person. 

As you know, the merger of Bane One and First Chicago is 

a bittersweet development for the people of Columbus. On one 

hand, it signifies that our hometown bank has truly become a 

national company. But, on the other hand, its decision to 

relocate its corporate headquarters from Columbus to Chicago 

is difficult for us to accept. Perhaps an apt analogy would be 

one of a parent who has proudly watched their child grow up but 

sad to see the child leave home to go out into the world. 

But in a sense this is different. Bane One is growing up but 

not really leaving us. Bane One employs more than ten 

thousand in Columbus and following the merger that number is 

not expected to diminish. In fact, the continued prosperity of the 



company will likely cause an increase in employment in the 

Columbus market. Many of Bane One’s significant businesses, 

including their Retail Banking and computer operations center, 

will remain in Columbus. 

Along with these important lines of business, many people 

will also remain. The people of Bane One are leaders. They 

have made important contributions to the development of 

Columbus starting with the Chairman, John B. McCoy, who has 

chaired one of the City’s most significant urban renewal 

programs in our history - the Capital South Community Urban 

Redevelopment Corporation. Mr. McCoy has committed to 

Mayor Lashutka that he will continue on in his capacity as 

Chairman of Capital South and other Bane One officers will also 

continue to serve in leadership roles for our riverfront 

development, our chamber of commerce, the City’s 

neighborhood development loan committee, the Columbus 

Compact and Fannie Mae’s Columbus Partnership Office and 

many other initiatives which are important to our community. 
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The people of Bane One volunteer to help children with their 

school work, they provide help to the homeless and food to the 

needy. They are actively engaged in supporting quality health 

care in our community and have consistently set the pace for 

one of the most successful United Way organizations in 

America. 

Perhaps less well known are the many unsung personal 

contributions made by employees of Bane One who, as they 

have prospered on an individuals basis, have provided 

significant support to the Columbus Foundation. The Columbus 

Foundation is today one of the largest community foundations in 

America - the generous contributions from people who work for 

companies like Bane One have made this possible. 

With respect to economic and community development, 

Bane One has been a reliable partner as long as I can remember 

?lr,r”‘l 
_ and I’ve been around for more than tW&ty years. When the 

City undertook a large and risky central city redevelopment 

project in the seventies, Bane One stepped forward to help with 
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the financing. When the federal government threatened to pull 

its financial support, Bank One lenders flew to Washington to 

change their minds. When the City of Columbus decided to 

launch a major public-private partnership with the Enterprise 

Foundation to promote home ownership and foster community- 

based development, Bane One stepped out in front with both its 

human and financial capital. During the last five or so years, 

Bane One has financed more than 1,200 units of affordable rental 

housing in the City of Columbus, including two major YMCA and 

YWCA single room occupancy projects and the first 

redevelopment of a public housing project in the state. Last year 

alone, Bank One made more than 12,000 loans to consumers 

residing in low and moderate income neighborhoods of the 

Columbus area and financed $162 million in small business 

loans to more than 1,800 small business owners. 

Recently, a group of neighborhood representatives wanted 

to undertake a comprehensive revitalization of their community. 

They went to Bane One for help in getting started. Bane One’s 
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staff took the group to other markets where they had 

participated in similar initiatives. I accompanied the group to 

Indianapolis to study how projects were started. The one thing 

we learned is that partnership is the foundation of community 

development and that partnerships are built on local resources 

and local commitment. No two cities are the same and the 

beauty of a company like Bane One is that it has the local capital 

- financial, human, technical, and philanthropic - and the 

autonomy to commit to worthy local endeavors. 

There are some folks who think this merger will cause Bane 

One to turn its back on the Columbus community or who think 

that the commitment of its people will somehow diminish if the 

corporate headquarters leaves the City. But I don’t think this 

merger is about creating something less or dismantling the 

culture that made Bane One a great institution. I have seen what 

Bane One has accomplished in other markets and their 

commitment to the community is no less hi&W&s today than it 

will be in Columbus tomorrow. 
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We look forward to your approval of this merger and to a 

bright future with a strong company. We are proud to be a Bane 

One community and look forward to working together in the days 

to come to address the needs of our common constituencies. 

Thank you. 
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Madam Chairperson Dolores Smith, Director, Division of Consumer and 
Community Affairs, Board of Governors, FRS, and other distinguished members 
of the Federal Reserve Bank. The Coalition of Neighborhoods (Coalition or CN) 
is a non-profit coalition of six racially and economically integrated communities. 
The Coalition, in keeping with our mission to maintain, expand, and promote 
healthy, integrated communities, have trained our leadership to integrate the 
compliance requirements of HMDA, CRA, ECOA, RESPA, EEO, and the Fair 
Housing Act. It is our belief that the Federal Reserve System which has 
contributed significantly to the establishment of these laws and regulations, must 
now contribute more significantly to their enforcement. 

The Coalition stands behind all of the statements in our July 13,199s challenge of 
this merger. Bane One’s July 22,1998 response to our challenge, specifically 
Appendix B, C, and D may have some slightly different numbers than we 
submitted, but the conclusions are the same. Their weak mortgage loan 
production is not responsive to the need of a 38% home ownership rate in 
Cincinnati. The unresponsive business lending speaks for itself, but I have 
attached to this testimony a couple of antidotal situations (see Attachment #2) 
that we believe illuminate what some black and white businesses from minority 
census &acts experienced with Bank One Cincinnati. We believe that a public 
hearing at the Cincinnati Federal Reserve Bank, comparison of the 1996 and 1997 
HMDA data, and a residential mortgage and business loan file review will 
support what we have alleged. Our challenge, and the bank’s responses, 
adequately describes a “needs to improve” performance based on our prospective 
of the lack of innovation, no complexities solved, and the unresponsiveness of 
Bane One Corporation relative to the overall needs in the Cincinnati area (see 
Attachment #I: Overall Needs-Community Banking Program, CBP). 
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This hearing today, and the subsequent merger decision has more to do with the 
credibility of the regulatory agencies, than that of the two banks involved. 
Renowned HMDA, CRA and financial industry experts from all over the 
country, in independent assessments of Bane One’s performance, have 
concluded that the bank’s approval and denial patterns in black, Hispanic, and 
LMI census tracts suggest violation of fair lending and consumer protection 
laws, and therefore, non-compliance with CRA. And, First Chicago NBD’s 1996 
HMDA data shows that the bank only originated a total of 29 loans in MSA 1640, 
all 29 went to white borrowers. 

We find it odd that as the government, regulatory and financial industries move 
to implement direct deposit programs under the EFT “99,” that Bane One would 
close one of only three branches it has in Cincinnati’s black communities, 
thereby reducing access. Given Bane One’s history, we are compelled to believe 
that once the merger with First Chicago NBD is approved, this pattern of branch 
closures within communities of color will continue. The Roselawn branch 
closure also reduced competition, which may lead to over pricing of loans and 
services by the one remaining bank in that community. We also find it odd that 
the OCC nor the Federal Reserve found issue with the isolated North Fairmount 
branch location, and the fact that it has no ATM or drive through window. How 
does this decision meet the “convenience and needs of that community? Or 
even nearby communities? 

Bank One’s extremely poor record in the appointment of blacks to its board, to 
“officers” positions, and its poor record in procurement of services from black 
providers in comparison to whites, especially in the area of marketing and 
advertisement was ignored on the basis that they don’t fall under CRA. This is a 
form of unsophisticated denial, and a sense of certainty that the Federal Reserve 
won’t integrate the analyses of these concepts in context to their relationship to 
discriminatory lending Our 25 years of experience in matters of race lead us to 
strongly believe that a mentality and culture that refuses to properly serve blacks 
in the areas above, will have no problem in rationalizing away the indications of 
underserving and discrimination. In addition, you cannot penetrate a market if 
you don’t advertise through it, and to it. Since Bane One does very little in this 
area, the low number of black applications to Bane One from black borrowers is 
the result. 

Finally, with respect to partnership, we know that many NDC/CDC type 
organizations have and will provide honest testimony as to how Bane One 
partnered with them to achieve certain projects, but projects should not 
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substitute for a broader economic development strategy and plan to address 
comprehensive reinvestment needs. 

Bane One has a business plan, with a budget. The Federal Reserve is deeply 
involved in development of its Year 2000 Plan, and the budget to get it done. 
Given this insight, we encourage the Federal Reserve to “push the envelope” on 
performance and partnerships by giving the proposed Bane One/ First Chicago 
NBD merger a conditional approval, until “market level” negotiated 
agreements, similar to the agreement between First Chicago NBD and the 
Chicago CRA Coalition have been established, with budgets. 

Thank you very much for giving me an opportunity to express our opinion on 
this proposed merger. 
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COMMUNITY BANKING PROGRAM 

The objective of the Coalition’s Community Banking Program is to increase 
fair and equal access to capital, credit, and banking services. In as much as 
the Coalition promotes integrated living, we encourage each lending 
institution to diversify by race and gender throughout its structure and in its 
programming. 

A. Access to Capital 

When individuals and businesses have fair and equal access to business 
opportunities, the capital they earn will afford them checking, savings, and 
investment accounts with local banks, and will reduce the need for 
unnecessary loans. There are a variety of methods from which individuals 
and businesses access capital from lenders other than loans, for example: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Board members - The Coalition recommends a minimum of three 
blacks and three women (6) seats on every board. 

Executive and Senior Management - These groups should, at 
minimum, reflect the population where the lender is located. 

Emuloyees and Consultants - Affirmative Action goals and 
guidelines should be established and enforced. 

Contractors, Vendors and Suuuliers - A Minority Supplier Program 
should be in place and enforced. 

All of the above categories represent capital opportunities. 



B. Access to Credit 

Many individuals, communities and/or census tracts in communities have been denied 
credit because of their race, their gender, and/or the race or gender composition of the 
area for which a loan was designated. The Coalition believes there is great benefit for 
the lender and the total community when written agreements are made in the following 
areas: 

1. Loan Commitments - Each lender should commit to a five year plan with 
yearly objectives of dollar amounts and/or number of loans they plan to 
originate or purchase, i.e., 

Single family 
Multi-family 
Home improvement 
Commercial 
Small and medium size businesses ($500 and up) 
. start-up loans 
. operating loans 
. expansion loans 
. lines of credit 
Neighborhood Business district development 

2. Loan Criteria - Lenders have broad discretion as to whether they will 
make allowances and/or give waivers that can make the difference in 
whether a loan is made or denied. Following are some of the most critical 
areas: 

credit history 
interest rates 
down payments 
points 
lender fees 
PMI 
property appraisal 



3. Credit Needs Assessment - Although lenders administer de-centralized 
needs assessments, loans made from this method generally do not have an 
“up grade” impact on communities or their business districts. The 
Coalition proposes concentrated needs assessments and an wzressive 
loan rejection review urocess. 

C. Bankinn Services - Low to moderate income communities and especially those 
that are black are usually the areas where bank and S&L branches are not located. 
Check Cashing businesses represent one indicator that banks are not providing a 
needed service, and that residents are paying a high price simply to cash their checks. 

Only one of six Coalition Communities have bank branches (Society and Fifth/Third) 
and no S&L branches. As our member communities of 60,000 residents are moderate to 
middle income, homeowner communities, with eight of the main traffic arteries 
(Reading Rd., Dana Ave., Montgomery Rd., Gilbert Ave., Paddock Rd., Seymour Ave., 
Madison Rd., and Red Bank Rd.) running through them, there should be at least two 
bank branches and two ATMs in each community. 

In addition, all payroll and/or government checks should be accepted by all lenders for 
a nominal fee, certainly below the 4% to 10% fee required by some Check Cashing 
outlets. 

D. General Philanthropic Giving 

A review of the grants given by most lenders uncovered scant contributions of $100 to 
$2000 given the Black and/or female based organizations and/or events. Larger grants 
were almost always awarded to organizations serving the predominately white 
community. The Coalition proposes a modification of this pattern. 
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Democrats Hit Regulators For Minority Lending Lag 

WASHINGTON - Seizing on the latest loan-discrimination data, Democratic 
lawmakers on Thursday demanded that regulators increase enforcement of 
community reinvestment and fair-lending laws. “At a time when the economy is 
roaring and interest rates are at a 20-year low you would expect lending to soar to 
minorities,” said Rep. Joseph P. Kennedy 2d, D-Mass. “But it just isn’t so.” 

Data released Thursday under the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act showed that 
growth in lending to minorities and low-income borrowers has slowed considerably 
from the double-digit percentages recorded earlier this decade. Rejection rates for 
blacks and Hispanics hit a&time highs. “This is the latest picture of 
discrimination,” said Rep. Maxine Waters, D-Calif. “The fact that 98% of banks score 
satisfactory or better [on Community Reinvestment Act exams] does not square with 
this data.” To press their point, 10 Democratic lawmakers sent a letter to the four 
banking and thriit regulators complaining of lax CRA enforcement. 

“CRA plays a critical role in holding federally insured financial institutions 
accountable in meeting the credit needs of their communities, including low- and 
moderate-income communities,” they wrote. “But CRA can only be effective in this 
critical role if CRA exams unfailingly signal [sic] out institutions that are not doing a 
good job of meeting such credit needs.” 

Bankers and regulators, however, said Community Reinvestment Act enforcement 
is quite rigorous. “I have just gotten through an exam by the Office of the 
Comptroller of the Currency, and let me tell you, the regulators are in full 
enforcement mode,” said Agnes Bundy Scanlan, senior vice president for 
community reinvestment at Fleet Financial Group. “We spent thousands of hours 
on this with the regulators.” Ronald F. Bieker, deputy director for compliance and 
consumer affairs at the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp., said the public needs to 
look at ail the data, not just rejection rates and year-to-year fluctuations. The 
slowdown in lending “is a concern to us,” he said. “But you have to look at other 
factors as well. Over the last five years, loans to blacks and Hispanics have grown at 
twice the rate for whites.” 
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Ellen S. Seidman, director of the Office of Thrift Supervision, agreed that the data 
contains positive news. “Lending rates to minorities continue to increase, and at 
rates higher than for whites,” she said. “The same is true for low-income. Lending 
to them increased at a rate higher than for higher-income” borrowers. 

Rep. Maurice Hinchey placed part of the blame on Republican lawmakers, who 
have been trying to roll back CRA requirements. “We have a political problem,” the 
New York Democrat said. 

“Republicans are aggressively attacking this program.” A Republican House 
Banking Committee official said efforts to exempt small banks from CRA will not 
reduce lending. “What we need is a workable CRA that targets people who need 
loans,” the official said. 

As reported Thursday in American Banker, the Home Mortgage Disclosure data for 
1997 indicated a pronounced slowing in loan growth to blacks, Hispanics, Native 
Americans, and low-income consumers. Lending to blacks and Hispanics rose 4%, 
while loans to Native Americans fell 1%. In 1996, loans to Hispanics and Native 
Americans increased 13.4% and 11.40/o, respectively, while loans to blacks rose by a 
similarly weak 3.1%. Whites experienced a 2% increase last year, off from an 8.1% 
rise in 1996. But their total of three million loans was about six times more than all 
other racial and ethnic groups combined. For conventional mortgages, the changes 
were even more anemic. Lending fell 2.6% for Hispanics and 1% for Native 
Americans, while rising 2.6% for blacks. For government-backed loans, growth was 
11.2% for Hispanics and 5.5% for blacks, while Native Americans were off 1.7%. 

The data showed that minorities continue to be rejected for loans about twice as 
often as whites. The greatest disparities were for those earning more than 120% of 
the median local income. Blacks in this income range were rejected 21.7% of the 
time, almost two and a half times more often than similar white applicants. Blacks 
earning 50% of the median local income, by contrast, were only 1.2 times more 
likely to be rejected than similar white applicants. 

Distributed on this list as non-commercial fair use 
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Debates over discrimination in mortgage lending have been contentious for 

decades. WhiIe evidence of discrimination has grown, lenders and regulatory agencies 

have also become more aggressive in responding to lending bias in recent year. One 

issue that is often raised, but on which there is little research, is the impact of the racial 

composition of the work force of financial institutions on loans to minority applicants. 

Using a data set on banks and thrifts in the Milwaukee metropolitan area, this study 

finds that the likelihood of a black applicant bciig approved increases as the proportion 

of black employees increases controlling on several applicant and institutional 

characteristics that influence loan review process, The effect of black professionals with 

thrift institutions is particularly significant. Specific research and public policy 

implications are suggested. Research on additional institutions in other communities 

and, where data are available, on more precise occupations and for other minority groups 

are next steps. But regulatory agencies could immediately begin to incorporate 

affiiative action and related issues in their enforcement activities and lenders could 

benefit from more aggressive voluntary affirmative action efforts. 

MORTGAGE LENDING, RACE, AND LENDER EMPLOYMENT: 

Does Anybody Who Works Here Look Like Me? 

The charge of racial discrimination and redlining by mortgage lenders has 

generated contentious debate for decades. In recent years, the debate has intensified 

and become more complex. Today more lenders acknowledge the existence of a 

problem than they did just a few years ago while community groups that have most 

vigorously charged discrimination are working with financial institutions to implement 

reinvestment programs. While many continue to debate whether or not there is a 



problem, the discussion appear-s to be focusing more on why mcial lending pattems are 

manifested and what can be done to reduce the significance of race in mortgage lending. 

One issue that is frequently raised, but on which there is little systematic information, is 

the impact of employment patterns of mortgage lending institutions on their lending 

practices. This study addresses the question of whether of not there is a relationship 

between minority employment and approval of minority loan applications. 

Historically, explicit utilization of race has been endorsed and openly practiced in 

property appraisal, mortgage lending and insurance underwriting, and real estate sales 

practices, in both the public and private sectors (Jackson 1985; Massey and Denton 

1993). If the overt utilization of race has faded in recent years, it has not disappeared 

and many traditional industry practices that may not be motivated by racial animus still 

exert an adverse racial effect. In the area of mortgage lending similarly qualified 

minorities are more likely to be rejected than whites with identical qualifications (in terms 

of their financial standing and the characteristics of the properties under consideration) 

and lenders more readily extend credit to borrowers in predominantly white areas than 

those in non-white neighborhoods even after borrower and property characteristics are 

taken into consideration (“Discrimination in Housing and Mortgage Markets” 1992; 

Munnell et. al. 1992; Bradbury et. al. 1989). And while the law has shifted in recent 

decades from a posture of endorsing discrimination to one of prohibiting the practice 

(most notably through the Federal Fair Housing Act, Equal Credit Opportunity Act, 

Home Mortgage Disclosure Act, and Community Reinvestment Act) enforcement has 

been grudging, at best (Dane 1989). 

During the nineties lenders and realtors have begun to more openly acknowledge 

a problem, with the prodding of many community based organizations and civil rights 

groups. Tim Elverman, Vice-President of Government Relations for Bank One in 

Milwaukee credited neighborhood groups and the law when he stated in 1990, 

“Community based organizations helped us understand how to market ourselves better 



and under-stand the market and programs that might have to be dcveIo[xxJ to meet the 

needs in the inner city....Without the law, the bank would never have done these 

things.” (Squires 19921, 22). 

Debates persist over whether or not there is a problem of racial discrimination, but 

there is also far more discussion today over what steps can be taken by lenders, 

regulators, and community groups to solve recognized credit availability problems. At a 

1992 conference on housing discrimination research sponsored by the Federal National 

Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae--a federally chartered investor in home mortgages), 

the group’s chief executive officer stated, “The papers presented today make clear that 

discrimination continues to limit access to housing and mortgage credit for many 

citizens. The challenge now facing the housing community is to fashion solutions that 

remedy these disturbing findings.” (Fannie Mae 1992). Early in 1994, Fannie Mae 

announced a 1 trillion dollar loan commitment to low and moderate income borrowers 

amounting to approximately half of the organization’s new business for the rest of the 

decade. This program will also include grants to community organization, opening of 25 

new offices in central cities, reduced closing costs, and increases employment 

opportunities for racial minorities (Vise and Crenshaw 1994). 

In January of 1994, President Clinton created the President’s Fair Housing 

Council, consisting of the Secretaries of eleven federal agencies and the leadership of 

four federal financial regulatory agencies, to strengthen and more effectively coordinate 

their efforts to affirmatively further fair housing, including fair lending activity 

(Executive Order 12892, 1994). Two months later the principle federal financial 

regulatory agencies and fair housing enforcement agencies signed a “Policy Statement 

on Discrimination in Lending” in which they pledged a more effective, collaborative 

approach to combat bias in home mortgage finance (“Policy Statement on Discrimination 

in Lending” 1994). 

Many factors are identified as causes of racial disparities in mortgage lending 



mar-kc&. Income and related financial differ-ences explain pair of the racial gap. But ii is 

also recognized that some underwriting practices on the part of lenders, private 

mortgage insurers, and the secondary mortgage market (institutions that purchase 

mortgage loans from loan originators, a practice that is much more common today than 

when the Fair Housing Act was passed in 1968) often adversely affect racial minorities. 

Subjective and arbitrary implementation of those rules, including selective utilization of 

race-neutral standards, frequently results in discriminatory loan patterns. Where lenders 

choose to open or close branch offices can also have adverse effects (“Discrimination in 

the Housing and Mortgage Markets 1992”; Squires 1992). 

One issue that is frequently acknowledged as part of the problem, but for which 

no systematic evidence is available, is employment practices of lending institutions. The 

relatively low number of racial minorities employed, particularly in professional and 

managerial position, is often pointed to as one of the reasons for the low levels of 

lending to minorities. There is anecdotal evidence that racial minorities often feel 

intimidated when they walk into a financial institution and do not see anyone working 

there “who looks like me.” In addition to the research evidence that minority loan 

applications are treated differently, there is anecdotal evidence that applications brought 

in by non-white loan officers are scrutinized more carefully by underwriters. 

Consequently, in recent years, reinvestment agreements signed by lenders with 

community organizations frequently included afl%mative action commitments to increase 

the representation of minority employees (National Training and Information Center 

1991; National Community Reinvestment Coalition 1994). 

This study represents the first effort to systematically explore the relationship 

between minority employment and lending to minority borrowers. The key questions 

are the following. Do lenders who employ more racial minorities approve a larger 

proportion of applications they receive from minority borrowers and are those lenders 

more likely to approve an application from an individual minority borrower than do 
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institutions that employ relatively few racial minorities’? If so, do these relationships hold 

after taking into consideration relevant risk factors (e.g. income of applicant, condition 

of property) and structural characteristics of financial institutions (e.g. bank or thrift, size 

of institution). 

Because housing and mortgage markets are primarily local markets (Shlay et. al. 

1992). this study will focus on one metropolitan area. Lenders are regulated primarily by 

federal agencies and they do operate in an increasingly global economic environment. 

Also, secondary mortgage market institutions that operate nationally are assuming 

greater importance each year. But the formulation of underwriting policies, decisions to 

accept or reject an application, and marketing and outreach efforts, are conducted 

primarily at the local level in response to local conditions. The case to be examined 

below is Milwaukee, Wisconsin. For several reasons the Milwaukee metropolitan area is 

an appropriate location. Organizing around redlining issues dates back at least to the 

mid 1970s in Milwaukee. During the 1980s Milwaukee had the largest racial gap in 

mortgage lending rejection rates of all major metropolitan areas in the nation. Blacks 

were four times as likely to be rejected for mortgage loans as whites in Milwaukee 

compared to a nationwide ratio of two to one. And the disparity persists in the early 

1990s. Many partnerships for reinvestment have been formed among lenders and 

community organizations in Milwaukee, encouraged by a variety of local and state 

government actions. In most cases, the agreements call for affiiative action in 

employment as well as lending by the financial institutions (Dedman 1989; Glabere 

1992). In many ways, Milwaukee reflects the national debate over racially 

discriminatory practices in the United States. 

Methodology 

Three data sets will be utilized. Fist, 1990 EEO-1 reports for Milwaukee area 

commercial banks and thrifts will provide detailed data on the total number of employees 



and the racial composition of employees in each of eight major occupational 

classifications. Private sector employers with 100 or more employees, employers with 50 

or more employees who arc government contractors or a depository of government 

funds, and institutions that issue U.S. Savings Bonds are required to submit an EEO-1 

form each year to the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.l EEO-1 data 

were obtained for 21 banks and 13 thrifts providing home mortgages in the Milwaukee 

metropolitan area. The lenders in this data set accounted for 68.4% of all publicly 

reported mortgage loans in the Milwaukee metropolitan area in 1990. 

EBO data do not distinguish officials, professionals, managers, sales positions, and 

technicians by specific job title. This precluded, therefore, analysis of loan approvals by 

specific occupational title, like “loan officer” or “underwriter.” As a proxy, officials, 

managers, professionals, and technicians were grouped together as 

“professionals/administrators” and used to estimate the racial composition of employees 

engaged in the loan approval process. Statistics generated from the EEO data included 

percent of black employees at each individual institution and the percent of black 

professional/administrators as defined above. 

The second data set is the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HIvlDA) report which 

commercial banks, savings and loan association, mutual savings bank, credit unions, and 

mortgage banks are required to submit annually to their federal financial regulatory 

agency (i.e. Federal Reserve Board, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Office of the 

Comptroller of the Currency, or Office of Thrift Supervision) and make available to the 

general public. This report provides several pieces of information for each mortgage 

application filed with the institution including the type (e.g. home purchase, home 

1 The EEO-1 data were obtained under a cooperative agreement between the U.S. 
Commission on Civil Rights and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. AU reports 
and information from individual reports is confidential, as required by Section 709(e) of Title 
VII. To insure confidentiality, only employment ratios are reported (aggregate totals are 
withheld) and the order of institutions on all lists are random. 
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in~provcment, multi-family, 1;HANA) and the dollar- amount of the loan; the income j 

race,2 and gender of the applicant; the census tract of the property; and the disposition 

of the application (e.g. accepted or rejected).3 

The 1990 HMDA data set for the Milwaukee metropolitan area comprised 35,422 

loan applications. Applications for owner-occupied home purchases numbered 22,691, 

64.1% of the total. Altogether 14,473 of these applications were either approved or 

denied with 13,919 of them being from either blacks or whites. This study was Limited to 

those applications by blacks and whites for owner-occupied home purchases that were 

either approved or denied. The 34 lenders generated 9,338 mortgage loan applications 

from blacks and whites for owner-occupied home purchases for which there was an 

approval or denial. This is 67.1% of all such loan applications in the Milwaukee 

metropolitan area in 1990. 

Finally, as the HMDA data includes the census tract in which the property is 

located, we are able to merge information from the 1990 Census of Population and 

Housing into the dataset. The Census data provide useful information on the 

neighborhood characteristics in which the property is located. Given the importance of 

neighborhood quality in home values, it would be an important determinant for 

mortgage loan approval. 

In order to examine the effect of minority employment on minority mortgage 

loans, we conduct two sets of analysis. First, simple correlations and other descriptive 

statistics are presented that reveal an association between minority employment and the 

dependent variables. Second, logit analysis using the disposition of the individual loan 

application as a dependent variable is used to examine the relation between the 

’ The eight race and ethnicity categories in the HMDA data are (1) American Indian or 
Alaskan Native, (2) Asian or Pacific Islander, (3) Black, (4) Hispanic, (5) White, (6) Other, 
(7) Information not provided, and (8) Not applicable. 
3 Loan applications can be (1) approved, (2) approved but not accepted by the applicant, (3) 
denied, (4) withdrawn by the applicant, (5) closed for incompleteness, or (6) purchased by 
the financial institution. 



likelihood oi an individual applicant receiving mortgage loan 2ppK~val and black 

employment controlling for- applicant’s socio-economic characterisrics, loan amount, 

neighborhood quality, and lender characteristics. 

Findings 

Preliminary Analysis: Black employment and black mortgage loan approval 

varied among institutions. Banks and thrifts in the sample varied in their proportions of 

black employment, mortgage loan applications from blacks, and loan approval rates for 

black borrowers. As a group, banks had higher black employment than thrifts; but black 

application rates for mortgage loans and black approval rates for mortgages were higher 

at the thrifts. 

Black employment ratios ranged from 0% to 18.1% with a mean of 6.8%. For 

black professional/administrator ratios, the range was 0% to 6.0% with an average of 

1.6%. Black employment rates at the 21 banks in the sample varied from 0% to 18.1%. 

with the industry-wide average being 6.2%. Aggregating employment among all banks 

in the sample, the banking industry had a workforce that was 10.3% black. Black 

employment at the 13 thrifts ranged from 0% to 15.0%, with an average black 

employment rate of 5.9%. The combined industry-wide average of all blacks in the thrift 

workforce was 6.2%. Four banks and one thrift had no black employees. Five banks 

and one thrift had only one black employee each. 

The proportion of all mortgage loan applications from blacks among all lenders 

varied from 0% to 20.8% with an average of 6.3%. Among home mortgage applications 

from only blacks and whites that were approved or denied, 6.3% of the applicants at 

banks were black, whereas 8.8% of the applicants at thrifts were black. Black 

borrowers at thrifts received mortgage loans at a 73.4% rate, but blacks applying at 

banks were approved only 65.5% of the time. The loan approval rate for whites was 

virtually identical for both types of lenders; banks approved mortgage applications from 
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Table 1 

Racial Composition of Mortgage Loan Applications to Banks 
and Thrifts in 1990 from Sample Data 

Loan 
Banks 

blacks 
whites 

total 

Application Percent Approved 
226 

3292 g”jf6 
148 

3045 
3518 100 3193 

Percent 
65.5 
92.5 
90.9 

Thrifts 

blacks 
whites 

total 

Loan 
Application Percent Approved Percent 

512 8.8 376 13.4 
5303 91.2 4926 92.9 
5815 100 5302 91.2 

Black application rates and total black employment ratios were positively 

correlated [p = 0.551. A positive &x-relation also existed between black application rates 

and a lender’s approval rate for blacks [p = 0.491. More significantly, minority 

employment appears to be associated with lending to minority borrowers. There is a 

positive correlation between levels of black employment and a lender’s loan approval 

rate for blacks [p = 0.391. Further, the lenders in the sample with above average levels 

of black employment average a 68.6 percent approval rate for mortgage loan 

applications received from blacks compared to 40.4 percent for those with below 



;~\Jclage l,lack ~,,,,,lql,,,e,,~. ‘The q”““‘i011 tha1 arises, rilcretol~e, is whe:thcr or 1101 this 

relationship holds after controlling on key applicant, neighborhood, and institutional 

characteristics. 

Table 2 

Black Employment Rates, Black Administrator Rates, Black 
Application Rates, and Loan Approval Rates for Blacks by Bank* 

* The listing of banks in Table 2 has been randomly 
generated from the original list of banks. This is to 
protect the confidentiality of an individual bank’s 
statistics. 



Table 3 

Black Employment Rates, Black Administrator Rates, Black 
Application Rates, and Loan Approval Rates for Blacks by Thrift* 

* Tbe listing of thrifts in Table 3 has been randomly 
generated from the original list of thrifts. This is to 
protect the confidentiality of an individual thrift’s 
statistics. 

Logif Analysis: Binary choice model of logit analysis is utilized in order to 

examine the effect of lender employment on the disposition of individual mortgage loan 

applications. The dependent variable of the logit model is whether or not the mortgage 

application is approved by the lender (APPROVE = 1 when the loan application is 

approved and 0 when it is rejected). The independent variables include characteristics 

of the financial institution including the minority employment variables, characteristics of 

the applicant, and characteristics of the property. 

The key minority employment variables of lenders were (1) the ratio of black 

employees in the total workforce at the institution (BLKRATIO), and (2) the ratio of 

blacks in professional or administrative positions (BLADRAT). Other lending institution 



cl~arncter-istics included SIX measured in terms of number or employees (EMI’), the 

number of home mortgage applications (HOMELOAN), and type of inslilution (INST). 

Institution type referred to whether the lender is a commercial bank or thrift such as 

savings and loans associations or mutual savings bank (INST = 0 for commercial banks 

and 1 for thrifts). For applicant characteristics, applicant race (RACE = 1 for black and 0 

for white), annual income of the applicant (INCOME) and mortgage loan amount 

(LOANAMT) were considered. As a control for the neighborhood characteristics, 

median home value of the census tract in which the property is located (CTVALUE) was 

also included in the model as an independent variable. 

The results of the logit estimation are reported in Table 4. Various interaction 

terms with the race variable (RACE) were included in the estimated model to test the 

hypothesis that black applicants are treated differently from white applicants. Also due 

to several structuraI distinctions between commercial banks and thrifts, several 

interaction terms with the institution type (INST) are included. 

The results generally confiis the hypothesis that institutional characteristics as 

well as the characteristics of the applicant and the property are important determinants 

of the loan approval. AI1 the variables that represent applicant characteristics turned out 

to be significant. Applicant income is statistically significant at 0.1 percent level, and has 

the expected sign. In other words, the higher the income, the more likely the loan will be 

approved. The amount of the loan is significant at the 5 percent level, and also has the 

expected sign meaning that applications for smaller amounts are more likely to be 

approved. The race the of the applicant turned out to be significant at the 0.1 percent 

level indicating that minority applicants have a lower likelihood of getting the loan 

approved. The interaction term between RACE and INCOME is significant with a 

positive coefficient indicating that higher income for blacks increases the approval rate 

more than it does for whites. The neighborhood characteristic also turned out to be 

significant at the 0.1 percent level indicating that applications for loans on properties in 
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highw valued neighborhoods are more likely to be approved. The type 01. ixstitution 

(INST) turned out to be significant at the 0.1 percent level. This result suggests that 

mortgage loans are more likely to be approved by a thrift than by a bank, everything 

else being equal. 

Table 4 

Estimated Logit Model of Home Mortgage 
Application Approval 

Dependent variable: APPROVE (1 if the loan approved, 0 if not approved) 
Mean of the dependent variable: 0.909 

Variable 

Constant 
EMP 
HOMELOAN 
BLADRAT 
BLKRA'IIO 
UKr 
INCahsE 
UJANAMT 
FSCE 
CIVAUJEI 
RACE*BL&DW.T 
RACE’BLKM?TO 
RACETNCOME 

lNSI*BLKRATIO 
FcACE'lNSi-BLADR4T 
RACE'INSTBLKRAIIO 

Coefficient 

2.00 
0.657EA3 

- 0.245E-02 
0.249Edl 
0.406E-01 
0.784 
O.llOEdl 
0.196E-02 
2.02 
0.105 E-04 

-lllM _.... 
0.501Em 
0.127E01 
0.185EJJ2 
0.354E-02 
0.201 

- 0.282Edl 
0.242 

- 0.206862 

t-ratio 

9.451L4* 
4.616**' 
2.949.** 
0.481 
1.799 
3.575*** 
4.908*** 
1.957* 
6.213*** 
5.941*** 

2.098' 
- 5.153*** 
4.109*** 
3.137*** 
1.080 
2.@41* 
0.053 

Mean 

477.58 
554.25 
2.1107 
7.255 

0.62306 
51.158 
75.107 
0.0791 
82488 



It is important to note that many interaction terms with INS’1 were 

significant. The interaction term between INST and EMP and the term between 1NST 

and HOMELOAN are significant at the 0.1 percent level indicating that banks and thrifts 

behave very differently in the mortgage lending market. More specifically, holding 

everything else constant the loan approval rate of a larger bank is higher than a smaller 

bank, whereas it is higher for a smaller thrift. Similarly, a bank with a smaller number of 

mortgage loan applications has a higher approval rate, whereas a thrift with a larger 

number of applications has a higher approval rate. 

The interaction terms between INST and the racial composition of lenders also 

reveal substantial differences between the types of lenders. The interaction term 

between INST and BLADRAT turned out to be significant at the 0.1 percent level 

indicating that the effect of BLADRAT on the approval rate is stronger with thrifts than 

with banks. Moreover, the interaction term with RACE, INST, and BLADRAT was 

significant at the 5 percent significance level indicating that the effect is stronger for 

blacks that whites. In other words the likelihood that a loan application will be 

approved is higher in those institutions where black professional employment is 

relatively larger, and this relationship holds after controlling on several socio-economic 

characteristics of borrowers and neighborhoods in which properties are located. The 

relationship is stronger with thrifts than with banks. Most importantly, it is stronger for 

blacks than for whites. Given the larger role of thrifts than commercial banks in 

mortgage lending, the findings pertaining to thrifts may be the most significant. 

Contrary to the strong results relating to BLADRAT (proportion of black 

administrative and professional employees), the variable BLKRATIO (the proportion of 

all black employees) including all its interaction terms with INST and/or RACE turned 

out to be insignificant. Given the fact that BLKRATIO includes all employees such as 

clerical, janitorial and other low level positions, it is not surprising to find out that 

BLKRATIO does not affect the likelihood of loan approval. 



Using the base model, we conducted two nested hypothesis using likelilmod ratio 

tests. The first null hypothesis is that blacks and whites have the same likelihood of 

mortgage loan approval. The hypothesis is rejected at the significance level of 1 percent, 

as the test statistic, 2*(2,590.5 - 2,523.5) = 134, is greater than the critical value of x2 (6 

degrees of freedom) = 16.81. The second null hypothesis is that banks and thrifts have 

the same likelihood of approving an application. This hypothesis is also rejected as the 

test statistic, 2*(2,560.6 - 2,523.5) = 74.2 is greater than the critical value of x2 (7 

degrees of freedom) = 18.48. 

On average, blacks and white have quite different characteristics in terms of 

income, amount of the loan, and the neighborhood in which the property is located. 

Table 5 shows the racial difference of the two groups. Similarly, banks and thrifts also 

have different characteristics. Moreover, these two types of institutions are subject to 

different sets of government regulations. Table 6 shows the average characteristics of 

lending institution weighted by the number of loans made to them 

Table 5 

Average Chracteristics of Applicants by Race 

DKOME ($9 LOANAMT ($) cJYALuE ($) 

White 52,674 77,841 85,575 

Black 33,496 43,271 46,533 

Table 6 

Average Chracteristics of Lending Institution by Type 

Bank 

Thrift 

EMP HOMELOAN BLADRAT (%) BLKRATIO (%) 

664.77 332.54 2.62 9.08 

364.33 688.38 1.80 6.15 



The estimated model is used to calculate the hkehhood of appm~al of a mortgage 

loan submitted to two types of lenders. In order to highlight the difference, we chose 

two different sets of applicant characteristics: those of an average white applicant (i.e., 

an applicant with the mean value for whites on each variable) and an average black 

applicant. These calculations are shown in Table 7. The base case refers to our data set. 

The model predicts that the average white will have 93.3% approval rate when 

submitting an application to an average bank (i.e., a bank with mean values for each 

variable), and 94.5% when applying to an average thrift. The average black, has a 

substantially lower approval rate. The average black approval rate is 66.6% for the 

average bank and 77.6% for the average thrift. However, part of these discrepancies 

can be accounted for by the socio economic differences of the two racial groups. The 

bottom four figures control for these differences. If a black applicant has the same 

income, applies for the same amount of the loan, for a home in the same neighborhood as 

the average white applicant, the approval rate would be 80.4% for the average bank 

and 91.7 per cent for the average thrift. These rates are substantially lower than 93.5% 

and 95.4% for the average white. Similarly, if a white applicant has the same 

characteristics as the average black, the approval rate will be 89.2% for the average 

bank and 92.5% for the average thrift. These figures are substantially greater than the 

comparable numbers of 64.9% and 83.4% for blacks. 



Estimated Probabilities of the Approval Rate (in per cent) 

Base case 

Avg. white at avg. bank 93.4 
Avg. white at avg. thrift 94.5 
Avg. black at avg. bank 66.6 
Avg. black at avg. thrift 71.6 

Black equal to avg. white at avg. bank 81.6 
Black equal to avg. white at avg. thrift 88.5 
White equal to avg. black at avg. bank 89.0 
White equal to avg. black at avg. thrift 90.8 

1% point 1% point 
increase in increase in 
BLADRAT BLKRATIO 

93.5 93.1 
95.4 94.1 
64.9 66.8 
83.4 11.3 

80.4 81.7 
91.7 88.3 
89.2 88.6 
92.5 90.2 

The next columns in Table 7 represent the estimated approval rates if the 

percentage of the black administrative/professional employment (BLADRAT) and black 

employment (BLKRATIO) were to increase by one percentage point. The first 

observation of this thought experiment is that the increase in BLKRATIO will not yield 

any significant changes, whereas the increase in BLADRAT will. The second result is 

that the change is much larger for thrifts. For example, if the BLADRAT increases from 

the current average of 1.8% to 2.8% in the thrift industry, the approval rate of the 

average black will increase from 77.6% to 83.4%. 

In this sample 70.0% of mortgage loan applications from blacks and 62.3% of 

applications from blacks and whites were made at thrift institutions. Thrifts, of course, 

focus more exclusively on mortgage lending than do commercial banks which are 

involved in a variety of commercial and consumer as well as residential lending and 

investment activities. Therefore, a higher proportion of thrift employees and particularly 

professional employees, are involved in the mortgage lending process than is the case 



with commercial hanks. ‘fhe evidence from this study strongly suggests that the 

proportion of black professionaVadminisvators in thrift institutions significantly affects 

the probability of loan approval for black applicants. 

In summary, the basic finding of this study is that racial composition of the 

workforce matters. As the proportion of black employees of a mortgage lender increases 

the likelihood that an application from a black borrower will be approved also increases. 

Particularly significant is the ratio of black professionals with thrift institutions. This 

relationship persists even after controlling on several applicant and lender characteristics 

that influence the loan review process. These preliminary findings indicate the need for 

further research but they also reveal directions for public policy. 

Research and Policy Implicatians 

The association between minority employment and minority lending found in this 

study strongly suggests the need for further research. Despite the limitations of the, data 

sets utilized in this study, these findings also suggest directions for policy that need not 

await further research. 

A critical research question is the impact of minority employment in more detailed 

occupational classifications. Loan officers and underwriters are in particularly important 

positions to determine lending patterns. But top management and boards of directors 

may also have significant influence. Analysis of minority representation in these 

positions would be particularly useful. This research, of course, would require voluntary 

cooperation of lenders themselves or the assistance of financial regulatory agencies. 

Such information is not available in any public data source. 

Another clear research need is replication of this study for additional cities. Cities 

where the racial composition or levels of segregation differ may exhibit different 

relationships between employment and lending patterns. City size, region of the 

country, number of financial institutions, and other factors may change the association 
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hctwecn cmploy~~~~nt and lending. l’e~+~s more inipoi-tax. wher-e similar pallems xc 

found the responses by lenders, public officials, community groups, and others will be 

more substantial in those communities than is likely to be the case if only one city is 

examined. It is simply too easy to dismiss as irrelevant for a given city, the research 

findings from a case study of another community. 

The impact of the employment of other protected groups remains unadvised. 

Employment levels for Hispanics, Asians, and other minorities, for women, and minority 

women may influence lending to these groups. These issues need to be subject to 

empirical investigation. 

A related research need is employment practices of other financial institutions that 

directly impact on mortgage lending. Real estate agents, property insurers, private 

mortgage insurers, and secondary mortgage market institutions which purchase most of 

the loans originated by lenders are some of those actors for whom little is known about 

employment practices. 

Another direction for future research is the effect of variables not included in this 

study. For example, the number of branch offices and whether any are located in the 

central city, the types of loans (e.g. conventional or government insured , single family or 

multi-family, home purchase or home improvement), local economic conditions (e.g. 

unemployment rates, number of housing starts), relationships among lenders and other 

providers of housing services (e.g. real estate agents, insurers, mortgage investors), and 

other factors which affect lending practices may also affect the relationship between 

employment and lending. 

But there are policy implication which need not await further research. Fist, 

these findings reinforce the wisdom of those community groups that have negotiated 

affirmative action commitments in CRA agreements with local lenders. Second, and 

more importantly, these findings suggest the need to revise the regulations federal 

financial regulatory agencies have developed to enforce the Community Reinvestment 



Act (WA). Under~ the CKA fedcr-ally regulated lenders have a contirruing and 

affirmative obligation to assess and be responsive to the credit needs of their entire 

service areas, including low- and moderate-income neighborhoods. Regulated financial 

institutions are evaluated in terms of their lending, investment, and related services. 

Based on this evaluation lenders receive one of four ratings: (1) outstanding; (2) 

satisfactory; (3) needs improvement; or (4) substantial noncompliance. Minority 

employment and affirmative action should be included as an additional assessment factor 

in these evaluations and ratings. And data on minority employment by occupational 

classifications should be included among the information lenders are required to make 

available to the public. 

Many lenders are depositories of federal and other public funds. Most if not all 

lenders offer credit products and savings accounts that are federally insured. Several of 

these institutions are federal contractors and subject to Executive Order 11246 which 

requires affirmative action by most private businesses that contract with federal agencies 

to provide goods and services. Given the significance of credit availability for urban 

redevelopment and the linkage between employment and lending, the U.S. Equal 

Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and the Office of Federal Contract 

Compliance Programs (OFCCP-a division of the U.S. Department of Labor) should give 

greater priority to lending institutions in their monitoring and enforcement activities.4 

Finally many lenders stand to gain by voluutarily implementing more effective 

affiiative action plans to increase their employment of racial minorities. Good business 

that is missed today, either because of bias by a predominantly white workforce or the 

hesitancy of qualified borrowers to enter an institution where nobody looks like them, 

can become profitable loans tomorrow if more minority employees (particularly at the 

4 The EEOC is charged with enforcing Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibiting 
employment discrimination and the OFCCP enforces Executive Order 11246, the two major 
federal anti-discrimination rules in the area of employment. 
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p~~ofessional level) aloe successfully recruited and retained. As the A& Bank~inf: Jou~mal 

editor concluded, “banks may take some comfort from the fact that sincere efCor& to 

eliminate bias are the right thing to do. further, done properly they will prove to be 

good for business” (Streeter, 1993 : 19). 

These actions would constitute a significant beginning in efforts to positively 

address the linkage between minority employment and minority lending. Further 

research, no doubt, would reveal additional steps that could be taken. 

The Future of Redlining and Reinvestment 

Urban problems generally and discriminatory credit problems in particular have 

received more attention in recent years than at any time since the Kemer Commission 

issued its warning that “To continue present policies is to make permanent the division 

of our country into two societies; one, largely Negro and poor, located in the central 

cities; the other, predominantly white and affluent, located in the suburbs and in 

outlying areas” (National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders 1968: 22). Persistent 

levels of segregation, increasing central city poverty amidst growing suburban affluence, 

and heightened racial tension and conflict indicate that the warnings of the Kemer 

Commission are coming true (Massey and Demon 1993; Jaynes and Williams 1989; 

North Carolina Law Review 1993). Lending practices are a vital part of this process. 

If redlining and discriminatory credit practices have become less explicit and 

overt in recent decades, they clearly have not disappeared. One dimension of this 

complex discriminatory process that has received little attention is the employment 

practices of lenders and their implications for lending in urban communities. Yet this is 

one of, unfortunately, many issues that needs to be addressed in order to reverse the 

process of disinvestment into one of reinvestment. 
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In 1977, over twenty years ago, I introduced a community lending resolution at 
that year’s shareholders’ meeting of the First National Bank of Chicago. The resolution, 
based on the bank’s poor performance documented by the first year of Home Mortgage 
Disclosure Act data, was defeated by 98% of the shareholders. This exemplified the 
corporate arrogance that required Congress to pass the Community Reinvestment Act 
(CRA) that same year. 

Now over twenty years and three First Chicago mergers later, we are here to 
discuss the need for continued regulatory vigilance and community advocacy on behalf 
of neighborhood reinvestment in an era of financial modernization and merger mania. I 
am also here to testify on the strength of bank partnerships that have grown as a result 
of CRA and are now providing access to affordable credit and financial services to 
revitalize local communities. 

At the end of 1983, First National Bank of Chicago applied to acquire American 
National Bank as it’s self-proclaimed intent to be the premier bank in the Midwest. I 
staffed those CRA negotiations which led at the time to the largest CRA lending 
agreement of $100 million over five years. This commitment was renewed in 1989 for 
another $225 million in lending. In 1990, a five-year evaluation of Chicago’s lending 
programs concluded: 

“The fundamental test of the success of neighborhood lending programs-and of 
investment in general - is whether lenders, community groups and community- 
based development organizations can develop and implement loan programs 
together in partnership.” [emphasis added] 

From my years of experience, the key element to fostering and furthering 
partnerships is regular monitoring and reviewing of progress so that continued dialogue 
can lead to further product innovation and market penetration. The key for both sides is 
learning to deal. 

One example of product development through working with First Chicago is the 
financing of mixed-use real estate. Chicago’s neighborhoods are built around main 
streets with block after block of properties with apartments above storefronts. In 1983, 
no lender offered conventional financing for such properties. At the urging of CANDO, 
First Chicago was the first lender to offer twenty-year fully amortized mortgages for the 
purchase and rehab of mixed-use real estate. 



Testimony for Federal Reserve Board Hearing on Proposed First Ch;cago/NEiD and BancOne Merger 
by Ted Wysocki, Executive Director, CAN00 -- Page 2 

In 1995, with the merger of First Chicago and NBD, this Neighborhood Lending 
Program was renegotiated. As part of a new commitment of $2 billion in community 
lending, First Chicago agreed to do a pilot program of 10% down for owner-occupied 
mixed-use buildings with less than ten units. Now as part of our recent agreement, they 
have made this program an on-going loan product and are willing to pilot a low-down 
payment mortgage for owner-occupant commercial real estate. This new commitment 
will promote a wide range of local ownership and extend investment opportunities to a 
whole other generation of businesses. 

This community credit need is being addressed by the private market, because 
the bank was willing to sit down and jointly hammer out the design of this loan product. 
It has turned out to be good business for the bank and good reinvestment for the 
community. It is a clear.example of the value of CRA agreements. 

There are many others like investing in micro-lending programs. CANDO’s Self- 
Employment Loan Fund uses below-market investments to provide capital for 
borrowers, who for a variety of collateral or credit history reasons are not yet 
conventionally bankable. 

In the face of today’s proposed merger, the Woodstock Institute conducted 
“market share” analysis and established aggressive goals for small business lending 
over the next six years, which will bring such lending in low- and moderate-income 
areas to parity with lending in middle and upper-income areas. 

This is not just about fair lending; its about revitalizing the economy of distressed 
neighborhoods. This is about building assets and creating jobs. This is about assuring 
that monetary policies benefit all Americans. 

The purpose of my observations is to make this final point: the Federal Reserve 
Board should exercise its regulatory authority to assure that BancOne adopts the First 
Chicago/NBD approach to community reinvestment throughout its service area. The 
corporate arrogance of refusing to negotiate CRA agreements, whether in Indiana or 
Ohio in this case, or in the case of NationsBank’s merger with Bank America, should be 
unacceotable as a matter of Federal Reserve Board policy. 

I endorse the agreement that we have reached with First ChicagolNBD and I am 
pleased that BancOne is willing to honor it. But I am disappointed that BancOne is 
unwilling to engage themselves in designing similar agreements for their other markets. 

As vice-chair of the Bank Regulation Committee of the Federal Reserve Board’s 
Consumer Advisory Council, I challenge the Federal Reserve to onlv consider 
conditional approvals of this and other mega-mergers -- conditioned on parity in 
market share goals for specific geographical markets. Let the market work but use your 
regulatory authority to assure that it works in every market. 
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First Chicago NBD and Bane One 

Malcolm Bush, President, Woodstock Institute 

August 13, 1998 
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago 

I am speaking on behalf of the Woodstock Inatitue, a nonprofit that promotes 
reinvestment and economic development in lower-income communities, and as a 
member of the Chicago CRA Coalition. I am also a director of the National 
Community Reinvestment Coalition. 

The proposed merger of two large companies that would together COnStiNte the largest 
bank in the Midwest raises serious concerns for residents of lower-income communities 
and the organizations that work with them. The Community Reinvestment Act, in its 
21 year history, has been much more honored in the breach than in the observance, a 
fact that has contributed to the economic decline of huge areas of urban, small town, 
and rural America. In the last few years, however, because of a variety of pressures 
and opportunities the Act has produced very important improvements in home-lending 
to lower-income and minority borrowers and communities. 

In Chicago, in many ways the home-town of community reinvestment activity, one of 
those pressures and opportunities has been the practice, dating from 1983, of 
community organizations requesting and persuadiig banks, small and large, to commit 
to significant community reinvestment goals for specific periods of time, and then 
monitoring rhe banks’ progress toward those goals on a regular basis. 

On the announcement of this proposed merger the Chicago CRA Coalition, which 
Woodstock Institute convenes, entered a dialogue with the bank to set new CRA 
commitments in the Chicago region for the new bank. We believe that, if 
implemented, the provisions of this CRA agreement will COnStiNt.? a good CRA 
program for the new bank in the Chicago region by improving the bank’s record in 
lending, investments, and services to the benefit of the region’s lower-income 
communities. My colleagues from the Chicago CRA coalition on this panel will speak 
to some of the details of the agreement. 

In my view the highlights of the agreement include the following items. 



The bank committed to small business and home loan goals based on a measure of its size and market 
presence, namely a specific ratio of its market share in lower-income communities to its market share 
in other communities. These ratios to be achieved at stated rates from 1999 are 1.10 for home loans 
and 1.15 for small business loans. 

The bank committed to open four full-service branches in lower-income neighborhoods. These 
neighborhoods are seriously underbranched on a per capita basis compared to other neighborhoods. 

The bank committed to a high level feasibility study of an affordable retail banking account for lower- 
income households which currently do not have a banking relationship, with the goal of establishing 
such an account. 

The CEOs of both banks personally assured the Coalition that the new bank will have a vigorous home 
mongage operation in all its markets. 

The agreement will be monitored, like other Chicago area CRA agreements in regular meetings. 

Unforhmately Bane One has not negotiated similar agreements in its current markets, which leaves it 
without a detailed and adequate CRA plan. Absent such an agreement we do not understand how the 
Federal Reserve Board can evaluate whether the merged institution will meet the convenience and 
needs of its communities. We note that the recent spate of so-called mega commitments by such 
institutions as NationsBank, Bank America, Travelers and Citicorp raise precisely the same problem. In 
the case of both mergers more than half the dollar commitments were for products not targeted to 
lower-income communities, and the commitments were not broken down by market area nor 
established with reference to such concrete, objective measures as market share ratios. 

The First Chicago/NBD agreement contains commu~ty reinvestment details that should be standard for 
ail bank applications and the bank regulators should demand such details as a matter of course. It also 
contains, in our opinion, commitments that reflect the size of the bank and that will promote 
significant, safe and sound community reinvestment in the region’s lower-income communities. 
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Chicago CRA Coalition Reaches ivlajor Community Reinvestment Agreement with First 
Chicago/ Bane One 

Chicago area communities will get $4.1 billion in housing and small business lending over the next six 
years as a result of an agreement announced today between First Chicago and a coalition of community 
groups. That figure includes a 40 percent increase in home and small business loans. The numbers are 
based on the standard that the bank’s efforts in lower-income communities should match and even 
exceed its efforts in middle- and upper-income communities. 

The agreement between the bank and the Chicago CRA Coalition, representing over 100 groups will 
mean almost $700 million a year in loans to Chicago-arca low- and moderate income communities noted 
Malcolm Bush, President of the Woodstock Institute which convened the coalition. “‘This agreement is 
especially good news for small business people in lower-income communities, and anyone who cares 
about the economic future of our region,” said Ted Wysocki Executive Director of the Chicago 
Association of Community Development Organizations (CANDO). “The agreement represents 
significant increases in home-mortgage lending and in multi-family lending which is critical for lower- 
income families who face housing crisis of enormous proportions” commented Kevin Jackson, executive 
director of the Chicago Rehab Network. 

The agreement comes as merger arrangements proceed between Chicago’s largest bank and Bane One of 
Columbus, Ohio. The federal Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) requires banks to serve low- and 
moderate-income communities. and bank regulators review CRA achievements prior to agreeing to a 
merger. “This agreement is different from other recent CRA commitments because the dollar goals are 
all dedicated to lower-income households and communities, because the agreement has a precise 
breakdown of the total dollar amounts. and because it has been generated by community leaders,” said 
Bush. 

The agreement includes: 

* Increasing home loans by I9 percent in the first two years and by 40 percent by year five 
(cumulative total of 36.000 loans). Loan goals are broken down by home purchase, refinance, 
home improvement and multi-family loans. 



increasing small business loans by I3 percent in first hvo years and by 41 percent by year six 
(cumulative total of 5.200 loans). Loans to businesses with less than $1 million in sales will 
increase by 34 percent in the first two years and by 68 percent by year six. 

Reversing Bank One’s decision to downgrade its mortgage company activities. The new 
Company will offer its full range of mortgage products in every market. 

Opening four full service bank branches (free-standing branches or Dominick branches) in four 
years in lower-income communities. 

Increasing the bank’s downpayment assistance program from $100,000 to $900,000 to help 
lower-income households purchase their first home. 

Establishing, for the first time, a floor on contributions to community development groups and 
building in annual yearly increases. 

Verne Istock, the CEO of First ChicagoNBD, and Chairperson designate of the new bank, has also 
committed in writing to a high-level feasibility study with the goal of establishing an “access” account 
for people who currently do not use or do not qualify for a regular checking account. Istock’s 
counterpart from Bane One, John McCoy, who will become CEO of the new bank, has personally 
pledged to honor this agreement. This agreement also honors the spirit of close relationships between 
First Chicago and Chicago area community groups that date to the signing of the first CRA agreement 
for $100 million with First Chicago in 1984. The coalition hopes that this agreement will encourage 
banks in other cities to work with community organizations on similarly targeted CRA goals, said Marva 
Williams, Senior Project Director at Woodstock Institute. 

- - 

The Chicago CRA coalition, which is convened by the Woodstock Institute, is a coalition of over 100 
organizations promoting community reinvestment throughout the Chicago metro area. 

The Woodstock Institute, now in its 25th year, promotes access to capital and credit and encourages 
economic development in lower-income communities through applied research and public education. 

Other Contacts: 

Home Lending: Joyce Probst, Chicago Rehab Network, (3 12) 663-3936 
Small Business Lending and Economic Development: Ted Wysocki, Chicago Association of 
Neighborhood Development Organizations, (3 12) 939-7 I7 I ; Tony Hemandez, Greater North Pulaski 
CDC, (773) 384-7074. 
Bank Services:~ Esperanza Caraballo Latinos United Community Housing Association, (773) 276-5338; 
Dory Rand, Poverty Law Project, (312) 263-3830. 
Investments: Calvin Holmes, Chicago Community Loan Fund. (3 12) 922-1350 
Pet-sons with Disabilities: Karen Tamley, Access Living of Metropolitan Chicago, (312) 216-5900 
Cook County: Yevette Newton, Cook County Depanment of Economic Development (3 12) 795-8980. 
Community Organizing: Bob Vandrasek, South Austin Coalition Community Council. (773) 287-4556 



August 6,1998 

Verne G. Istock 
Chairman, President and CEO 
Chicago NBD Corporation 
One First National Plaza 
Chicago, IL. 60670-4000 

Dear Verne: 

On behalf of the Chicago CRA Coalition, we endorse the attached six-year reinvestment 
agreement that will be implemented upon the merger of First Chicago NBD and,Banc One. We 
are pleased with the goals developed as a result of these negotiations, which will greatly enhance 
lending, services and investments in lower-income and minority communities in the Chicago 
region. In particular, we are pleased to note that mortgage lending activities will be maintained. 
The negotiations were a model of how large banks should relate to community development 
organizations, and we regret that Bane One has not conducted similar conversations in its current 
markets. 

Thank you for this opportunity. We look forward to working with you. 

Sincerely, 

Chicago CBA Steering Committee: 

&lEolm Bush Woodstock Institute 

--=?zz?& 
Ted Wysocki, CANDO 

d, Poverty Law Project of the National 
Clearinghouse for Legal Services 

,,&t ul/L~ 

Karen Tamley, Access Living 
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July 29. 1998 

Mr. Malcolm Bush 
The Chicago CR.4 Coalition 
c/o The Woodstock Institute 
JO7 South Dearborn 
Suite # 550 
Chicago, IL 60605 

Dear Malcolm: 

I am pleased to transmit a copy of the community reinvestment programs and activities which 
we plan to implement following the completion of the merger between First Chicago NBD 
Corporation and Bane One Corporation. 

The discussions we have had’over the past three zonths have been both challenging and 
enlightening to the team from First Chicago NBD and Bauc One. We are proud of the resulf 
and hope the Coalition members are as pleased as we are. I think we both have learned from 
each other during the discussions. and will be stronger partners moving forward as a result of 
the time we have spent together. . . . 

John McCoy and I are looking forward to building a new corporation+ and helping to 
strengthen all the communities in which we operate. We look forward to working with you. 

Cordially, 



Housing Task Force Issues 
Singk Family Mortgage Lending 

.ilarker Share 
Inctcrse bank lending to low- 
and moderate-mcome 
(“LMI’7 people and areas. 
including expansion Into un- 
and undenerved markets. 

Credit Scoring 
Ensure that incrased use of 
credit scoring doe, not 
become a b.&r to ,ccc,,ing 
credit for people with non- 
ttxlitio,ul orpmblem,tic 
c&it hilstmies. 

Other 
Reduce innppropdate 
subpdmc lending 

Increve Downp,yment 
A,,i,tance (“DPA’) Pool 

Multifamily Lcnding 

Lending 
Renew md incre,se dx 
Neighborhood Lending 

pmgnm 

Encour,ge mired-income 
development 

Housing PoGg 
Partner with City of Chicago 
to p,-exrve ,ffo&ble 
housing stock and expand 
home owwship 
oppo*nitic, 
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Chicago CRA Coalition and Fint Chicago NBD (New BpnkOnc) Si Year Plan A 
i 

Community Rcimnrmrru Pmgnmr sad Activiric, 
July 1998 

The Bmk concun wth a goal of racbing * cumulntive mctrqwliun ti county ace, totnl of 
35,879 LU(I .c,i&nul HMDA loam by the end of the year 2004 (,tuchment bwks down 
tot& by year and product.) 
Progress wdl be mcasucd by number of lams. percentage increue md market &are. 

Generally, ~cnding m low- and moderate-income ,=a, should be c -“nte with lending 
lncrase, to low-and modcntc-income people over ,lt (Sub-prime kndingahould not be 
included in these ticteases.) 
l-he bmk will work with commutity orgmizadoru to dctcrmitx undcnewed mx&cu, ,nd 
way, to pcnetrare these mrrkcts. 

The bank wll pacticipae in tbc dcsip ad development of M analpi, ofcrcdit and vrvice 
needs in Llcil communities, and will contxibute to its implemenutioon 

Applicvlts with m,rcjn,l credit SCOR, will be offered lnather lo,,, product, and denied 
app!icants will be given information on homeovnenhip cou~elingprogmnr. 
The bmk wll continue .econd review, of all low/mcd ,pplic,tiolu, .s well u wand review, 
of all mmotity loans which are received 

The banks Community Outreach and Education Division (COED) will work with the Cmdit 
Counseling Services of Chicago on c&it rep,ir wod0hc.p.. 

After the mcr8w, the bank will conduct credit analysis on all sut+me applicaats ,nd rcfcr 
them to ,ppmptiatc lo,* product. 

The bmk $4 increase the DPA pilot to $15O,OOO/yr. for 6 yea,,, titb Slm pa bo.rower. 
l/3 of the,c fund, will h set aside for barowen below 60% of mediaa income, nith the 
tenwinder for those ,t 80%; areas 4l include EZ, City EC, uld ,ll low/mod hncp in South 
Suburb,” Cook County 

Wtbin the Downpayment assistance pmgmm, $2,500 willbe offered forpeople v&b 
disabilities, with no gqnphic limits on the home purchnu, and income cligibiliy cxtetxkd 
up to 100% of medim. 

The geogaphy md subsidy amounts are open to annual adjustmcot at the ,uggc,tion of the 
bank or the Neighborhood Lending Review Board 

Targets for muldf,mily lending are found in ,ttacbment. 

The ,cdtides of the Neighborhood Lending Ptogmm will be continued. 
,998 Gosl - 165 million in loan, closed, 1999 goal - 7.5% inctease to $70 million. 

The bank concur with the imprtmce of m&d-income development including renul md 
for-,& units, and will encourage pmpo,& for thew. 

The hank will continue to partner with the City of Chicago and community o~atiotts in 
praiect, that wppott the go& of the new j-year Department ofHousingAffo&ble Housing 
Plan. 
Thep will p,rtner with the Chicago Rehab Network to identify methods to linsnce low 
income hou,ing ,s desccibed in the Ci+ 5 Yenr PI,,, such as: family housingpdodtiatlon; 
prt~ewrtion; Section 8 Br public hou,ing, and, capacity of non-profits. 



Chicago CRA Coalition and First Chicago NED (New BankOne) Six Year Plan 
! 

Community Reinvestmar Pmgnms and A&vi&s 
July 1998 

Lx4 Co&irm Go‘lL F;“r cl,;<&Lw one Pkz” 

Economic Development Task Force Issues 

. 

Services Task Force Issues 

Establish uld market Lifeline 

lCCcl”“ts 

Inctcase finvlcial literacy 
tr-g 

Branch Network 

~“cre~se the “umber of full- 
retice bvlk brvlcher i” 
under-sewed comutitics 



Chicago CRA Coalition and First Chicago NBD (New BanLOne) Six Year Plan 
Community Rcinvcsrmca Programs andkcivitics 

July 1998 

CR,4 Co‘uGr Go&l Fin, GiopBanr On, P/an 

Investments and Grants Issues 

CommuniW,Devclomnenr Investments 

. 

Housing Education and Counseling 

Other Issues 

Vcndo, procurcmcnc . 



Chicago CRA Coalition and First Chicago NBD New Bank One) Six Year Plan 
APPENDIX - Community Reinvesmxnt Programa and Activities 

July 1998 

CRA C0alld0” Goals 

Additional Issues of Agreement 
First Chicago-Bane One Plan 

Housing Task Force Issues 

Sing/e Form+ 

. The Community Pfide Loan will be aggressively marketed to people 
with disabilities. 

. The bank U/III work with community organizations serving people 
with disabilities to develop and market products or programs for 
people with disabilities. 

. ?he bank will explore models of purchase-rehab including Fannie 
Mae HomeStyle product.. 

. The bank will continue to invesr in the NHS Family Housing Fund 

M&i-Fani Pi/or . The bank will continue the multi-family pilot program, and reticw 
changes to make the program more effective. 

. The bank will conduct semi-annual packager training and for 
community organizations that are internsted in co-hosting, will 
continue real estate development and invesrment trainingprograms 

Economic Development Task Force Issues 

. The bank will continue to review rejected loam for inclusion in the 
CAP or SBA pmgrann, and with community organizatiolu. will 
undertake a study of the abiity of micro lendingorganizntions to 
take on lager loans, and their ability to offer lines of credit. 
_- 

. The bank will retain qualified staff. 

. The Neighborhood Lending Program and CDC will continue to 
target community development deals: grocery stores. child care, 
health care 

Marketing . The bank will expand efforts to increase marketing of mixed-use and 
commercial real estate products in low-mod areas, esp to broken, 
particularly where CDC and market oppommities exist. 

. The bank will sponsor workshops, based on demand for 
ownership/management classes. 

- pge 1 



( 
Chicago CRA Carlition and First Chicago NBD Ner Bank 0~) Six Yeu Plan 

APPENDIX - Commucsity Rcinvarmmc Pm-s asd Act&tin 
July 1998 
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July 3, 1998 

Mr. Malcolm Bush 
Chicago CRA Coalition 
c/o The Woodstock Institute 
407 South Dearborn 
Suite 550 
Chicago, IL 60605 

Dear Malcolm, 

I have been reflecting on our discussion last week related to the issue of what we might call an 
“access account” for individuals with limited or poor credit histories, or limited experience in dealing 
with banks. 

It is clear to me that it would be beneficial to the community to provide an alternative to currency 
exchanges, and to encourage people to establish relationships with banks.“Because of the importance 
of this issue, I have decided to assign the task to senior staff in our retail deposit product, branch 
delivery and legal departments to undertake a thorough feasibility study of establishing a pilot roll-out 
of an “access account”, and to report directly to me on the findings. 

I am aware that the Chicago CRA Coalition has requested that we commit to a product, and I wanted 
you to know why we cannot do that at this time with the information we have available. There are 
bank regulations (Regs B, CC and E, for instance) which would impact our ability to offer a product 
which is both reasonably priced and meets a substantial number of the policy goals which we would 
like to achieve. How to place certain individuals - and not others - into this account is a concern of 
mine, as are the requirements for monthly statements and the timely release of uncleared deposits, 
which is a major cause of fraud. I do not think these concerns are insurmountable, but they do 
illustrate why the issue needs more definition before we may be able to institute this product. 

Your inputon these issues, as well as examples of other successful models, would be very helpful to 
us in this endeavor. I have asked Mary Decker and Ed Jacob to coordinate your involvement in this 
process, which I have asked to begin within thirty days. 

Please thank the Coalition again for all their insights and specifically for bringing this issue to my 
attention. 

Cordially, 



Chicago CRA Coalition 

Background and Summary for Negotiations with First Chicago/Bane One 

The Chicago CFU Coalition is an association of community organizations and other non- 
profits that use CRA to promote community development investments, services and lending by 
financial institution in minority and low- and moderate-income communities and to low- and 

moderate-income persons. 

Term of agreement: 

Six years, 1999-2004 inclusive. 

Major Goals of the CRA Coalition: 

1. To increase First ChicagolBanc One residential and small business lending 
to low- and moderate income persons and in low-moderate income and minority communities 
in the Chicago MSA 
2. To provide adequate financial services (branch networks, ATMs, life-line accounts) to low- 

and moderate income persons and in low- and moderate-income and minority communities. 
3. To increase grants and investments in community development organizations and other non- 
profits relative to the increase in lending of the new bank. 

4. To decrease predatory residential, consumer and small business lending. 
5. To increase small business technical assistance and consumer credit counseling/repair services. 

Definitions 

Low-income: areas or people with incomes of 50% of the median or less. 

Moderate-income: areas or people with incomes of 80% of the median or less. 
Small businesses: loans of $Imillion or less. 

Very small businesses: businesses with annual sales of $1 million or less. 
Market share ratio: a measure of bank lending performance where the lender’s share of business to 
low- and moderate-income areas/people is compared to its share of business to middle- and upper- 
income areas/people. A ratio of less than 1 .O means that the lender serves low- and mcderate- 
income areas at a lower rate than it serves middle- and upper-income areas. 



Statement by Kevin Jackson, Chicago Rehab Network to 
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago on 

First Chicago/Bane One Merger 

August 13,199s 

Good morning, Ms. Smith. My name is Kevin Jackson, I am the 
Executive Director of the Chicago Rehab Network, a 20 year old coalition 
of 43 non-profit housing development organizations in Chicago. We are a 
member of the Steering Committee of the CRA Coalition and the Chair of 
the Housing Taskforce. 

Financial institution’s responsiveness to individuals and families in 
local neighborhoods is at the heart of the importance of the Community 
Reinvestment Act. Recognition of this is clear from the proceedings 
today. Public involvement in the decisions that impact communities, 
regions and the country is fundamental to the democratic process and 
ultimately, despite its difficulties a good thing. We congratulate the 
Federal Reserve Bank for calling this hearing and acknowledge the 
importance of the people assembled to participate. We also congratulate 
ACORN on helping to create the momentum that resulted in this hearing. 
And finally we congratulate First Chicago NBD on demonstrating the 
utility and possibility of CRA agreements that mean good business for the 
institution and communities. 

The Chicago Rehab Network has a long history with the First 
National Bank of Chicago. In 1984, when First Chicago acquired 
American National Bank, we were part of the coalition that negotiated the 
first Neighborhood Lending Agreement. Since then we have sat on the 
quarterly Review Board, packaged hundreds of multi-family loans, and 
provided detailed input on community credit needs. When First Chicago 
merged with NBD three years ago we were part of the CRA Coalition that 
negotiated a detailed CRA Agreement. 

As I stated in my opening, CRA is vital. The process that led to 
our present CR.4 Agreement occurred because CRA strengthens our 
government’s mediating role between the private sector and the common 
good. The CRA agreement reached by the CRA Coalition in the proposed 
merger of First Chicago NBD and Bane One is a model for CRA 
agreements in both it’s process and substance. After the merger was 
announced, the CRA Coalition moved quickly to hold a public meeting 
and then had Taskforce meetings to gather substantive input from 
community organizations throughout the region. The Housing Taskforce 
met three times to develop the initial set of negotiation items. We then 
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met many times with First Chicago NBD and Bane One staff from the highest levels on down. 

For the first time in CRA negotiations we were able to use a market share analysis to 
develop mortgage lending targets. As a result, over the next six years First Chicago NBD has 
committed to increasing their residential lending by more than 8,200 loans over current lending 
levels. In 1995 First Chicago established a $100,000 Downpayment Pool for homebuyers in 
Chicago’s Empowerment Zones, with this Agreement the Pool has been increased to $900,000 
and extended to more low and moderate income areas. 

In discussing credit needs with organizations in Chicago there was a sense that, 
particularly in this time of megamergers and predatory lending, simply establishing lending 
targets is barely adequate. Without a thorough analysis of the credit needs of low and moderate 
income communities and individuals on which to base lending targets, there will continue to be 
unmet needs and borrowers who are forced to get inferior, high cost credit products. First 
Chicago NBD has committed to participate in the design and development of an analysis of 
credit and service needs in low and moderate income communities and to contribute to its 
implementation. They further agreed to work with CRN to expand the impact of the City of 
Chicago Department of Housing’s second 5 year Affordable Housing Plan approved by the City 
Council in July. 

We were particularly concerned to read in the merger application that Bane One had 
discontinued it’s mortgage lending business except for the convenience of its customers and its 
CRA division. We believe that mortgage lending at all income levels is the foundation of 
community development and a bank’s investment in a community. After discussion with both 
bank’s CEOs and many of the senior staff, the bank announced that, through their best practices 
evaluation of the bank’s business, they would resume full mortgage lending throughout the Bane 
One system. This is one of two system-wide commitment we received from Bane One, the 
second is that the bank will conduct a credit analysis on all applicants to the subprime lending 
unit and refer them to appropriate loan products. 

The process I have described created a CRA Agreement that is responsive to the service 
and credit needs of low and moderate income communities, businesses and households in 
Chicago. With this Agreement we have a solid foundation to build on for the next six years. The 
same type of commitment must be made to low and moderate income people and communities 
throughout the Bane One system. 

In the end the communities in which the members of the Chicago Rehab Network operate 
are not unlike communities throughout this %ountry, struggling to build better neighborhoods 
through affordable housing and economic development, and fighting the growing tide of 
economic disparity. Our mission at CRN, to promote community development without 
displacement in our communities, requires us to stand in solidarity with communities across this 
country in their relationship to financial institutions. We believe that First Chicago NBD’s 
leadership here should be replicated throughout the country and we call on the Federal Reserve 
Board to ensure that the same type of commitment is made to all low and moderate income 
people. 

Statement of Kevin Jackson, CRN to Federal Reserve Board Page 2 
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Good Morning I am Mark McDaniel and I am the President of the Michigan Capital Fund 
for Housing. The CapitalFund is a non profit housing corporation that was founded in 1993 for the 
purpose of raising and providing investment equity to create affordable housing in Michigan. The 
Funds mission in providing equity is to invest in projects that meet at least one of the following 
criteria: 

1. Locate in a distressed community which includes rural areas 
2. Smaller size projects 
3. Non profit involvement as sponsors 
4. Serving special needs populations 

Wti that mission the Fund has raised and invested over 80 million of equity since 1993 creating over 
2.000 units of affordable housing. Through our relationship with the Enterprise Social Investment 
Corporation, the Enterprise Foundation, and our financial institution investors the Fund now offers 
a multitude of financial resources to the development community in Michigan, This includes 
permanent debt financing, construction lending, technical assistance, predevelopmcnt loans and 
grants, and charitable activities contributions. As a result of our growth and structure we have come 
to understand the banking industry intimately. 

I am here today to tell you very simply that the merger between Bane One and First 
Chicago/NBD is the best news we’ve had in a long time. I know this is good news because this is the 
lirst time that a merger has gotten the bankers on our board grumbling. This is indicative that Bane 
One will be very competitive and push the other banks to become more aggressive and innovative 
than they’re use to; in my view, that is what Bane One is bringing to Michigan and that is good. 

Based on my 21 years of experience in planning housing development, and community 
development, I am convinced that Bane One has a social and financial commitment to revitalizing and 
supporting community investment and development throughout its market area. This is true in our 
case even when they weren’t in the Michigan market. In the formative stages of the Fund, Joe Hagan 
the President of the Bane One CDC, was advising us on structuring the Fund and selecting board 
members. They have provided me with input whenever I’ve been faced with complex issues which 
I have found very unusual when compared with other banks. 

Bane One has invested 6125 million is several national equity funds managed by Enterprise. 
They have invested 520 million in funds managed by the Ohio Capital Corporation for Housing. In 
additionBanc One is providing bridge financing to Ohio Capital. Their commitment to the Illinois, 
Chicago, Cleveland, Delaware, Texas, and Milwaukee Equity Fund has been similar, 

There are some who will say, “so what”. Tell that to the single mother living in a transitional 
housing development who, without Bane One’s and others investments, would still be suffering the 
beatings of an abusive boytiiend or be out on the street with no where to go. The same mother who 
has got her life together because ofthis housing opportunity and is now ready to move into a Habitat 
for Humanity home. Tell that to the senior citizen in Cleveland who was living as a hostage in her 



home in a crime ridden neighborhood, who as a result of a Bane One investment, was able to move 
into a new safe and sccurc senior community. She now has a quality of life in her golden years that 
she never thought she would have. And finally. tell that to the young couple with little ones who 
where forced to live in a slumlord owned house with no security, broken plumbing and windows, and 
lack of adequate heat who, with the help of Bane One’s investment in a national fund, was able to find 
safe and dcccnt housing to raise their family in. There are thousands of stories like this. 

NBD is rcprcscnted on our Board of Directors and has as compared to other financial 
inst&ions in Michigan, been a significant but smaller player. We appreciate the support and effort 
they have put into the Fund. But we see this merger moving them to the forefront of community 
invcstrncnt in Michigan Tbe tirst signs of this came within two weeks of the announced merger with 
a series of inquiries and meetings with Bane One personnel and the Fund to discuss how Bane One 
can provide their rcsourccs through the Fund. We are already working with Bane One Capital 
Corporation on a construction loan and co-investment for a senior citizen development in Adrian 
Michigan. There has never been a single bank merger in Michigan where the lead bank has taken the 
time or made the effort to discuss with the Fund or others how they can best get involved in 
community development in the state. Bane One is the first to do this and we appreciate that and 
believe it is the indicative of how Bane One will bc committed to working in Michigan. 

In closing the Michigan Capital Fund is excited and supportive of the proposed merger 
between Bane One and First Chicago/NBD. We are looking forward to Bane One being one of our 
major investors and supporters. This merger will not only be good for the Fund but most importantly 
for the less fortunate residents in Michigan who need affordable housing. 

Thank you for your time and I look forward to this great marriage to be consurnma ted soon. 



Statement regarding the proposed merger 
of Bane One and First Chicago NBD 

by Dory Rand, Staff Attorney 
Poverty Law Project of the National Clearinghouse for Legal Services 

August 13, 1998 public hearing 
at the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago 

The National Clearinghouse for Legal Services is a nonprofit organization based 

in Chicago that represents tens of thousands of low-income persons regarding 

welfare and housing policy issues through its Poverty Law Project and provides 

support to the poverty law community and others through its web site, print 

publications, library, and training and information services. 

As a staff attorney with the Poverty Law Project and editor of its monthly 

newsletter, ILLINOIS WELFARE NEWS, I have monitored the development and 

implementation of new programs for electronic delivery of government benefits, 

including EBT and EFT. Illinois Link is the Illinois Electronic Benefit Transfer 

program for delivery of cash and food benefits to low-income people. EFT is the 

federal Electronic Funds Transfer program for delivery of federal payments such 

as Social Security, Supplemental Security Income (SSI), Veterans’ benefits and 

Railroad Retirement benefits. 

These EBT and EFT programs produce tremendous cost savings for the federal 

and state governments and help to reduce misuse of benefits, while providing 

some security and convenience advantages to recipients, The advantages of 

electronic delivery of benefits could be multiplied if recipients were to have their 

cash benefits directly deposited into bank accounts. For example, 

. Funds deposited in a bank account enjoy the federal consumer protections of 

Regulation E (which limits liability for losses from fraudulent use to $50 in 

most cases); EBT funds have no such protection. 

. Funds deposited in a bank account are insured by the Federal Deposit 

Insurance Corporation (FDIC), a U.S. government agency; EBT funds have 

no such protection. 



. Persons who deposit their government benefits or employment checks in a 

checking account can use checks to pay their bills; persons without checking 

accounts often pay high fees for money orders. 

. Persons with bank accounts can use banks as references for landlords, 

telephone companies, and utilities companies; persons without bank accounts 

cannot use banks as references. 

. Persons who deposit their money in interest-bearing accounts can increase 

their assets. 

. Persons who establish a good relationship with a bank may later build on that 

relationship when requesting a home mortgage, a car loan, a small business 

loan, or investment in their communities. 

Despite the many advantages of using bank accounts, most state welfare 

recipients and SSI recipients, as well as many working poor individuals who do 

not receive public benefits, have no bank accounts. Instead, they continue to rely 

on costly check cashers to handle their cash transactions. And they have no 

place to accumulate savings for education, a down payment on a home, or a car. 

There are a number of reasons why many low-income individuals do not have 

bank accounts, including the lack of bank branches in low-income communities, 

the lack of free or low-cost accounts, and the lack of financial literacy in many 

communities. Bank policies requiring screening of applicants’ credit histories 

further limit access to bank accounts, 

Banks can and should play a major role in helping to address these problems. 

Banks must expand access to mainstream financial services by 

D establishing more full-service branches and ATMs in underserved low-income 

communities; 

D conducting and funding financial literacy and credit counseling programs; and 

> developing and marketing free and low-cost checking and savings accounts 

that are not subject to credit screening. 



To that end, I participated as a member of the Chicago CRA Coalition Steering 

Committee in negotiations that lead to the recent CRA agreement with First 

Chicago NBD and Bane One. I am particularly pleased that the banks agreed to: 

1. open at least four new bank branches in low- and moderate-income 

communities; 

2. allocate $50,000 per year to conduct and/or fund financial literacy training; 

and 

3. conduct a feasibility study by November 30 of this year, with the goal of 

implementing a free or low-cost “access” account for individuals with limited 

or poor credit histories, or limited experience in dealing with banks. 

First Chicago Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer Verne G. lstock 

sent a letter to the Chicago CRA Coalition stating his recognition of the need for 

such access accounts, his personal commitment to developing an account that 

will serve that need, and his willingness to work with the Chicago CRA Coalition 

on this important issue. I appreciate First Chicago’s commitment and look 

forward to working with the new bank on these financial services issues. 

I must add, however, that I am very troubled by Bane One’s failure to negotiate 

with community groups in its other markets. If the new bank is to serve the 

convenience and needs of the communities in which it conducts business, it must 

negotiate in good faith and enter into similar CRA agreements with community- 

based organizations in a// of its markets. 

National Clearinghouse for Legal Services, 205 West Monroe Street, p Floor, Chicago, IL 60606 
312.263.3630 ext. 22B/fax 312.263.3846/d~.~.~~a /WWWIC~SD~D.O~~ 
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TLstimony to the Federal Reserve Board regarding proposed Bane One 
Corporation and First Chicago NBO Corporation merger 
Jerome Odom. Organization of the NorthEast 
August 12. 1998 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. My name is Jerome Odom 
and I am a member of the Organization of the NorthEast. I am also 
the President of the LakeView Towers Residents Association, which 
is working to purchase our 500 unit HUD-subsidized building in 
Uptown. 

The Organization of the NorthEast (ONE). founded in 1974. is an 
organization of sixty dues-paying member institutions in the Uptown 
and Edgewater communities in Chicago. The mission of ONE is to 
"build and sustain a successful multi-ethnic, mixed-economic 
community in Uptown and Edgewater." To this end, ONE has enjoyed a 
close working relationship with First Chicago NBD. 

(STUFF ABOUT THE NEIGHBORHOOD) 

First Chicago has been a member organization of the Organization of 
the NorthEast for the past nine years. Currently First Chicago 
invests greatly in these two communities -both financially and by 
fostering close working relationships with many local organizations 
to support housing development, small business development, and 
industrial retention. Several years ago First Chicago NBD and 
three other banks created a commercial loan program to provide 
below market financing to commercial credit borrowers as a way to 
enhance small business development and job creation in the area. 

First Chicago NBD and Bane One recently committed to a new CRA 
agreement with D& and six other community organizations through 
the National Training and Information Center. The agreement, which 
constitutes a nearly $4 billion ten-year investment for all of 
Chicago with targets for investments in specific communities. This 
commitment is for single family housing, multifamily housing, small 
business development, marketing and services. It provides for a 



bank representative to work closely with each of the six community 
areas to target this agreement to neighborhood needs. This 
agreement builds on First Chicago's history of being a strong 
presence in this community. 

The Organization of the NorthEast has no prior experience working 
with Bane One, but view their commitment to this CRA agreement and 
their willingness to continue the great work that First Chicago has 
done here in Chicago a positive sign. We look forward to working 
with Bane One/ First Chicago to fully utilize the opportunities 
created by the agreement. We support this merger with the 
confidence that there is genuine commitment to this agreement and 
the hope that similar commitments will be made for the rest of Bane 
One and First Chicago's market. 



GREEK GRANDEUR l l-800-641-4900 mie~o~y~ n 
MORRIS POTTERY HOUSE COMPANY 

EAST COLUMBIA AVENUE l CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS l 61824-0555 . P.O. BOX 555 
(217) 359-4311 

August 13,1998 

To: Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago 
230 S. LaSalle 
Chicago, IL 

From: Corn Morris 

I am Cora Morris, the owner of Greek Grandeur in Champaign, Illinois. Greek Grandeur, 
established in December of 1991, is a retail and embroidery business that specializes in 
paraphernalia for fraternal organizations and logos for businesses. I am here to&y on 
behalf of African American small business owners for which Bank One has assisted with 
business loans. 

I am only one of many African American business owners who have experienced great 
difftculty with not only starting a business, but staying in business. It was very difficult 
to obtain financial assistance in order to stay in business. I went to four different 
financial institutions within my community in order to obtain a small business loan and 
was denied. Finally, I met with a loan offrcer at Bank One who reviewed my business 
plan and discussed criteria for meeting qualifications for small business loans. Through 
this process I gained valuable information. 

Bank One helped me when no one else would. They were flexible and understanding 
with payment arrangements. Thus, due to their willingness to give me a chance, the 
Greek Grandeur was able to expand and now has a web page on the World Wide Web 

I would also like to add, that there are other African Americans within our community 
that was able to go to Bank One for help. In 1996, my mother relocated to Champaign - 

Urbana. Bank One assisted her and my sister with their home mortgage loan. They too 
had visited other financial institutions prior to Bank One and was denied. 

In closing, Bank One has been an asset to my community through their relationship and 
assistance to the African Americans. My experience with this organization has been 
beneficial, valuable, and a great pleasure. 

Cora Morris, Owner 

I n n 
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I would like to thank the board for this opportunity to testify. The National 
Training and Information Center is a resource center that has been working with 
grassroots community based organizations for over 25 years. Throughout our 
history we have assisted literally hundreds of community groups enter into 
partnerships with banks to better their neighborhoods. Billions of dollars have 
gone for single family housing, small business, and multi-family lending through 
these agreements. 

NTIC itself has been directly involved in several Community Reinvestment 
partnerships in the city of Chicago, one of the most successful with 1st 
Chicago, NBD. Through three renewals and fourteen years, NTIC, with other 
non-profits in the city, has forged innovative programs and lending products to 
better serve the credit needs of the city. A critical component to this 
agreement have been the quarterly review board meetings, a process engaged 
in by the bank and the participating non-profits. The open lines of 
communication have enabled the members to establish a real level of 
accountability and has paved the way for true problem solving. The firm 
commitment of First Chicago and Bane One to continue on with the review 
board process after the proposed merger is a major reason for NTIC’s support 
of the proposed merger. 

Recently, in the context of the merger, NTIC and six neighborhood organizations 
have entered into a new, ten year reinvestment agreement with Bane One and 
First Chicago. This nearly $4 billion commitment is for the city of Chicago as 
a whole but also contains a specifically targeted program dedicated to getting 
loans out the doors of the bank and into communities. The bank has committed 
to working closely with NTIC and the initial six grassroots organizations to get 
this $4 billion out into the neighborhoods. Specifically, the bank will dedicate 
liaisons and loan officers who will be meeting regularly with the neighborhood 
residents. The bank has committed to having loan officers and/or interpreters 
that reflect the communities and has agreed to an oversight committee of all of 
the partners in the agreement. The initial six groups are Blocks Together, 
Brighton Park Neighborhood Council, Organization of the NorthEast, Nobel 
Neighbors, Northwest Neighborhood Federation, and South Austin Coalition 
Community Council. 

As a basis for comparison, the recent nation wide pledge of $350 billion made 
by NationsBank and Bank of America would, in addition to falling short of their 
current levels of lending, comprise only 23% of their residential lending. 
Conversely, the Chicago commitment made by Bane One and First Chicago will 
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comprise a full 46% of their residential lending. Instead of an empty promise 
and sound bites, First Chicago and BancOne have made a commitment of 
substance. We will, of course, keep the Board apprised of the progress on this 
commitment and will lodge a protest if the commitments made by First Chicago 
and BancOne are not fulfilled. 

With the assumption that the banks will be faithful in fulfilling the commitments 
they have made, NTIC supports the merger of these institutions. We are 
hopeful that the good experiences we have had with First Chicago in the past 
and renewed the commitments to serve Chicago will extend to the entire Bane 
One and First Chicago’s market. 



ORGANIZATION OF THE NORTHEAST 
5121 North Clark Street Chicago, Illinois 60640 773-769-3232 Fax: 773-769-0729 

Testimony to the Federal Reserve Board regarding proposed Bane One 
Corporation and First Chicago NBD Corporation merger 
Jerome Odom. Organization of the NorthEast 
August 12, 1998 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. My name is Jerome Odom and I am a 
member of the Organization of the NorthEast. I am also the President of the 
LakeView Towers Residents Association, which is working to purchase our 500 
unit HUD-subsidized building in Uptown. 

The Organization of the NorthEast (ONE). founded in 1974. is an organization 
of sixty dues-paying member institutions in the Uptown and Edgewater 
communities in Chicago. The mission of ONE is to "build and sustain a 
successful multi-ethnic, mixed-economic community in Uptown and Edgewater." 
To this end, ONE has enjoyed a close working relationship with First Chicago 
NBD. 

First Chicago has been a member organization of the Organization of the 
NorthEast for the past nine years. Currently First Chicago invests greatly in 
these two communities -both financially and by fostering close working 
relationships with many local organizations to support housing development, 
small business development, and industrial retention. Several years ago First 
Chicago NBD and three other banks created a commercial loan program to 
provide below market financing to commercial credit borrowers as a way to 
enhance small business development and job creation in the area. 

First Chicago NBD and Bane One recently committed to a new CRA agreement with 
ONE and six other community organizations through the National Training and 
Information Center. The agreement, which constitutes a nearly $4 billion ten- 
year investment for all of Chicago with targets for investments in specific 
communities. This commitment is for single family housing, multifamily 
housing, small business development, marketing and services. It provides for a 
bank representative to work closely with each of the six community areas to 
target this agreement to neighborhood needs. This agreement builds on First 
Chicago's history of being a strong presence in this community. 



One but view their commitment to this CR4 agreement and their willingness to 
continue the great work that First Chicago has done here in Chicago a positive 
sign. We look forward to working with Bane One/ First Chicago to fully 
utilize the opportunities created by the agreement. We support this merger 
with the confidence that there is genuine commitment to this agreement and the 
hope that similar commitments will be made for the rest of Bane One and First 
Chicago's market. 



My name is Raymond Schmidt, I am the Executive Director of a nonprofit corporation in 

Milwaukee, WI, called Select Milwaukee. The organization was formed in 1991 and is dedicated 

to promoting, supporting and facilitating affordable homeownership in city of Milwaukee 

neighborhoods through collaboration with the nonprofit, private and public sectors. Select 

Milwaukee provides direct services to prospective home buyers, urban market training and other 

services to mortgage lenders and real estate professionals, produces neighborhood marketing 

events and has developed and administers for several Milwaukee employers their employer 

assisted homeownership and walk to work programs. 

My brief comments today reflect our organization’s valued and long-standing relationship with 

Bank One WI. And it is based on that relationship that I extend Select Milwaukee’s support of 

Bane One Corporation’s proposed acquisition of First Chicago NBD. 

As noted, collaboration is a major piece ofjust about all of our efforts at Select Milwaukee. 

Most of us in this line of work have the chance to meet with and enlist the support of many 

different businesses, institutions and organizations. Over the past several years, Select 

Milwaukee has developed relationships on a number of levels with several mortgage lenders. 

During that time, we have had numerous opportunities to work directly with Bank One, 

Wisconsin and to observe its affordable lending and other community development efforts. Our 

experiences with the bank compel me to unequivocally state that Bank One is among 

Milwaukee’s most thoughtful, savvy, and committed affordable housing financial institutions 

and an important corporate partner in many other endeavors. 

Bank One, Wisconsin is clearly distinguished among most lenders in Milwaukee by its 

thoughtful, serious approach to collaboration with our organization and our colleagues in 



Milwaukee in a variety of ventures. 1 am being quite candid when 1 suggest that unlike some 

institutions, the bank does not embarrass itself or offend.organizations like ours by merely 

“talking a good game,” glad-handing, or with product or service gimmickry. For us, Bank One is 

the respected and valued corporate citizen it is because of a corporate philosophy. It is a 

philosophy that is no doubt also responsible for the highly competent and diverse staff with 

which we have had the pleasure to work over the years. 

From my vantage point, there is perhaps no more significant example of Bank One’s 

commitment to affordable lending here than the leadership, dedication and financial support 

extended to the launch of New Opportunities for Homeownership in Milwaukee (NOHIM). A 

nationally recognized affordable homeownership coalition, NOHIM’s 55 members represent 

Milwaukee area banks, thrifts, credit unions, mortgage insurance firms, community-based home 

buyer counseling organizations, the City of Milwaukee and the Wisconsin Housing and 

Economic Development Authority. NOHIM has dramatically increased homeownership 

opportunities for modest income Milwaukee families, with nearly 2,000 new homeowners and 

over $85 million in mortgage loans since its creation in 1991. NOHIM annually generates from 

mortgage lenders over $100,000 support for home buyer counseling and loan packaging services, 

offers exclusive proprietary participation for lender members in a variety of lending initiatives 

and provides affordable homeownership training for the membership. This year NOHIM 

received from HUD a Gunther Award and was recognized in 1996 as one of the first local 

partnerships) in the National Partners in Homeownership Campaign. I am convinced that Bank 

One’s leadership and significant financial and staff support that nurtured NOHIM in its early 

days is largely responsible for Milwaukee’s national renown and successes in affordable lending. 



Select Milwaukee has garnered the frequent support of Bank One for neighborhood inarketing 

and homeownership promotion activities. Among these activities are neighborhood tours and 

home buyer expositions. These events are invaluable as introductions of first-time prospective 

buyers to the home buying process and opportunities in Milwaukee and serve to expand the 

range of housing and neighborhood options for buyers. Now, of course there is a financial 

component of support for such activities, but in the case of Bank One, its involvement has 

always gone beyond just dollars. It is easy to write a check. But reflecting the seriousness with 

which the bank takes its community involvement and Bank One’s trademark professionalism in 

these endeavors, significant dedication of staff, and not just community affairs or CRA staff, has 

always been part of the bank’s support. Corporate community affairs and marketing staff lend 

their time and expertise to insure that these cily events are as successful and well-produced as 

any new suburban subdivision promotion. 

Finally, Select Milwaukee has benefitted a great deal from and values its professional comradery 

with Bank One community and government relations staff persons. On many occasions, 

covering a gamut of topics, including legislative and regulatory issues, bank staff have served as 

a sounding board, provided advice, and offered valuable insights. That doesn’t mean we’ve 

always agreed, but we have consistently gained from the impressive level of interest, 

accessibility and thoughtfulness. 

In conclusion, I wish to reiterate Select Milwaukee’s solid support of Bane One’s acquisition of 

First Chicago. Our organization believes that the merger can only enhance the bank’s 

commitment and capacity to invest in affordable homeownership for modest income Milwaukee 

families and in other community development initiatives in our community and elsewhere. 



,_,_,.__ ____ ._._. ,_._,_______ 

Eve EldedVlayes 
1133CheyenneDfive 
Cincinnati,Ohii 46216 

August 13. 1996 

Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago 
230 South Lasalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60604-1413 
An: Alecia Williams 

Dear Ms. Williams, 

I am opposed to the Bane One merger for the following reasons: 

1, Bane Ones use of “Disparate Guidelines” as It pertains to the sellers as well as buyers for residential 
mortgage loans~ 

2. Bane Ones blatant misuse of CDBG dollars in the Cincinnati “College Hill Downpayment Assistance 
Program”~ 

3.Banc Ones systematic blockbustering as it pertains to allowing Caucasian Investors to sell their 
residential properties and disallowing African-American homeowners to sell their properties 
(Specifically by the misuse of downpayment assistance dollars(CtXB). 

In conclusion, I would like to state that in my 3 year relationship with Bane One, I have been 
discriminated against due to my ethnic background which is African-Amencan and of Jewish heritage, 
And I have been asked to literally do ‘WHATEVER IT TAKES” to get a mortgage loan, line of credil 
and even a credii card. I believe that if this merger is allowed, it will let Bane One monopolize the 
Midwest and to what they have been doing ‘WHATEVER IT TAKES”, even if it means destroying the 
financial prosperity of the African-American as well as Jewish Communities. 

Bane One does not have my best interset at heart and to them I only represent one more Affican- 
Amencan in their HUMDA data that they helped I repeat that I am against the merger of Bane One and 
believe a full scale investigation needs to be done into their activities In the Greater Cincinnati Area. 
(Specifically the “College Hill Downpayment Assistance Program”. Also Bane Ones entire CRA 
department (Cincinnati) needs to be investigated as rt pertains to the above. 

Eve Elder-Mayes 

CC: Dr. Milton Hinton President Cincinnati Chapter NAACP 

News Media 
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Testimony on the proposed merger of Bane One Corporation, Columbus, Ohio, with 
First Chicago NBD Corporation, Chicago, Illinois 

By Michael G. Matejka 
Central Illinois Organizing Project 

Second Ward alderman, City of Bloomington, Illinois 

Let me begin by thanking the officials for their patience today. As an elected official, I know 

well the care and patience required to sit through a long-session and concentrate on each 

individual and their particular testimony. 

The question we are about today, my friends, is money, capital. We Americans have invested 

unique properties in strips of green paper 2 % inches wide x 6 inches long. Through the 

transaction of these strips of green paper we are able to provide food, shelter and clothing. 

Enough of these green strips and one can live quite well. And if there is a shortage of these strips 

of green paper, an individual, or a community, can flounder. 

I come to you today as someone our government would classify as a low to moderate 

income European-American from Central Illinois living in a slum-blight district. 

Let me tell you something about that slum blight district that I call home, the west side of 

Bloomington, Illinois. Although it has received this official designation, most of the homes are 

single family owned. The majority of the population is employed. Although we have our 

occasional problems, we are a racially integrated area composed of hard-working people. 

Can my neighborhood survive? It can survive if we have access to those green paper strips. 

That’s why my neighbors and I go to work everyday. And as working class people, we receive 

enough of those paper strips to buy our groceries and gas our cars. Can we buy a home? Not 

without the assistance of a bank. Can we start up a small business? Not without the assistance 

of a bank, 
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Folks in my neighborhood are proud of their homes, they paint them, they plant flowers, they 

care for them. But we can’t continue to buy and maintain those homes without a financial 

support network. We’re not asking for give-aways, we are asking for the door to be opened, for 

access to capital. 

I’m sad to say that Bane One is closing the door to my neighborhood. They’ve drawn a line 

around my hard working neighbors and taken their strips of green paper to more lucrative 

markets. Only ten African-American families received loans in my community from Bane One in 

1996, and of these ten, only two went to low and moderate income families. Those two families 

got $14,000 from the bank. Of those African-American families that applied to Bane One for a 

loan, 36 percent were rejected, almost double the white rejection rate of 17 percent. Meanwhile 

272 affluent white families received almost $6 million in loans from Bane One. While Bane One 

was increasing its loans to affluent households, going from 105 in 1995 to 342 in 1996, it reduced 

its loans for low and moderate income families during the same time period from 79 to 54 loans. 

Bane One increased its market share in my community from 4 percent in 1995 to 9 percent in 

1996. High-income census tract lending jumped impressively from $270,000 in 1995 to $1.6 

million one year later. 

Bane One obviously has some money to lend in Bloomington, Illinois. What I am asking is 

that some of those strips of green paper come to my neighborhood too. As this welfare to work 

transition continues, we need capital to help individuals start small businesses and have a chance. 

In my neighborhood, again what the government likes to call low to moderate income families 

living in a slum-blight area -- I don’t like those term, I prefer to call us what we are, hard- 

working, honest, working-class Americans, keeping an older neighborhood intact. My neighbors 

and I need those green strips of paper to continue maintaining our neighborhood. All we ask is a 



chance -- a chance Bane One won’t give us. 

Concentration of capital serves no social purpose if it’s only purpose is to make the rich 

richer. We as a nation will only survive in peace if we all have equal chances and equal 

opportunity. I respectfully ask that you deny this merger, as Bane One is not meeting the 

Community Reinvestment Act needs in my neighborhood now. Further distance from local 

markets will not serve our neighborhoods. 1 ask your assistance in assuring that these strips of 

green paper can continue to be available to my neighborhood in Bloomington, Illinois. Our 

neighborhood can survive -- but only with a little help -- and we need banks willing to help. 

Please stop this merger until Bane One shows more concern for its area of service. 



Bobbie ~iae 
8630 Tonowanda 
Dallas TX 75216 

8/12/98 

Federal Reserve 
Chicago Illionois 

The reaBon I have a savinga account with Bank One is emaatly 
because I need to Bave 'my money. I cm on a fixed income, 
supporting sweral children, and I muet 6ave ae much es I Can- 
tro;z, Bank One aharges me ten dollar6 per month to maintain mY 

The on1 
malntai; a $1500 L 

way the serviae charge is forgiven ie if I 
lance at all times. If I cannot possibly 

afford to keep thin mount, theti why must I pay thin OutrageouB 
sum of money per month? I am penalized for being poor. 
I used to have a checking acaotitwith Bank One 11110, but I found 
it imposeible to balance my book according to the Btatemehte. 
Hany timefi there were miatakeB on the statements, but the bank 
nevar took credit for them. I would have certain amounts drafted 
twice Instead of once, but nothing waB ever done to make the 
oorreotione to my acoount. Often times, beC&UBe amounts were 
drafted more than once, or my deposits were not added to my 
aOoount when the 
Rather than the g 

were suppoeed to, my checka would bounce. 
ank picking up the charge for their mistake, I '~ 

Would have to pay the overdraft fee of $25 per check. I tried 
oalling several timea to speak to someone in a management 

E" 
Bition, but either was not be able to speak to the person, or 
eft a merrage, and no one called me back. 
Bank One i6 not concerned about their CuStOmerB. Thin is only a 
butsines to them, and they're out for money, 

Sincerely, 

Bobbie Rice. 
Dallsl TeXaB ACORN 



Statement of Dallas ACORN on Bane One’s record in Texas 

Good morning my name is Rev. Wesley Sims and I am from Dallas Texas. We 
are opposed to the merger of Bank One with First Chicago. I am here to testify 
to Bane Ones poor record of servicing Texas communities, especially low-income 
and minority communities and consumers. In general, Bane One under serves 
and redlines minority neighborhoods and rejects African Americans and Latinos 
at much higher rates than white applicants. Bane One’s performance in Dallas 
and Houston lags significantly behind the market averages. 

I first will talk about Bane One’s lending record. In Dallas, African Americans 
were rejected for conventional home purchase loans at Bane One nearly three 
times as frequently as white applicants in 1996. This rate is higher than the 
market average of conventional home lenders rejecting African Americans at 
twice the rate of white applicants. Even African Americans earning above 120% 
of the median income were rejected more than two and a half times as frequently 
as whites of similar incomes. In fact, the African Americans were rejected at 
rates double that of moderate income white applicants -- 35% and 17% 
respectively. 
Dallas Latinos received comparable treatment at the Bane One offtces. Latinos 
were rejected more than twice as frequently as white applicants for conventional 
mortgages in 1996. This rate again is higher then the market average rejection 
ratio of 1.78 for all Dallas lenders. Upper income Latinos were also rejected 
twice as frequently as upper income white applicants. 

A similar pattern is found in Houston, where African Americans and Latinos are 
rejected much more frequently than white applicants. African Americans were 
rejected more than three and a half times as frequently as whites in 1996 -- up 
slightly from the 1995 of just shy of three and a half in 1995. This figure is 
more than double the market average of African Americans being rejected more 
than one and a half times as frequently as whites. Incredibly, the rejection rates 
for upper income African Americans is nearly triple that of moderate income 
white applicants -- 29% and 11% respectively. 

The picture was no brighter for Houston Latinos. Iatinos were rejected nearly 
twice as frequently as white applicants in 1996. This figure is also an increase 
from the one and a half times Latinos were rejected in comparison to white 
applicants in 1995. Again, the ratio is measurably higher than the market 
average, where Latinos were rejected 27% more frequently than whites. Upper 



income Latinos were rejected nearly twice as frequently as moderate income 
white applicants. 

These figures are appalling. If the stories from Dallas consumers are any guide, 
these numbers may be understating the problem. Minorities in Texas don’t have 
a chance at the Bane One lenders office. Meanwhile, many neighborhoods are in 
desperate need of access to credit and new homeowners. It is unlikely that they 
will find it at Bane One. ACORN has discovered that Bane One is most likely to 
lend to the whitest and wealthiest neighborhoods in Houston and Dallas. 

In Dallas, 23% of the nearly 400 conventional mortgage loans Bane One made in 
1996 went to census tracts where whites made up more than 90% of the 
population. Only 11% went to census tracts where minorities made up the 
majority of the population. A mere 4% of these originations went to census 
tracts below 50% of the area median income. 88% of these low-income tracts 
received no loans at all. 

In Houston the pattern was, if anything, more troubling. 45% of Bane One’s 
more than 700 conventional mortgages went to census tracts where whites made 
up more than eighty percent of the population. Only 13% of the loans went to 
census tracts where minorities made up the majority of the population -- less 
than half of those went to census tracts where minorities made up more than 75% 
of the population. A mere 2% of the conventional mortgagees went to census 
tracts where household income was below 50% of the area median. Of the 117 
low-income census tracts in the Houston area, 86% received no conventional 
mortgages. 

Taken together, these two facts show a dual pattern of rejection at Bane One in 
Texas, Minority individuals are frequently turned down for loans at Bane One, 
more frequently than their white counterparts. Low-income and minority 
neighborhoods are likewise unserved by Bane One. The road to home ownership 
is an essential tool to build wealth for families and to shore up neighborhoods and 
communities. Home owners build equity in their families and in turn their 
neighborhoods benefit. With inadequate access to fair credit, these 
neighborhoods and families suffer unduly.~:+Banc One is a contributor to this 
unfairness. 

‘;:.I~: : ., :‘.:(..>(,~~ 
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ACORN has tried to get commitments from Bank One to turn these problems 
around. ACORN met with Bank One with the help of our Congresswoman Eddie 
Bernice Johnson. I was at the meeting. I asked weren’t they concerned that so 
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few loans went to African Americans. They kept talking about their other 
tending, like credit card lending and personal loans. Well, getting people in debt 
is not the same thing as helping people to become homeowners. We need more 
homeowners in our neighborhoods. The banker at the meeting also kept talking 
about the loans they do with affordable housing groups. That’s great. But 
ACORN is the group that is concerned about what happens to the ordinary every 
day person who walks into the bank. And with Bank One they seem not to make 
very many loans to make people homeowners. At the meeting we asked Bank 
One to do one of two things. Either make a commitment matching the 
commitments in Detroit and Chicago as to how much they would lend to minority 
and low and moderate income neighborhoods or tell what program they would 
use to do a better job of lending to minorities. They did not make either 
commitment. The Federal Reserve should take this opportunity to address this 
inadequate record and reject the proposed merger without practical and workable 
changes in Bane One’s operation. Thank you. 



Good afternoon, my name is Shirley Vargas. I live in Pleasant Grove, Dallas TX. I 

have a bank account at Bank One and I am opposed to the merger because I feel like 

the bank discriminates against people who are tying to get loans, even when they 

are applying for loans that they can afford. 

That happened to me, and to several other people whose stories I will tell. 

Mr. Washington, an African-American, applied for a loan at Bank One about two 

years ago. He has lived in his house for 30 years. He had been at the same job for 

20 years and it’s a good paying union job. He has an account at Bank One. In 1996 

‘he applied for a home improvement loan from Bank One for $5000.00. He didn’t 

hear anything from them in 2-3 months so he went up there to check it out. They 

hadn’t even looked at his paperwork He asked if they could process the 

application. It is now 2 years later and he still hasn’t heard anything from them at 

all. Not even that he was denied. 

This story is very disturbing because it is similar to a mortgage discrimination 

settlement Bank One reported at Arizona Republic in 1997. It made a cash 

settlement with five families, one of whom speaks off the record. She says her 

husband and her applied for a home loan and more than a month later, after they 

has lost the contract on their house, Bank One said it had lost their application. 

They tried again at Bank One, and this time were told after several weeks that their 

application was late, and that they had not filled out all the forms. The couple 

applied at a different lender and were approved within one week. 

My fiancee and I had a similar experience at Bank One when we applied for a home 

loan. 

We went to Bank One to apply for a home loan. I had an account there. My 

fiancee had been employed by his company since 1991. The company got changed 



around and he was changed from a regular employee to a contractual worker, but 

he was still doing the same work. We went to the bank to apply for a home loan 

that was for $65,000. We had $4500.00 cash to put down . The banker told my 

fiancee that he hadn’t been on his job long enough to qualify. They told him he 

had to be self employed for 4 years, and he had only been self employed for 2. He 

then told me that I didn’t make enough money anyway and that we should come 

back in 2 years. We were making together about $27,000 a year. We had tax forms 

and everything for both of our jobs. The banker did not even run our credit report. 

He did not suggest any other program. I didn’t go anywhere else because I thought 

that if I banked here and they turned me down, I don’t have a chance anywhere else. 

I am glad to speak up today because I now know that what happened was wrong, we 

could have gotten that house if only we were treated fairly. We still rent, but we 

still have a dream to buy our own home. 

Another man, William. applied for a bill consolidation loan in May of 1996. At that 

time he had 3 or 4 accounts at the bank with $lO-11,000 total in them. He also had 

several loans prior to that, and had paid those loans off early. He wanted a 

consolidation loan mostly for credit cards. He needed $lO-11,000. About half of that 

amount was on Bank One credit cards. The bank said that they could not do the 

loan. A few weeks after ,that Bank One sent him a “check” for $2508 at 23.49% 

lnterest rate. It was one of those checks where if a person cashes it turns into a loan 

He then went back to the bank and checked on the “regular” interest rate which was 

around 8.5%. He asked someone at the bank why they would send him this “check” 

when they wouldn’t give him a loan, but they had no answer. Shortly after this he 

closed his accounts with the bank. 

ACORN is very concerned about these cases for several reasons. By creating a hassle 

for the customer who wants a loan Bank One may be prescreening some applicants 

away. If the application is never taken, it does not show up on IIMDA reports. 

This undercounts the number of applicants from minorities, but more importantly, 



it may signal a prescreening of applicantS it plans to reject, artificially lowering its 

rejection rates and ratios for minorities. 

Thank you for your tie. 

: 



Good afternoon my name is Bobbie Rice. I am from a low and moderate income 

area in Dallas Texas. I am against the Bank One merger because of my experiences 

with Bank One, and because of the stories that I have heard from others about their 

treatment by the Bank. 

Bank One is not a bank that does a very good job at servicing people in my 

community. Some people in my community have a difficult time understanding 

the complex banking fee structures and no one takes the time to explain the fees to 

them until it is to late or they are rude, insensitive, and in some cases racist. 

For instance a man named Ogan Defreeze. 

Mr. Defreeze is an African American senior citizen living on a fixed income of 

about $500.00 a month. He has been a Bank One customer for many years. He even 

banked at the same bank before it got a name change to Bank One. He always went 

in to use the teller because that is what he had always done. The only problem was 

that Bank One decided to start charging people $2.00 to use a teller. $2.00 may not 

sound like a lot to you, but we do not have much room in our budgets to waste 

money. Mr. Defreeze wrote checks to pay bills on money he thought he had, but 

because of the fees, he bounced checks and had to pay bounced check fees. He 

estimates that Bank One took almost $200.00 from him in bounced check fees before 

someone explained about the teller fee. $200.00 is nearly half of his monthly 

income. Bank One also lost a $10.00 deposit, then found it, and still refused to 

refund a bounced check fee that occurred due to their mistake. 

I have had a similar experience. 

I have a savings account at Bank One. The reason I have a savings account is exactly 

.because I need to save my money. I am on a fixed income, supporting-save&- “ly 

CA,, d children, and I must save as much as I can. However, Bank One charges me ten 

dollars per month to maintain my account. The only way the service charge is 

forgiven is if I maintain a $1500 balance at all times. If I cannot possibly afford to 



keep thls amount, then why must I pay this outrageous sum of money per month? 

I am penalized for being poor. 

1 used to have a checking account with Bank One also, but I found it impossible to 

balance my book according to the statements. Many times there were mistakes on 

the statements, but the bank never took credit for them. I would have certain 

amounts drafted twice instead of once, but nothing was ever done, to make the 

corrections to my account. Often times, because amounts were drafted more than 

once, or my deposits were not added to my account when they were supposed to, my 

checks would bounce. Rather than the bank picking up the charge for their mlstake, 

I would have to pay the overdraft fee of $25 per check. I tried calling several times to 

speak to someone ln a management position, but%GE@ was not @ able to speak to 

the person, m eft a message, and no one called me back. =-Y 

The Sorla family had similar problems with Bank One and their account. They are a 

Mexican American couple who were slightly overdrawn on their checking account 

in December of 1995. They took a Treasury check to deposit and withdraw three 

hundred dollars for Christmas shopping - paying off their account and accessing 

their money. The teller refused to cash any portion of the check, called the Sorias 

“dirt bag Mexicans,” and closed their account. Mrs. Soria called a regional manager 

to resolve the matter who informed them the teller had acted improperly and 

opened a new account for the couple and cashed their check. 

Unfortunately, the bank was still drawing from their closed account. The Sorias 

were not informed of this until Bank One froze their new account without telling 

them why. Bank One charged the Sorias ten dollars to look through their records 

where the couple found a two hundred dollar overdraft on the account the rude 

teller closed. The Sorias never asked to have their first account closed, nor did they 

receive any notice from Bank done about the overdrafts on the fit account. Three 

months later thelr account is still frozen and Bank One wants them to close their 

accounts and change banks. In the words of Mrs. Cynthia Soria “We believe they 



don’t want OUT business because we are Mexican Americans. 

away.” 
But we are not going 

We have heard many stories of people who have had band experiences with Bank 

One and we have only been collecting stories for about 3 weeks. 
8 out every 10 

people that we talk to has something bad to say about the way Bank &e has treated 

them. We need a bank in our community that knows how to deal with low 

income people and their unique needs. Everyone needs banks, we need a place to 

store our money and we need an efficient way to pay our bills, we need credit and 

money in our neighborhoods. Bank 0 ne needs a partner that can help them 
develop programs so that they can start doing a better job. The Federal Reserve 

needs to consider denying this merger due to my bad experiences with the Bar& and 

the 100’s of other of people like me that 1 represent. 

Thank: you. 
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Good afternoon my name is Betty Wilkins and I’d like to first off thank you 
for the opportunity to testify today on Bane One’s record in Colorado. I 
am the Board President of Colorado ACORN, an organization of over 
1300 low and moderate income families who are working to increase 
community reinvestment, create jobs and improve city services in our 
community. The members of Colorado ACORN urge the Federal Reserve 
Board not to allow this merger because Bane One is not making loans to 
low and moderate income minority people in Denver. 

I live at 3355 Jackson St. in Denver, Colorado. The neighborhood I live in 
is mostly African-American and Latino. Its a neighborhood of working 
people. Some of them work two and three jobs just to make ends meet. 

’ Just a few blocks from my house is a Bane One bank branch. Yes when it 
opened I was happy, people in my community could open accounts close to 
home, to cash their pay checks they had been working so hard all week to 
earn. Every Friday and Saturday I see lines of people from my community 
waiting to put their money in the Bank, to try to save a few pennies. We 
put our money in Bane One, but what is our community getting in retum- 
NOTHING. 



Some people in my community are already homeowners, but a lot of 

people are renters also. Rents in Denver have steadily been going up. I 

know families paying, $600, $700 even $800 and up for rent. Many of them 

want to own a home. Those of you here who are homeowners know that 

if you increase home ownership you rebuild communities. That’s what we 

need in Denver. But while our money is green enough for Bane One to 

take as we deposit it in our savings and checking accounts, they then take 

that money and where do they put it? In 1996 in Denver more than 40% of 

Bane One’s mortgages were made to neighborhoods where more than 90% 

of the residents are white. An additional 40% of the banks loans went to 

neighborhoods where whites make up between 70% and 90% of the 

population. 84.1 % of Bane One’s applications were taken from whites. I 

think about those people in my neighborhoods making deposits every 

week, so these loans can go to the wealthiest, whitest neighborhoods. 

Correct me if I’m wrong, but I don’t think that’s what community 

reinvestment is supposed to be about. 

, Let me tell you exactly what Bane One gave back to my neighborhood in 

the form of mortgages. In 1996 Bane One took no application for 

mortgages from African-Americans or Latinos in the city of Denver, and 

we all know if you don’t take applications you aren’t going to make loans. 

I find it hard to believe that out of all the minorities banking at Bane One in 

our community, not to mention the fact that our city is 23% Latin0 and 

12.8% African-American that not one Latin0 or African-American tried to 

apply to get a mortgage in 1996. Just 2% of its mortgages that year were 

made to neighborhoods where over half the population in is non-white. 

Since that didn’t make any loans to Latinos of African-Americans that 



year, we know the 2% of loans that did go to our neighborhoods didn‘t go 
to us. 1995 wasn’t much better 4 applications were taken from African- 
Americans and 2 were taken from Latinos. Maybe Bane One has found a 
way to discourage African-Americans and Latinos from applying for 
mortgages. I have a few stories from several of our members that show 
that’s exactly what Bane One been doing. 

One of our members, Betty Forttenberry, who is African-American, heard 
an advertisement on the radio that said she could get approved over the 
phone for a mortgage. She proceeded to call the number and was 
switched over to three different people and in holding for what would 
have been a transfer to a fourth person she was disconnected. In calling 
back she was transferred to two different people and then finally spoke 
with a person who acted like she knew what she was talking about. The 
woman asked her a few questions which included name address and zip 
code, her annual and monthly incomes. The woman proceeded to tell her 
she would have to have $10,000 of her own money saved to proceed with 

, an application. It seems to me that Bane One basically told her, she need 
not apply. Ms. Fortennberry currently pays $800 a month in rent. 

Sandra Newell who is African-American another of one our members saw 
an ad on TV about being able to be approved in 24 hours over the phone for 
a home improvement loan. She called and gave them the information they 
asked for. It took 72 hours for her to hear back and she was told she was 
being denied because of problems on her credit report. About a month later 

Ms. Newell was approved for the same loan from her credit union. 



Another Latin0 member of our organization who at this time does not wish 
to disclose her name recently came in to the ACORN Housing Corporation 
program to work on becoming a first time home buyer. She told the loan 
counselor from ACORN Housing Corporation thatshe had both her 
savings and checking accounts at Bane One. She had gone in to her Bane 
One Branch to apply for a mortgage. She was told she shouldn’t apply for 
a loan because she had problems on her credit report that would disqualify 
her. She followed up by contacting the credit bureau. They stated that 
there was nothing to their knowledge that should keep her from applying 
for a loan. When her credit report was pulled at ACORN Housing 
Corporation the only item showing on her report was a small charge of 
$5.00 from Bane One. I guess it was really the color of her skin that caused 
that Bane One representative to refuse to take her loan application. I 
thought it was illegal to refuse to take a loan application from someone on 
the basis of race, not at Bane One in Denver. 

Several of our members met with a representative of Bane One on July 

I 14th after they had canceled scheduled meetings we’d had with them since 
May. Our sister organization ACORN Housing Corporation has 

developed successful lending agreements with other banks which have 
relaxed underwriting standards and lowered downpayments. Through 
these partnerships hundreds of low and moderate income families have 
become first time homebuyers. We confronted Bane One on their record of 
taking no applications for mortgages from Latinos or African-Americans 
in 1996 and asked if they’d be interested in such a partnership. They told us 
they’d have to consult their national. We later received a letter stating 
that they don’t doing lending partnerships. It seems like they need to be 



I 

doing something differently, but I guess they think they can keep getting 
bigger and making more money by continuing to refuse to lend to 
minorities. 

The Federal Reserve Board has an opportunity with this Bank merger. 
They can allow a Bank which has completely ignored the minority and low 
and moderate income communities of Denver and the other cities in which 
they operate to continue their racist practices, or they can deny Bane One’s 
merger application and send a clear message to Bane One and the rest of 
the banking industry that you have to serve people of all colors and income 
levels. That means making loans, not just taking money. I urge you to 
deny this merger application and thank you for the opportunity to testify. 
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Bane One Findings 

Affected States, Tribes and Native Population 
In the case of Baac One aad First Chicago MD, the merged entity will cut across 14 states, 
affecting 79 tribes aad a Native population of more than 850,000; 615,000 of which live in major 
urban Indian centers. 

A Modified Survey 
Bane One CRA officer Emestiae Jackson identified a group of 15 tribes --out of a possible 79 
t&es that reside within Baac One states-- that have or had some relationship with Baac One. 
The 15 select tribes include: 13 t&es ia Arizona, one tribe ia Colorado aad one tribe ia 
Wisconsin. 

Given that Baac One admittedly does not have a relationship with any of the other 64 tribes in the 
remaining 11 states in which they have a banking presence, this group of 15 was selected as the 
targeted sample in a First Nations query on banking issues and financial service needs among 
Native communities. A brief questionnaire was utilized in an informal telephone survey to extract 
information about the tribe or organization and their fioaacial service and banking needs and also 
to determine the extent to which groups had experience with Baac One. Of the 15 tribes, First 
Nations collected responses from 14 tribes; 12 from Arizona, one from Colorado and one from 
Wisconsin. (The remaining tribal representatives were unreachable or inaccessible at the time.) 
The 14 tribes discussed a variety of banking needs and financial service issues within their 
communities and expressed varying degrees of satisfaction with the Baac One relationship. 

The Needs 
The most commonly expressed need among respondents related to the aced for educational 
financial service programs that would inform tribal members about banks’ offerings. The needs 
expressed ranged from personal money management and personal fiaance to tnial cash 
management services and investment education programs to home buying and long range saving 
and credit building programs. The second most commonly expressed need ia the target 
communities centered on microloans for small business development. The third most commonly 
expressed need was for leading programs for housing construction and improvements. (It is 
interesting to note that of the 15 tribes that Baac One has selected to develop a relationship with, 
10 of the 14 surveyed could be characterized as a “more developed tribe” since those tribal 
representatives expressed the tribe’s capacity to provide many services including fiaaaciag for 
home loans and improvements, small business developmeat/microleadiag, and education and 
training programs. Three of the 14 tribes surveyed could be characterized as “developing tnies” 
since they indicated a growing capacity within the tribe to establish programs, seek and obtain 
investments for leading and economic development projects and education programs. One of the 
14 tribes might be characterized as “not as developed” given that they were still wrestling with 
laying the framework for an efficient tribal infrastructure and had expressed the need for every 
kind of financial service and banking need possible.) 

Level of Satisfaction 
Ofthe 14 surveyed tnies, four respondents stated that they were satisfied with Baac One’s 



services, but of those, one tribal representative indicated that they were currently shopping around 
for a bank that would provide more complete services for their community members. 

Alida Thomas, Gila River Tribe, Arizona 
“They (Bane One) had a branch right here that provided services to the community. They moved 
out and never told us and everyone was upset. We stayed with Bane One because we already had 
accounts intact, but we are now shopping around for a bank that provides more full services to 
our community.” 

Kathy Hughes, Oneida Tribe, Oneida, Wisconsin 
“We are still considering establishing our own bank because no bank has gotten close to meeting 
the needs of our community members or providing full services for our community. We don’t 
have the numbers to prove it, but it seems like our tribal members go through a more stringent 
loan approval process. Some people have the credit history and collateral and still can’t get 
loans.” 

One tribe, the Southern Ute of Colorado, indicated that they had just switched fromNorwest to 
Bane One and that it was too soon to tell how the relationship and services might work out for 
the tribe. 

Three tribes stated that they were “relatively satisfied’ with Bane One, but two of the three were 
no longer with Bane One because Bane One had moved out of their communities and sold their 
branches to Community First Bank, The two tribes expressed a high level of satisfaction with 
Community First Bank. The third tribal representative indicated that they, the Salt River Pima 
Maricopa Tribe, are an exception to most casts since they have a good relationship with all of the 
major banks in the area. 

Dick Mathis, Salt River Pima Maricopa, Arizona 
“Salt River is fortunate. We’re probably one of the tribes that has all of the services we want and 
need. We’ve gotten loans and investments from banks to establish significant enterprises. We’re 
the exceptions. If we weren’t as successtin as we are, we wouldn’t be treated as well as we are. 
We have a very unique situation that is far different than the many other tribes out there and 
we’ve taken advantage of our location and market. They (banks) treat us like a business, but 
that’s not true of all tribes.” 

Four tribes indicated that they had limited experience with Bane One. Three of those tribes 
indicated that the experience was not a satisfactory one, given the level of services offered, 
prompting their move to another bank. The fourth of those tribes expressing limited experience 
with Bane One, was the Navajo Nation. 

Marty Ashley, Navajo Nation, Window Rock, Arizona 
“Bane One doesn’t have a presence in Navajo. One of the greatest banking needs in our 
community is for general banking services other than the limited number (of banks) where they 
currently exist. We need a greater presence in the community and a commitment to maintaining 
that presence and providing services.” 



TWO other tribes, the Pascua Yaqui Tnie and the Ak-Chin Community, stated that Bane One had 
been their primary bank, but they were not satisfied with the level and quality of service and had 
switched to another bank. 

Marty Wyas, Ak-Chin Indian Council, Maricopa, Arizona 
“Bane One does very little outside of holding our money. They failed to give us an indication of 
what services they might offer to our community members. We asked them and they still have not 
told us. They take our deposits, but they don’t like taking our calls because our deposits are so 
large and time consuming. We keep coming up against all kinds of outrageous charges. We are 
in the process of moving our accounts to a smaller community bank and out of Bane One. A bank 
that will provide the services without all the hassle and fees.” 

Willard Seskastewa, Hopi, Arizona 
“We lack banking services for the Hopi. There has not been a very extensive relationship with 
Bane One. At one time they brought in a mobile banking unit for loan applications. They did do 
some consumer and personal loans but not small business loans. And then they moved out. 
They’ve got to be more willing to work with the tribe and private entrepreneurs to help develop 
businesses and for expansion. There is lots of room for opportunity.” 

Tribes Outside of the Targeted Group 
First Nations did contact additional tribes and Native non-profit organizations to gauge the 
community banking needs outside of Bane One’s target group. We collected 53 responses from 
groups in the following states: Arizona, Colorado, Louisiana, Michigan, Oklahoma, Texas, and 
Wisconsin. The largest number of responses came from Arizona (22) and Oklahoma (18) groups. 
A review of the responses found that the most widely expressed riced was for low to middle 
income housing loans. Second in line among the most commonly expressed needs was for 
educational programs. In particular, respondents named the need for programs that would 
provide information on how to repair credit; on personal finance; and programs to educate tribal 
members on securities and investments. The third most commonly identified need was for loans 
for business and economic development. This was a need expressed on the tribal level and for 
individual entrepreneurs within a community. 

Bane One Branches in Arizona, Oklahoma, Utah and Wisconsin & Zip Code Proximity: 
Proximity to Tribes 
Bane One has stated that they have not reached out to more tribes or Native groups that are 
found within the states in which they have a presence since those tribes and groups are out of their 
service areas. We closely examined four states, with the most significant numbers of tribes and/or 
largest Native population, to determine the proximity of tribes to branches and to obtain a more 
accurate picture of the bank’s market reach to tribes and Native groups. In the four states of 
Arizona, Oklahoma, Utah and Wisconsin, there are a total of 70 tribes. A total of 17 tribes were 
found to be “in proximity” to Bane One branches. An additional 14 tribes were found to be 
within a 25 to 40 mile range of a Bane One branch, 

In the case of Arizona, 11 out of 20 tnies were found to be “in proximity” to Bane One branches. 
We have defined “in proximity” to mean within a 20 mile radius of a branch as indicated by zip 



code location. Four tribes zip codes were exact matches with Bane One branch zip codes, ad 
mother four tnies had zip code associations with Bane One branches. A zip code association, as 
defined by the U.S. Postal Service is when two mailing addresses share the same zip code district 
by virtue of residing in the same city, town or village. Three tribes were found to be “in 
proximity” only, with neither a zip code match or association, but within a 20 mile radius of a 
Bane One branch. An additional two tribes in Arizona were found to be within a 25 to 40 mile 
radius of a Bane One branch. 

In the case of Oklahoma, five out of 35 tribes were “in proximity” to Bane One branches, or 
within a 20 mile radius of a branch, No tribes exactly matched branch listing zip codes and no 
tribes had a zip code association with a branch zip code. However, 11 additional tribes were 
found to be within a 25 to 40 mile range of a Bane One branch. It should also be noted that 
Oklahoma has the largest Native population of any state in the country. Further, Oklahoma City 
and Tulsa are ranked second and fourth, respectively, among the most populous urban Indian 
centers in the United States. Bane One is the largest bank in Oklahoma City and one of the top 
three banking companies in the state, Bane One has stated that it has neglected tribes in Oklahoma 
because, despite the fact that it is home to more than a quarter of a million Native people, it 
claims only one reservation, 

In the case of Utah, where four tribes reside, no tribes were found to be “in proximity” to a Bane 
One branch, as we have defined the phrase. The Skull Valley reservation community however, is 
within a 25 mile range to a Bane One branch in West Jordan, Utah. 

In the case of Wisconsin, one out of 11 tribes was found to be “in proximity” to a Bane One 
branch. The Oneida Tribe, which Bane One has established a relationship with, is located within 
five miles of six Bane One branches. 

Proximity to Native NonProfit Organizations and Groups 
In the four state area, a total of 285 Native nonprofit organizations or groups exist. In the 
research to establish Bane One branch zip code proximity, we found that a total of 155 
organizations, or 54 percent of the total are within proximity to a Bane One branch. 

In the state of Arizona, a total of 70 out of 131 Native organizations were found to be “in 
proximity” of a Bane One branch. A total of 37 Native groups are an exact zip code match with 
Bane One branch zip code listings. An additional 23 organizations have a zip code association 
with a Bane One branch, meaning they exist within the same zip code zone or city or town, Ten 
more groups were found to be “in proximity” or within a 20 mile radius of a bank branch. Two 
more Native groups were found to be within a 25 to 40 mile range of a Bane One branch. 

In the state of Oklahoma, a total of 34 out of a possible 80 Native organizations were found to be 
“in proximity” of a Bane One branch. A total of 14 Native groups are direct zip code matches 
with Bane One branch zip code listings. An additional 19 organizations have a zip code 
association with a Bane One branch. One other group was found to be “in proximity” or within a 
20 mile radius of a bank branch. Twenty-three additional Native groups in Oklahoma were found 
to be within a 25 to 40 mile range of a Bane One branch. 



In the state of Utah, a total of seven out of 11 Native organizations were found to be “in 
proximity” of a Bane One branch. A total of five Native groups are exact zip code matches with 
Bane One branch zip code listings. One organization has a zip code association with a Bane One 
branch, meaning they exist within the same zip code district. And, one more group was found to 
be “in proximity” or within a 20 mile radius of a bank branch. In Utah, no Native groups were 
found to be within the 25 to 40 mile range category. 

In the state of Wisconsin, a total of 44 out of 63 possible Native organizations were found to be 
‘$i proximity” of a Bane One branch. A total of 20 Native groups were found to be an exact zip 
code match with Bane One branch zip code listings. An additional 14 organizations were found 
to have a zip code association with a Bane One branch. Ten more groups were found to be “in 
proximity” or within a 20 mile radius of a bank branch. Finally, one more Native group in 
Wisconsin was found to be within a 25 to 40 mile range of a Bane One branch. 

ConcIusions 
What is clear in assessing the 15 select tribes that Bane One indicated having a relationship with, 
is that 14 of the 15 tribes have more evolved tribal economies on the scale of tribal economic 
development, with a tribal infrastructure in place that contributes to the communities’ capacity to 
grow and provide services for its own community members. Identifying the cream of the crop 
among tribes within Bane One’s service area is a smart way to do business, however, given the 
growing success and development in these communities, making loans and investments in such 
select communities equates to a low risk and opportunistic investment and lending strategy that 
ignores the needs of other Native communities that have a greater need for loans and investments 
that would spur economic development. Bane One has had varying degrees of success with the 
limited number of tribes it has had relationships with. In the end, what can be argued, without 
dispute, is that Bane One has not conducted the degree of outreach to tribes in the states in which 
it has a presence, and has not effectively penetrated the Native communities, both reservation and 
rural communities and urban Indian centers where a substantial opportunity exists to do business. 
In the state of Wisconsin, where Bane One has had a 10 year presence, the bank has only 
established a relationship with one tribe, the Oneida. Oklahoma alone represents a tremendous 
unrealized and virtually unexplored market potential. 

It should be noted that Bane One has also established a relationship with the Intertribal Council of 
Arizona. Executive Director John Lewis gave what may be the best description of Bane One’s 
efforts in Indian Country. 

John Lewis, Intertribal Council of Arizona, Phoenix, Arizona 
“They (Bane One) seem to work with tribes and are open to working with tribes, but there’s more 
to do. The banks are sitting up and wanting to work with tribes and we have to make note of the 
progress, but they should be much further along. There are many changes taking place in the 
banking industry and it doesn’t seem to be letting up. It’s true, there has been movement, but it 
has been slow. All of the banks, not just Bane One are in the fust phase of a five phase process in 
working with tribes. The main point is that there is much more room for progress. And, we’ve 
got to separate out the commercial lending interests from the housing and small business and 
community lending needs. The community lending needs to be expanded.” 



List of Attachments 

1. 

2. 

Tnies surveyed 

Table A: Major Metropolitan Areas with Native Populations and Table B: 
American Indian Populations and Tribes in the Geographic Areas of Bane One 
and First Chicago NBD 

3. Table C and Table D: Native Populations by State in Banks’ geographic areas 

4. Table E: Fourteen Merger Affected States 

5. Table F: Tribes and Native Organizations Zip Code Associations to Bane One branches 



Bane One: Surveved Tribes 

Ak-Chin Indian Community, Maricopa, Arizona 
Colorado River Tnbe, Parker, Arizona 
Gila River Indian Community, Sacaton, Arizona 
Hopi Tribe, Kykotsmovi, Arizona 
Mohave Apache Community, Ft. McDowell, Arizona 
Navajo Nation, Window Rock, Arizona 
Pascua Yaqui Tribe, Tucson, Arizona 
Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community, Scottsdale, Arizona 
San Carlos Tribe, San Carlos, Arizona 
White Mountain Apache Tnie, Whiteriver, Arizona 
Yavapai, Prescott Board of Directors, Prescott, Arizona 
Yavapai Apache Community Council, Camp Verde, Arizona 
Southern Ute Tribe, Ignacio, Colorado 
Oneida Tribe. Oneida Wisconsin 



TABLE A: 

Major Metropolitan Areas with Significant Native Populations 

Metropolitan Ared Native Population 

Bane One Redon 

Phoenix, AZ 38,017 

Tucson, AZ 20,330 

Chicago, IL 15,758 

Denver. CO 13,884 

Oklahoma City, OK 45,720 

Tulsa, OK 48,196 

Dallas, TX 18,972 

Houston, TX 11,029 

Salt Lake City, UT 8,337 

Milwaukee, WI 8,552 

TOTALS: 228,795 

6 

9 

15 

17 

4 

2 

11 

21 

25 

23 

First Chicaro, NRD region 

Chicago, IL 15,758 15 

Milwaukee, WI 8,552 23 

TOTALS: 24,310 

COMBINED URBAN TOTALS: 228,795 (Chicago &Milwaukee taken into account 
in Bane One urban totals) 



TABLE C: 

Native Populations by State: Bane One geographic area 

State Native Population Percent of Total State Pop. 

Arizona 203,527 5.6% 

Colorado 21,116 .8% 

Illinois 21,836 .2% 

Indiana 12,720 .2% 

Kentucky 5,169 .2% 

Louisiana 18,541 .4% 

Ohio 20,358 .2% 

Oklahoma 252,420 8.0% 

Texas 65,811 .4% 

Utah 24,283 1.4% 

West Virginia 2,458 .I% 

Wisconsin 39,387 .8% 

Total Bane One States 
Native population= 

(First Chigago States 
Native Population= 

694,952 

165,916 

TOTALS= 786,841 (thisfigure takes into account the 3 state overlap) 
Native Population in combined 14 merger affected states 



Table E: 

FOURTEEN MERGER AFFECTED STATES: 
RESERVATION POPULATION AND NUMBER OF TRIBES 

STATES REZ POPULATION NUMBER OF TRIBES 

ARIZONA 198,145 

2,308 

1,424 

20 

COLORADO 2 

FLORIDA 2 

ILLINOIS 0 0 

INDIANA 0 0 

KENTUCKY 0 0 

LOUISIANA 261 4 

MICHIGAN 3,760 

0 

10 

OHIO 0 

OKLAHOMA 6,161 

688 

35 

TEXAS 3 

UTAH 3,005 

0 

4 

WEST VIRGINIA 0 

WISCONSIN 12,483 11 

TOTALS: 228,235 91 Tribes 
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Introduction . : . ~’ \ 

In coop&ion with the National American IndiadHousing Counc~~Nationa&gress of 
American Indjans, Native American Eights Fund, ONABEN - A Native American Business and 
Entrepreneurial Network, Nor& American Native Bankers Association: and the Tunica-Biloxj ’ , 

Indians of Louisiana, First Nations Development Institute offers the present testimony as timely 
comment condnionally approving the proposed merger of Bane One Corp. and its subsidiaries and 
First Chicago NJ3D Corp. and its subsidiaries: 

~ ; 

Banking and tinancial relationships are of the-first inrportance to Indian Country. 
Geographical remoteness and lack of access to credit and financial services have excluded Native 
Americans from mainstream linancial channels in the past, We have seen distinctimprovements in 
recent years,’ and we hope to see the ‘merger partners participate in perfecting the delivery of .. ,, 
financial services to,Indian people. 

‘. 

.’ ., .. .’ 
.TheirI&tic$ation cannot be assumed, however. First Chicago &D’s experience in : ’ 

Indian Country is necessarily mini&, given the limited number of Native Americans in the states : ~: ; 
it serves. BancOne has done more Native American lending, given its presence in states that~ 
domicile 91 tribes; yeta First Nations survey (attached),foundthat before the merger. .,‘, : 

announcement it had developed relationships with only 15 triies and few Nativepeople or , ~~,. ‘.’ : 1” ‘, b ~: 
. 

organizations. In assessing the 15 tribes that Bane One indicated having a~ relationship with, we : ‘: . : 

found that 14 ofthe 15 have&ore evolved rnbd economies on the scale of m%al economic ., ~~ ” 

developnhent,~ with :c’rnhJ inf@hru&e~in place that contributes to the coma&ties’ capacity to: r 

grow and provide services for-its owr ‘co 
,: 

mrnuniv meinbers. And even here; in addition to f: ~~ 

favorable testimonials, we found considerable dissatisfaction with Bane One services. =, ” ’ : _.. 
. . . ~. .’ .i ..I _. 

.., 

Identifying the cream of the crop among ‘tribes with&Banc One’s service ‘areasis a safe. 
way to do business. But it overlooks the convenience and needs of other Native communities that 
also offer opportunities for investment, lending, and services. 

J Bane Qne has not conducted the degree of outreach or demo’nstrated the commitment to 
estab&h a ‘stable footing for banking services in these commuru ‘ties. .First Nations understands that 
Bane One may cite busirress’reasonsfor this past oversight; but our point here today is to . 

’ ~. ~-~ 

‘I 
recydedpaper - 



,~’ :., 
‘v ,~, 

emphasizethat the augmented resources of the merged entity@ enable the new Bane One to _.Y. -:~. ~:i 
absorb development costs it could.not have before as the price of doing business it would not :‘, , 
have before. As a condition ofthis merger, F&t ~Natiorissuggestts that overlooked Native 
communities in proximity to Banc,One branches should be among the beneficiaries of these ‘, 

development efforts. :. ., 
i : .: : .,. 

-. . 

Backgkund 1’ 
_I 

.’ .~ ., _. ! i 

‘, Several of the issues in Native Anerican’access to credit and fir&&l services are the .,. 

same as for low-income people anywhere -unconventional credit records; lack ,of caRit&, ,lack of 
: 

_ 

familiarity with banking practices and expectations and the resultant distrust of banking ~. 

institutions, and a discomfortwith the lack of people like them in bank settings. Many of the 
strategies in use to address these issues elsewhere would be effective in IndianCountry. 

,: ,, 

Other hindrances to credit and financial services are unique to Indian Counm. ‘~ 

* The geographical remoteness ofmany reservations means that banking~relationships 
there may never have a chance to develop as personal and cultural familiarity is difficult to ‘. ~. 

establish. Overcoming geography is critical to developing the Native American credit market.. 

* The remoteness of Indian Countryfrom,mainstream banking has translated to a sharply : ,~ 

reduced level of economic activity on many reservations, which in turn has curtailed the 
development of financial ini?astrur$ure such as Uniform Commercial Codes. Economic 
development is on the increase;however, and the establishment of UCCs and other financial 
infrastructure is-key to moving this development activity to the next level of co mmunity-wider, 
prosperity. One model UCC for tribes is in develo@ent and another,is ready for enactment; some ’ : ‘: 

tribes have adopted UCCs specific to their circumstances; others have adapted state codes. The I, 

Federal Reserve Bank of San Erancisco is currently poised to ‘address the UCC issue through task 
force initiatives coming out of its “Sovereign Lending” workshop series. 

:,I 
, I~’ ., 

* The trust status oftnial land.,Trust status, v&&means the’federal government holds 
the land in trust for tribes, is an asset to the tribe as a whole but’may stand in the way of home .; : 

ownership or other individual property disposition because~ it is not alienable and so cannot-be, ~. 

attached as collateral. Models of mortgage lending on trust land are in place, theircommon.. ~, “” 

feature being tribal tirst right of refusal on foreclosed iroper$es based on the highnumber of ‘: ~’ ” 

Native Americans in need of h&sing. Extending these models to establish secondary markets for ~,’ ,, ’ 
* Native Amencan housing is an achievable goal of the next 10 years. The need for housing in ’ .: 

Indian Country cannot be overstated: 40 percent of housing in triial areas is substandard, 21 
1 

I 

percent of these homes are overcrowded, and ~16.5 percent lack compJete plumbing, according to 
the National American Indian Housing Council. ~.’ ‘.. 

* Tribal sovereignty gives m%al courts jurisdiction over~reservation-based business 
transactions. The unfam&r legal system means that bank executives must ‘devote-good will and’: 
resources to bringing Indian Country within the same ‘comfort zone’ loan officers enjoy m off- 
reservation transactions. The uptick in banking actitrity on reservations in recent years has 

. . 
_ . 
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* Native American culture, though by no means impenetrable, is distinct from w ,. : .t, < i ! .~. 
” Am&can txrlture~m manyrespects. Thisraises perceptual baqicrs as well as pmctica@es. Eor;J~~,i:“::::, i,. ., s:“‘. 

example, Native‘Amqican tribaLcouncils by.and large refuse tom alloy at++ car repossession for: :,-;, :,: _:~:, ; ,:: 

r,easons derived fromthe cultirral context ofresetvatiom,‘rai$ng a practical barrier for banks@ ~.._‘_;_v:, .! $~; 
some cases. The perc,e@al barrier for some bankers is a stereotypical assumption~that the lackof~.~~*.‘: :. ~:;:i;:,-?“: 
at-w& provisions simply encourages deadbeats tour& a car into the ground tihile creditorstake “,:t, ~ ,_ L 
the timeto’con$y’iith less expeditious tribal court processes.~But in recent years, $actice has’:.:, :‘,~~,’ ~: ’ ‘:; : ‘,:. 

proved it to be ‘far more often the case that informal tribal processes lead to the payments bemg 1’ I:~ ~- :.,;~ :~ -~ ,:; 
made or the car being repossessed without incident. <* ‘, _ 

.‘.>* 

Recommendations ’ .: 
:. 

,, ~ ,. 
_ 

First Nations offers specific recommendations for the merged entityto act on, as follows ‘,, ‘<‘, ,‘,~ 
In all cases, our recommendations fall under the category of activities the bank shqtild be engaged ::~ 1: 

in anyway. : 
, .1 

. . 

* Make a formal commitment to Indian Country and urban Native communities to build on : : 

and strengthen work begun by Bane One Arizona. .,-f ~, 

<.‘.‘. 

* Establish a collaborative task force for outreach, product offerings, and lending .~ ,y’: 

agreements to Native co mmunities and neighborhoods’in proximity to Bane One branches. : T 

\ 
* Contmue to inve@n and provide developmental support for venture capital funds ,:. ‘~ i ‘~ ,i ,’ 

r.-. 

serving Indian Country and Small Business Investment Companies with a stated Native:emphasis.. ~. .,I 
“‘I. _. ‘~ ,, : ,:. ., ., 

‘t &vest m m?al-‘and Native-owned business enterprises. ‘.I ,~ ., ,,‘.~ ,_ ‘-1’ 
..~,,. 

* InveSt~m ‘and offer ‘start-up ass&& for Native-controlled banks ‘and inte’rme&aries, :, -. “’ 

‘&lud&g microenterprise and small business lend&g, in undemervedportions of In&an Country;‘., I:, ;> .“k ‘,’ 
.\~ ,.,,,: 

* Offer phrlanthropic support for enterprise and m&enterprise deveioprhent, housing, 1 ~, _,’ ,)*~ :i ‘1, j 
financial services, and for Native funds that support development., ,‘~ ‘-; 1 ~’ ,. : ‘. ~1 ,’ ;, ‘, T 
,. ‘_ _ ; ,.,,’ ‘. ..’ 

* Continue to develop v&able mortgage prod& and’i&&tments in L&v Income ‘, 1: -. : ~’ ,: : 
-~. _,, ; ;. ;” )” 

‘Housing Tax Credits forNative communi ’ ’ ttes. : ‘, 
,, 

i: 
7 

* Expand’ financial literacy t&ing seminars for Nat&c communities and education for, ?. : 11 . . 
, ,,I” 

bank personnel to better understand hxiian Coumry.. / . , . ‘. 
* Invest in the.technological’and financial int?astrncture of Indian Country, e$ecially : I’,,~ :/ . . 

through fully operationalmobile unit banks. 
,’ 
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National Community Reinvestment Coalition 

Before the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago 

Thursday, August 13, 1998 

Introduction 

I am testifying before you this morning as the President and CEO of the National Community 
Reinvestment Coalition (NCRC). NCRC is the nation’s CRA trade association of over 680 community 
reinvestment organizations from inner city neighborhoods and rural areas. NCRC’s members are 
dedicated to revitalizing low-income and minority communities. 

As a trade association, NCRC does not regularly comment on applications to the Federal Reserve Board, 
NCRC usually provides research and other support to our members when they comment during the 
application process. However, we will comment on applications like Bane One’s if they present 
significant public policy issues. 

I will address two main issues this morning: community reinvestment performance and fair lending. 

Community Reinvestment Performance 

Simply put, megamergers are harmful for lower income and minority communities if they result in massive 
branch closures and drastic decreases in lending and investing. This is why NCRC has asked the Federal 
Reserve Board to require banks to submit community reinvestment plans to the Board and the Reserve 
Banks as part of their merger applications. These’plans would outline how the merging banks plan to 
maintain and increase the number of loans, investments, and services in lower income and minority 
communities after mergers. The community reinvestment plans would be developed for each urban and 
rural community the bank serves. Moreover, they would not be unilateral like the megapledges recently 
announced by other large banks. Instead, they would be responsive to specific credit needs in various 
communities because they would be developed with the input of community organizations. 

The community reinvestment plans would explain how lenders would preserve their Community 
Reinvestment Act (CRA) performance in all of their major markets in the wake of post-merger institutional 
changes. For example, the CRA performance of Bane One and First Chicago could deteriorate 
substantially in the state of Indiana due to either branch closures or divestiture requirements. As you 
know, the state of Indiana is the market where the banks’ operations substantially overlap. Yet, despite 
the looming changes confronting Indiana’s traditionally underserved communities, Bane One has neither 



negotiated a CRA agreement with community organizations in Indiana nor has submitted a community 
reinvestment plan to the Federal Reserve Board explaining how CRA performance will be maintained in 
that state. 

NCRC is pleased that First Chicago and NBD have worked out CRA agreements with NCRC members in 
Chicago and Detroit. However, these agreements address CRA performance in two of Bane One’s 
markets. In order for community reinvestment performance to preserved in all of the banks markets, 
NCRC believes it is the responsibility of the Federal Reserve Board to require the bank to offer a detailed 
community reinvestment plan explaining how it will maintain and improve its post-merger CRA 
performance. These plans would also be a starting point for negotiations leading to CRA agreements with 
community organizations. In addition, the Federal Reserve Board should issue conditional approvals in 
instances where the applying banks do not satisfactorily outlinehow CRA performance will be maintained 
in places like Indiana that are likely to be affected significantly by the merger. 

Fair Lending 

Over a year ago, the Federal Reserve Board approved Bane One’s acquisition of First USA (a credit card 
lender) despite unresolved fair lending issues. In its approval order, the Federal Reserve stated that it 
would impose conditions at a later date if its investigation revealed fair lending violations. NCRC and its 
680 members strongly believe that this was an abdication of the Federal Reserve’s responsibility to enforce 
the nation’s fair lending laws. Fair lending problems will intensify if the Federal Reserve does not 
complete fair lending investigations and issue any necessary conditions before acting on this latest Bane 
One application. 

Several NCRC members have raised fair lending concerns involving Bane One. For example, Inner City 
Press/Community on the Move has documented that Bane One Financial Services has a high market share 
of minority borrowers while Bane One’s bank and mortgage subsidiaries have significantly lower market 
shares of minority borrowers. The Federal Reserve must investigate whether: 

1) Bane One is referring minority borrowers to its subprime affiliate, Bane One Financial Services, 

2) and whether, Bane One Financial Services has any procedures for referring qualified minorities to Bane 
One which offers the lower interest rate “prime” home loans. 

NCRC has recently finished a study, Who’s Financing the American Dream , that examines home 
mortgage lending in the 20 largest metropolitan areas. We find that Bane One Mortgage Company offers a 
significantly higher percentage of home purchase loans to minorities and lower income borrowers than 
Bane One’s bank subsidiaries in Dallas and Houston. (Attached to my testimony are the relevant pages 
from our study). We ask the Federal Reserve to examine these lending patterns and investigate for the 
possibility of fair lending violations. It should be noted that Bank One Mortgage Company recently settled 
a discrimination lawsuit with the Attorney General of Arizona. 

We ask the Federal Reserve to follow the lead of its regulatory counterparts in seriously investigating and 
issuing fair lending and CRA conditional approvals when necessary (Actually the Federal Reserve should 
be leading its counterparts, but it should at least follow them.) The OTS’ (Office of Thrift Supervision) 
approval order of the Travelers’ application to establish a thrift mandated significant changes in the 
disclosure procedures of Travelers’ loan and brokerage officers as well as requiring periodic reports 
concerning Travelers’ community reinvestment pledge. Likewise, the Office of the Comptroller (OCC) 
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issued a conditional approval of the First Union-Money Store merger that requires access for all applicants 
of both prime and subprime lending products. 

NCRC appreciates this opportunity to express significant reinvestment issues associated with the recently 
proposed megamergers. NCRC hopes that the Federal Reserve Board does everything in its power to 
ensure fair lending and continued progress in community reinvestment. 
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Methodology 

NCRC has developed an innovative methodology for comparing the lending records of 
financial institutions using HMDA (Home Mortgage Disclosure Act) data. The 
methodology is straightforward yet powerful. It assesses the fair lending performance of 
lenders by measuring the extent of marketing and lending to minorities. It also answers 
whether unusually high denial disparity ratios among whites and minorities could be due 
to discrimination. In addition, the methodology assesses the CRA performance of lenders 
in the area of home purchase lending. Are lenders marketing aggressively to low- and 
moderate-income applicants? Are lenders offering a high percentage of their loans to low- 
and moderate-income households? 

As mentioned in the introduction, NCRC has chosen to evaluate home purchase lending 
activity. In our previous study, we evaluated performance in all types of single family 
lending activity - home improvement and refinance lending as well as home purchase 
lending.2 In addition to the reasons mentioned in the introduction, this study isolates 
home purchase lending because the market for home purchase loans involves very 
different underwriting criteria and other product attributes than the markets for home 
improvement and refinance loans. 

In order to capture a substantial amount of lending activity in the nation, the study 
examines lending in the twenty largest metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs) in the United 
States. MSAs are typically regarded as distinct markets for lenders because bank 
customers usually live and work within the boundaries of a metropolitan area. Thus, to 
effectively compete for customers, lenders need to devise marketing and branch 
distribution strategies for entire MSAs and.not just parts of metro@litan areas. Our 
study assesses how well lenders vie for the business of traditionally underserved 
populations within MSAs. 

Within each metropolitan area, NCRC scrutinizes lender performance as revealed by six 
indicators over a three year time period. The six indicators reveal if a financial institution 
is marketing to traditionally underserved populations, lending to those populations, 
rejecting an usually high number of minority households, and discriminating against 
creditworthy minorities. Indicators are computed separately for 1996, 1995, and 1994 
for the major lenders in the twenty largest MSAs. 

P 2 Too 2Q 
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Scoring System 

Each lender is ranked on each of the six indicators. For each indicator, lenders are grouped 
into five equal subsets called quintiles. The lenders who are in the top fifth (or top 
quintile) on a given indicator receive a score of five for that indicator. The lenders who are 
in the second fifth receive a score of four for that indicator. The lenders who are in the 
third fifth receive a score of three for that indicator. Finally, the lenders who are in the 
second lowest and the lowest quintile receive a score of two or one, respectively, for that 
indicator. 

The highest possible score in any MSA is a “30”, meaning that a given lender has scored 
in the top quintile on all six indicators. The lowest possible score is a “6” meaning that a 
given lender has scored in the lowest quintile on all six indicators. 

Six Indicators 

NCR& six indicators are: 

Marketing to Low- and Moderate-Income Households 

This indicator computes the share or percentage of a lender’s home purchase 
applications that are submitted by low- and moderate-income households. High 
percentages mean that the bank is effectively marketing to low- and moderate- 
income households’since they are aware of the bank and are applying to it in high 
numbers. (Low- and moderate-income categories conform to the income categories 
outlined in the regulations implementing the Community Reinvestment Act 
(CRA). See the Appendix.) 

Approvals to Low- and Moderate-Income Households 

This indicator computes the share or percentage of a bank’s loans that are issued 
to low- and moderate-income households. High percentages suggest that the bank 
has either flexible underwriting criteria or has developed affordable lending 
products for a population that traditionally lacked established credit histories or 
savings to qualify for conventional homeownership products. 

Marketing to Minorities 

This indicator computes the share or percentage of a lender’s applications that are 
submitted by minorities. For this study, we have defined minorities as Blacks and 
Hispanics only (see the Appendix for further discussion). 
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Approvals to Minorities 

This indicator computes the share or percentage of a bank’s loans that are issued 
to minorities. 

Disparity in Denial Ratio 

This indicator is a ratio of the minority denial rate divided by the white denial rate. 
Lower ratios are awarded good ranks. A ratio close to one means that minority 
and white denial rates are very similar. In contrast, ratios in the 2 to 3 range mean 
that the bank(s) in question are denying minorities at a rate two or three times 
greater than whites. High denial rates could be evidence of either discriminatory 
treatment or a lack of flexible underwriting criteria 

Discrimination Ratio 

This indicator is the ratio of the lender’s share of market discrimination to the 
lender’s share of applicants. It is computed by first deriving a measure of 
discrimination from a logit regression model, yielding differences in treatment of 
whites and non-whites with similar credit histories. The model estimates the 
likelihood that whites and minorities with similar qualifications will be rejected for 
loans. The difference in probability of rejection among similarly qualified 
minorities and whites yields a market discriminatory residual. The residual for the 
entire market is computed as well as for individual lenders. We are then able to 
compute a ratio measure of an individual lender’s share of the overall market 
discrimination relative to the lender’s share of all applications in a metropolitan 
area. 

When the discrimination ratio is above one, the lender’s share of overall market 
discrimination exceeds the lender’s share of loan applicants in a given MSA. 
Lenders with ratios of one and above will tend to be in the lower quintiles on this 
indicator. (See Appendix for a more complete description of the discrimination 
residual). 

Example - Ranking Lenders in the Washington, DC MSA 

The results from the analysis of home purchase lending in the Washington, DC area will 
help illustrate NCRC’s methodology. Our study analyzed the performance of 50 lenders 
doing business in the DC area in 1996 (see the table for the Washington, DC MSA on 
page 37, and see the Appendix for a discussion of which lenders were included in the 
study). One of the lenders received a 30, which is the highest possible sum derived by 
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Legend for MSA Spreadsheets 

The following pages will list lenders in each MSA and their rankings. The column headers 
from left to right are: 

Columns 

Lender: 

Agency: 

Name of the financial institution 

Agency to which the institution reports HMDA data 

OCC - Office of the Comptroller of the Currency 
FRB - Federal Reserve Board 
FDIC - Federal Deposit Insurance Cot$oratjon 
OTS - Office of Thrift Supervision 
NCUA - National Credit Union Association 
HUD - U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 

Denial Ratio: The denial ratio indicator (see methodology section for a 
description) for 1996. 

Quintile: The quintile a lender falls into on for the denial ratio indicator for 
1996. 

% Mm. Apps. 

Quintile: 

The marketing to minorities indicator for 1996. 

The quintile a lender falls into for the marketing to minorities 
indicator for 1996. 

% Min. Approvs. 

Quintile: 

The approvals to minorities indicator for 1996. 

The quintile a lender falls into for the approvals to minorities 
indicator for 1996. 

% L/M Apps: The marketing to low- and moderate-income households indicator 
for 1996. 

Quintile: The quintile a lender falls into for the marketing to low- and 
moderate-income households indicator for 1996. 
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% L/M. Approvs: 

Quintile: 

Disc. Ratio: 

Quintile: 

sum 96: 

sum 95: 

sum 94: 

General Notes: 

The approvals to low- and moderate-income households indicator 
for 1996. 

The quintile a lender falls into for the approvals to low- and 
moderate-income households indicator for 1996. 

The discrimination ratio for 1996. 

The quintile a lender falls into for the discrimination ratio for 1996. 

The sum of the quintiles for the six indicators for 1996. 

The sum of the quintiles for the six indicators for 1995. 

The sum of the quintiles for the six indicators for 1994. 

The banks are listed in descending order based on their 1996 sums. Below the last lender 
are the following two rows: 

All lenders in MSA - 1996: This row shows how all lenders active in the MSA 
performed on all of the indicators except for the discrimination ratio. 

Lenders 250+ applications: This row shows how lenders that received 250 or 
more applications from Blacks, Hispanics, and whites performed on all of the 
indicators except for the discrimination ratio. 

A lender is displayed on the table if it has 250 or more applications from Blacks, 
Hispanics, and whites in 1996. A lender is not displayed on the table if it exceeded the 
applications threshold in 1994 and 1995 but did not meet the threshold in 1996. Blank 
spaces underneath the Sum 95 or Sum 94 columns indicate that the lender did not meet 
the application threshold in 1995 or 1994, although it did meet the threshold in 1996. 
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Council, Inc. 
601 N. Church Street, Wilktgton, DE 19801 
Telephone: 302- 654-5024 Fax: 302- 654-5046 

TESTIMONY OF 
RASHMI RANGAN 

DELAWARE COMMUNITY REINVESTMENT ACTION 
COUNCIL, INC., (DCRAC) 

IN OPPOSITION TO 
,isIE APPLICATIONS OF BANC ONE CORPORATION TO 

ACQUIRE FIRST CHICAGO NBD & ITS SUBSIDIARIES 

BEFORE THE 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF CHICAGO 

AUGUST 13,199s 

Our mission is “to ensure equal acces to credit and capital 
for the under served populations and communities throughout Delaware 

through Education, Advocacy, and Legislation” 



Based on the factors that the Board must consider, this application calls for denial. 

Managerial issues Bane One’s absolute disdain for local communities and their predatory and 

discriminating lending practices reflect very poorly on Bane One’s managerial abilities. - 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

I refer you to Dr. Kenneth Thomas’ comments of July 27, 1998 regarding the 

management’s apparent violation of confidentiality of individual examination ratings on 

Y2K readiness. 

In Arizona (Attorney General) and in Texas (HUD) Bane One has been charged with 

discrimination--this after the Feds own conditional approval in a recent application by 

Bane One. Apparently, Bane One failed to meet Feds conditions. On these grounds 

alone, the application should be denied. 

Bane One, we charged in previous applications and a charge we repeat today, is a 

predatory lender through its Finance Company subsidiary. While we have raised this 

issue many times, we sense that the Feds have not really understood the full import of our 

accusations. Attached as exhibit A is a catalogue of predatory mortgage lending abusive 

practices prepared by Mr. Bill Brennan of Atlanta Legal Aid Society. 

We have asked the Feds to review the Finance Company subsidiary of the Bank Holding 

Company in the past. We, and others, have presented ample evidence that raise enough 

red-flags that demand such an investigation before the Feds even begin considering the 

merits of this application. In 1995 BO Finance Company approved 7805 loans. In 1996, 

Good afternoon. My name is Rashmi Rangan. I am the executive director of the Delaware 

Community Reinvestment Action Council, Inc. (“DCRAC”)--an eleven year old non-profit 

citizens’ advocacy organization whose mission is “to ensure equal access to credit and capital for 

the under served populations and communities throughout Delaware”. I am also a Board member 

of the National Community Reinvestment Coalition--a trade association of approximately 650 

organizations nation wide and a member of Inner City Press/Community on the Move--a citizens’ 

consumer advocacy group. We are opposed to the acquisition of FCC by Bane One. 

Before I address our concerns with the application, let me share our concern about the 

Feds. Calling “public hearings”, “ public meetings” is probably more appropriate and revealing- 

they do not hear us. Besides, five minutes is not enough time to even scratch at the surface of our 

concerns with this application. 

Have we forgotten the S&L bail-out so soon? Should we not look at Japan and shudder 

at the prospect of obstinately duplicating the “Godzilla” ? Should we not heed to the warning 

signs from the stock market’s roller-coaster ride? This merger too, like all others before, raises 

concerns with the larger issue surrounding finure financial stability--Who will bail this monster, 

when it fails? 



32,712--a 3 19% increase. 

5. Bane One’s HMDA analysis has been conducted by ACORN--Illinois (7/14/98), 

Wisconsin Rural Development Center (6/23/98) where Bane One is the third largest 

commercial institute, Coalition of Neighborhoods (7/l 3/98), Central Illinois Organizing 

Project (7/14/98), etc. These are very revealing. These provide ample evidence that call 

for a full investigation of Bane One Finance Company. 

Convenience and needs issues How can the convenience and needs of my community, be served 

when the acquirer, Bane One, has shown a remarkable disdain for Delaware. May I remind the 

Board of concerns we raised when Bane One applied to acquire First USA. First USA, a limited 

purpose bank, cited its inability to meet its CRA obligations and hence established First USA, 

FSB. When Bane One acquired First USA, the thrift was gone. Relative to Bane One’s First 

USA (after the merger) record of meeting the convenience and needs of the community, it is 

abysmal. In comparison, FCC and its CRA officer, Mr. Roland Ridgeway, have not let the limited 

purpose bank status nor the Delaware’s Financial Center Development Act restrictions get in the 

way of meeting their obligations under the CRA. Loss of FCC to Bane One will have an adverse 

impact on the convenience and needs of our community. 

Community Reinvestment Act record Irrespective of what the respective regulatory agencies 

grade Bane One’s record of meeting the credit needs of its community to be, preying upon our 

communities, discriminating against our lower income and minority communities, and providing 

lip service to the Community Reinvestment obligations demonstrates Bane One’s poor 

performance record. 

Competition It is already entered into the record, that anti-trust and anti-competitive issues, are 

severe in Indiana which alone calls for denial of the application. I refer you to Dr. Kenneth 

Thomas’ communication of 7/14/98. However, given the Fed’s proclivity to approve merger 

applications, at a minimum, there is an absolute need for a binding, legally enforceable CRA 

commitment in Indiana. Without such a commitment, this application must not even be 

considered. 

You will hear, and you have already heard testimony in support of the merger from 

organizations who have developed partnerships and are hopeml to continue to through these 

partnerships serve their communities. At issue is not who, where, and how much each bank 

does/gives individually. At issue here is the who from, where from, and how much, does Bane 

One take from the community through predatory practices. This alone is a very serious concern. 

You must deny this application 



CRAnology: PREDATORY MORTGAGE LENDING ABUSES 

In the s~atcmcnt of William J, Etrcnnnn, Jr,, Director, Home Dcfcnsc Progrxn of the Atlanta Lcgnl Aid Society, Inc., Before rhc 
United St&s Scnatc Special Committee on Aging on March 16, 19’98. Mr. Brcnnan tcstiticd on the subject of predatory mort- 
gage lending practices directed against the elderly. What follows was attached ;1s an exhibit to Mr. Brennan’s statements and 
downloaded in its cntircty frow the websitc of Atlanta Legal Aid Society at wvwlaw.emory.cdu. 

PREDATORY MORTGAGE LENDING ADUSES 
The following is a catnloguc of predatory mortgage lending abusive practices. WC have divided the practices into abuscs associ- 
atcd with the origination of the loan, swvicing of the loan, and collection of the loan. 

I 1. ORlClNATlON OF LOAN. 
/ : ;; . i I Sohettdtions Prcd Itory mortgngc lcndcrs cngagc in cxtcnsivc marketing in tnrgctcd neighborhoods. They advcrtisc through- 
tclcwsmn commercials. direct mail. signs iu neighborhoods. tclcphonc solicitations. door to door solicitations. and flyers stulTcd 
in mailboxes. Many of these corupanics dcccptivcly tailor their solicitations to resemble social security or other U.S. govcmmen 
cheeks to prompt hon~cowncrs to open the cnvclopcs and othcwisc dcccivc thcrn regarding their predatory intentions. 
2. Home Improvement Scams. Predatory mortgage lenders USC local home improvement companies essentially as mortgage 
brokers to solicit business. Thcsc companies solicit homcowncrs for home improvcmcnt work. The company may originate a 
mortgage lo,an to finance the home improvcmcnts and then sell the mortgage to a predatory mortgage Icndcr, or steer the homc- 
owner directly to the predatory lcndcr for linancing of the home improvcmcnls. The home improvements arc often grossly over- 
priced, and the work is shoddy and incomplete. In some cases, the contractor begins the work before the three-day cooling off 
period has expired. In many c~scs, the contractor fails to obrain required pcrrnits, thcrcby making sure the work is not inspected 
for con~pli:~occ with local coda 
3. Mortgage Brokers -Kickbacks. Predatory mortgage lcndcrs also originalc loans through local mortgage broken who act as 
bird dogs (findcrsl for the lenders. Many predatory mortgage lcndcrs have dowusicd their operations by closing their retail out- 
lets and shifting the origination of loans to thcsc brokers. Thcsc brokers rcprcscnt to the homeowners that they arc working for 
the homcowncrs to help them obtain the best available mortgage loan The homeowvncrs usually pay a broker’s fee. In fact, the 
brokers arc working for predatory mortgage lcndcrs and being paid kickbacks by lcndcrs for referring the borrowers to the 
lcndcrs On loan closing daumcnts, the industry employs cuphcmisms to dcscribc these referral fees: yield spread premiums 
and service rcleasc fees. Also, onbekoownst to the borrower, his inlerest is raised to cover the fee. Within the industry, this is 
called bonus upsclling or par-plus prcmiom pricing. 
4. Steering to High Rate Lenders. Some banks and mortgage cornpanics steer cxstorn~rs to high rate Icndcrs, including those 
customers who have good credit and would bc eligible lor a conventional loan from that bank or lender. In some cases, the cus- 
tomcr is tumcd away belorc complcling a loan application lo aher GISCS, the loan application is rvroogfully denied and the cus- 
tomer is refcrrcd to a high rate Icndcr. The high rate lcndcr is often an afiliatc of the bank or mortgage company, and kick- 
backs or referral fees are paid as an inccntivc to s&r the customer in this way. 
5. Lending to People Who Cannot Afford The Loans. Some predatory mortgage lcndcrs purposely structure the loans with 
monthly paymcnts which they know the homcowncr cannot alTord with the idea that when the homcowoer reaches the point of 
dcPa\lt, they will rcmm to tic lender to rcfinancc which provides the lender additional points and fees. Other predatory mart- 
gage Icndcrs, whom WC call hard Icndcrs, purposely structure the loans with payments the homcowncrcannot afford in order to 
trigger a forcclosurc so that they may ac@e the house and the valuable equity in the house at the foreclosure sale. 
6. Falvificd Loan Applications, Unverified Income. In some cases, lenders knowingly make loans to homeowners who do not 
have suff!cicnt income to repay the loan Often, such lenders wish to sell the loan to an investor. To sell the loan, the lender 
must make the loan package have the appearance to the investor that the borrower has sufl?cient income. The lender has the 
borrower sign a blank loao application form The lender then inserts false information on the form (for cxample, a job the bor- 
~owcr does not have), making the borrower appear to have higher income than he or she actually has. 
7. Adding Co-signers. This is done to create the f&c impression lhnt the borrower is suficicntly credit worthy to be able to 
pay off the loan, even though the lender is well aware that the co-signer has no intention of contributing to the repayment of the 
umrtgagc. Olten, the Icndcr requires the homcowxr to transfer half ownership of the house to the co-signer. The honwxvncr 
ha lost halfthc owwship ofthc home and is saddled with a loan she cannot aITord to pay. 
8. Incapacitated Homeowners. Soruc predatory lcndcrs make loans to homeowners who arc clearly mentally incapacitated. 
They take ndvant:lgc of the fact that the honicorvncr dots not undcrstaod the n:durc of the transxtion or the papers that she 
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signs. Bccaw of her incapacity, the homcowncr docs not understand she has a morlgegc loan, dots not m&c the payments, 
and is subject to foreclosure and subscqucnt eviction. 
9. Forgeries. Some predatory lcndcrs forge loan documcnls. In an ABC Prime Time Live news segment that aired on April 23, 
I 997. a former employee of a high cost mortgage lcndcr rcportcd that each of the Icnder’s branch oRices had a “designated 
forger” whose job it was to forge documents. In such casts. the unwary homeowners arc saddled with loans they know nothing 
about. 
IO. High Annual Interest Rates. The wry purpose of engaging in prcdarory morlg;w$ lending is to reap the lxncfit of high 
protils. Accordingly, these lenders always charge unconscionably high intcrcsl WCS, even though their risk in minimal or 
non-cxistcnt. Such rates drastically increase the cost of borrowing for homcowncrs. Predatory ~nortgage lendcn routinely charge 
AtlanLl area borrowers rates ranging from 12% to 18%. while other lenders charge rates of 7.0% to 7.5%. 
Il. High Points Legitimate lcndcrs charge points to borrowcrs who wish to buy down the intcrcsl ralc on lhc loan. Predatory 
lenders charge high points but thcrc is no corresponding reduction in the interest rate. Thcsc points arc imposed through pre- 
paid tinancc charges (or points or origination fees), they are ost~elly 5 to 10% of the loan and may be as much as 20% of the 
loan The borrower does not pay thcsc points with cash at closing. Rather. the points arc always Cinanccd as part of the loan. 
This increases the amount borrowed, which produces more annual intcrcst to the lender. 
12. Balloon Payments. Predatory mortgage Icndcrs rrequcntly structure loans so that at the end olthc loun period, the borrower 
still owes most ofthc principal amount borrowed, The last payment balloons to an amount oncn equal to 85% or so of the prin- 
cipal amount bonowcd. Over the tcnrl of the loan, the borrower’s payments are applied primarily to intcrcst. The homeowner 
cannot alTord to pay the balloon paymcnt at the end of’ the term, and either loses the home through forcclasrre or is forced to 
rclinancc with the same or another lcndcr for an additional term at additional cost. 
13. Ncgativc Amortization. This involves a system of rcpaynmnt of a loan in which the loan does not amortize over the term. 
Instead, the amount of the monthly paymcnt is insticicnt to pay off accrued interest and the principal balance therefore in- 
cnx~scs each month. At the end of the loan turn. the borrower owes more than the amount originally borrowed. A balloon pay- 
ment at the end of the loan is often a feature of negative amortiation. 
14. Padded Closing Costs_ In this schcmc, certain costs arc incrcascd above their true market value as a method of charging 
higher interest rates. Examples include charging document preparation of $350 or credit report fees of $150, both of which are 
mauy times the actual cost. 
15. Inflated Appraisal Costs. This is another padding scheme. In most mortgage loan transactions, the lender requires that an 
appraisal be done, Most appraisals include a typical, detailed report of the condition of the house (interior and exterior) and 
prices orcomparablc in the area. Others are “drive-by” appraisals, done by someone driving by the homes. The former naturally 
cost more than the latter. In some cases, borrowers arc charged a ccc for an appraisal which should include the detailed report, 
when only a drive-by appraisal was done. 
16. Padded Recording Fees. Mortgage tmnsactions usoally require that documents be recorded at the local courthouse. State or 
local kws establish the rees for recording the documents. Mortgage lendcrs typically pass these costs on to the borrower. Preda- 
tory mortgage lcndcrs often charge the borrowers a fee in cxccss of the acnrtl amcwxl rc+ed by law to record the documents. 
17. Bogus Broker Fees. In some cases, predatory lenders charge borrowers broker fees when the borrower never met or knew 
of the broker. This is another way such lendcrs increase the cost of the loan for the benefit of the lender. 
18. Unbundling. This is another way of padding costs by braking out and itemizing charges which arc duplicative or should lx 
included under other charges. An example is where a lender imposes a loan origination fee, which should cover all costs of ini- 
tiating the loan, but then imposts separate. additional charges for undcntiting and loan preparation. 
19. Credit insurnncc -Insurance Packing. Predatory mortgage lenda market and sell credit insurance as p,ut of their loans. 
This includes credit life insurance, credit disability insurance, and invohmtxy unemployment insurance. The premiums for this 
insurance are exorbitant. In some casts, lenders sell credit lift insurance co\~cring an amount which constitutes the total of pay- 
ments over the life of the loan rather than the amount actually borrowed. The payout of claims is extremely low compared to the 
revenue froru the premiums. The predatory n~ortgage lender often owns the insurnnce company, or rcccives a substantial com- 
mission for the salt of the insurance. In short, credit insurance becomes a profit center for the lender and provides littlc or no 
baelit to the borrower. 
20. Excessive Prepayment Penalties. Predatory mortgage lenders oRen impose exorbitant prepayment penalties. This is done 
in an effort to lock the borrower inlo the predatory loan for as long as possible by making it dificult for her to rclinancc the 
mortgage or sell tls home. Another fcaturc of this practice is that it provides back end intcrcst for lhc lcudcr if the borrower 
dots prepay the loan 
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21. Mandatory Arbitration Clauses By inserting prcdispute. mandatory. binding arbitration clauses in contractual docu- 
mcnts. some lcndcrs attempt to obtain unfair advantage of their borrowers by rclcgating them to a forum perceived to be more 
favorable to the lender than tbc court system. This pcrccption exists because discovery is not a matter of right but is within the 
discretion of the arbitrator; the proceedings arc private; arbitrators need not give reasons for their decisions or follow the law; a 
decision in one cast will have no prcccdcntial value; judicial review is cxtcmcly limited; a lcndcr will bc a frcqucnt user whilq 
the consumes is a one time participant; and injunctive reliefand punitive damages will not be available. 
22. Flippink Flipping involves successive, repeated refinancing OF the loan by rolling the balance of the existing loan into a 
new loan in&ad of simply making a separate. new loan for the new amount. Flipping always results in higher costs to the bar- 
rower. Bccausc the existing balaoce of one loan is rolled into a new loan, the term of repayment is rcpcatedly extended through 
each refinancing. This results in more interest being paid than if the borrower had been allowed to pay olTeach loan separately. 
A powcrfuul cxamplc of the exorbitant costs of flipping is the cast of Bcnnctt Roberts. who hod elcvcn loans from a high cost 
mortgngc lcndcr witbin a pwiod of four ycurs Sec. Wall Street Journal, April 23. 1997. at I. Mr. Rotxrts was charged in exccs~ 
of $29,000 in fees and charges, including ten points on every financing, plus intcrcst. to borrow less than $2G,llOO. 
23. Spurious Open End Mortgages. In order to avoid making rcquircd disclosures lo borrowers under the Truth in Lending 
Act, many lcndcrs arc making “opcnxnd” mortgage lo,ans. Although the loans arc called ‘“opca end” loans. in fact they are not. 
Instead of creating a lint of credit from which the borrower may witbdmw cash wbcn nccdcd, tbc Icndcr advances tbc full 
amount of the loan to the borrower at the outset. The loans are non-amortizing, waning that the payments are interest only so 
that no credit will bc rcplenishcd. Bccausc the payments are applied only to interest, the balance is never reduced. 
24. Paying Off Low Interest Mortgages. A predatory mortgage lcndcr usually insists that its mortgage loan pay off the bor- 
rowcfs &sting low cost, purcbasc money mortgage. The lcndcr is able to incrcasc the amount of tbc new mortgage loan by 
paying ON the current mortgage and the homcowncr is stuck with a high intcrcst rate mortgage with a principal amount wbicb 

i is INU& higbcr than ncccssiv. 
15. ‘. 2 Shlftmg Unwzured Debt Into Mortgages. Mortgage lcndcrs badger homcowncrs with telephone and mail solicitations ant 
other adveliiscmcnts that tout the “l.xnelits” olconsolidating bills into a mortgage loan. The lender lails to inform the borrower 
that consolidating unsccurcd debt into a mortgage loao secured by the home is a bad idea. The loan balance is increased by pay- 
ing off the unsecured debt, which necessarily increases closing costs (which are calculated on a pcrcentagc basis), increases the 
montbly payments, and increases the risk that the homeowner will lose the home. 
ZG. Making Loans in Erccss of IIN% Loan to Value (LTV). Recently. some lenders have been making loans to homeowners 
where the loan amount exceeds the fair market value of the home. This makes it very diflicult for tbc homeowner to refinance 
the mortgngc or to sell the bousc to pay ofithc Ioar\ tbcrcby locking the homcowcr into a high cost loan. Additionally, if a 
homcowncr goes into default and the lender forecloses on a loan, the foreclosure auction sale generates enough money to pay ofi 
the mortgage loan. Tbcrcforc, tbc borrower is not subject to a dckiciency claim However, where the loan is 125% LTV, a fore- 
closure sale may not generate enough to pay off the loan and the borrower would bc subject to a deficiency claim. 

II. SERVICING OF LOAN 
I. Forced Placed Insurance. Lenders require homeowners to carry homcoww’s insurance, with the lender named as a loss 
payee. Mortgage loan documents allow the lender to force place insurance when the homeowner fails to maintain tire insurance, 
and to add the premium to tbc loan balance. Some predatory mortgage lenders force place insurance even when the bomeowncr 
has insurance and has provided proof of such insurance to the lender. Even when the horueowt~er has in fact failed to provide 
the insurance, the premiums for the force placed insurance arc often exorbitant. Often the insurance carrier is a company aff!li- 
ated with the lender. Furthermore, the cost of forced placed insurance is frequently padded because it covers the lender for risks 
or losses in excess of what the lender may require under the terms of the mortgage loan. 
2. Daily Interest When Payments Are Made After Due Date. Most mortgage loans have grace periods, during which a bor- 
rowier may make the monthly payment after tbc due date and before the end of the grace period without incurring a “late 
charge.” The late charge is often assessed as a small percent of the late payment. However, many lenders also charge daily in- 
terest based on the outstanding principal balance. While it may be proper for a lender to charge daily interest when the loan so 
provides, it is deceptive for a lender lo charge daily interest wbcn a borrower pays after the due date and before the grace period 
e&p&s when the loan terms provide for a late charge only after the end of UK grace period. Predatory lenders take advantage of 

, this dcccptivc practice. 
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IIL COLLECTION OF LOAN 
1. Abusive Collection Practia In order to maximize pmtits, predatory lenders either set the monthly payments at a level the 
bormwcr can barely sustain or structure the loan to trigger a default and a subsequent refinancing. Having structured the loans 
in this way, the lenders consciously decide to USC aggressive. abusive collection tactics to ensue that the stream of income flow 
unintermptcd. (Bmausc conventional lendcrs do not struchxe their loans in this manner, they do not employ abusive collection 
practices.) The collection departments of p&tory lenders call the homeowners at all hours of the day and night, send late pay- 
ment notices [in some cases, even when the lender has received timely payment or even beforc the grace period expires), send 
telegrams, and even send agents to hound homeowners in person. Some p&tory lenders bounce homeowners back and forth 
between regional collection o&es and local branch otlices. One homeowner received numerous calls every day for several 
months, even after she had worked out a payment plan. These abusive collection tactics oncn involve threats to evict the homc- 
owners immcdiatcly. cvcn though lenders know they must tint forcclosc and follow the eviction procedures. The resulting 
emotional impact on homeowners, especially elderly homeowners, can be devastating. Being ordered out of a home one has 
owned and lived in for decades is an extremely traumatic experience. 
2. High Prepayment Penalties. See description in I. 20 above. When a borrower is in default and must pay the full balance 
due. predatory lenders will often include the prepayment penalty in the calculation of the balance due. 
3. Flipping (Successive, Repeated Refinancing of Loan). See description in I. 22 above. When a borrower is in default. prcda. 
tory mortgage lenders often use this as an opportunity to flip the homeowner into a new loan, thereby incurring additional high 
costs and fees. 
4. Foreclosure Abuses. Thcsc include persuading borrowers to sign deeds in lieu of foreclosure in which they give up all rights 
to protections afforded under the forcclosurc statute, sales of the home at below market value, salts without the homcowncvbor- 
rower being afforded an opportunity to cure the default, and inadequate notice which is tither not sent OT backdated. Tbcre have 
evcu been cases of "whispered foccclosurcs”, in which pcnons conducting forcclosurc sales on courthouse steps have ducked 
around the corner to avoid bidders so that the lcndcr was assured hc would not bc out-bid. Finally. forcclosurc deeds have been 
tiled in courthouse deed records without a public foreclos~m salt. 
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PETITION TO DENY AND HEARING REQUEST BY MARSHALL PLAN FOR GARY AND 
ITS MEMBERS AND AFFILIATES AND BUSINESS OWNERS IN OPPOSITION TO BANC 
ONE CORPORATIONS PROPOSED ACQUISITION OF FIRST CHICAGO NBD AND ITS 
BANKJNG AND NON-BANKING SUBSIDL4RJES AND ALL RELATED APPLICATIONS 
AND NOTICES 

JULY 8, 1998 

I. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

On behalf of Marshall Plan for Gary and its members and affiliates and business owners 
(collectively hereinbelow, ‘MPG”), this is a timely comment opposing and requesting hearings 
on Bane One Corporation’s (“Bane One’s”) proposed acquisition of First Chicago NBD and its 
banking and non-banking subsidiaries (“First Chicago”) and all related Applications and 
notices. 

This proposed merger would substantially lessen competition and would have 
adverse convenience and needs effects in, inter alia, numerous banking 
markets, primarily but not only in Indiana, and in the credit card product 
market. See Section III, infra. Bane One and its banks, which are subject to 
the Community Reinvestment Act (12 U.S.C. ’ 2901, et seq.; “CRA”), have at 
least since March 1997 been closing dozens of ba;;k branches, abandoning low 
and moderate income~(“LMI”) neighborhoods, and communities of color. Section 
IIA. Bane One’s banks and Bane One Mortgage Company (“BOMC”), subject to the 
fair lending laws, disproportionately exclude and deny the credit applications 
of African Americans and Hispanics, while Bane One Financial Services (“BOFS”) 
targets and gouges these protected classes with higher interest rate loans. 
Section IIB, infra. 

The FRB cannot approve any proposal under Section 3 of the Bank Holding 
Company Act (the “BHC Act”) which would substantially lessen competition, 
unless the anticompetitive effects are clearly outweighed in the public 
interest by-he convenience and needs of the community. 12 U.S.C. “1842(c). 
Convenience and needs aspects do not outweigh the anticompetitive effects of a 
merger, unless the gains expected cannot reasonably be expected through other 
means. See United States v. Third National Bank 390 U.S. 171.88 S.Ct. 882 
(1968). 

Bane One does not serve the convenience and needs of communities. Banc.One 
has accelerated its closing of branches, including in low, moderate and lower- 
middle income communities, since it acquired First USA in July 1997. In fact, 
while at that time Bane One said it had 1,500 branches, its April 13, 1998, 
press release announcing this proposal stated that it now has 1,300 branches. 
Bane One has told stock analysts that its goal is to eliminate fully 25% of 
its branches; already, Bane One is eliminating branches serving elderly, less 



affluent and minority consumers and communities. See Section LA, infra. 
Meanwhile, First Chicago NBD has stated that it intends to close 100 branches 
by 1999, and has already closed more than 30 branches in Michigan. Section 
N. 

Bane One is the only. bank in the nation which surcharges its ovm customers 
for using its ATMs and cash dispensing machines; First Chicago is well-known 
as the bank which imposed a three dollar fee on its customers for using 
tellers. This is a proposed combination of two of the most fee-gouging banks 
in the country, a proposal which would give them anticompetitive market power 
allowing them to further raise prices and fees. The proposed combination 
would NOT serve the convenience and needs of communities in any meaningful 
way, much less to the extent needed to oclearly outweigho the substantial 
lessening of competition. The proposal should be denied. 

This proposed merger would substantially lessen competition in numerous 
banking markets, including: 

Market 

Lafayette, IN 

Lawrence Cty, IIN 

Rensselear, IN 

Indianapolis. IN 

Corydon, TN 

Bloomington, IN 

Gary, fN 

Marion, IN 

Statewide IN 

Bane One 1st Chicago Resulting Resulting 
Share- Rank Share- Rank Share Rank 

30.39 1 24.31 2 

26.67 1 19.88 2 

30.61 1 15.62 3 

22.39 1 19.70 3 

17.47 4 23.95 2 

31.31 1 6.39 6 

7.27 6 23.45 1 

14.42 4 17.51 2 

54.71 

46.55 

46.23 

I 

I 

1 

42.09 1 

41.42 1 

1 

1 

1 

8.83 3 12.49 1 21.32 1 

37.70 

30.72 

31.93 

The FRB’s NationsBank - Bamett Order, 84 Fed Res. Bull. _ (Dec. 1997) 
(slip op. at 19) explicitly stated that “in future cases, increased importance 
should be placed on a number of factors where the proposal involves a 
combination that exceeds the DOJ guidelines in a large number of local 
markets,” including “increased attention to the size of the charge in market 
concentration as measured by the HHJ in highly concentrated markets, the 
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80% of stock of Premier Bank, Baton Rouge, which it didn’t already own. 
Here’s is this franchise’s lending record in 1996: 

Bank One Louisiana, N.A., in 1996 denied 56% of mortgage applications from 
African Americans, and only 24% of such applications from whites, for a denial 
rate disparity of 2.33-to-l. This disparity cannot be explained by more 
aggressive than average outreach to African American’applicants: in 1996, Bank 
One Louisiana, N.A., based on its outreach and marketing, received only 2S7 
applications from, and made only 79 loans to (3 1% origination rate), African 
Americans, while receiving 3,788 applications from, and making 2,190 loans to 
(~58% origination rate), whites. 

Bank One, Louisiana, N.A.5 record in 1996, the year after it acquired 
Premier Bank, militates for close scrutiny by the FRB, and for the denial of 
this application. 

Other Bane One banks were hardly better in 1996 

Bank One, Chicago, N.A. in 1996 denied 45% of applications from African 
Americans, and only 22% of applications from whites, for a denial rate 
disparity of over 2-to- 1. 

Bank One, Kentucky, N.A. in 1996 denied 41% o‘fapplications from African 
Americans, and only 19% of applications from whites, for a denial rate disparity 
of 2.16-to-l. 

Bank One, Lafayette, N.A. in 1996 denied S6% of applications from African 
Americans, and only 24% of applications from whites, for a denial rate 
disparity of 2.33-m-l. 

Bank One, Rockford, N.A. in 1996 denied 47% of applications from African 
Americans, and only 17% of applications from whites, for a denial rate 
disparity of 2.76-to-l. 

Even more troubling is a review of Bane One Mortgage Company (“BOMC”), as to 
which the FRB has acknowledged unanswered fair lending questions, and which 
has been charged by the Arizona Attorney General’s Office - particularly a 
review that compares BOMC’s market shares by race with those of the high 
interest rate Bane One Financial Services (“BOFS”), in the same markets. 

Finf a 1993 to 1996 analysis of BOFS (showing the rapid growth, and 
increasing importance, as to a fair IendingICRA assessment of Bane One, of 
this subsidiary): 



in 1993, BOFS reported 1,578 originations. 

in 1994, BOFS inexplicably did not report HMDA data. 

In 1995. BOFS reported 7,805 originations. 

In 1996, BOFS reported 20,504 originations. 

Second, to put the disparities below in context: Bane One has acknowledged 
to the FRB that it has a program to refer down applicants from its banks to 
BOFS (for higher priced credit). Bane One’s higher interest rate lender BOFS 
has stated that it does not have a procedure in place to refer any applicants 
back to normal interest rate providers. Bane One ONLY has a referral bdownd 
(to higher interest rate credit) process; it has not referral Bupci (to normal 
interest rate credit for those who approach BOFS but are eligible from normal 
interest rate bank credit) program. This is one of the reasons why Bank One’s 
bank? and BOMC’s higher than industry average denial rate disparities for 
minorities are particularly troubling, and raise a red flag not only of 
disparate treatment, but also of pricing discrimination. This red flag is 
raised without regard to referrals - infra, ICP demonstrates that in markets 
where both BOMC and BOFS operate, BOMC disproportionately excludes and denies 
African Americans and Hispanics, and that BOFS, with higher interest rate 
credit, targets African Americans and Hispanics. 

Now, a market by market analysis of BOMC’s and BOFS’s lending, making out a 
prima facie case (or raising a red flag) of pricing discrimination and 
disparate treatment at Bane One: 

In the Akron OH MSA (in Bane One’s CRA assessment area) in 1996, BOMC denied 
55% of mortgage applications from African Americans, and only 17% of 
applications from whites (a denial rate disparity of 3.24). BOMC originated 
164 loans to whites, and only 7 to African Americans. This Comment will call 
loans to African Americans divided by loans to whites the “Index.” BOMCs 
index in this MSA in 1996 was 0.043. Meanwhile in this MSA, the higher 
interest rate BOFS originated 27 loans to African Americans, and 14O~loans to 
whites - Index of 0.193,4.49 times higher than BOMCs. BOMC 
disproportionately denies African Americans; BOFS disproportionately targets 
African Americans for higher interest rate credit, including but not only 
through referrals (or steering) from Bane One’s banksfBOMC. 

In the Atlanta GA MSA in 1996, BOMC denied 26% of mortgage applications from 
African Americans, and only 7% of applications from whites (a denial rate 
disparity of 3.71). BOMC originated 82 loans to whites, and only 14 to 
African Americans. BOMCs Index (see supra) in this MSA in 1996 was 0.171. 
Meanwhile in this MSA, the higher interest rate BOFS originated 102 loans to 



African Americans, and~l86 loans to whites - Index of 0.548.3.2 times higher 
than BOMC’s. BOMC discroportionately denies African Americans; BOFS 
disproportionately targets African Americans for higher interest rate credit. 

In the Charlotte NC MSA in-1996, BOMC denied 20% of mortgage applications from 
Af?iCan Americans, and only 10% of applications from whites (a denial rate 
disparity of 2.0). BOMC originated 234 loans to whit& and only 8 to African 
Americans. BOMC’s Index (see supra) in this MSA in 1996 was 0.034. 
Meanwhile in this MSA, the higher interest rate BOFS originated 34 loans to 
African Americans, and 86 loans to whites - index of 3.395, 11.6 times higher 
than BOMC’s. BOMC disproportionately denies African Americans; BOFS 
disproportionately targets African Americans for higher interest rate credit, 
including but not only through referrals (or steering) from BOMC. 

In the Chicago IL MSA (in both First Chicago’s and Bane One’s CRA assessment 
area) in 1996, BOMC denied 25% of mortgage applications from African 
Americans, and only 12% of applications from whites (a denial rate disparity 
of 2.08). BOMC originated 737 loans to whites, and only 65 to African 
Americans. BOMC’s Index (see supra) in this MSA in 1996 was 0.088. 
Meanwhile in this MSA, the higher interest rate BOFS originated 110 loans to 
African Americans, and 3 14 loans to whites - Index of 0.350,4 times higher 
than BOMC’s. BOMC disproportionately denies African Americans; BOFS 
disproportionately targets African Americans forhigher interest rate credit. 

In the Cincinnati MSA (in Bane One& CRA assessment area) in 1996, BOMC denied 
18% of mortgage applications from African Americans, and only 11% of 
applications from whites (a denial rate disparity of 1.64 -see infra). BOMC 
originated 196 loans to whites, and only 21 to African Americans. BOMC’s 
Index in this MSA in 1996 was 0.107. Meanwhile in this MSA, BOFS originated 
46 loans to African Americans, and 190 loans to whites - Index of 0.242,2.26 
times higher than BOMCs. Meanwhile BOFS’ denial rate disparity for African 
Americans was 1.55. lower than BOMC’s. 

In the Cleveland OH MSA (in Bane One’s CRA assessment area) in 1996, BOMC 
denied 39% of mortgage applications from African Americans, and only 15% of 
applications from whites (a denial rate disparity of 2.6). BOMC originated 
367 loans to whites, and only 40 to A&can Americans. BOMC’s Index in this 
MSA in 1996 was 0.109. Meanwhile in this MSA, BOFS originated 133 loans to 
African Americans, and 273 loans to whites - Index of 0.487,4.47 times 
higher than BOMCk BOMC disproportionately denies African Americans; BOFS 
disproportionately targets African Americans for higher interest rate credit. 

In the Columbus OH MSA (Bane One’s current headquarters) in 1996, BOMC denied 
23% of mortgage applications from African Americans, and only 11% of 
applications from whites (a denial rate disparity of 2.09). BOMC originated 



618 loans to whites, and only 47 to African Americans. BOMCs’lndex in this 
MSA in 1996 was 0.076. Meanwhile in this MSA, BOFS originated 26 loans to 
African Americans, and 166 loans to whites - Index of 0.157, over 2 times 
higher than BOMC’s. BOMC disproportionately denies African Americans; BOFS 
disproportionately targets African Americans for higher interest rate credit. 

In the Dallas MSA in 1996, BOMC denied 32% of mortgage applications from 
African Americans, and only 12% of applications from whites (a denial rate 
disparity of 2.67). BOMC originated 710 loans to whites, and only 5 1 to 
African Americans. BOMCs Index in this MSA in 1996 was 0.072. Meanwhile in 
this MSA, BOFS originated 9 loans to African Americans, and 7 loans to whites 
- Index of 1.286, 17.86 times higher than BOMCs. BOMC disproportionately 
denies African Americans; BOFS disproportionately targets African Americans 
for higher interest rate credit. 

In the Dayton OH MSA (in Bane One’s CRA assessment area) in 1996, BOMC denied 
23% of mortgage applications from African Americans, and only 13% of 
applications from whites (a denial rate disparity of 1.77 -see infra). BOMC 
originated 328 loans to whites, and only 33 to African Americans. BOMC’s 
Index in this MSA in 1996 was 0.101. Meanwhile in this MSA, BOFS originated 
41 loans to African Americans, and 15 1 loans to whites -- Index of 0.272,2.69 
times higher than BOMC’s. BOFS’s denial rate disparity for African Americans 
was 1.28, significantly lower than BOMC’s. BOMC disproportionately denies 
African Americans; BOFS disproportionately targets African Americans for 
higher interest rate credit. 

Ln the Detroit MSA (NBD’s headquarters, and in First Chicago’s CRA assessment 
area) in 1996, BOMC originated 76 loans to whites, and only 8 to African 
Americans. BOMC’s Index in this MSA in 1996 was 0.105. Meanwhile in this 
MSA, BOFS originated 364 loans to African Americans, and 618 loans to whites 
- Index of 0.589,5.61 times higher than BOMCs. BOMC disproportionately 
denies African Americans; BOFS disproportionately targets African Americans 
for higher interest rate credit. 

In the Fort Wayne IN MSA in 1996, BOMC originated 243 loans to whites, and 
only 12 to African Americans. BOMCs Index in this MSA in 1996 was 0.049. 
Meanwhile in this MSA, the higher interest rate BOFS originated 26 loans to 
African Americans, and 120 loans to whites - Index of 0.217.4.43 times 
higher than BOMC’s. BOMC disproportionately denies African Americans; BOFS 
disproportionately targets African Americans for higher interest rate credit. 

In the Gary IN MSA (in both First Chicago’s and Bane One’s CRA assessment 
area) in 1996, BOMC denied 39% of mortgage applications from African 
Americans, and only 13% of applications from whites (a denial rate disparity 
of 3.0). BOMC originated 98 loans to whites, and only 10 to African 



Americans. BOMCs Index (see supra) in this MSA in 1996 was 0.102. 
Meanwhile in this MSA, die higher interest rate BOFS originated 85 loans to 
African Americans, and 15 1 loans to whites - Index of 0.563.5.52 times 
higher than BOMC’s. BOMC disproportionately denies African Americans; BOFS 
disproportionately targets African Americans for higher interest rate credit. 

In the Grand Rapids h4I MSA (see NBD’s historical record in this MSA) in 1996, 
BOMC originated 44 loans to whites, and NO LOANS to African Americans. 
Meanwhile in this MSA the higher interest rate BOFS originated 61 loans to 
African Americans, and 308 loans to whites - Index of 0.198, versus BOMC’s 
Index (and loans to African Americans) of ZERO. BOMC disproportionately denies 
African Americans from its marketing; BOFS disproportionately targets African 
Americans for higher interest rate credit. 

In the Indianapolis IN MSA (in both First Chicago’s and Bane One’s CRA 
assessment area) in 1996, BOMC denied 2 1% of mortgage applications from 
African Americans, and only 12% of applications from whites (a denial rate 
disparity of 1.75, see below). BOMC originated 671 loans to whites, and only 
84 to African Americans. BOMCs Index (see supra) in this MSA in 1996 was 
0.125. Meanwhile in this MSA the higher interest rate BOFS originated 148 
loans to African Americans, and 573 loans to whites - Index of 0.258.2.06 
times higher than BOMC’s. Meanwhile, BOFS’s denial rate disparity for African 
Americans was 1.09, significantly lower than BOMC’s. BOMC disproportionately 
denies African Americans; BOFS disproportionately targets African Americans 
for higher interest rate credit, including but not only through referrals (or 
steering) from Bane One’s banks&OMC. 

In the Lexington KY MSA (in Bane One’s CRA assessment area) in 1996, BOMC 
denied 28% of mortgage applications from African Americans, and only 9% of 
applications from whites (a denial rate disparity of 3.11). BOMC originated 
479 loans to whites, and only 3 1 to African Americans. BOMCs Index in this 
MSA in 1996 was 0.065. Meanwhile in this MSA, the higher interest rate BOFS 
originated 20 loans to African Americans, and 41 loans to whites - Index of 
0.488.7.5times higher than BOMCs. BOFS’s denial rate disparity for African 
Americans was 1.28, significantly lower than BOMCs. BOMC disproportionately 
denies African Americans; BOFS disproportionately targets African Americans 
for higher interest rate credit. 

In the Louisville KY MSA (in Bane One’s CRA assessment area) in 1996, BOMC. 
denied 24% of mortgage applications from African Americans, and only 11% of 
applications from whites (a denial rate disparity of 2.18). BOMC originated 
476 loans to whites, and only 19 to African Americans. BOMC’s Index in this 
MSA in 1996 was 0.040. Meanwhile in this MSA, the higher interest rate BOFS 
originated 4 1 loans to African Americans, and 194 loans to whites - Index of 
0.211, 5.28 times higher than BOMCs. BOMC disproportionately denies African 



Americans; BOFS disproportionately targets African Americans for higher 
interest rate credit. 

In the Milwaukee MSA in 1996, BOMC denied 23% of mortgage applications from 
African Americans, and only 8% of applications from whites (a denial,rate 
disparity of 2.88). BOMC originated 335 loans to whites, and only 17 to 
African Americans. BOMCs Index in this MSA in 1996 was 0.051. Meanwhile in 
this MSA, the higher interest rate BOFS originated 37 loans to African 
Americans, and 85 loans to whites - Index of 0.435, 8.53 times higher than 
BOMC’s. BOMC disproportionately denies African Americans; BOFS 
disproportionately targets African Americans for higher interest rate credit. 

In the Phoenix AZ MSA (in Bane One& CRA assessment area) in 1996, BOMC denied 
12% of mortgage applications from African Americans, and only 6% of 
applications from whites (a denial rate disparity of 2). BOMC originated 
4,646 loans to whites, and only 48 to African Americans, and only 270 to 
Hispanics. BOMC’s Hispanic Index in this MSA in 1996 was 0.058 (see supra); 
BOMC’s African American Index in this MSA in 1996 was 0.010. Meanwhile in 
this MSA, the higher interest rate BOFS originated 173 loans to Hispanics, 33 
loans to African Americans, and 952 loans to whites - Hispanic Index of 
0.182, 3.14 times higher than BOMC’s; BOFS’s African American Index in this 
MSA was 0.035.3.5 times higher than BOMC’s. BOMC disproportionately denies 
African Americans; BOFS disproportionately targets African Americans for 
higher interest rate credit. 

In the Springfield IL MSA in 1996, BOMC denied 40% of mortgage applications 
from African Americans, and only 11% of applications from whites (a denial 
rate disparity of 3.64). BOMC originated 102 loans to whites, and only 2 to 
African Americans. BOMC’s Index in this MSA in 1996 was 0.020. Meanwhile in 
this MSA, the higher interest rate BOFS’originated 4 loans to African 
Americans, and 29 loans to whites - Index of 0.138.6.9 times higher than 
BOMCs. BOMC disproportionately denies African Americans; BOFS 
disproportionately targets African Americans for highei interest rate credit, 
including but not only through referrals (or steering) from BOMC. 

In the Toledo OH MSA in 1996, BOMC originated 144 loans to whites, and only 6 
to African Americans. BOMC’s Index in this MSA in 1996 was 0.042. Meanwhile 
in this MSA, the higher interest rate BOFS originated 20 loans to African 
Americans, and 87 loans to whites - Index of 0.230,5.48 times higher than 
BOMC’s. BOMC disproportionately denies African Americans; BOFS 
disproportionately targets African Americans for higher interest rate credit. 

In the Tuscan AZ MSA (in Bane One’s CRA assessment area) in 1996, BOMC denied 
18% of mortgage applications from African Americans, and only 7% of 
applications from whites (a denial rate disparity of 2.57). BOMC originated 



800 loans to whites, and only IS to African Americans, and only 97 to 
Hispanics. BOMCs Hispatiic Index in this MSA in 1996 was 0.121 (see supra); 
BOMC’s African American Index in this MSA in 1996 was 0.019. Meanwhile in 
this MSA, the higher interest rate BOFS originated 126 loans to Hispanics, 9 
loans to African Americans. and 242 loans to whites - Hispanic Index of 
0.521; 4.3 1 times higher than BOMC’s; BOFS’s African American Index in this 
MSA was 0.037, 1.95 times higher than BOMC’s. BOMC disproportionately denies 
AfXcan Americans; BOFS disproportionately targets African Americans for 
higher interest rate credit. 

In the Yuma AZ MSA (in Bane One’s CRA assessment area, and where BOMC has been 
charged with discrimination by the Arizona Attorney General) in 1996, BOMC 
denied 30% of mortgage applications from African Americans, and only 16% of 
applications from whites (a denial rate disparity of 1.86 - see i&a). BOMC 
originated 33 loans to whites, and only 14 to Hispanics. BOMC’s Hispanic 
Index in this MSA in 1996 was 0.424 (see supra). Meanwhile in this MSA, the 
higher interest rate BOFS originated 21 loans to Hispanics, and 21 loans to 
whites - Hispanic Index of 1.000.2.36 times higher than BOMC’s. BOFS’s 
denial rate disparity for Hispanics was 1.15, significantly lower than BOMC’s. 
BOMC disproportionately denies African Americans; BOFS disproportionately 
targets African Americans for higher interest rate credit. 

In the Wilmington DE MSA (where BancOne/First USA has a CRA duty), the high 
interest rate BOFS made 25 loans to African Americans, and 25 loans to whites 
__ totally out of proportion to the demographics of, and other lenders’ 
lending in, this MSA. BOFS disproportionately targets African Americans for 
higher interest rate credit. 

Of most concern to MPGis Bane One’s 
and its subsidiaries’, particularly BOMC’s and BOFS’s, deficient 
fair lending and CRA performance, in markets throughout the country, as set 
forth above and as will be futher documented in this proceeding, including at 
the requested evidentiary hearing. 

wore to follow, including: 

C. Bane One Imposes ATM Surcharges - On Its Own Customers 

m. THIS PROPOSED MERGER WOULD HAVE SIGNIFICANTLY 
ANTICOMPETITIVE EFFECTS, AND SHOULD BE DENIED. 

The FRB cannot approve any proposal under Section 3 of the BHC Act which 
would substantially lessen competition, unless the anticompetitive effects are 
clearly outweighed in the public interest by the convenience and needs of the 
community. 12 U.S.C. “1842(c). Convenience and needs aspects do not outweigh 



Bank One Wisconsin is the third largest commercial institution in Wisconsin. The bank 
accounts for 12.5% of all bank assets, 10.5% of ah bank deposits, and 13.6% of all loans within the 
state. Given the institution’s size and financial condition, there appears to be no factors which would 
limit its ability to meet the credit needs of under served communities, low to moderate income home 
borrowers, small businesses and small farms. However, as our analysis shows: 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Conventional home ownership loans fo low to moderate income borrowers is weak Bane One 
and its subsidiary lenders are capturing only 2.6% of all low to moderate income MSA HMDA 
loan market shares and 2.3% of all dollar amounts for the state. 

The majori@ of small business Iending is targeted to larger businesses. Of the 5,912 FFIEC 
small business loans reported in 1996, 59.5% of ah loan numbers and 62.1% of all dollar 
amounts were originated to businesses with gross revenues of over $1 million. 

Smallfarm lending is extremely weak. Despite the fact that both MSA and non-MSA 
assessment areas include over 36% of the state’s total farm numbers, Bane One and its 
subsidiaries are originating only 1.2% of ah FFIEC reportable small farm loan numbers and 
2.5% of all dollar amounts for the state. 

Pariicipation in slate andfederal guaranteedprograms is weak, especially in non-MSA areas, 
Of the 1,280 HMDA conventional loans originated statewide in 1996, only 8% of all loan 
numbers and 5.4% ah dollar amounts were guaranteed under the WHEDAEIOME program, In 
non-MSA areas, 5.5% of loan numbers and 3.6% of all dollar amounts were under guarantee. 
No FSA FO or OL farm loans were under guarantee in 1996. Of the 1,630 small business loans 
totaling $13 1.3 million only 3.2% of all dollar amounts are under SBA guarantee. Likewise, in 
non-MSA areas, 3.6% of all dollar amounts are under SBA guarantee. 

Lxnding outside of assessment areas is weak, especiaUy in lower-income non44SA areas. 
Non-MSA low to moderate income counties received only 4.5% of all loan numbers and 2.4% 
of all dollar amounts of Bane One HMDA originations. Likewise, low to moderate income 
counties received only 3.7% of ah loan numbers and 3.7% of all dollar amounts of FFIEC small 
business originations. Only 10 small farm loans, totaling $1,169 million, were originated by 
Bane One in low income non-MSA counties. 

Before granting final approval to the application, we believe there are still a number of questions 
regarding lending and reinvestment performance which need to be addressed. 

* Specifically, is Bane One Mortgage Corporation’s lending used to assess Bank One Wisconsin’s 
overall CRA performance? If so, why are so few loans being made in non-assessment area low 
income MSA and non-MSA counties in the state by the Mortgage company (we assume their 
assessment areas can include all of Wisconsin)? 
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07/14/1998 13:59 3026545046 DCRAC IK: 

Delaware Community Reinv 
Council, 

601 N. Church Street, Wii 
Tdepbont: 3ot 65csM4 

Via facsimile 

July 14.1998 

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 
Ann: t&. Jumifcr J. Johnson, Secretary 
20th Street and Constitution Avame 
waahington. D.C. 20551 

Dear Secre-tary Johnson and others at the FRB: 

On behalf of the Delaware Community Reinvestment Action Council (DCRAC), this is a 
supplemental comment in opposition to the afbnmartioned application. 

DCRAC’s detailed comments are included in the supplemental comments 
Press /Community on the Move. dated July 7,199s. 

submitted by Inner City 

In addition. we reiterate that a public meeting is an imperative in this application, particularly in 
Indiana-wbicb is most adversely impacted by this merger. 

This proposed merger higbligbts anti-ti issues, partiwlarly in Jndiaw_ In add&q the 
announced plans to decrease competition in the mortgage cdit arena-sluinks competition 
among mortgage products even further (loss of mortgage credit t?om Bane One and FCC). 

This proposal raises scvaal wnsumex u~ncerns. Already raised before the Federal Reserve Board 
during Bane One’s acquisition of First USA are our concems with Bane On& ti lending 
practices truth as the practice of disproportionately high la&i to mb~oe borrow= through * 
Bane One F~ial services (a high interest rate predatory lender). Bank One’s banks-normal 
interest rate lending afiiliat&ubsidiary on the other hand dispmportionatdy excludes minority 
borrowaa. In 1996. Bane One Fiial Services saw 8 319% (corn 7805 in 1995 to32.712 in 
19%) incrcasc in lemlirlg over 199s. 

07/14 ‘98 12:52 
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Our conclusions are that Bane One 
a) seeJo? competition for non-minority and upper income families-thereby offering them lower 
priced products and services, and 
b) s&s oppornn&s to fleece the minority and lower income communities-thereby surcharging 
race and income 
Tbeae arc serious community concerns and on these 8roumls alone the apphcxtion should bc 
denied. 

Bane One intends to meet its responsibihtics under the Community Reinvestment Act by 

b) 

4 

4 

abandoning the vesy mechanisms that would toake CM hsppen . For example, on page 8 
of the June 18,1998 response (“response”) to our comments, Bane One states., -the sale 
of small town branches to strong community banking organimtions that focus on meeting 
theneedsofsmtdt communities is ccnsistent with BANC ONE’s c&rrts to address the 
convenience and needs of consumers.” ‘Ibis is a clear rqmxmtation of what Bane One 
believes CM to be and how Bane One intends to abandon CRA responsibiities and 
obligations. On these grounds alooe, tltis applicndon must bc denied. 
meeting them through predacious practices For example, at 12 of tbe response. Bane 
One states (in response to our allegations that Bane One engages in pricing discrimination 
by disproportionately targeting and lending h&b-priced products through finance 
companies to minorities while diiproportionately excIudii them fram normal rate 
products), “such data merely reflects that BOFS is e%ctiveJy meeting the credit needs of 
minorities who otherwise might not be able to obtain credit.” This standard excuse for 
fleecing minorities xtudly assume that the Bank considers that minorities are not credit 
worthy borrowers. This raises serious concern for our communities. 
reverse redlining. For example, again at 12 oftbe response, Bane One states, ‘St is clear 
that BOFS is not sn active tirst mortgage lender to which credit worthy BOMC home 
buyers are steered......To the contrmy. the data shows that BOFS is effectively working to 
meet the credit needs of individuals who may not be able to obtain c&it from other 
sources.” Supporting our claims earher that Bane One seeks to profit from our lower 
income and minority communities, tbis equity drain from our communities is a serious 
concern which needs serious review. , 

denying At?icun Americans residentid loans. For cxamplc, at 12 of the rcsm, Bane 
One states, “In addition, the ASkan Am&a denial disparity has dropped from 3: 1 to 
2.3:l”. The fact that the de&l disparity in New Castle County, for home mortgages over 
thepasthKOyeQMhasstoodatalmost1:1(1:1.27Sin1994and1:1.2Sin1995),andthe 
FaatharBancOncseanstobeproudofdenyiogAfricanAmericaasmomthant~iceosa 
white apptican~ raises more than just red-gags and demand serious review of Bane One’s 
1endiig practices. 

Bane One’s response to DCXAC wnccrns, whiIe does not even merit a rebuttal, I will po’btt out 
the following: 
i. MXAC’s quarterly newsktter s, Delawsre CRANews. has a cirarlation of ova 1,500. 
ii, In Jsnuary, 1998, tbe newsletter called for advisors from the banking couununity and 

volunteers from tbe banking communi ty to form a Finankt Advisory group to assist our 
constituency on financial btvestment’matters. 
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. . . 
Ill On March 12,1998, First USA CXA officer expressed a desire to suvc a~ an rdvisar !kom 

the bankiog mmmunity. 
iv. OnMay12,1998(evaaftaDCRACwasfullyawsrcofthcmcrgor~t), 

DCRAC invited Ms. Steele of FUSA. Our letter of imitatios third paragraph illustmtcs 
our desire to educate our lcndii institutions. We state, “I also hope that you will take 
with you an understanding of our organizationaI culture, our mmmunity mne~~. and our 
vision for equity, parity, and access to credit and capital in our community.” 

V. DCRAC is a mission driven orgakation We abide by our mission thrcugh education 
(which includea our banking and regulatory ~~mt~~unity). ad~ocaq, md legislation. It is 
with an intmt of cducatiq our banking community, that DCRAC dctamincd to seek 
advisors from tk banking mntmunity. 

vl. Finally, on FUSA’s CRA record. 1 will let Bane One’s response ahow its inadequacy. 

WChavCtitisad mnmms about Bane One’s kc &x&g practices. In response to these 
akgations, Bane One sites x Fed order (at 10 of the response). I must argue that tbis merger 
poses anti-trust mncems-and here is the dilemma. Our mncuns arc with the mnvaiaEc and 
needs of our mmmunitia. Obviously, hi&r fees and atrchargcs on our lowct income and 
mintity mmmunity is a mnvmicnce and needs issue. Most imm, we continue to argue 
that the potential to set monopolistic pricing on products and services ham! not just our Iowa 
income and minority mmmunities-but consumers of banking products and services. Therefare, 
this is as much a mnvenimce and needs issue as an anti-trust issue. 

To closq Bane One’s mrrent reoord is abysmal. The proposed mexga m serve the 
mnvenience and needs ofour mmmunitiea. For Delaware. this proposed merger will have a 
devastating c&t. FCC is a lead limited purpose bank in the area of housing. FCC’s investments 
in our housing munseling profession and through purchase offkll service bauk’s tower priced 
portfolio mortgages are some examples of the cxitical role that FCC bar played in our community. 
Bane One’s disdain for mmmunitks in general (and particularly our mmmunity), will have a 
serious adverse impact on affordable housing in Delaware. We do not want FCC to be lost to 
Bane One. This tnergex should not be allowed. 

Again, m request that a public hearing be conducted on this proposed merger ~~ppkation and 
that this mcqct application sbould bc denied. IF you have any questions, please do not hesitate to 
call me at 302-654-5024. 

Siicerely, 

07114 ‘98 1252 
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III, 

TESTIMONY 

PROPOSED MERGER 
BANK ONE AND FIRST CHICAGO NBD CORP 

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF CHICAGO 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

THURSDAY, AUGUST 13,199s 
1:30 P.M. 

Primary Mission and Target Market 

To Date: 

l 14 Graduates of first Small Business Development Class 
l 18 Signed up for new class starting August 29, 1998 
l 28 people on the waiting list for the next class 
l Also starting support association to assist not only graduates but 

other small minority and low-income businesses 

Funding the project: 

Received two Partnership Illinois Grants through the University of 
Illinois to begin project 
Received matching funds from several local banks including Bank 

One to cover the cost of additional expenses associated with 
graduation, kick-off reception, etc. 
Seeking matching funds from the City of Champaign 

Have proceed to second round of Community Development 
Financial Institutions (CDFI) Technical Assistance Grant 
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In 1991 as the Assistant Executive Director of the Housing Authority 
of Champaign County, I was appointed to serve on the Bank One 
Community Reinvestment Advisory Committee to assist the bank in 
developing strategies and policies to serve the needs of low and 
moderate income neighborhoods. I served in that capacity until 1995. 
During those four years, I saw Bank One work diligently and 
proactively to meet the banking needs of the low to moderate income 
neighborhoods as well as those of other income groups. As a result, 
and because of another collaborative effort between banks such as 
Bank One, city government, and grass root and community 
organizations such as the Illinois Center for Citizens’ Involvement, 
Champaign County has an outstanding program to help the low and 
moderate-income households become homeowners. 

Consequently, when we started this small business venture in the 
spring of 1997, Bank One was one of the fmt financial institutions we 
called to the table to partner with us. They had already showed great 
leadership in community collaboration in the homeownership area and 
we knew they would jump at the chance to do the same in the small 
business development area. 

We the memberships of the Community Collaboration For Economic 
Development of Champaign County (CCED) wholeheartedly endorse 
the proposed merger between Bank One and the First Chicago NBD 
Corporation. We believe that this merger will be good not only for 
both of these financial institutions, but for the total communities they 
serve as well. Thank you. 
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IV. Leadership from Bank One 

What does all of this have to do with Bank One and the proposed 
merger? Well, In our efforts to put this community collaboration 
together, Bank one has been there every step of the way from the 
beginning. They were at the table at the fust meeting that took place 
in the spring of 1997; and have continued to provide leadership on the 
committee as a whole and in various sub-committee meeting 
specifically the alternative funding committee, the future funding 
committee, the mentoring committee, and the small business 
development workshop committee. 

They have provided leadership in the form of staff and financial 
resources to the CCED. Staff support includes Ms. Beverly Meek 
who their Community Reinvestment Officer out of their Springfield 
office and Mr. Eric Patrick, who is Vice President of Business 
Banking in the Champaign Office. Bank One has led the way in 
sponsoring financially various aspects of the CCED operations where 
we needed to partner with local fmancial institutions in continuing and 
expanding the operations of our community collaboration. 

For example, when the CCED decided it needed to develop a 
revolving load fund because the majority of our participants in the 
fmt small business development class did not meet the criteria for 
traditional funding, Bank One staffers were again at the table 
providing leadership in developing new and innovative strategies to 
bridge the gap in meeting the needs of the low-income and minority 
business community. 

Finally, I must add that working with Bank One in developing this 
outstanding entrepreneurial program for the CCED was not my fmt 
encounter with Bank One and its proactive and progressive stance in 
reaching out to meet the needs of the low-income and minority 
community. 
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Alternative Financing, : Chair: Workshop, 

rmation Science 

333-5218 Fax: 244-3302 
Committees: Chair: Alternative Financing, 

Psychological Services Center 
505 E. Greeq Room 329 
Clumpa& IL 61820 

Committee: Publicity 

Ill. Employment Training Center 
1008 West University 
Urbana IL 61801 
333-2393 x230 Fax: 244-6204 
Committee: Worksho Committee: Publici 

Fax: 352-9788 
Cnmmittees: work& 

Economic Partnership 
1817 S. Neil Suite 201 
Champaign JL 61824 
351-4133 
COmmitt~: 

Land of Lincoln Legal Assistance 
1817 S. Neil St, Suite 203 

Champaign IL 61820-7234 
Fax: 356-7621 

Committee: Alternative Financing 

1776 East Washington 
Urbana IL 61802 

Committee: Alternative Financing 

Assistant Vice President 
Busey Bank Champaign 
909 w. Kitby 
Champaign, IL61821 
326-5241 Fax: 326-5282 
C0tirtee: 

Reinvestment Act Officer, Bank One 
East Old State Capitol Plaza 
PO Box 19266 
Springfield, IL 62794-9266 
l-800-528-2870 x3261 Fax: 522-7482 
Committee: Alternative Financing 

Dorsey Homes Resident Council 
1101 Dorsey Drive. Apt D 
Champa&& IL 61821 
356-5791 
COlNtlitteJZ 



NGCk’ Chair 
1727 Georgetown Rd. 
ChampaignlL61821 
359-9020 Fax: 359-0983 
Committees: Chair: Mentoring, 
strategic Planning 
Williams, Ervin 
P.cstoration urban Ministries 
1207 North Mattis 
Champaign lL 61821 
355-2662 Fax: 3554547 (call fint to turn: 
Committee: Workshop 
Woolsey, coMie 
First of America Bank 
507 South Broadway 
UrbanaIL 
255-6950 Fax: 255-6960 
cOtMlitte4% 

Geerdes. cymllea 
University of Illinois 
24 1 Law Building 
MC-594 
244-9494 
COmmitt@Z: 

Meihoefer, Barbam 
Publications Services 
1802 S. Duncan 
Champaign, IL 61821 
398-2060 Fax: 398-3923 
Committees: Chair: Future Funding, 
Publicity 
Schomberg, Steve, Associate Chancellor 
Continuing Education 
Alton & Public Service 
Swanlund Administration, MC-304 
333-8846 Fax: 244-4121 

Ruedi, Andrea 
Chamber of Commerce 
1817 South Neil Street, #201 
Champaign IL 61820 
359-1791 Fax: 359-1809 
committee: 

Heumann, Leonard 
urban &Regional Planning 
111 Temple Buell 
MC-5373 
committee: 

Page, Joe 
Worden Martin 
1404 N. Dunlap 
Savoy, IL 61814 
352-0462 Fax: 352-9462 
Commiaees: Chair Smtegic Planning, 

Chair: Publicity, Mentoting 
Vacellia P. Clark, Human Relations Ofticer 
City of Urbana 
400 South Vie Street, PO Box 219 
Urbana IL 61801-0219 
384-2466, faw: 384-2426, home359-1299 

Swim, Mitchel L. 
Vice President Commercial Division 
First of America Bank 
30 Main Street, PO Box 4038 
Champaign IL 61824-4038 
363-4061 Fax: 363-4065 
Committee: Future Funding 

Armstrong Kim 
Provena Gwenant 
1400 West Park 
Urbana IL 61801 
337-2433 
committee: 

Small B&ess Development Center 
2525 Federal Drive, Bldg #ll, Suite 
110 
Decatur, IL 62526 
875-8284 Fax: 875-8288 
Commiaee: Workshop 
Brooks, Mary 
1210 W. Beslin 
UrbanarL61801 
382-3618 W (summers off) 
328-3156 H 
Committee: Mentotig 
Johnson, D. Darlene 
Assistant Vice President & Branch 

Manager 
First of America Bank 
1771 West Kirby Avenue 
CbampaignlL61821 
363-4076 Fax: 351-9240 
Commitlee: Strategic Planning 



Adkisson, Tbecdore & Rose Cooper, Randy Littleton, Kathy SUES, Eugene 
1207 Gertrude Drive Thrifty Nickle Happy House Daycare 2105 Robert Dr. 
Champaign IL 61820 6 1 Fast University 13 11 East Florida Avenue Champaign IL. 61821 
959-7006 Champaign IL 61820 UrbanalL 356-4793 

356-4804 344-0123 
Alexander, Muriel E. Davis, Andrew Maatuka, Jamal Trent, Dr. William 
Savoy Travel 515 North Market Street Black Thoughts Associate Chancellor 
3 15 S. Dunlap Champaign II_ 61820 PO box 3212 368 Education Building Policy Shxlie 
Savoy IL 6 1874 352-3859 Champaign IL 61826 MC-708 
398-1212 356.6274 333-6153 
Banks, Samuel Dunlap, Roger D. Morris, Cm Vomer, Brenda 
Executive Director Realtor 2401 Roland Drive The Upper Cut 
Cunningham Children’s Home Coldwell Banker/Devonshire Realty Champaign IL61821 809 South Neil Street 
1301 N. Cunningham Ave. 2506 Galen Drive Champaign [L 61820 
urbanaIL Champaign IL 61821 359-1993 
367-3728 xl07 398-8900 
Banks, Walker B., Owner Gray, Rosetta Page, Joe Warren, Odell & Karen 
Banks Business Machines Peter Pan Day Care Vice President chvners 
1406 Glendale Drive 1108 N. Harvey Worden-Martin Soutbem cwking 
Champaign lL 61821 uIbamIL61801 1404 N. Dunlap 705 S. Glover 
359-5351 367-2812 SavoyIL61874 Urbana IL 61801 

352-0462 344-6326 
Blackman, Dawn Griggs, Alvin S. Patrick, Eric Williams, Preston 
Motherland Art and Design Colony Square Cleaners Vice President Assistant Superintendent for Human F 
206 North Randolph 1727 Georgetown Drive Bank One Urbana School District # 116 
Cbampaign IL 61820 Champaign IL 61821 201 W. University Administration Building 
398-2787 359-9020 Champaign IL. 6 1820 PO Box 3039 

353-4212 UrbanaIL 384-3641 
Blackman, William Hambrick, Robert & Hazel PirUe, J.W. 
Bears Ribs Hambrick’s Maintenance Services WBCP Radio 
2020 South Phi10 Rd. PG Box 6146 PO Box 1023 
UrbanaIL Champaign IL 61826-6146 Champaign IL 6 1824 
344-7427 359-4541 359-1580 
Colbert, Charles Jolmsm, DDS, Dr. Larry Rodgers, Professor Fred 
Vice Chancellor for Administration 305 west Clark Cuniculum & Instruction 
& Human Resources Champaign IL 61820 3 15 Education Building 
Rm. 517 Swanlund 352-9494 MC-708 
MC-304 333-1844 
333-6535 



Allen, Wendy atman, Ma%o Henry, Nathaniel Randall, Linda 
10 11 N. C&r Avenue 409 s. Maplewood SllE.Oaklaod #l Rebecca 
Urbana II. 61801 Rantool IL 61866 u&maIL61801 
337-6869 

Urbana IL 61802 
893.0053 @) 398-3400 351-4409 (w) 367-1520 

Mentor: Toi Colberi Mentor: Dawn Blackman Mentor: William Blackmon Mentor: Bob & Hazel Hambrick 

Brooks, Mary Cowper, Teressia J. Johmoo, Isaiah Robinson, Melanie 
1210 W. Beslin 608 Phillips Drive 1102 E. Pennsylvania Avenue 
Urbana IL 61801 

302 E. Park Ave., #304 
ChampaignlL61820 Urbana IL 61801 Champaign IL 61821 

384-3618 (w) 328-3156 (b) 344.0721 (w) 366-0253 384-3550 (w) 384-7439 Q 239-4919 
Mentor: Muriel Alexander Mentor Bob & Hazel Hambrick Mentor: Roger Dunlap Mentor: Brenda Vooner 

Brown, Patricia Gilbelt, William Muhammad, Kimberly Williams, Seon 
912 Wascher Drive #5 Lakeside Tenace 502 W. Vine 1403 W. Beech 
urbamn_.61801 urbanaIL Clnmpai~ IL 61820 urtmaIL 61801 
l-800-526-9911 x8619 (w) 344-0464 (h) 3674525 (h) 355-3746 Q 384-1997 
Mentor Ode11 & Karen Warren Mentor: Samuel Banks Mentor: Walker Banks Mentor: Ted Adkisson 

Bucknerboone, Eunice M. Grady, Linda Powell, Day 
2402 S. Burlison Drive 1201 S. Lieman 903 North Bwey Avenue #l 
Urbana IL 61801 Urbana IL 61802 urbamIL61801 
344-0721 (w) 337-7440 Q 344-0721 (w) 328-9157 (h) 367-9560 
Mentor Charles Colbert Mentor: Fred Rodgers Mentor: Rose Adkisson 



Community Developmen( Financial Institutions Fund Technical Assistance Grant 
Application 

Part II. Eligibility Materials 

A. Primary Mission and Target Market 

The Community Collaboration for Economic Development (CCED) is a relatively 
young organization. It was initially convened as an informal community group in June of 
1997. comprised of representatives from the African-American business community, 
municipal government, non-profit civic groups, and the University of Illinois. In the 
spring of 1998, the CCED was legally incorporated as,a non-profit organization. During 
its first year of operation, the group pursued and accomplished four primary objectives: 
(I) the development and implementation of a business education workshop series targeted 
to low-income and minority persons; (2) the development and implementation of a 
mcntoring program designed to pair each workshop participant with a successful business 
mentor who assisted the mentee in developing his or her business plan, in securing 
tinancing. and ultimately in openin,g a business, (3) the development and maintenance of 
a library of business rclatcd material relevant to the target group, and (4) the organization 
and maintenance of a community collaboration to facilitate pursuit of the first three 
objectives and to identify. and make plans to address additional barriers to the 
development of low income and African-American businesses in Champaign Cdunty, 
particularly the problem of financing Such persons attempting to start new micro- 
enterprises and small businesses. 

To date, the CCED has not provided loans nor made any development 
investments. The developmental se&es (business education workshop and mentoring 
services) that WC have provided hnvc been tnrgctcd to persons living in the proposed 
CDI:I investment arca and IO mcmbcrs ofthe proposed CDFI target population. In the 
first class of workshop graduates, 9j% (I 3/l 4) were African-American, and 83% (I O/I 2) 
lived in the investment area. 

The mission of the Community:Collaboration for Economic Development is to 
create an on-going economic developrhent project to increase the number of businesses 
within the low-income and minority population in Champaign County. The mission is td 
develop human capital and promote unique ideas through business education, technical 
assistance, and targeted economic,development programs. 

The purposes of the organization are described in Article II, Section 1 of the By- 
laws. Specifically, this section states: “This corporation has been formed for the 
following charitable, scientific, and educational purposes: 

(a) combat community deterioration by increasing the number of businesses 
within the low-income and minority populations throughout Champaign County; 
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(b) provide instruction and training of the individual for the purpose of improving 
or developing his or her capabilities; 

( c) provide instruction of the public on subjects useful to the individual and 
beneficial to the community; 

(d) conduct scientific research for the purpose of aiding in the scientific education 
of college or university students; 

(c) conduct scientific research for the purpose of aiding the Champaign County 
low income and minority community by encouraging the development of industry in the 
community; 

(f) promote social welfare by lessening neighborhood tensions or eliminating 
prejudice and discrimination; 

(6) provide linancial and technical assistance to businesses owned cithcr by the 
needy or by others who employ the needy. 

In addition, this corporation is formed for the purposes of performing all things 
incidental to the achievement of the foregoing specific and primary purposes. The 
corporation shall not. however, engage in any activities or exercise any powers that are 
not in furtherance of its specific and primary purposes.” 

B. Financing Entity Requir$,ments 

The predominant business activity of the CCED isnat, currently, the provision of 
loans or development investments: T 

As described above, our work to date has focused on the development and 

delivery of developmental services. In the initial meetings of the steering committee, 
several barriers to the development of new small businesses in Champaign-Urbana’s low 
income and African American communities were identified. These included lack of 
business education, lack of access to finances. failure of local developers to recognize the 
market potential of the nrca, and lack of organizational support for existing low income 
and minority businesses. While the collaboration has interest in addressing each of these 
barriers, the initial set of activities of the CCED were educational: business workshops, 
the creation of a business plan, and the assignment of a mentor. These activities were 
designed to encourage and assist low’income and minority people who had an interest in 
entering business. Having successfully created these developmental services, the 
members of CCED committed themselves to assuring that financing would not continue 
to be out of reach for the people who attended the workshops. To really impact the level 
of business activities in the designated area the financial opportunities would have to be 
expanded. Consequently in addition lo the above development activities CCED began 
pursuing the creation of a Revolving Loan Fund (RLF) with the mission of assisting low 
income/minority entrepreneurs, 

We are currently working, in addition to pursuing CDFI Technical Assistance 
funds, to develop the capacity to provide loans to the residents of our investment area and 
anticipate that by the fall of 1999, our predominant business activity will be the provision 

of loans. In pursuit of this the CCED has developed a proposal which will be presented 

2 
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to a local council of bank presidents. The proposal describes a revolving fund of 
$150,000 created by the contributions from the banks on the council. The money would 
be administered by the CCED as alternative financing for high risk commercial loans 
(higher LTV, flexible credit terms and standards), and would result in new minority/low 
income businesses. 

The attached financial document (Appendix D) contains the revenue and expenses 
of the Community Collaboration for Economic Development for FY 1997, its only year of 
existence. CCED was funded by a one year seed grant of $15,000 from the University of 
Illinois’ Partnership Illinois Initiative. Because this was a university supported grant, the 
accounting procedures were carried out by the university accounting office and monitored 
through the business office of the psychology department. In FY 1998 the CCED will 
assume responsibility for maintaining iis own financial records. 

The accounting summary yeflecls IWO accounts to which revenue and cxpcnscs 
were charged. The first includes only’the grant award from the University of Illinois. 
The second includes donations made to CCED from non-university sources. 

The money we received wa4 spent on salaries, benefits, supplies, travel, and 
services. As of May I, 1998 when we had received the last official summary from the 
University Accounting Office, the &ED had spent $9,101.62, encumbered $2,688.45 
and carried a balance ofS3209.93 of the Sl5.000 awarded through partnership Illinois. 
Specifically, a psychology department graduate student was hired for 50% time to serve 
as the project coordinator. The remainder of the funds were used to develop and purchase 
business workshop materials. In addition services such as postage, printing/copying, 
photography and catering were purchased. Two trips were taken, one to the South Shore 
Bank in Chicago and the other to Arcola. Illinois. The first trip was to meet with bank 
personnel and learn how a community bank operates. where it funds come from, how and 
to whom it made loans. and how successful it was. The second trip to Arcola was made to 
describe the CCED with a potential ftinder (Mennonite Economic Development 
Association). 

The second statement refl;cts&inds donated to CCED by local banks and the 
charge of $20.00 IO each workshop participant. More important than the amount of the 
bank’s contribution is the relation the organization has with local financial institutions 
and the commitment they have to CCED’s efforts. To date the CCED has made deposits 
of $3060.00 and spent that same amo’unt. The expenditures were for supplies and 
services. 

C. Map of Investment Area _ 

Please see Appendix E for a map of the’investment area. 

3 
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D. Studies or Analyses of Unmet Needs 

Our analysis of unmet needs is based on (I) the current status of minority 
businesses in the Champaign-Urbana area, (2) the geographical lending patterns of local 
banks, as best as can be determined from available documentation, and (3) our own 
survey of available federal, state, and local financial resources targeted to nontraditional 
business men and women. 

Compared to their representation in the population, minority owned businesses are 
underrepresented in both number and sales in Champaign County. According to the 1992 
Economic Census data, as supplied by the Illinois Department of Commerce and 
Community Affairs (DECCA). l3lnck-ownctl firms make up 3% ofthc total (while 
Africall-Amc~ic~ll~s rcprcscnl r0~1gl~ly IS’% ol’lhc population). 0th~ ethnic minority 
businesses comprise an additional 3%. Sales volume for the same groups combined 
($34,377M) represent 1% of the total sale volume for the County (over $2.5 billion). 
Black-owned firms sales volume comprise less than 3/lOths of one (1) percent or $6.9 
million. Furthermore, minority businesses comprise 8% of the total number of businesses 
with employees. Black-owned firms with employees comprise I % of the total or 23 in 
number. The latter’s sales volume represents only 2ilOths of one percent. 

It is difficult to measure the market for micro-lending. The 1996 Community 
Reinvestment Act (CRA) Aggregate Reports for business loans for Champaign County, 
which includes the proposed CDFI Champaign-Urbana investment arca does not break 
out the disposition of loans under $SO;OOO. Moreover, this report does not distinguish 
between loans made to residents of an.area versus those made to business owners, thus 
obscuring our ability to assess the’extent to which the needs of area residents are being 
met. However, the report does show that the majority of loans originated were for 
amounts under .S100.000. The CRA Report uses I-IUD criteria for designating areas as 
low. modcrate. middle, or upper income. Five tracts in the low income group also fall in 
our proposed CDFI investment area. Only 85 loans, or 5%, were made in these census 
tracts. While race is not reportable for business loans; of the five low income census 
tracts in Champaign County which received loans, (2.00, 3.00,4.00, 59.00,60.00) three 
tracts (3.00. 59.00.60.00) have minority populations ranging from 22.% to 70%. 
according to the 1990 census. See attached report (Appendix G) for the number of loan 
originations extended in low income areas compared to the middle and upper income 
areas. Data to determine the numbet of denials was not available. 

The key constraint for low-income entrepreneurs is access to credit. Banks in 
general have not been able to Icnd profitably to the smallest businesses, or 
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microentrepreneurs due IO the high cost of processing and servicing of micro-loans. 
Traditional federal and state government approaches to economic development have also 
overlooked this segment. Most government programs provide only “gap” financing and 
require that the majority of the loan be tinanced by a bank. CCED participants usually do 
not qualify for conventional financing and are therefore ineligible for public financing 
programs. Additionally, many of the government programs emphasize job creation tying 
the loan amount to the number ofjobs created restricting the amount and uses of the 
funds. (See document in Appendix H for a listing of financial resources offered by city, 
county, state, federal and private sources to residents of our county). 

There are numerous factors lnchtding lack of collateral, little or no equity and 
poor credit which have made it difficult for banks and local government entities to meet 
the needs of the typical CCED participant and microentrepreneur. The typical profile of 
CCED participants is African-American, employed full-time with incomes at or below 
the 80% median family income. Although we specifically target low income and African 
Americans clients, those with higher incomes who lack access to credit are not excluded. 
Businesses owned by higher income clients build a diversilied client base that enables 
clients to benetit more from networking activities, and will help CCED move towards 
self-sufficiency in its micro-loan program. 

The need for microbusinesses and technical assistance is further identified in the 
City of Champaign FY 19951999 Consolidated Plan. The City ranks the need for micro- 
busincsscs and tcchnicnl assistance as one of the highest priority needs. (See Appendix I). 

E. Developmental Services 

The CCED has developed and implemented a I4 week business education 

workshop series tailored to the specific needs of low-income and minority persons. The 
goal of the workshop is that participants will graduate with a well-developed business 
plan in hand and be prepared to seek financing. The topics covered in the weekly 3-hour 
sessions include: legal issues (including types of business ownership, taxes, licenses and 
permits. legal documcntntion. and contracts), marketing and site location, inventory. 
accounting/bookkeeping. payroll, benefits. profit planning, human resources, retirement 
planning, business plan preparation, loan packaging, and other financing. 

Second, the CCED develop,ed and implemented a mentoring program for 
workshop participants which pairs each of them with a successful business person who 
assists them in developing their business plan, in securing financing, and ultimately in 
opening a business. The mentor relationship is encouraged to last indefinitely, to provide 
ongoing support. In addition the CCED works to monitor the mentor-mentee 
relationships, providing support to mentors and reassigning mentors as needs demand. 
(See training manual for the mentors in Appendix J). 
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Eligibility Materials 

F. Accountability 

The CCED was created in response to a need that was expressed by residents of 
the targeted investment area for educational and financial resources to start small 
businesses. From the beginning. the organization has sought to be genuinely accountable 
to these individuals. The mechanisms that thus far have been employed to promote 
accountability of the CCED to the residents of the investment area and target population 
reflect the developmental status of the organization. As the organizational structure of 
the CCED changes to accommodate its new activities. we plan to continue to 
institutionalize target residents’ participation in, and ownership over, the organization. 

In our first year of operation, decision making in the CCED was by the consensus 
of a steering committee that was comp6sed of a wide cross-section of persons in the 
county that had inlcrcsts in. and cxpcrtise to Icnd to, the mission of the collaboralion. 
This group includes members of the investmenl area and target population (public 
housing resident council president and African-American business men and women), and 
recently two graduates of our edu,Cation workshop series. ,Also on this steering committee 
are representatives from a range of lodal organizations whose missions are to provide 
service to or work with residents of the investment area including representatives from 
Restoration Urban Ministries. the NAACP, the Urban League of Champaign County, the 
City of Champaign Neighborhood.Ser;ices Department, the JTPA, and the Champaign 
County Housing Authority. Similarly, representatives of the target population sit on the 
board ofdirectors of the CCED; otir board president, Mr. Hambrick, our vice president 
Mr. Griggs, and our treasurer Mr. Moore are all African-Americans who live in the 
metropolitan area. 

,’ 
Additionally, residents of the investment area and target population serve on 

several of the working subcommittees of the organization. Participation on these 
commiltees is encouraged from individuals who participate in our business education 
workshops. This reflects a strong ethic in the organization that individuals who benefit 
from participating in the services provided should give back to the community by lending 
their expertise and talents to the oiganization. It is our experience that when recipients of 
our services take ownership of the organization, both the recipients and the organization 
benefit. We anticipate participation of this kind on both our new management and loan 
committees. 

Finally, the organizationbpqtly invites consumer and public scrutiny and 
comment on its activities. For example, an extensive evaluation and documentation 
process is in place for the business education workshop and mentoring programs that 
solicits participant satisfaction ratings, and suggestions for program modifications. Both 
the second series of business education workshops, and the mentoring program were 
changed significantly following feedback provided by program participants. Moreover. 
we invite the public to evaluate ourxwork by holding a public graduation for participants 
in the business education workshops. 
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ABSTRACT 

This proposal request funds for the beginning phase of an economic development project designed to increase the 

number of low income and minority businesses in Champaign.. Phase one. a business education workshop will provide a 

unique service to a segment of the population historically unable to enter into the world of business. Once a participant 

completes the workshop the goal is to secure a loan. and ultimately open a business with continued advise and counscliny 

provided by a group of experienced businesss people. Finally these workshops will themselves be repeated for others to gain 

business knowledge and support. The long range goal of this project is to rekindle the energy of selfdetermination within the 

community. 

A collaborative team of government. education. and business quite independently have discussed the personal and 

structural barriers to starting a business. The proposed project addresses these barriers through a comprehensive business 
., 

education workshop which will consist of a human capital development stage and a technical assistance stage. The 

uniqueness of this workshop is the nttcntion to pcrsonnl preparation. the creation of a business plan. and a follow-up 

mentoring stage. In the mentoring stage panicipants will receive personal coaching to execute their plan. In addition the 

information collected for the workshops will be placed in a central location to assist with the follow-up and establishment of 

an Information Center for anyone else in the city interested in going into business. 

It is our expectation that successful graduates of the workshop will be an encouragement for others to consider 

entering business. Implementation of the first phase of the project will permit the authors to submit proposals to the city and 

other funding agencies to develop the remaining phases. 
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The workshop wns conceived 
by the Hambricks. local minori- 
ty business owners who be- 
lieved that more minority- 
owned businesses would spring 
up if such a pro:ram existed. 

“The progr.a”, has been very 
successful.- said Hazel Ham- 
brick. who operates Hambrick’s 
Maintenance Service with her 
husband. 

“The partictpanrs are very 
excited, highly motivated and 
feel the anticipation of owning 
their own business and making 
a difference in the community.” 

she said. 
The Hambricks developed the 

program in conjunction with 
Thorn Moore. director of the UI 
Psychological Services Center; 
Mark Aber, a psychology pro- 
fessor; and Gladys Hun:. com- 
munity outreach progmm coot= 
dinator in the ps)-chology 
department. 

The Business Dwelopment 
Workshop will be repeated for a 
second group of local residents 
at the end of April. 

Those interested in partici- 
pming should contact Shilagh 

Mirgam, the program coordina- 
for, a, 328-4636. 

Workshop participants are 
ch.uged $20 to cover the cost of 
marerlNs. 

Cowper said she regretted on- 
ly that the course had to end so 
so”“~ She hopes her fellow par- 
ticipzmts stay in touch. 

“I really don’t feel like I’m 
ready to go o”t on my own: she 
said. “Even though I know my 
mentors are going to be there, 
I’m going to feel disconnected 
when we all start our careers 
and businesses.” 

For ex-NFL star, success a state of mind 
By DEBRA PRESSEY 
Na-tts stati Writer 

CHAMPAIGN -- Former Na- 
tional -Football League star 
Johnnie Johnson remembers 
what it was like to be so poor he 
had to wear the same shirt to 
school every day and learn to 
play football in a pair of bor- 
rowed running shoes. 

When the sole fell off one of 
those shoes, he taped it tack on 
and kept goings 

He recalls telhng his mother: 
“There’s going to be a better 
life at the end of this rainbow.” 

Today. a successful business- 
ma”. Johnson card if there’s one 
rhing he’s learned in life, it’s 
this - people get exactly what 
they expect. 

“If we’re going IO be S”CL%.5S- 
ful, we have to believe we’ll be 
successful,” he said. 

Johnson was in Champaign on 
Tuesday. addressing the Com- 
munity Collaho~-ation for Eco- 
nomic Dcvelopmrnr. a group oi 
c”mm”“ity leaders strtwng to 
create more tw51ness opponu- 

nities within 
Champaign 
County’s low- 
l”come and 
mtnority popu- 
Lation. 

Johnson 
grew up in 
central Texas 

made a critical lOHNSON 

decision in his l!te at age 13 
when he chose swxts. It was 
also the year his parents di- 
vorced, and he set his own goal 
to one day play in the National 
Football League. His friends 
said he was crazy. but he was 
determined, Johnson recalls. 

Johnson became a sports star 
in high school and at the Uni- 
versity of Texas, and went on to 
become the Los Angeles Rams’ 
X’o. I draft pick in IYHO. signing 
the team*s first million~dollar 
contract. 

Johnson played for the Rams 
for IO year-s. 

After retiring from football, 
he put his skills to work m the 
business world. He now owns 
ERA Action Realty in Anaheim. 
Calif.. and JGJ Research fnter- 
national. a personal develop- 
ment company through which 
he shares his winning strategies 
with others. 

Johnson said he hasn’t forgot- 
ten where he came from, and 
how he got to where he is today. 
and he urged other business 
leaders to do likewise. 

He described his key> to suc- 
cess this way: Believe in your 
ability to succeed; adopt the 
hahits and the attitudes “eces- 
sary to reach your goals, and 
establish your awn expecta- 
tions. 

Setting your goals is critical, 
he said. It’s the basis of estab- 
lishing good habits and a posi- 
tive attitude. 

Johnson also added thts kick- 
er: If you’re going to succeed, 
you have to constantly adjust 
your habits and attitudes as you 
adjust your beliefs. 
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Mar10 B&ton 
211 West Tremont 
Champa&, IL 61820 
363-0222 

~.~~~~~ 
308 Nelson Ct. 
Champa& IL 61820 
353-5236 h 
398-2076 w 

Champaign IL 61824-3362 
#363-1875(h) 
#333-4431(w) 

~~~~~~ 

7337 S. Shore Dr. 
#417 
Chicago IL 60649 
773-933-0434 h 
312-326-4800 w 

14 

~~~~~~ 
911 W. Tremont 
ChampaignIL 61821 
398-4829 (h) 

Champaign IL 61820 
351-8466 h 
351-8466 w 

24. 

15 

~~~~~t 

401 E. Chalmers St, Apt. 312 
Champaign IL 61820 
344-4941 h 
352-3111 w 

s~:‘::~: ;:.:.: ,..... L:.j_ .:i:L: &&&!&$ 
1508 Lincolnshire 
Drive, Apt. 10 
Champaign IL 61821 
352-4517 h 
244-0261 w 

25. 

16 
Ken Davis 
#4 Florida Drive 
Urbana IL 61802 
384-7840 

~:~~~~~~~~~ 

1509 Hedge Road 
Champaign IL 61821 
356-2723 h 
383-3260 w 

26, 

Bradley Hunt 27, 
17 

Shxicka Summers 
1601 Gleason Drive 
PO Box 591 
Rantoul IL 61866 
893-1513 h 
892-2151 w 

~~~~~~~~~~~ 

1805 Crescent Dr. 
Champaign IL 61821 
356-3352 h 
351-1853 w 

28, 
18 

~~~~~ pd $20 
505 E. South St 
Fairmount IL 61841 
133-2379 h 

~~~~~~~~~~ 

2803 Pine Valley Dr. 
Champaign IL 61821 
352-5871 h 
2446150 w 

~~~~i. 
1101-C Dorsey Dr. 
Champaign IL 61820 
363-0213 h 
356-9240 w 

19 

20 

~~~~~~~~~~ 

1805 Crescent Dr. 
ChampaignIL 61821 
355-9221 h 
378-3638 w 

~nise~~roivp 
808 West Centennial 
Champaign IL 61821 
359-0122 h 
333-4752 w 

Shannon Cook 
2709 Dale Dr. 
Champaign IL 61821 
359-3139 h 

CCED Waiting List 

12. ~~~~pd 
$20 

22 12 CountrySquire Dr. 
Urbana IL 61802 
367-6682 h 
333-4330 w 

13 

21, 

22, 

23, 

Tracy Taylor 
303 E. Clark Street, Apt 10 
Champaign IL 61820 
356-7871 h 

Hector Trevino 
320 Naples Drive 
Rantolll, IL 61866 
892-9039 

Yolunda Peoples 
1507 North Romine 
Urbana IL 61801 
(2 applications) 
367-3662 h 
337-5863 w 

Jacqueline Davis 
1410 l/2 West Hill 
Urbana IL 61801 
337-7533 h 

Mam Freeman 
338 Henry Admin 
MC-360 
3-5318 w 
(2 applications) 

Barbara Grady 
1005 N. Sixth 
Champaign IL 61820 
351-8422 h 

Diane Mitchell 
927 N. Linview 
Urbana IL 61801 
384-1743 h 
352-5533 w 

~~~~ 

1607 Sanganon Dr. 
ChampaignIL 61821 
359-1320 h 
384-3784 w 



Febnny 26, 1998 

Dick Oneill 
Bank One 
201 W. University 
Champaign IL 61820 

Dear Mr. Oneill: 

On behalf of the CCED (Community Collaboration for Economic Development), I want to thank you for your 
generous support of our Business Workshop Kickoff Reception on February 1,199s at the Champaign City 
Building. The event was well attended by workshop participants, mentors, committee members, and invited guests. 
Without your support we would not have been able to celebrate this occasion. 

For the next ten Tuesday evenings from 6:30-9:00 the Business Workshop participants will be attending sessions at 
1508 Ridgeway Street at the Ridgeway Inn in Champaign. Presently, we are planning a graduation ceremony on 
April 14, 1998. The guest speaker will be Johnny Johnson former wide receiver for the LA Rams. You are invited 
to attend any of the Tuesday evening meetings to observe the workshops in action. We are serving fifteen 
participants and hope we can assist several of them to enter business. You will receive a formal notification of the 
graduation ceremony. Finally, consider this letter as an open invitation to attend any of the coordinating 
committee’s bimonthly meetings. The next meeting will be March 5* from 10:30-12:OO. It is also held at 
Ridgeway Inn at 1508 Ridgeway Street in Champaign. 

Again CCED appreciates your support and commitment to our project. If at any time you feel that you would like 
to learn more about the project, please do not hesitate to contact me at (217) 333-0041. 

Sincerely, 

Thorn Moore, Ph.D., Chair 
Community Collaboration for Economic Development 



Community Collaboration for Economic Development 
505 E. Green. Third Floor 
Champaign, lllin~ls 61820 

January 13, 1998 

Dear CRA Bank Officers: 

We are writing to inform you of the progress of the development of the ten-week Business Developmenr Workshop 
sponsored by the Community Collaboration for Economic Development. The Community Collaboration for 
Economic Development is a coalition of committed community leaders and concerned citizens from business, 
banking, city government, education, religious, and economic development organizations. Started in the Spring of 
1997, the Community Collaboration’s mission is to promote and support the development of economic self- 
sufficiency opportunities and foster community progress through small business development for low-income and 
minority persons living in the Champaign County area. 

The Business Development Workshop is a ten-week workshop where participants will learn the “how to’s” of 
starting a small business. Workshop participants will actually put together a business plan, be paired with a mentor, 
and develop a relationship with a financial institution for funding of their small business. Our pilot workshop will 
begin with workshop participants attending a two-day Pacific Institute motivational workshop, “Steps fo Excellence 
for Personal Success”. This two-day workshop will take place on Saturday, January 31st from 8:00 a.m. until 5 
p.m.; and Sunday, February 1” from 8 a.m. until 4 p.m. A two-hour training session for Business Mentors will 
also take place on February 1” from 2 to 4 p.m. The Pacific Institute and the Mentor training will take place at 
the City of Champaign Building, 102 North Neil Street in Champaign. Finally, we are planning a Kick-off 
Reception immediately following the close of both the Pacific Institute and Mentor training. The Reception will 
take place at the City of Champaign Atrium from 4 to 6 p.m. 

The ten weeks of workshop covering the fundamentals of business planning and development will begin on 
Tuesday, February 3ti and continue for ten successive weeks on Tuesday nights from 630 p.m. until 9:30 p.m.. 
The Business Development workshops will take place at Ridgeway Center located at 1508 Ridgeway Street in 
Champaign. 

When we wrote the initial proposal for funding of this project last spring, many of you wrote letters of support for 
the project. We received this grant to cover some of the expenses of developing the project along with a 
commitment to leverage supporting fimds from the community to cover additional costs. As such, we invite you to 
share in the excitement of launching this important and promising venture in our community with your financial 
support. As a supporter, your name would be mentioned in all promotional materials sent out by the Community 
Collaboration. An attached budget outlines the committee’s needs as it relates to the two business development 
and mentoring workshops, the Kick-off Reception, and two graduation ceremonies. 

If you have any questions, or need any additional information, please feel free to contact Dr. Thorn Moore, who 
presides over the Community Collaboration for Economic Development committee at 333-0041; or Bob and Hazel 
Hambrick, who chair the Workshop committee at 359-4541; or the S&Associate, Shilagh Mirgain at 328-4636. 
Thank you in advance for your cooperation and support. 

Sincerely, 

Thorn Moore, Ph.D., Chair 
Community Collaboration for Economic Development Committee 

TM:ct 
Attachments 



BUSINESS 6ANKING PERSONAL 610 

Meet Your Relationship Manager: 
Eric L. Patrick, 
Vice President 
Business Banking Relationship Manager 
Bank One, Illinois, N.A. 
201 West University Avenue 
Champaign-Urbana, IL 61824 
Phone: (217) 353-4212 
Fax: (2 17) 35 I-3260 

Eric Patrick hasn’t just served small businesses-he’s run them. 
Eric brings business owners a wealth of practical cxpcricncc, having managed banking 

offices. a specialized lending division, and his own business consultancy over the past 25 
years. As banker, his experience ranges from managing branch operations to running a multi- 
million-dollar division dedicated to providing loans and other services to minority-and 
women-owned husinrsscs. Rcforc joining Bank One. he put his knowledge to work as a 
mannRcmrnt and financial rnnwltant fn closrly-held businesses in the St. I.ouis area. Now. 
as a Hclntinnship hlanag’v in our lhtsincss Ranking Group, Eric has the expcrtisc to connect 
(:hampaigtl-IJrhana cllcnts with Rank One services that can help them prosper. 

Put Eric’s capabilities to work for you. 
Among the highlights of his career in financial services: 

After three “ears as branch manaaer for a Louisville (Kv.) hank. Eric worked as a senior 
planning a&lyst for a St. I.ouis-hased inwrance g&t;. 
Rctuming to hanking as branch manager for a hank in St. lx)uis. he developed a targeted 
program to meet the credit nrcds of smaller businesses. 
At a larger St. Louis hank, he managed a specialized division to serve minority and women 
business owners, while helping the bank achieve an outstanding rating in lowlmoderate- 
income lending and community outreach. 
In 1996, he set up Patrick, Rudd & Co. to assist small closely-held businesses with 
capitalization and business planning. In addition to hank loan negotiation, he helped 
clients implcmcnt qualified and non-qualified stock option plans and huy-sell agrccmcnts. 
In 1997. hc jnincd Rank One as Vice I’rcsidcnt and Ilusincss flanking Ilclatirmship Manager 
in Champaign-Urbana. where he now aids clients in obtaining services they need to build 
their businesses. 

His education: 
l BBA, Business Administration,, McKendree College, 1988 
l Retail Banking Diploma, American Institute of Banking 
l Series 63 license 

Even off the job, Eric is often on the move. 
Eric serves as a plan commissioner for the City of Champaign. A board member of the 

Urban League, he also volunteers on several committees for the Chamber of Commerce and is 
one of the organizers of the Community Collaboration for Economic Development, partnering 
with the University of Illinois. In his spare time, he enjoys reading. jogging, aerobics, and 
spectator sports. Eric has a 12.year-old son. 

For any business banking solution, call Eric at (217) 353-4212. 
No matter what kind of husincss you run. Rank One can help you crca~c one to one 

solutions for your special needs. You’ll benefit from our selection of affordable business 
systems and tools without having to invest in costly technology or add specialists to your own 
payroll. Best ofall, you don’t have to go far to access this expertise. Just call your Relationship 
Manager, Eric Patrick. 



GLADYS D. HUNT 
1620 Fairway Drive 

Rantoul, Illinois 61866 
(217) 893-8238 

University of llllnois 
Urbana-Champaign 
School of Social Work 
Master of Social Work 1989 

University of llllnols 
Urbana-Champaign 
College of Liberal Arts 
lG Science - Bachelor’s 1975 

CAREER GoAL 
To use my wealth of management, administrative and social work education and experience in a challeng- 
ing position within a university and community environment working with professionals and students. 

fl 
As Coordinator of Program Development & Outreach 

. Co-instructed several classes supervising both undergraduates and graduate students in the 
areas of community outreach, child welfare and grassroots organizations, both in the classroom 
and in practica in the community including Champaign-Urbana and Rantoul. ’ 

l Chaired Education Committee of the Sixth Judicial Family Violence Prevention Council. This 
group covered six counties in Central Illinois. This committee’s goals were to impact both 
teachers in the classroom and teachers’ education with regard to family violence and its impact 
on childrens’ ability to learn. 

. Co-Chaired Family Centered Services LAN committee through which the State of Illinois funds new 
family and child Initiatives especially as it relates to child welfare In Champaign, Ford and Iroquois 
counties. This group is comprised of parents, professionals, and interested community members. 

l Convened the first meeting of the Champaign-Urbana African-American HIV/AIDS Awareness 
Committee which is being looked at as a state model for disseminating HIV and AIDS prevention 
and educational materials. This group collaborates its activities with other prevention groups 
including ones at the University of Illinois. 

As Assistant Executive Director of Housing Authority: 
l Chaired community-wide task force to combat drugs and related criminal activity including gang 

activity in and around public housing 

l Wrote grants obtaining the maximum amounts of HUD dollars for three consecutive years from 
HUD and used funding to create family resource centers on each family housing site. These 
centers included programming in adult and youth education including after-school programs and 
tutoring. Also received a grant to fund the first ever youth employment program in public housing. 

. Began a resident initiatives training program in which residents including resident council 
members were trained to run and manage the resource centers bringing in social service and 
education agencies to conduct presentations and workshops. 

As Coordinator of Social Services of Frances Nelson: 
. Reorganized and expanded social service program to include individual, group, family, and 

marital counseling; parent support groups, parenting skills training and culturally sensitive 
recovery groups. I also redesigned the intake and assessment process for new clients. 

1 



Hunt Resume 2 

CAREER PROGRESSION 

Coordinator of Program 
Development & Outreach 

University of Illinois 
Psychological Services Center 
505 East Green Street, 3rd Flr 
Champaign, Illinois 61620 

My prime responsibilities in this position include assisting faculty, graduate students, and undergraduate 
practicum students to develop relationships In the local community. This includes work with established 
agencies, schools, and churches, as well as with informal neighborhood leaders and volunteers. I co- 
instruct several classes and assist with the supervision of both graduate and undergraduate in practica. 
both in class and in community settings including classes on child welfare, community outreach, and 
education. In addition, I supervise both graduate and undergraduate students as we work on numerous 
community boards and committees with neighborhood leaders and volunteers. Outreach activities include 
working with organlzations such as Best Interest of Children, Trf-County Child and Adolescent Local Area 
Networks Family Centered Services Committee, Hope For The Children. The African-American HIV/AIDS 
Awareness Committee, and the 6th Judicial Circuit Family Violence Prevention Council. Finally, I provide 
counseling to both adults and children on a limited basis at the Psychological Services Center. 

Assistant 
Executive Director 

Housing Authority of Champaign Co. 
102 East University Avenue 
Champaign, Illinofs 61620 

My responsibilities included supervising the entire public housing section in Champaign CoLnty including 
nine family complexes and senior citizen highrises. I also coordinated the work of the maintenance 
department, the Subsidized Certificate program staff, the Modernization staff and the staff of two low-rent 
complexes located in Ftantoul, Illinois. As the second in command, I coordinated a staff of fifty plus facilitat- 
ing team meetings and coordination between staff, residents, and resident council representatives. I was 
responsible for the development of new programs which included grant writing, start-up and implementa- 
tion of both the new drug elimination and family self-sufficiency programs which had a combined budget of 
over a half million dollars. As lead staft person responsible for the supervision of the Drug Elimination 
Program, I chaired the Drug Elimination Task Force/Study Group. This was a community-wide group of 
citizens including public housing residents, Champaign, Urbana, and county police, the States Attorney’s 
office, the vice mayor and other local governmental officials, housing authority staff and the staff of other 
low-income housing in the Champaign-Urbana area. As Assistant Executive Director, I was additionally 
responsible as hearing officer - hearing any request for review of denials for new application and evictions. 

Coordinator 
of Social Services 

Frances Nelson Health Center 
1306 North Carver Drive 
Champaign, lllinols 61820 

My responsibilities included the coordination of social services for all health center clients. This health 
center, the only one of its kind located in the Northern Champaign community, served the highest concen- 
tration of low-income and minority clients in Champalgn County, including family members of graduate 
students at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. When I assumed this position, the main 
function of this department was transporting clients to and from the center. Under my supervision, 
services expanded to include individual and group counseling, culturally sensitive parenting skills training 
and support groups, and outreach 8 advocacy to clients in the areas of financial assistance, employment 
and housing. My administrative duties included budgeting, grant writing, staff development, and in-service 
training. I supervised the entire social services staff and carried a caseload of clients. 



Hunt Resume 3 

Kloos, B., McCoy, J., Stewart, E., Thomas, E., Wiley, A., Good, T., Hunt, G.. Moore, T., Rappaport, J. (in 
press). Parent lnwlvement and Organizational Strucfure: An Ecological, Open-Systems Model for 
School Consultation. Journal of Educational and Psychological Consultation 

Kloos et al., (in press). Community Organizing for farenf and Citizen Involvement. Journal of Educa- 
tional and Psychological Consultation. 

HONORS AND OTHER ACHIEVEMENTS 

HONOR SOCIETIES: 
Alpha Della Mu - National Social Work - 1966 

Kappa Delta Pi - Education Honor Society - 1966 

Pi Sigma Alpha - National Political Science - 1974 

Dean’s List - University of Illinois - 1974-75 

University of Illinois Fellow _ 1976 and 1966 
Graduate College 

NATIONAL COUNCILS AND COMMITTEES , 
Member - National School To Work Advisory Council 

U.S. Depts 01 Education and Labor, 1996 to present 

Member - National Urban League’s National Parent Council 
1989 to present 

REFERENCES 

Ron Simkins 
Pastor 
New Covenant Fellowship 
124 West White Street 
Champaign, Illinois 61620 
(217)367-2383 

Shirley M. Rawls 
Director 
Bradley Street Daycare Center 
607 East Green Street 
Urbana, Illinois 61601 
(217)337-6900 

Zelma Harris 
President 
Parkland College 
2400 West Bradley Ave. 
Champaign, IL 61621 
(217)351-2200 

Barbara Meihofer 
Owner 
Publication Services 
1602 South Duncan Road 
Champaign, Illinois 61621 
(217)398-2060 



. Hunt Resume 

I-OCAL BOARD AND COUNCILS 
Co-chair - Family Centered Services Committee 

Tri-county Child & Adolescent Local Area 
Network 24 (LAN 24) 
1994 to present 

Co-chair - Schools Committee 
Sixth Judicial Circuit 
Family Violence Prevention Council 
1994 to 1996 

Chair - Bradley Street Daycare Board of Directors 
807 E. Green Street 
Urbana, Illinois 
1990 to present 

Member - Champaign-Urbana African-American AID/HIV Awareness 
Group, 1994 to present 

PAST BOARDS AND COUNCl S 
Chair - Human Services Council of Champaign 

County, 1989-90 

Member - Family Diversity Interfaith Advisory 
Committee, 1993-95 
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Member - Bank One Community Reinvestment Advisory 
Committee. 1991-95 



SER- Jobs for Progress National, Inc.” 
Cultivating America’s Greatest Resource: PeopleTM 
100 Lkkcr Drive, Suilc 200 l Irving. Rur 75062 * (972) 541-0616 - FAX (972) 6504860 
Visit our Web Sile at wvv.senwia)~l.org. 

Testimony by Hugo Cardona 
President and CEO 

SER Jobs Progress National, Inc. 
August 13, 1998 Public Helring 

Proposed Merger of Bane One Corporation & First Chicago NBD 

SER Jobs for Progress National, Inc. a 501-(c)-(3) not-for-profit organization is 
the oldest and largest organization in the country dedicated to assisting people to 
move from Welfare to Work 

The American GI Forum (AGIF) and the League of United Latin American 
Citizens (LULAC), the two oldest political organizations advocating for the rights 
of Veterans and Hispanics, founded SER in 1964. 

SER’s Mission is to formulate and advocate initiatives that result in the increased 
development and utilization of America’s human resources, with a special 
emphasis on the needs ofHispanics, in the areas of education, waining, 
employment, business, housing and economic opportunity. 

SER’s Challenge is to insure that the skills of the workforce are their key 
competitive weapons in the twenty-&t century.. .skilled people will have the 
competitive advantage. 

SER Today 

. National Office in Iwing, TX 
l Consists of 38 local SER partners 
l Resides in 91 locations across 17 States in the United States, the District of 

Columbia, and Puerto Rico 
l Operates over 180 programs 
l Serves over 400.000 people annually-places more than 30,000 individuals in 

mea&&l jobs 
l Funds exceed S.60 million annually 

SER Programs 

. One-Stop Management 

. Housing 
l Distance Learning 
. Travel Academies 

_ 
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l Higher Education 
l Alternative Schools 
. Charter Schools 
l J%rly Childhood Development Centers 
l Welfare to Work 
l Job / Occupational Training 
. Aid to Migrant Workers 

SER Programs 

l Dislocated Workers 
l Disabilities Programs 
l Displaced Homemakers 
l School-to-Work 
l Summa Youth Programs 

SER National’s Office and Partner’s Funding is provided by Federal, State, 
County, City grants, (awarded on an open bidding process) Corporate Amerioa and 
private individuals. 

Corporate America has contributed to SER horn its inception. AMIGOS de SER 
is formed by Fortune 500 companies that contribute to our efforts in three different 
ways: 

1. Contributions restricted in nature and designated for specific programs and 
initiatives. 

2. In-kind contriiutions in the form of computers, equipment, furniture, 
marketing, etc. 

3. Unrestricted Contributions utilized by SER as working capital to create new 
initiatives and programs. 

Bane One Partnership with SER 

Bane One has become one of tbe greatest supporters and conrributors of our 
Housing Program. This Program has permitted us to assist more than 270 
minorities to buy their first homes in the last three years. 

Bane One’s contributions to SER in 1998 will exceed X.1 00,000. 

2 
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We are now negotiating a credit line for $1 million, at a low interest rate, that will 
pcnnit us to replace, in the next three years, more than 2,000 computers installed in 
our Network of Partners with brand new computers and software. The “old” 
computers will be placed in the homes of minorities SER serves. 

Bane One’s partnership with SER is permiming minorities to purchase homes and 
acquire computers that they need to upgrade their working skills and continue their 
education. 

We are convinced that the merger of Bane One and First Chicago will only 
enhance their commitment to our communities and minorities. SER fully suppons 
the merger. 

3 



By Facsimile 

Testimony of Charlie H. Smith, Jr. 
Executive Director 

Wilmington Housing Authority 
Wilmington, DE 

The subject of my five-minute speech will be to “support the proposed merger 
between Bane One Corporation and First Chicago NBD Corporation.” 

The Wilmington Housing Authority is currently working with both FCC and Bane One 
Corporation in putting together partnerships for home ownership, as well as assisting the 
Housing Authority with developing private-market housing for low-to-moderate income 
homes in the City of Wilmington. Both FCC and Bane One have demonstrated 
exceptional leadership in assisting in this development. 



A\ Detroit Branch. . . NATIONAL ASOCMTION FOR THE 
\\ 

hANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE - 
.,$g 

Statement Regarding the Merger of First Chicago NBD with BankOne 
August 13, 1998 

Contact: Reverend Wendell Anthony 
(3 13) 538-8695 

As Co-chair of the Detroit Alliance For Fair Banking, 1 believe that the current plan for the city of Detroit 

as an example of the cooperative spirit and the community sensitivity on behalf of these two ftnancial institutions. 

speaks to their commitment to the quality of life for our people. The current Community Action Plan targeted 

for Detroit for the next three years comes after discussions held with these banks concerning the necessity for 

our community to be included, rather than excluded in the economic development of our cities. 
,lO 

The Community 

Action Plan calls for $3.1 billion/be targeted for Detroit for the next three years beginning January 1, 1999-2001, 

is a continuation of an even greater commitment to be provided in the area of loans, mortgages, community 

development corporations, home improvement, procurement (vending), and the advancement of African 

Americans and other minorities. 

If mergers do not conside$quality of life of the communities in which they are merged and the people 

who will be impacted by the results of such mergers, then obviously, they do not deserve our support nor our 

endorsement. However, this bank, First Chicago NBD, along with its potential partner BankOne, have moved 

in a very progressive manner towards opening the door to even greater access and inclusion of the people who 

seek to share in the economic gains of our nation. It is for this reason that we are here today to speak in behalf 

of this merger. For our experience in Detroit has proven to be of benefit to the people who reside in our city, 

which is the largest city in the state of Michigan. For so many years the banks have been talking loud and doing 

nothing. Now we have reached a point where they are talking loud and are in fact, doing something. This 

Community Action Plan strikes at the very heart of transforming the quality of life of our community, as 

economic development and empowerment is the new human rights frontier. We recently were pleased to have 

over 400 business persons at a local center in the heart of our community to participate in a debriefing of the 

benefits of this plan, and how the community could become full partners. 

PHONE (313) 871-2087 * FU (313) 871.7745 * 2990 !&A-I GRANDBOUEV~ * DETROIT. MICHICAP. 48202 



The benefits of this program are yet to be fully realized. We are pleased that First Chicago NBD will lead 

way in addressing a major concern in our community in helping to reach and initiate a consortium of workers 

from local colleges into the banking community. One of the benefits of this new plan (following a feasibility 

study to determine its structure), will be in the training of adult men and women from our local community 

colleges: Wayne County Community College and Lewis College of Business, for the demands for qualified 

workers in the banking industry. This Community Action Plan will help to prepare students from these colleges 

to come to work at the financial institutions of our community. This is indeed an innovative move on the part 

of the banking community. This demonstrates both the wisdom and the vision of those at First Chicago NBD and 

the Detroit Alliance For Fair Banking who believe that we must plan today in order to be financially prepared 

for tomorrow. The bank will also execute a pre-development banking strategy for financial support for 

businesses seeking loans. 

We believe that the indications are very clear, that first Chicago NBD and BankOne will provide a 

sensitive ear and a doorway towards inclusion for those who must be a part of any mergers that impact their 

communities. We note with some degree of confidence, that we have been merged into this process and not 

squeezed out of it. It is for this reason that we can with confidence indicate our support for this merger. 

### 



Personal Statement of 

Bernard ‘Parker 

August 13,199s 

:My name is Bernard Parker and I am here representing three different factions of my 

community. As Co-Chair of the Detroit Alliance for Fair Banking, Executive C,irector of 

Operation Get Down a community services organization located on Detroit’s eirnside, and as a 

Wayne ICounty Commissioner representing citizens within the City of Detroit, I have and 

continue to be concerned with how banking transactions are conducted in my ccrnmunity. In 

addition. to my community activism, I have also served on the Federal Reserve Advisory Council 

during the 1991-94 term. 

It is with enthusiasm that I appear here today to offer my support of the nerger of First of 

Chicago NBD and Bank One. My involvement with NBD first began in 1987 when an Ad hoc 

Coalition for Fair Banking (Coalition) was formed in Detroit after a local newspaper ran a series 

of articles called ‘Race for Money.” These articles highlighted the disinvostmerr that was 

occurring by local banks in the City ofDetroit. After lengthy discussions, the Ccalition and 

NBD reached an agreement whereby NBD committed to increasing their consumer lending in 

Datrcit. This agreement was essential to the economic development and revitalization of Detroit, 

its residents and the metropolitan community, but more importantly the agreememalso 

eatablisbed the basis of the long-standing relationship that NBD has had with the Detroit 

community. As a result of those initial discussions and negotiation sessions a bcttcr 

understanding and improved communication channel was carved out between NED and the 

Page 1 of 4 
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Please forward the attached personal statement to Berriard Parker who is scheduled to 
give testunony today at the Federal Reserve. Board Public Hearing. If you have, :any additional 
questions, do not hesitate to contact me at 313.2246459. 
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Bank Watchers testimony to the Federal Reserve on the Bane 
One/First Chicago mergers. 

August 13,1998 
Chicago Federal Reserve 

My name is Hubert Van To1 of Sparta, Wisconsin I am the 
President of Bank Watchers_ We provide intnmation and other 
services for community-based organizations on banking and 
community reinvestment issues+ I also serve as a board member of 
the National Community Reinvestment Coalition and am a co-chair 
of NCRC’s Legislative/ Regulatory committee. Thank you for the 
oppom&y to testify today. 

I agree with most of the issues that have been raised about 
Bane One’s deficient CRA record.~ Since I can’t possibly do justice 
to these many complex issues in this shorttim~ I’m going to focus 
on the problems I have with how CRA gets interpreted for rural 
areas and on the telling difference in the COLA behavior of First 
Chicago/NBD and Bane One. 

My colleague, Marv Ramp from the Wisconsin Ruml 
Development Center has outlined some concerns about how Bane 
One provides services and loans to rural Wisconsin. I think his 
comments highlight~the importance of the Federal Reserve giving 
more careful thought than it has in the past to what the Community 
Reinvestment Act means for rural areas With mega-mergers like the 
Bane One/First Chicago transforming the shape of the banking 
industry it is very important that you think those issues through 
sooner rather than later. What does providing fair access to credit in 
rural America mean for huge institutions that are buying up the 
branches and the ability to provide services in suburban and some 
cases inner city markets, but are leaving the rural counties and 
particularly lower income rural cotmties$hat span the areas between 
those urban areas~artially or completely out of their acquisition 
plan? 

You have heard that Bane One is providing agricultund loans 
at a much higher rate in some of the wealthier rural counties of 
Wisconsin than it is in the poorer counties_ You have heard that 



CHICAGO COALITION FOR THE HOMELESS 
Bane One-1st Chicago NBD Merger Hearing 
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago 
Thursday, August 13,1998 

STATEMENT FROM 
THE CHICAGO COALITION FOR THE HOMELESS 

BY MATT MCDERMOTT 

My name is Matt McDermott. I am a policy specialist with the Chicago Coalition for the 
Homeless. CCH is a 17 year-old advocacy organization focusing on the root causes of 
homelessness and finding permanent solutions to the problem. CCH has nearly 15,000 
members in greater Chicago and nearly 800 organizational members. 

CCH has very serious concerns about the proposed merger between Bane One and 1st 
Chicago NBD. We understand that Bane One has very poor CRA record and a wavering 
commitment to the very important mortgage lending business. In addition, Bane One has 
refused to negotiate directly with community groups and coalitions. While they maintain 
all agreements made by other parties to the merger will be honored, there unfortunately is 
no guarantee of that. All three parties related to the merger--Bane One, 1st Chicago, and 
NBD--also have less than admirable lending records in the African-American and Latin0 
communities. 

These shortcomings by major market institutions seeking to increase their market 
dominance have tragic consequences. The lack of capital in many communities prevent 
the creation of new housing and new employment opportunities. While many of these 
potential opportunities might not directly be available to the people I represent, their 
absence is the beginning of a spiral that winds up impacting the poorest members of our 
communities, those we don’t often think of when we think about banks--homeless people. 
Because bank capital is not available to create these opportunities, we increasingly see a 
reliance on government funding for housing and job creation for middle income people. 
This demand on government resources competes, usually with success, against funding 
for projects that serve very low-income and homeless people, which truly cannot be 
created by market institutions like banks. 

With 80,000 people homeless in Chicago every year--and more and more children among 
them, creating an average age of nine years old--we must have a greater commitment from 
our banks to serve the entire community rather than profiting from creating more 
disparities in our country. If we do not, the results will be even greater tragedy in the next 
generation. 

For this reason, CCH opposes the Bane One-1st Chicago merger until all parties make direct 
community investment commitments. Thank you. 

1325 S. Wabash Ave./Suite 205 l Chicago, l//in& 60605 l (312) 435-4548 l FAX: (312) 435-0199 
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My name is Rev. Casimir F. Gierut AB;BA;AAS;AS. I reside 
at 9106 Del Prado Drive, Palos Hills, Illiois, 604651Phone-708-598-2335) 

AS a consumer seeking banking services, I strongly oppose 
the proposal by Bank One Corporation located in Columbus, Ohio, to 
merge with First Chicago NBD Corporation, located in Chicago,Illinois, 
for the following reasons: 

* First, the merger will destroy competition between the 
two banks. Competition is a financial asset in favor of all 
consumers. We have the opportunity to compare different interest 
rates offered by the two banks. The final decision is:;& our: favor 
tie aocept the,,,,higher interest rate in reference to the purchase of 
a Certificate of Deposit ~or.;to accept the bank offering the lowest 
interest rate toward a loan. 

This merger will force the'consumer to deal with only one 

megabank. Our freedom to 'choose the other bank will be gone. ; ~There 
will be no alternative but to accept whatever interest rates the 
bank wishes to offer to the public. That is not the right way to do 

business in a capitalistic society.. 
To possess financial power in the hands of a few bankers 

is a by-product of merging banks into megabanks is to be feared. 
Secondly, I oppose the merger of Bank One with First Chicago 

because it will become a huge monopoly. The United States Attorney 
General Janet Reno should file an anti-trust suit against this 

merger to stop this becoming the biggest monoply in:the United States. 
Banks are not an agency of the Federal Government which 

would exempt them from any anti-trust laws. Banks are privately owned 

financial institutions. The title "Corporation" in the name 
following Bank One Corporation tells us that it is a private 

corporation; The title "Corporation" in the name fOllow,iZ$ First 

Chicago NBD Corporation tells us that it is a private corporation. 

It is not fair nor just to file an-iti-trust suit against 
Bill Gates Microsoft Corporation merging with another giant computer 
corporation because the merger is considered to be a monopoly and not 
apply the same anti-trust suit against Bank One and First Chicago 
an obvious form of monopoly. 



_ -~ . ‘.~ ';~Page 2 
Justice is not served equally in the application of the' t 

anti-trust laws to private corporations. TO allow Bank One and 
Firs; Chicago to merge into a monopoly is unlawful, illegal and 
contr.ary to the anti-trust laws. 

Thirdly, the mergers are not made ~for the good of the : 

consumers. The bottom line ishow much profit is made for the ~. 

good.of the ba~nk. 'This leads to greediness. 
I recall standing in'line to open a new accountat the' 

First Chicago.. As many tellers there are-iscotints'for the many long ___._._-_-~ 
lines'qf.people standing patiently to.be assisted by the' :.. ‘, 

teller. Instead of the First Ch,i.cago being pleased Tao see the 
long lines of people., the ~greedy bank decided to charge a fee 
of ~$3.00 for. tellqrs 'assistance.,~ 

.I~heard.!any .complain ~-that..the.'$3.00 may be ,,a "fee" ,< in .~.a. 
the ~min,d ofthe,banker,Ybut they called the $3.00 an act.of 
extor~,t~on.-;~~ Ei~ther. yd'u ~.turn';;.ov,er-:$3 ; 08 or .'you, will not be served 

.’ . .: i .‘, .:. ~. _, 
:‘: ~m b’$ 'the '~t'eii&f; ::, Sti,kh ia_proGedu;re,;,is X%xtortion.'and unaccept~able :_~;:._~I:. ^~ 

4 SC ~~ ~. ~. ~_~ 1.L1~..l’i_.~~& Z~.~ _ _._.. .._..~~~~~ ..~~. .‘~~~~~___~ ,~_.2:.:_._ ~. . .._-.. -~..~- . ..-. ~_... ---..------- 
in the lawful business world of finance. 

Lastly, and'most important ~.reason why I oppose 
the merger of Bank One with First Chicago NBD is thatthis i:.. :ij 
kindlof:merger!::decreases the existence in the growth of 

: 
banking. 

In the year 1985 there were 14,480 banks. Today, this 
year of 1998,.the:number of banks has dwindled to 9,435 banks and 
decreasing:~inrumber:withi. each--new merger. _. -- 

For the power to be invested in the hands of a few bank 

Presidents and bank directors is contrary to the principles of 

capitalism which is the way of life for.231 million.Americans. 
Robert H. Hemphill former credit manager of the Federal 

Reserve Bank of Altanta, Georgia said: 
"We are completely depended on the 

commercial banks. 'If the banks create 
ample supply of money, we are prosperous, 
if not we starve. The banking problem 
is so important that our present civilization 
may collapse unless it is wisely understood 
and the defects remedied very soon." 

Merging of banks is one of those defects which will bring 
about a new kind of slavery. Financial dominence in the hands of a 
few will create financial enslavement of people and civilization. This 
is why,1 oppose the merging of Bank One with First Chicago NBD. 

fz?&,QU 0?+ti 



Testimony 

Charles H. Bromley 

Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago 

August 13, 1998 

First Chicaeo NBD Bane One Cornoration Merger 

My name is Charles H. Bromles I am the director of a statewide Ohio Fair 

Housing group based in Cleveland. I also serve as chair of the Ohio Community 

Reinvestment Project; a statewide coalition of community based organizations committed 

to fair lending throughout the state. 

Because a picture is worth a thousand words, and I have been allocated five 

minutes, I have prepared some pictures that outline a snapshot of the lending behavior of 

Bane One and its afftliates in the state of Ohio. 

. Let me first review Bane One’s behavior in an area where they are ranked as the third 

largest small-business lenders in the U.S. Accordingto Kenneth T. Stevens, “A 

small-business customer doesn’t care where the corporate headquarters are. What 

they care about is.. local execution - ‘Are they doingajob for me? Is my 

relationship manager serving my needs. 7’ Apparently, Mr. Stevens forgot to review 

his small-business lendingrecord with Blacks in greater Cleveland. 

9 Let me review some statistical data in our first chart by income, second chat-r is by 

race and the third bar graph reviews their lendingrecord of making business loans to 

Black businesses through the SBA program. Let me just point out that America 

National Bank, located in predominately white Parma, Ohio has made a higher 

percentage of loans to Black businesses than Bane One. 



. Our first map shows small-business lending in the Cleveland Metropolitan area with 

Lorain County on the west and Ashtabula on the east. Cuyahoga is in the center of 

the picture with greatest concentration without small-business loans. 

9 The second map highlights Cuyahoga, County and the first-ring suburbs of greater 

Cleveland that have a large Black population and very little small-business lending by 

Bane One. 

n The final small business map highlights the failure of Bane One to make small- 

business loans in low and moderate-income tracts. 

9 The last two maps highlight aggregated data for home improvement loans in the 

Toledo MSA and Cincinnati MSA. The reason I chose to highlight home 

improvement lending is that Bane One dominates this lending~in the state of Ohio and 

you can see their failure to affirmatively market the assessment in the Toledo and 

Cincinnati area. 

. 1 am sending~a detailed report to the Assistant Attorney General for civil rights, 

William L. Lee. Because we believe the information that we have uncovered as a 

result of this challenge represent a pattern and practice of racial discrimination in 

Bane One’s small-business lending as well as home improvement loans. I would urge 

that the Federal Reserve Bank take no action on the pending merger until the 

Department of Justice can review the information that we will present to them. 



Bane One Short Changes 3linoritv Small Businesses 

Bane One, Cleveland’s small business loan data for 1996 suggests that the bank 

has not adequately served the small business credit needs of Cleveland’s extensive 

minority community. As shown in Table 1, the bank made no small business loans in 

68% of the 115 minority census tracts within its five-county assessment area. By 

comparison, the percentage of White census tracts in which the bank made no small 

business loans was only 39%. Table 2 indicates that the geographic disparity in small 

business lending effort correlates with differences in census tract income level-a pattern 

that raises concerns under the Community Reinvestment Act. As Table 3 indicates, 

however, substantial racial disparity persists even after controlling for census tract 

income level. 

Bane One Cleveland’s small business loan data for 1996 indicates that unusually 

high shares of the bank’s small-sized loans were made to medium-sized and perhaps even 

large-sized firms, as opposed to small-sized firms. Under the current disclosure system, 

banks provide data on their business loans to firms with less than Sl million in annual 

revenues - a reasonable size threshold for defming small business. However, banks also 

provide data on their business loans with original loan amounts of51 million or less. 

Many of such small-sized loans are, in fact, made to medium-sized and even large-sized 



firms. Thus, small-size loans provide only a very loose prosy for loans to small-sized 

firms. 

In 1996, Bane One Cleveland made 13SO small-sized loans (loans amounts under 

$1 million) to business located within its five-county assessment area. At the same time, 

Bane One Cleveland make only 400 loans to small-sized firms (revenues under $1 

million) in its assessment area. This indicates that the great majority of the loans 

classified as “small business loans” by virtue of their small loan size were not made to 

small-sized firms. Lfwe assume that all of the 400 loans to small-sized firms were also 

small sized-loans, then 7 19/o of Bane One Cleveland’s 1380 small-sized loans in the five- 

county assessment area were made to medium or large-sized firms. Alternatively, if 

some fraction of the 400 loans to small-sized firms and loan amounts over $1 million, 

then the percentage of small-sized loans going to medium and large-sized firms would be 

even higher. For example, if 10% of the 400 loans to small-sized firms had loan amounts 

over $1 million, then the percentage ofBanc One Cleveland’s 1380 small-sized loans 

going to medium or large-sized firms would have been be 7-1X. instead of 7194. 

Bane One Cleveland’s ration of small-sized loans to small-firm loans (1380/400) 

was 3.45 in 1996~ By comparison, for all lenders within the five-county assessment area 

in 1996 the aggregate ratio of small-sized !oans to sma!!.firm icans thusiness loans made 

by all lenders within the ;ive-county assessment area ;;,a~ oni! Z. 11 ! ~~63~~778 I ). This 



substantial disparity indicates that Bane One Cleveland ahs far more loans to medium and 

large-sized firms embedded within its publicly reported “small business loan” data than 

do banks on average within the five-county assessment area. Under the assumption that 

all loans to small-sized firms were also small-sized loans, only 53% ofthe 16620 small- 

sized loans made by all lenders within the five-count assessment area went to medium or 

large-sized firms, compared to the 71% percentage for Bane One Cleveland. 

While Bane One Cleveland’s small business loan data raises serious concerns 

from both a Fair Lending and CRA perspective, the publicly reported data is subject to 

serious limitations and does not permit an adequate evaluation of the bank’s performance 

in serving the small business credit needs of Cleveland’s extensive minority community. 

The underlying problem is the lack of data on the geographic distribution by census tract 

of Bane One’s loans to small-sized firms in the five-county assessment area. The public 

data does identify the census tracts where Bane One Cleveland has made one or more 

small business loans, but it does not indicate how many loans were made in each census 

tract. Further, in identifying the census tracts where the bank made one or more loans. 

the public data does not distinguish between loans to small-sized firms and small-sized 

loans. 

The public data indicate that Bane One ClevrlanS made one cr ,:ore s;r.aii 

business loans in 1? of the 155 minority census tracts in i:s :‘l;e-*:ocn: assessment area. 



The public data, hoxvever, do not indicate the number of minority census tracts in which 

Bane One Cleveland made one or more loans to small-sized firms, as distinct form small- 

sized loans. As noted, in 1996, within the five-county assessment area, Bane One 

Cleveland made only 400 loans to small-sized firms, compared to 1380 small-sized loans. 

Bane One has disclosed to the Cleveland Plain Dealer that 8.2% of its small 

business loans in the Cleveland assessment area in 1996 were made in minority census 

tracts. If the minority census tract share of loans to small-sized firms was the same as the 

8.2% minority census tract share of total small business loans, this would mean that in 

1996 Bane One Cleveland made only 33 loans to small-sized firms in the minority census 

tracts of its assessment area (8.2% x 400). Under this assumption, Bane One Cleveland’s 

market share of aggregate loans to small-sized titms made by all reporting lenders in 

minority census tracts of the assessment area minority neighborhoods would have been 

only 4.07% -- 33 loans out of a total of 810 loans. By contrast, in 1996 Bane One 

Cleveland had a 8.30% market share of aggregate small-sized loans made by all reporting 

lenders within the assessment areas -- 1380 loans out of a total of 16620, 

Data on the geographic distribution of small business loans is especially importanr 

in a metropolitan area such as Cleveland with extensive and diverse minoriry 

neighborhoods. Lihile there are 15 I minoritv census tracts ,.G:hin a ~-L~e-ccunr~~ 

assessment area, a large share of total number ofbusinesses ~x;rn ’ the ‘bread minorit;+ 



community is located within a relatively small number of census tracts. These are the 

minority census tracts that are part of the downtow-n Cleveland business district or 

represent commercial areas in the eastern portion of Cuyahoga County, such as 

Warrensville Heights, Bedford Heights, Oakwood, and Woodmere. For example, 10 

minority census tracts-(107100, 107200,107300,107700, 108800, 188104, 188107, 

133103, 194000, 194SOO) - account for 34.81% ofaggregate loans to small-sized firms 

and 35.95% of aggregate small-sized loans reported by all lenders within the 151 

minority census tracts~ Given this geographic distribution of small business lending 

activity within the broad minority community, Bane One Cleveland could easily focus its 

small business lending in only a few minority census tracts while ignoring the small 

business credit needs of the vast majority of minority census tracts. Such a pattern would 

not be revealed by data that indicate only the total number of small business loans made 

within minority census tracts as a group. Clearly, small business loans made within 

minority census tracts as a group. Clearly, small business loan data by census tract is 

needed to properly evaluax the small business lending performance of Bane One 

Cleveland. 

LL.e request !hat Bane One make pubiic on a census-tract-by-census-tract basis the 

number and dollar amount ofits small business loans v,ithin the Cleveiand Primary 

.\letropolitan Statistical .+.~a \Ve also request that this loan c’a:a be itemized separately 



for loans to small-sized firms (revenues under Sl million) and small-sized loans (loan 

amounts under Sl million). This data will enable the public to more effectively monitor 

and assess Bane One’s small business lending performance. 

Such disclosure is especially important in view of Bane One’s pending 

application to merge with First Chicago IG3D Corporation. As mergers lead to operation, 

the vital ties between large banks and their local communities will inevitably weaken. 

Under these circumstances, new accountability mechanisms are needed to enable local 

communities to better monitor giant bank performance and to seek changes in bank 

policies when needed. Thus Bane One, as part of its pending merger application, should 

commit to disclose on an annual basis the small business loan data we have requested 

above. 



BriNC ONE (Cleveland) : SMALL BUSINESS LENDIXG Ih’ 1996 

5 County Assessment Area: Cuyahoga, Lake, Ashtabula, Geauga, Lorain 

Total Number of Census Tracts: 685 

Census Tracts in which Bane One (Cleveland) Made No 
Small Business Loans: 346 

Percentage of Tracts with No Loans: 47.01% 

Stratification bv Census Tract Minoriw Percentage 

Number of tracts Bane One: no 
Small business 

Loans 

% of tracts 
with no 

Bane One 
Loans 

Minority - 50% or more 

,Minority - 25% to 50% 

hfinority - 10% to 25% 

Minority - under 10% 

No population data for 
census tract 

I55 

55 

78 

381 

13 

106 6S.39% 

10 65.97% 

43 55.13% 



Distribution of Major Loan Progrmx 
SBA Cleveland District 

21 fWonths (October 7, 1997 to June 30, 1998) 

PLP 
80 

Regular 7(n) 
47 

PLP 
:! 

FA$T RAK FA$TRAK 
127 111 

Bank One - 233 Loans Key Bank - 172 Loans 



Distribution of Major Loan Progrms 
SBA Cleveland District 

21 Anonth~ (October 1, 7997 to June 30, 1998) 

PLP 
80 CDC-504 

Regular 
47 

FA$+RAK 
127 

Bank One - 233 Loans 

FA$TRAK 
111 

Key Bank - 772 



Significant Findinp 
G:: Sznk C)nc Lending Practices in Cinciixxti lktro Arca 

(Based on HAID. data - 1996) 

L Bank Gne Cincirmari’s home purchase applications consisted of 8.Po Black and 
82.190 Dhitz applications. The Black population in the Cincinnati IIS. was 12.5% 
and thz \I~Ixite populaiion was 8G.l”b. 

* Bank One Cincinnati had a 25?6 denial rate for all Black applicants for home 
purchases. 

. Bank One Cincinnati received 10.3% of its applications from low and moderate- 
income applicants. The bcnc~hmxk for the nine largest lenders was 13.3% and the 
LE.4 benchmark was 16.3% This is important and relevant because the major goal 
of the Communit?_ Reinvestment Act is to generate applications from historically 
undersen;ed, 10~ and moderate-income indkiduals. 

. Significantly, Bank One Cincinnati originated only 9.5% of its low and moderate- 
income applications. as opposed to 35.7% of their upper income applicants. Among 
the nine largest !enders: the benchmark of low and moderate-income cri$ations is 
11.8% and among 1IS.A lenders 12.8%. 

* Bank Onz Cincinnati made 7.1”0 of its originations from cer~sus tracts _yeatzr than 
50% rninori~; honever. they managed to make 76.2?& of their ori$natlons in census 
tracts with 2O?b or less minority population - a stagering difference. 

. Bznk One Cixinna!i rxeived only IO.390 of its applications from 101~ and moderate- 
income tracts and ranked number 8 among the nine largest lenders in rhe Cincinnati 
LIS.1. It rankd .n.u.mtw 7 amon the same peer group and originated only 9.5% fi-om 
io\\~ and moderate-income iracts. 



Significant Findings 
on E.ank One Lending Frxiices in Columbus SIoiro .Area 

(Based on mEI.4 data - 1996) 

1 sank One Columbus had :hz highest rati of dsrials for a!! racz and irxomz 
groups: U.99b. It is also the lender with the smallest number of home purchase 
applications. 

= Of Bank One’s conventional home purchase applications, 88.5% were from \t’hites 
and 4.40.6 were from Blacks. The Elack population in the Columbus MSA is 12.1% 
and the White population is 85.146. 

= The denial ratz for Bank One in the Columbus A1S.l among Black applicants. was 
43.7?& .tiong the eight largest lenders. the Black denial rate was 73.506. 

1 Bank One, when compared with the eight largest lenders in the Columbus MS& had 
a 71.646 denial rate for low and moderate-income applicants. The benchmark for the 
eight largest lenders ~-as 61.5”; among all MS.4 lenden it was 57.6%. 

* Among applications compared by race and income. Bank One shoss a si_@icant 
bias toward attra:tir,g applications from lox and moderate income Lyhites (52.8?6) in 
comparison to Ion- and moderate income Blacks (3.6%). 

. In a key area. Bank One Columbus receives only 10.3 O6 of its applications from low 
and moderate-income tracts. It ranks 8 out of 9 in that category. The Bank appean to 
have ver?_ little affrmative outreach to geographic arzas that have bzen historically 
undersened by lsndsrs, and that should bz targeted in their affiative obligation 
under the Commx$~~ Rsinvcstmsnt Act. 



Cleveland, OH MSA 1680 

Significant Findings 
on Ba.nk Oce Lend@ Practices in Cleveland l\!tro Area 

[Based on HAfD.4 data - 1966) 

9 Among denials to indkiduals with income greater than 120% of the median 
household income, Bank One had a 4090 denial rate among Blacks and a 13.7% 
denial rate among Ubltzs. for a d&al ratio of 2.9?& 

9 Bank One ori_ations for census tracts greater than SO?/0 minority evils lS.6?,& In 
census tracts less than 20% minority the origination rate is 71.1?&. For Bank One 
Columbus in tie Clswland Metro Area in census tracts greater than SO?& minority, 
originations were 6.0°6 and in census tracts less than 20% minority origination rate 
n-as 92%. 

’ Bank One Clci-slaad rsflzcts coxsidcrablc progress in meeting the credit needs from a 
recent ranking b!- federal regulators of -Xeeds to Improve” in 1991. This progress is 
a result of a simed agesme-t nith the CiQ of Cleveland and the honorable Michael 
R. %Xite in 1994. Unfortunately, in the other major urban communities, Columbus 
and Cincinnati such cta!emSnts cannot be made. 



Stratification bv Census Tract Income Level 

Number of Bane One: no % of tracts 
Tracts small business with no 

Low income 

Moderate income 

Lower middle income 

115 

122 

130 

Upper middle income 

Upper income 

No income data for 
Census tract 

149 

I48 

21 

Tract income category: tract MFI as a % of MSA MFI 
Low Income: under 50% 
Moderate Income: 50% to 80% 
Lower Middle Income: 80% to 100% 
Upper Middle Income: 100% to 120% 
Upper Income: 120% or more 

Loans 

75 

80 

54 

63 

59 

15 

Bane One loans 

65.22% 

65.51% 

41.54% 

42.28% 

39.86% 



BANC ONE (Cleveland) : SMALL BUSINESS LENDING IN 1996 

5 County Assessment Area: Cuyahoga, Lake, Ashtabula, Geauga, Lorain 

Total Number of Census Tracts: 685 

Census Tracts in which Bane One (Cleveland) Made No 
Small Business Loans: 346 

Percentage of Tracts with No Loans: 47.01% 

Stratilication by Census Tract Minoritv Percentage 

Number of tracts Bane One: no 
Small business 

Loans 

% of tracts 
with no 

Bane One 
Loans 

Minority - 50% or more 

Minority - 25% to 50% 

Minority - 10% to 25% 

Minority - under 10% 

No population data for 
census tract 

155 

55 

78 

381 

I3 

106 68.39% 

40 68.97% 

43 55.13% 

147 38.58% 

10 
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Cleveland District Office - Bank Comparimn 
21 hdonth (Odober I,1996 lb June 30, 1998) 

Loans to African-American Businesses 
(ES a percentage 0C tolal loans) 

Am Nat1 Bsnk One Key Bmk Na 1’1 City 2nd Na 1’1 

[7Total Loans El African-American 
- - _= 

E. Koebarcr 



Cleveland District Office - Bank Comparisorl 
21 Months (October I, 7996 to June 30,1998) 

Loans to African-American Businesses 
(as a percentage of total loans) 

60 I 

Mid An1 Fith Third Huntington Charter Sl:w lhlalr 
One 

OTotal Loans II African-American 

E. Kaotmer 



BANK ONE, CLEVELAND, OHIO 
Small Business Lending: 1996 

Cleveland MetroDolitan firea 

We Brie 

In 1996, Bank One (Cleveland) made 400 loans to emdl-size firma rind 
1380 mall-size bueineas loam in its 5 county Cleveland metro ame-ssnmnt 
area (Cuyaboga, Lake, Aahtnbulr_ Oeauga, and Lorain counties). Map data also 
include the 3 small farm loana made by Bank One in thin assessmmt aea. 

Bank One (Cleveland) Small Business Lending 
in 1996 - by Census Tract 

Dietrihtion of loans to smfdl-siz3 fkmx Cuyahoga - 162; Lake - 117; 
Ashtab& - 45; Gem@. - 43; Lmdu - 33. 

0 County Boundaries 

No Small Business Loam 
0 One or More Small Business Loans 

Distribution of small-size businees loam: Cuyahoga - 638; Lake - 407; 
Ashtat& - 121: Oeauga - 120; Lorain - 94. 

solxca: FFIEC, 19% CR4 data. 

Ohio Community Reinvestment Project, Cleveland, Ohio 





Bank One, Cleveland, Ohio 
Small Business Lendinn in Low kd Moderate Income Nekhborhoods: 1996 

Soura: FEZ92 19% CRA data; md 1990 US Census da& 
Bank One (Cleveland) Small Business 

LoworM~teInarmsCeneusTm~Censustractmsdianfamilytime 
less than 80% of MSA median fkmil~ income.. 

Lending in 1996 - by Census Tract 

0 Clsveland Municipal Bcundmy 

In 1996, Bank One (Cleveland) made 45 loans bo mall-~ iinm and 160 mall-size 
bueinsss lcam in low and moderate income c811glls tmcta in Cuyahoga County. 

Ohio Communitv Reinvestment Proiect. Cleveland. Ohio 
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Bane One’s Market Share, Cincinnati Metro Area 
Home Improvement Loans Application 

m Minority Population 
Application 
/ -1 - 6.67 
m 6,67 - 18.56 
m 18.56 - 26.83 
m 26.83 - 38.46 
m 38.46 - 66.67 

> 40% 

40 Miies 



Wisconsin Rural Development Center, Inc. 
216 W. Main St. 

Mount Horcb. WI 53572 
608/437-5971 

TESTIMONY BEFORE THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD ON THE PROPOSED 
MERGER OF FIRST CHICAGO NBD WITH BANC ONE 

Comments Submitted by the Wisconsin Rural Development Center (WRDC) 

August 13, 1997 

On behalf of the Wisconsin Rural Development Center (WRDC) I would like to thank the 

Federal Reserve Board for the opportunity to speak to you on the proposed merger between First 

Chicago and Bane One. We are a 300 member statewide community organization which has 

worked with family farmers and rural small businesses for over fifteen years. Our mission is to 

support family farm agriculture, rural development and enhance economic opportunities for rural 

residents throughout the state. 

Our organization previously submitted formal comments on this application. Specific 

concerns cited in those comments included Bane One’s low level of originations to low to 

moderate income (LMI) conventional home buyers; its lack of participation in state and federal 

guaranteed programs designed to assist LMI first time home buyers, small business and small 

farms; its systematic targeting of loans to upper income borrowers; and consequently, the bank’s 

dis-investment in low income and under served rural communities. An analysis of 1997 HMDA 

and CRA Aggregate data shows that Bane One continues to make significant cuts in conventional 

home ownership and small business originations in our state. 

Based on deposit share, Bane One is the third largest commercial institution in Wisconsin. 

Clearly, how it conducts business and meets reinvestment obligations has a substantial impact on 

our state’s economy and the communities it serves. Changes in lending policies and practices can 

often have devastating consequences - especially for our state’s poor. According 1997 to data, 

these changes are beginning to occur. Nationally, Bane One is the second largest home mortgage 

lender. However, fewer than 2% of all conventional home mortgages are originated by the bank 
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in the state, and that share appears to be declining. Between 1996 and 1997, conventional home 

ownership loans dropped by over 35%. At the same time, loans to LMI borrowers were cut by 

nearly 43% (a detail analysis by MSA is attached to these comments - see Table 1). In six of 

the seven MSAs which we analyzed, LMI borrowers consistently received a disproportionately 

low share of 1 to 4 family conventional home mortgages while upper income borrowers 

consistently exceeded MSA share averages. 

Bane One also accounts for significant business lending in the state. The bank is the third 

largest business lender in Wisconsin with $2.8 billion in loans outstanding. However, according 

to FFIEC data, substantial cuts were also reported in 1997. Business originations declined by 

nearly 21% or over $90 million from the previous year (see Table 2). Over one-third of those 

cuts were to business with gross revenues of less than $1 million. Although numerous studies 

have stressed the need for small business development in the state, fewer than 49% of all loan 

numbers an 38% of ah dollar amounts went to businesses with gross revenues of under $1 million. 

Of particular concern is Bane One’s minimal use of state and federal guaranteed programs 

which are designed to serve the needs of LMI borrowers. In 1997, less than 8% of all 

conventional home loans were guaranteed under the Wisconsin Housing and Economic 

Development Authority’s Home Ownership Mortgage program (WHEDAIHOME). This highly 

successful state program targets low and moderate income first-time buyers. Although significant 

numbers of Bane One conventional home mortgage originations occur in most MSAs in the state, 

over half of the WHEDA/HOME loans were target to only three MSAs. Also, despite the fact 

that Bane One is considered a major business lender in the state, less than 5% of all business loans 

were under SBA guarantee in 1997. 

Bane One’s assessment areas include eleven rural counties. Deposits within these 

assessment areas represent 16% or $738 million of all Bane One deposits in the state. In our 

initial comments we criticized the banks low level of lending in rural areas, specifically regarding 

small farm originations. In their written response, Mr. Steven Bennet and Ms. Julia Johnson 

stated that Bane One serves, “a predominately urban market” and, they implied, are under no 

obligation to meet ah the credit needs within rural areas. 

However, we believe this attitude raises serious questions about the bank’s lack of 
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commitment in meeting the convenience and needs of communities they are supposed to serve. 

Simply, a bank cannot ignore credit needs within its delineated area and then originate the same 

type of loan in other, more affluent, non-assessment areas. One-fifth or 15,460 of our state’s 

farms are located within Bane One’s assessment areas. However, according to 1997 FFIEC Small 

Farm data, over 21% of all farm loan numbers and 23% of all dollar amounts were originated 

outside of delineated assessment areas. The eight highest income rural counties in the state 

received 78% of all Bane One small farm originations 

Our analysis of Bane One’s CBA performance in rural areas raises a number of concerns. 

In nrral Wisconsin, the percentage of low income families often exceeds rates found in central 

cities. Clearly, a need exists. However, the bank’s use of state and federal guaranteed programs 

is minimal, at best, and underscores its total disregard for the needs of LMI rural borrowers. In 

1997, no farm loans were originated with any federal guarantees while less than 2% were 

originated with state guarantees. Despite significant conventional home ownership lending in 

rural counties, less than $1 million of those loans were originated with WHEDARIOME 

guarantees. 

Based on Bane One’s CRA performance in Wisconsin, we request that the Board of 

Governors deny the proposed merger until the bank can take aflkmative steps to address the 

deficiencies cited above. Thank you for your time. 
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TABLE 1 ALL WISCONSIN BANC ONE HMDAMSA DATA 1997 
1 to 4 Family Conventional Owner Occupied Home Mortgages 
(dollar amounts in the thousands) 

MSA 

Appleton-Oshkosh 

4% of MSA Median 

% income Share 

8093% of MSA Median 

?4 ,ncome Share 

1(x1 19% of MS* Mediar 

% Income Share 

SIX)% of MSA Median 

% Income Share 

Total, 

MSA MM Share Toti 

Green Bay 

~80% of MSA Median 

% Income Share 

8099% of MSA Median 

% Income Share 

ICC-4 19% of MSA Medial 

% Income Share 

>12O% of MSA Median 

% Income Share 

) TOtal 

I MSA MM Share Toti 

Janesville-Beloit 

~83% of MSA Median 

% Income Share 

8099% of MSA Median 

% Income Share 

IDJ-119% of MSA Medial 

% income Share 

>I iO% of MSA Median 

% Income Share 

Tota, 

MSA MM Share Tot, 

r 
MSA”,MDA Page 1 

Bank One FLnancial Services Mortgage Carp Total Bane one MSA Tot& 

N”rn f AMT Null t AM’, N”nl SAMT Nwn SAMT Num S AMT 
I 

4 

23.5% 

2 

11.0% 

2 

11.8% 

9 

52.9% 

17 

0.4% 

9 

40.9% 

1 

4.5% 

4 

18.2% 

a 

36.4% 

22 

0.8% 

3 

33.3% 

1 

11.1% 

0 

0.0% 

5 

55.6% 

9 

0.4% 

243 1 

20.7% laxJ% 

a2 0 

7.0% 0.0% 

146 0 

12.4% 0.0% 

702 0 

598% 0.0% 

1173 1 

0.3% 0.0% 

584 1 

36.4% lM.O% 

18 0 

1.1% 0.0% 

277 0 

17.2% 0.0% 

727 0 

45.3% 0.0% 

16-X 1 

0.6% 0.0% 

131 0 

25.6% 0.0% 

25 0 

4.9% 0.0% 

0 0 

0.0% 0.0% 

356 1 

69.6% lux% 

514 1 

0.3% 0.0% 

72 

lCO.O% 

0 

0.0% 

0 

0.0% 

0 

0.0% 

72 

0.0% 

72 

,co.O% 

0 

0.0% 

0 

0.0% 

0 

0.0% 

72 

0.0% 

0 

0.0% 

0 

0.0% 

0 

0.0% 

70 

lam% 

?a 
0.0% 

28 

252% 

12 

10.8% 

20 

18.0% 

51 

45.9% 

111 

2.3% 

a 

17.8% 

a 

I 7.8% 

11 

24.4% 

la 

4OQ% 

45 

1.5% 

23 

26.7% 

16 

18.6% 

19 

22.1% 

28 

32.6% 

a6 

4.2% 

1633 

15.1% 

928 

8.6% 

1862 

17.2% 

6414 

58.2% 

10837 

2.5% 

464 

9.5% 

692 

14.1% 

958 

19.6% 

2782 

56.8% 

4896 

1 .a% 

1420 

207% 

ICEQ 

15.3% 

1627 

23.7% 

2755 

43.2% 

6852 

4.4% 

- 

33 

256% 

14 

10.9% 

22 

17.1% 

60 

46.5% 

129 

2.7% 

16 

26.5% 

9 

13.2% 

15 

22.1% 

26 

38.2% 

63 

2.3% 

26 

27.1% 

17 

17.7% 

19 

19.6% 

34 

354% 

96 

4.7% 

1948 1235 

16.1% 26.6% 

1010 am 
8.4% 16.7% 

2x6 812 

16.6% 16.8% 

7116 1920 

58.9% 39.7% 

Ii.032 4835 

2.8% 103.0% 

1120 733 

17.0% 25.4% 

710 528 

10.8% 18.1% 

1235 485 

18.8% 17.0% 

3509 1149 

53.4% 395% 

8574 2311 

2.4% lW.O% 

1551 629 

20.8% 30.9% 

1075 423 

14.4% 20.6% 

1627 324 

21.9% 15.9% 

3191 662 

42.9% 325% 

7444 xc0 

4.7% rm.O% 

73577 

17.2% 

8x34 

14.1% 

69413 

16.2% 

224334 

52.4% 

427628 

100.0% 

47491 

17.0% 

41227 

14.8% 

‘#isi 

16.3% 

145140 

52.0% 

278253 

lKl.D% 

31547 

20.1% 

3x62 

19.7% 

26165 

16.7% 

68101 

43.4% 

156775 

lax% 

Prepared by the Wisconsin Rural Development Center 



MSA 

Kenosha 

e80% of MSA Media” 

% Income Share 

SC-B% of WA Median 

% Income Share 

IOX119% of MSA Media 

% I”come Share 

rl20% of MSAMedia” 

% Income Share 

Tota 

MSA MM Share Tot 

Madison 

43% of MSA Median 

% Income Share 

W&Q% of MSA Media” 

% income Share 

K&r 19% of MSA Media 

% Income Share 

~-120% of MSA Media” 

% Income Share 

Tota 

MSA MM Share Tol 

Milwaukee 

~8% of MSA Media” 

% l”c=zme Share 

SC-Q3% of MSA Median 

% Income Share 

ICOI 19% of MSA Medk 

% Income Share 

>lM% of MSA Median 

% Income Share 

Toti 

MSA MM Share To 

MSA/HMDA Pg 2 cont. 

Bank One Flnsnclal Services Mortgage Corp Total Bane one MS.4 Totals 

Num 0 AMT Num f AMT NWiI $AMT Num S AMT Num $ AMT / 1 
3 

25.0% 

3 

25.0% 

1 

6.3% 

5 

41.7% 

12 

0.7% 

2 

22.2% 

2 

22.2% 

0 

0.0% 

5 

55.6% 

9 

0.2% 

11 

43.7% 

5 

16.5% 

2 

7.4% 

9 

333% 

27 

0.2% 

162 

13.3% 

224 

16.3% 

62 

5.1% 

773 

53.3% 

1221 

0.7% 

129 

13.0% 

166 

16.7% 

0 

0.0% 

633 

70.3% 

0.1% 

5% 

18.6% 

427 

11.4% 

IQ1 

5.1% 

2429 

64.9% 

3742 

0.2% 

0 

0.0% 

0 

0.0% 

0 

0.0% 

1 

ION% 

1 

0.1% 

0 

0.0% 

0 

0.0% 

0 

0.0% 

0 

0.0% 

0 

0.0% 

0 

0.0% 

0 

0.0% 

0 

0.0% 

2 

lW.o% 

2 

0.0% 

0 

0.0% 

0 

0.0% 

0 

0.0% 

49 

100.0% 

49 

0.0% 

0 

0.0% 

0 

0.0% 

0 

0.0% 

0 

O.C% 

0 

0.0% 

0 

0.0% 

0 

0.0% 

0 

00% 

284 

103.0% 

284 

0.0% 

6 

15.0% 

IO 

25.0% 

1 

2.5% 

23 

57.5% 

43 

2.2% 

7 

16.4% 

4 

10.5% 

9 

23.7% 

16 

47.4% 

38 

0.6% 

15 

12.6% 

22 

18.5% 

17 

14.3% 

85 

546% 

119 

0.7% 

267 

7.9% 

S-31 

19.3% 

117 

2.5% 

3253 

70.3% 

4626 

2.7% 

614 

12.8% 

326 

6.8% 

1012 

21.2% 

2827 

59.2% 

4779 

0.7% 

819 

5.6% 

1622 

12.4% 

1636 

11.1% 

10416 

70.9% 

14x33 

0.7% 

9 

17.0% 

13 

24.5% 

2 

3.8% 

29 

54.7% 

53 

3.0% 

9 

19.1% 

6 

12.6% 

9 

19.1% 

23 

48.9% 

47 

0.8% 

26 

17.6% 

27 

18.2% 

19 

12.8% 

76 

51.4% 

148 

0.8% 

529 

9.0% 

1115 

18.9% 

179 

3.0% 

4075 

89.1% 

5898 

3.4% 

743 

12.9% 

492 

0.5% 

1012 

17.5% 

3525 

61.1% 

5772 

0.6% 

1514 

6.1% 

2249 

12.0% 

1627 

9.6% 

13129 

70.1% 

18719 

0.9% 

320 

17.0% 

245 

13.6% 

278 

15.5% 

652 

53.0% 

1% 

lW.O% 

IX0 

252% 

IO?3 

18.1% 

1016 

17.0% 

2376 

39.6% 

5974 

rm.O% 

4245 

23.7% 

2807 

15.7% 

16846 

9.8% 

It?332 

10.4% 

24TIo 

14.3% 

114347 

85.6% 

173795 

im.wb 

122453 

17.4% 

110629 

15.7% 

115854 

16.4% 

395554 

50.5% 

7042zn 

100.0% 

258732 

13.1% 

233813 

11.6% 

2Ese4 

14.6% 

1197135 

63.5% 

1976774 

103.0% 



MSAMMDA Pg 3 con,. 
MSA Bank one Financial Services Mortgage carp Total Bane one MSA Totals 

Num t AMT Num t AMT NWll t AMT N”IIl $ AMT Num S AM1 

IRacine I 
43% of MSA Median 

% Income Share 

@X9% of MSA Median 

% lncame Share 

lWll9% of MSA Median 

% Income Share 

>t2Q% of MSA Median 

% income Share 

3 

21.4% 

t 

7.1% 

1 

7.1% 

9 

643% 

14 

0.6% 

252 t 

13.4% 50.0% 

51 0 

2.7% 0.0% 

74 t 

3.9% 50.0% 

,506 0 

80.0% 0.0% 

1683 2 

0.6% 0.1% 

51 

531% 

0 

0.0% 

45 

469% 

0 

0.0% 
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0.0% 
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16.1% 7.6% 
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12.9% 6.6% 
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6.5% 4.4% 
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64.5% 81.4% 

31 3813 

1.3% 1.7% 

9 s&3 

19.1% 10.2% 

5 3x3 

10.6% 5.2% 

4 288 

6.5% 5.0% 

29 4608 

61.7% 796% 

512 29529 

21.9% 12.6% 

415 32624 

17.7% 14.2% 

371 34657 

15.6% 15.0% 

1045 133532 

446% Saw6 

47 5792 23‘0 233342 

2.0% 2.5% 103.0% lcO.O?d 

1997 HMDA TOTALS 

All MSA Total 
Total MSA Mki Share 

All MSA LMI Total 
Total MSA MM Share 

110 11132 6 651 470 50498 588 67261 3Tn6 3950987 

0.3% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% I .2% 1.3% 1.5% 1.6% lW.O% i m.os 

xi 2196 3 195 92 5607 133 7998 9243 5xl22s 

0.4% 0.4% 0.0% O.G?& 1.0% 1.0% 1.5% 1.5% laJ.O?G toJ.O% 

1996 HMDATOTALS 

All MSA Total 277 19Ss 8 421 625 5B102 910 79416 38517 3805342 

Total MSA MM Share 0.7% 0.5% 0.0% 0.0% 1.6% 1.6% 2.4% 2.1% lW.O?k I a3.w 

All MSA LMI Total 68 3253 5 141 155 9x@ 226 12602 6872 539437 

Total MSA MM Share 0.6% 0.6% 0.1% 0.0% 1.8% 1.7% 2.6% 2.3% 1(x).0% lOXJ% 

,,,, _,~~~~~~~~~~’ 
,, :::; ~ -33 -1057 -2 54 -63 3601 98 11604 371 40788 



TABLE 2 BANC ONE SML BUS AND SML FARM COMPARISONS 1996-1997 

Inside 

Outside 

TOkk 

%Ouiside 

jmall Business 1996 
LOAN AMOUNT LOAN AMOUNT 

< t100,000 $100-$260.000 

#Loans SAmt #Loans $Amt 

LOAN AMOUNT TOTAL SML BUS 

> t250,OOO c 5100* $260 

ULoans SAmt #Loans fAml 

Page 1 

LOANS TO BUS X LOANS TO BUS 

<=SlM Gross Rev <=tlM Gross Rev 

#Loans SAml YwSLoans X$Amt 

4219 101676 477 80364 KG 237761 5096 419301 2242 161170 440% 33.4% 

373 6235 45 6415 57 31024 476 47674 206 17u5 433% 33.7% 

4992 109911 523 68779 457 268785 5572 437475 2446 176175 439% 33.1% 

6.1% 7.5% 6.8% 9.5% 12.5% 11.5% 6.5% IO.296 6.4% 9.5% 

small Farm 1996 

62 2566 25 3428 3 934 93 6917 82 6x5 91.1% 87.7% 

13 632 13 2195 4 ,537 33 4x4 20 2335 66.7% 53.5% 

75 3167 ?a 5523 7 2471 120 11281 102 6433 65.wb 74.5% 

17.3% 19.6% 342% 39.wb 57.1% 62.2% 250% 33.7% 19.6% 27.6% 

3146 95507 441 ix03 344 

311 6652 52 9267 39 

3457 102158 493 83193 333 

9.0% 6.5% 10.5% 11.2% 10.2% 

1703!% 

x1293 

191149 

10.6% 

3931 

422 

e-33 

9.3% 

z8272 

33232 

376504 

10.2% 

1944 

167 

2111 

7.9% 

Small Business 1997 

LOAN AMOUNT LOAN AMOUNT LOAN AMOUNT TOTAL SML BUS LOANS TO BUS X LOANS TO BUS 

Assessment < $100,000 $100-$260.000 > $250,000 < t100* $266 c=SlM Gross Rev <=$I,., Gross Rev 

Area #Loans SAmt #Loans $Amt #Loans 5Amt #Loans wmt #Loans wmt Xrnoans Y..tAmt 

Small Farm 1997 

Inside 437 10722 46 6342 14 

Outside 116 3714 12 2ca) 4 

Totals 555 14436 58 8942 1.3 

%Outside 21.3% 25.7% 20.7% 224% 22.2% 

5580 

13x+3 49.5% 33.5% 

13163 41.5% 34.4% 

143232 46.7% 38.0% 

9.2% 

17833 75.5% 76.7% 

5xl‘l x).1% 74.1% 

23337 74.3% 76.1% 

22.6% 

Prepared by theWisCOnsin Rural Development Center 
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LOAN AMOUNT LOAN AMOUNT LOAN AMOUNT TOTAL SML BUS LOANS TO BUS 

Assessment < t100,000 $100S250,000 z $250,000 c $lOO-> $250 c=SlM Gross Rev 

AVX #Loans SAml #Loans wml #Loans tAmI #Loans SAmI #Loans SAml 

Inside -1073 8189 -35 -64% -56 -6e3x -11% a1529 -2% 31101 

Outside -62 417 6 672 -18 -10731 -74 -9442 38 3842 

Totals -1135 -7752 -33 55eJ -74 -77636 -1233 -KG71 337 - 

Small Farm Chances 1996-97 

Inside 375 8167 21 334 11 4w6 437 16327 293 11766 

Outside lC6 332 -1 -1% 0 -226 104 2668 74 2663 

Totals 480 11249 20 3319 11 4416 511 18956 367 14637 
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My name is Rev. Casimir F. Gierut AB;BA;AAS;AS. I reside 
at 9106 Del Prado Drive, Palos Hills, Illiois, 60465/Phone-708-598-2335) 

AS a consumer seeking banking services, I strongly oppose 
the proposal by Bank~One Corporation located in Columbus, Ohio, to 
merge with First Chicago NBD Corporation, located in Chicago,Illinois, 
for the following reasons: 

1 First, the merger will destroy competition between the 
two banks. Competition is a financial asset in favor of all 
consumers. We have the opportunity to compare different interest 
rates offered by the two banks. The final decision ia;in our: favor , 

ii0 accept the,;-.higher interest rate in reference to the purchase of 
a Certificate of Deposit or .to accept the bank offering the lowest 
interest rate toward a loan. 

This merger will force the'consumer to deal with only one 

megabank. Our freedom to ~choose the other bank will be gone. ,~ There 
will be no alternativebut to accept whatever interest rates the 
bank wishes to offer to the public. That is not the right way to do 
business in a capitalistic society.. 

To possess financial power in the hands of a few bankers 

is a by-product of merging banks into megabanks is to be feared. 
Secondly, I oppose the merger of Bank One with First Chicago 

because it will become a huge monopoly. The United States Attorney 

General Janet Reno should file an anti-trust suit against this 

merger to stop this becoming the biggest monoply inthe United States. 
Banks are not an agency of the Federal Government which 

would exempt them from any anti-trust laws. Banks are privately owned 

financial institutions. The title "Corporation" in the name 

following Bank One Corporation tells us that it is a pr~ivate 
corporation. The title "Corporation" in the name ~follow,iZld First 

Chicago NBD Corporation tells us that it is a private corporation. 

It is not fair nor just to file an titi-trust suit against 

Bill Gates Microsoft Corporation merging with another giant computer 
corporation because the merger is considered to be a monopoly and not 
apply the same anti-trust suit against Bank One and First Chicago 
an obvious form of monopoly. 
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Justice ,is not served equally in the application of the' : 

anti-trust laws to private corporations. To allow Bank One and 
First Chicago to merge into a monopoly is unlawful, illegal and 
contrary to the anti-trust laws. 

Thirdly, the mergers are not made for the good of the : 

consumers. The bottom line ishow much profit is made for the ~. 

good .of the bank. -This leads to greediness. 
Irecall standing in line to open a new account at the 

First Chicago.~ As many teliers there are-j_?_e~otints" for the many long 
lines ~of.people standing patiently to.be assisted by the'~ :.~ 

teller. Instead of the First Chicago being pleased to se.e~-the 
long lines of people.,~ 

\ 
the greedy bank decided to charge a fee 

of $3.00 for tellers assistance. :. 

.I,~he'ard,.many~-~omplain.‘..that:the.~$3.00 may be ~a "fee" in 
the mind of~~the banker,.~~but they called the~S3.00 an act.of 

.‘ . . .~. ‘. . 
extortion.'_:,~Either you <turn'::over -.$3.00 02 jyki<<~wilT. not be served ~. : ;:.,: -:_ .,. _,.~.. ~. 
by~the, teller;'~ Such :a.procedure:is~iextortioij..and unacceptable .:‘~ ‘., 

iri _~; I_~~I,~Lj_.;_ j_,~22.;~1_~_:;’ ~,, __.:z_;: ~;.:.~._..~_,~i.. <~>~;-:..:.2Am:_LI ~_.~.~~~_~.~___~-._~. ~~_. ~~~ .~ .~~, I~.. ‘.~~m-L.~ ‘.’ ~~~~~~~. ‘~ 
in the lawful business world of finance. 

Lastly, andmost important :reason why I oppose 
the merger of Bank One with First Chicago NBD is that..this ~: .:‘i 

i 
kin&of-merger.::decreases the existence in the growth of 

i 
banking. 

In the year 1985 there were 14,480 banks. Today, this 

year of 1998,.the:number of banks has dwindled to 9,435 banks and 
decreasing:,inr:number.~withz each-~-new merger. 

For the power to be invested in the hands of a few bank 

Presidents and bank directors is contrary to the principles of 

capitalism which is the way of life for231 millionAmericans. 
Robert H. Hemphill former credit manager of the Federal 

Reserve Bank of Altanta, Georgia said: 
"We are completely depended on the 

commercial banks. If the banks create 
ample supply of money, we are prosperous, 
if not we starve. The banking problem 

is so important that ourpresent civilization 
may collapse unless it is wisely understood 
and the defects remedied very soon." 

Merging of banks is one of those defects which will bring 
about a new kind of slavery. Financial dominence in the hands of a 

few will create financial enslavement of people and civilization. This 
is why,1 oppose the merging of Bank One with First Chicago NBD. 



Thank you for the opportunity to speak with you today about our relationship with Bank One. 

My name is Debbie Griau and I am filling in for Geralyn Curtis who was unable to attend today 
Geralyn. Susan Moss and I are the owners of The Chesapeake Group Inc. in Cincinnati. 
Chesapeake was started in 1994 and we specialize in package design for consumer package 
goods companies. Our clients include Heinz Pet Products. Starkist.. Jergens, Paragon Trade 
Brands, Marretti, Chiquita. Fleming Companies and many more. 

Our business has grown from jSOO,OOO in sales in 1995, our first full year in business, to j1.4 milliorl 
last year. We are on track to hit 52 million in sales this year. 

We view Bank One as a key partner in this success-- our provider of choice. They serve as a 
lender, a cash management provider and importantly an advisor. 

Our relationship with Bank One began in November, 1994 with a meeting in Cincinnati with Dave 
Outcalt. a Bank One officer. Dave met with Geratyn and reviewed our five year Stan-up business 
plan. Despite our limited prospects for much immediate business for him, he nonetheless spent 
several hours with Geralyn getting to know our business. what we would uniquely bring to the 
party and our detailed financial assumptions and plans. They reviewed financing options, cash 
management details and importantly Dave provided us wittl a few recommendations for other key 
advisors, including our attorney, Scott Kadish. who we believe to be the best at what he does. 

We decided initially to self-fund our start-up, but based on the helpfulness Dave provided, we 
moved our checking account from Provident Bank to Bank One when we incorporated in January 
of 1995. We have had a checking account with Bank One since that time. When we opened our 
account. the branch manager went above and beyond by expediting the paperwork, enabling us 
to leave the same day with a large check we needed that day in order to sign our lease. New 
branch managers have been consistently helpful and timely with all of our requests-- including 
the time one of IIS threw away our check register accidentally and we needed to reconstruct it! 

Finally, and very imponantly to us. Bank One has loaned 11s money to help meet our cash 
management and growth needs. Kevin Plaugher met with us in 1996 and spent a great deal ot 
time learning about what we do, what our growth plans were and where we needed help. As a 
result of our meeting. we were able to obtain a term loan to fund computer equipment we needed 
as we hired additional designers and a line of credit to address the lag in receivables which had 
grown large. Since that time we have expanded our tine of credit as our business has grown 

Wanda Walker-Smith joined Kevin in working with us this year. She, too, has spent a good deal of 
time getting to know us and our business. She was also kind enough to nominate Geralyn for 
Woman Entrepreneur of the Year which Geralyrl was awarded in June. Wanda has also worked 
with us to make sure we are aware of and utilizing any specific services which can make our work 
easier. 

We also had the opportunity to talk over lunch with Kevin. Wanda and Larry Bradley (senior vice 
president of Bus. Banking Grp in C&d/N. KY) about our needs and insight for the future in an 
effort to make sure Bank One has the appropriate products in place for wstomers like us. 

We look forward to working with Bank One as our company continues to grow and appreciate their 
ability to take the time to counsel us on ways to better manage our money and fund our growth. 

Thank you 
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Why is it that Bank One has made no commitment to Ohio, but they have made commitments in 
Michigan and Illinois? 

Why is it that Bank One Financial Services, which offers higher interest rate loans has a more 
aggressive marketing strategy in low income and minority communities? 

These are questions on which I would like to focus your attention for the next few minutes. I am 
Dawn Tyler, representing the Ohio Community Reinvestment Project, a project of the Coalition 
on Homelessness and Housing in Ohio. OCRP’s mission is to promote investment in Ohio’s 
low-income communities and communities of color. 

Members of OCRP met with Bank One for several months. Constructive dialogue took place 
with representatives of the bank. On numerous occasions, the bank gave us every indication that 
they were willing to enter into a community action agreement that would ultimately increase 
lending, service and investment opportunities within Bank One’s service area. We were willing to 
set reasonable benchmarks around home purchase loans, multi-family housing investments and 
Iending, small business lending, and community development grants. At the 1 lth hour, however, 
(less than a week before the end of the comment period) the bank decided they did not want to 
move forward with the negotiations. IS THZSFMR? 

Bank One’s retisal to negotiate a meaningful community action plan for Ohio raises questions 
about their commitment to Ohio, post-merger. The bank did not operate in good faith. 
Our primary concern is that this proposed merger could have dramatic consequences for financial 
services consumers throughout the State of Ohio since the corporate headquarters of Bane One 
(currently based in Columbus) will move to Chicago. This merger could result in substantial 
disinvestment in Ohio communities. IS ZHZSFAZR? 

My second point is the disparate treatment of African Americans in accessing credit for 
mortgage loans from Bane One. Low and moderate income consumers are denied access to 
mortgage loans more frequently than by other major lenders, and Bane One lacks aggressive 
marketing efforts to African American and low and moderate-income applicants particularly by 
the banks affiliates and Bane One Mortgage Company. 

In Cleveland, for example, the population is % African-American. However, 1996 HMDA 
data shows that Bank One Mortgage Company only originated 40 loans to blacks while Bank 
One Financial Services originated 133 loans to blacks. 

Bane One Mortgage Company does not have an aggressive lending record to minorities and low 
and moderate income applicants. Bane One Financial Services (a B and C lender), charges 
customers higher interest rate loans compared to rates offered by Bane One Mortgage Company 
and is engaged in extremely aggressive marketing practices through direct mail and phone 
solicitation which targets low and moderate income people and minority census tracts. 



This is a clear illustration of the predatory lending practices of Bank One Financial Services 
which disproportionately targets African Americans for higher interest rate credit, originates 
loans at a higher rate than Bank One Mortgage Company. IS 7’HIS FAIR? 

In the area of communitv develooment; 
Bank One has historically partnered with community groups around the state on a variety of 
initiatives, contributing over $4.2 million in community development grants in 1996 and 1997. 
However, our concern is that Ohio’s community development efforts are likely to see a dramatic 
decrease in funding following the merger. We have received no indication from the bank that this 
will not be the case. Resources will be directed to other midwestem states where agreements 
have been reached. IS l7U.S FAIR? 

In the area of branches: 
in Ohio, Bane One has closed or sold over 60 branches. This has affected rural communities and 
low and moderate income areas. Approximately $1.1 billion in deposits and $115 million in 
loans were included in this sale. IS 7XS FAIR? 

b the area of Checkina and Savines Account PoliciQ: 
Certain Bane One policies and practices discourage the participation of low-income customers in 
engaging in a relationship with the Bank. Bane One’s policy around cashing government checks 
is one example. The bank charges up to $8.00 to cash government checks. This policy which 
hurts low-income customers who have tight budgets. IS THISFAIR? 
Conclusion 
Bane One is already neglecting some of Ohio’s lending and service needs, particularly for low and 
moderate income consumers. The proposed merger could make this neglect more pronounced 
because there are no safeguards in place to prevent potential disinvestment by Bane One. We 
asked the Bank to make some basic commitments to minimize the potential negative impacts and 
after dragging us along for several months, they refused despite the fact that they are planning to 
honor similar commitments to the communities of Chicago and Detroit where they are expanding 
their presence. This is simply unfair to Ohio’s consumers. 

CRA is an interesting tool that sometimes gives community groups and concerned citizens the 
leverage they need to establish meaningful relationships with financial institutions but when the 
banks decide they don’t want work cooperatively with community groups, there is nothing in 
the regulations that say they have too. The Federal Reserve Bank, however, has the opportunity 
and the power to enforce fairness and prevent disinvestment in Ohio’s communities. 

Please consider carefully the information that has been presented today. Your meaningful 
intervention can facilitate fair lending, service and investment opportunities in Ohio’s low income 
communities and communities of color that ‘have historically been overlooked and underserved. 
That is fair. 
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Dear Mr. Jackson and Fcdcml Rcscrvc Board Mcmlws: 

RE: BANC ONE MERGER WITH FIRST CHICAGO NED BANK 

Plcxtsc be sdvlscd Ihat s coalition bon been formed, lncludh~g rcptcscata~lon l?om Lorsln County, Ohio, 
crrganizatinns and municipslilics to cxpreax serious concerns rcpwding the ahovc - mcntioncd mqcr. The 
Coalilion’s wwems consist of: 

I. Unnc One’s poor record in mongagc lending and community r~/n~~s~nxnt in both the low-modcrntc 
income and minority communities. 

2. Uaoc Olle hns reduced Its number of branches In Loraln Counly from I9 10 4 In the last ~hrcc years and 
dws nnt have any lucationv I& in the county wuth ol’ihe Cily o~l.ordin. 

‘Jhe Board of Lnrein County Commissioncrc supports the Coalition’s efforts to insure that the rorul~v ofthc 
rhovc-rclbxmccd proposed bank merger UC advsntageow to lanin County residents, orpanl7~tlons and 
political subdivisions. ‘The Board further acknowledger the light sod obligotlon of the Dunks to make 
sound business fi~~aooinl d&ions; howcvw, lbc l3oard of Cornmissionws da* not foci that Bane Qnc is 
commitlcd to swing low nnd mo&utc inwmc cmnmunhiwr unlcw it is to I~nd money on credit cards or 
on real c~tatc at higher interest rites ta borrowers with credit problems. While this mry serve 
stockholders, ss (I bank they sre chxicrtd to sc~yc the commmmitin where they do business. 
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My name is Rebecca Sigal. I am here today representing the Catholic Action 
Commission of Lorain County, a social action office for the Diocese of 
Cleveland, State of Ohio. As advocates for peace, justice and economic 
equality, we have some major concerns regarding the increase in “mega- 
mergers” of our banking institutions and the effects these mergers have on our 
local communities. 

When these “mega-mergers” occur, it is our local communities, urban and 
rural alike, and particularly the areas that are mostly populated by minorities 
and low and moderate income families, who suffer the most. Branches close, 
banking services decrease, service fees increase, and jobs are lost. It is the 
stockholders of the banks, who most often have no vested interest in our local 
communities, that make the decisions and the profits. Yet, in the case of Bank 
One, depositors make up 70% of their assets, while the stockholders make up 
only 15% on average. It is the stockholders and senior management who walk 
away with gilded pockets, while the depositors receive little or no return on 
their money. We are scraping the bottom of the pyramid with no return and 
placing it on the top. If this trend is allowed to continue, the pyramid will be 
inverted and most likely tumble because there will no longer be a solid base 
of support. 

Since it is the depositors who hold most of the assets of the banks, one 
wonders what would happen if the depositors were in control? Would they 
leave without having something in place that would ensure that their money 
was being used for the benefit of their community? 
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The CRA act of 1977 was created to protect our communities from this kind 
of greed, to ensure that every person in every community has access to 
banking services that meet their needs. As we watch our neighborhood banks 
disappear on a regular basis, it becomes evident that the banks are not even 
pretending to service the needs of their depositors, as the law requires. It is 
past the time for you, the Federal Reserve Bank, to hold the banking 
institutions accountable to the communities across this nation. Allow no more 
mergers until the banks have clearly met their CRA requirements to the 
communities they serve. Allow no more mergers until the banks work out an 
agreement with the community they are deserting. One that will ensure all 
people have access to banking services and products that meet their needs, 
especially those most economically disadvantaged. We need agreements that 
are more responsive to the people, the depositors, who represent the majority 
of the assets. 

In closing, we would leave you with this thought from our U.S. Catholic 
Bishops: “How we organize our society in economics and politics, in law 
and policy, directly affects human dignity and the capacity of individuals to 
grow in community... We believe people have a right and a duty to 
participate in society, seeking together the common good and well-being of 
all, especially the poor and vulnerable, Our Church teaches that the role of 
government and other institutions is to protect human life and human dignity 
and promote the common good. ” And finally, it is wise for us to remember 
that the economy (and its institutions) should exist to serve people, not the 
other way around. 

Thank you for the oppornmity to address you today regarding this important 
matter. 
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To Mr. Jackson and distinguished members of the Federal Reserve Board: 

First, 1 would like to thank the Federal Reserve Board for responding to the concerns of my 
constituency, the residents of the City of Lorain, Ohip who elected me to represent them on important 
issues such as this proposed bank merger. I am appreciative to the Federal Reserve Board for providing 
the opportunity to discuss the pertinent issues by organizing a public hearing on this proposed merger Of 
two financial behemoths in banking: Bane One and First Chicago NBD. The financial clout of the 
financial institution after the merger and its potential market share threaten to further erode economic 
development in Lorain and other urban areas in the United States that these two financial institutions 
presently serve. 

Lorain, Ohio has a population of 71,245 according to the 1990 Census and is a blue collar City 
located 20 miles west of Cleveland on the shores of Lake Erie. Our population is diverse, comprised of 
White (non-Hispanic) 49,355 or (69.3%), Black (non-Hispanic) 9,452 or (13.3%), and Hispanic (all 
races)1 1,987 or (16.8%). The elderly population, defined as persons 62 years and older, accounted for 
16.4% (11,664 persons) of the total population of Lorain in 1990. 

The City of Lorain was settled in the early 1800’s and grew slowly through most of the 19th 
Century as a small fishing and boatbuilding community on Lake Erie at the mouth of the Black River. 
The coming of the railroad in the 1870’s and, more important, the construction of a huge new steel plant 
in the city in the 1890’s radically transformed the sleepy little village into an industrial boom town, with 
thousands of new houses and commercial buildings constructed in the years between 1880 and 1910. As 
the vast U.S. Steel plant expanded numerous times throughout the 20th Century -- especially in the years 
around the hvo World Wars -- Lorain’s neighborhoods and corporation limits expanded far beyond the 
town’s original boundaries. 

‘The legacy of these expansions of housing tracts and workers’ neighborhoods over the years CL 
now be see” as a varied mosaic of building styles and types of neighborhoods in Lorain. The older 
neighborhoods are generally found nearer to the downtown area (the original village) and along or near 
the major roads such as Broadway Avenue, Elyria Avenue, and East 28th Street which all led to the steel 
plant’s numerous entry “gates.” Housing found in these areas of downtown, central, and southern Lorain 
are among the oldest in the city. These neighborhoods have been home to generations of working class 
residents, and they have suffered successive waves of disinvestment and deterioration due to the 
fluctuations of national business cycles and the local economy, which has traditionally been 
overdependent on the durable goods manufacturing sector. 
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As e&h economic decline in past years hit the nation, its effects were usually felt with an evdn 
greater impact in blue-collar Lorain, with often thousands of workers laid off during the 1930’s, the late 
1950’s, and the early 1980’s. Each recession saw hundreds of families leave the city looking for work, 
and thousands of others dig in and ride out the bad tiines, but with little money to make needed repairs 
on houses that they either owned or rented. 

This constantly shifting cycle of employment and layoffs, business expansions and closings, 
housing construction and demolition as well as deferred home maintenance, often leading to 
neighborhood decay, have all helped to shape the conditions of Lorain’s older neighborhoods. Because 
ofthese historical, social and economic factors, all who make their goals improved housing and 
neighborhood conditions for every resident of Lorain, whatever their income or personal circumstances, 
have been presented with a continuing challenge. 

The citizens of Lorain, Ohio, a community of mostly low to moderate income families, have 
traditionally supported the home grown financial institution such as Lorain National Bank, Central Trust 
Bank, First Federal Savings and Loan, City Bank, EST and Lorain County Savings & Trust Bank. 

Recent mergers and acquisitions of the 80’s and early 90’s have introduced a new banking trend, 
the establishment of Regional Banking Organizations in the City of Lorain. This trend was substantiated 
by the following mergers and acquisitions. 

* Elyria Savings and Trust being acquired by First National Bank of Akron which created 
FirstMerit Bank. 

* Central Trust Bank being bought by Bane One. 

I* City Bank closing all branches 

* Lorain County Savings and Trust Bank acquiring a number of Central Trust Bank 
locations, a changing of their name to PremierBank and Trust 

* Most recently in May 1998, FirstMerit Bank and PremierBank merged, closing 17 
branches and laying off approximately 200 people in Lorain County including 2 
branches in Lorain. 

You should be aware that the City of Lorain has lost additional banking service facilities and the 
related jobs. Bane One has just closed two branches serving the low-to moderate-income neighborhoods 
of South Lorain and the Cityview-Sheffield Township areas. They were closed in late spring and early 
summer, 1998 and these closures parallel the proposed merger announcement with Bane One and First 
Chicago NBD. 

The significance of these closings is monumental as they send a strong signal to the City’s low- 
income population that even with Bane One deposits at branches serving Lorain exceeding $85,000,000, 
their business is not important. Since the branches closed serve many low-to moderate-income families 
who do not have adequate transportation, many people will have trouble getting to the remaining Bane 
One branches. 

According to Community Reinvestment Act Regulations, Banks are supposed to reinvest in 
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communitiesiike Lorain where they obtain their deposits. Bane One bought approximately I5 Central 
Trust Bank Branches in the 1980’s, and today they have eliminated numerous jobs and closed or sold 12 
branch locations leaving three branches serving Lorain. This appears to be disinvestment rather than , 
investment! 

Further, the City of Lorain learned from MS Catherine Cawthon, CRA, Vice President of Bane 
One that Branch location’s ideally need to have $35-$40 million in deposits to meet Bane One guidelines 
for profitability. If Bane One continues to follow this rule after the merger, it is quite likely that the 
Southview Branch could close in Lorain. This would leave two locations serving the City with only one 
in a low to moderate area. 

The City of Lorain has joined the Coalition for Reinvestment in Lorain County (CRLC) and 
other community groups from across this nation to closely examine this merger which will result in 
disinvestment in the central cities and urban areas across America, lost jobs, vacate and abandoned 
buildings due to branch closures and inaccessibility to convenient banking services and products. 
Ultimately, if uncontested and not addressed by the Federal Reserve Bank, my primary concern as Mayor 
of the City of Lorain, Ohio is this mega-merger and acquisition process will lead to the erosion of high 
quality competitive banking services only to be replaced by non-personal, high cost electronic banking 
services provided by a few large banks with almost no competition. Many working class families and 
individuals such as the citizens of Lorain do not need to have their disposable income further eroded due 
to higher fees and costs to do banking. 

As Mayor of the City of Lorain, I believe ou; citizens should have convenient neighborhood 
access to financial-institutions who are committed to them and the City. It is important that as a result of 
this merger your financial institution invest in the very economic essence of our community including 
housing, business, consumer needs, industry, philanthropic and our community in total. 

Without a commitment to future participation in our community along the lines outlined above 
and as previously detailed in our meeting with Bane One(see attachment A), it is not in the best interest 
of the City of Lorain to endorse a mega-merger such as that being proposed by Bane One and First 
Chicago NBD. 

Sincerely, , 

TATE OF OHIO 



Exhibit “A” 

The concerns I speak of here were expressed at the July 8, 1998 meeting with Coalition for 
Reinvestment in Lorain County(CRLC) and the City of Lorain with Ms. Catherine Cawthon, CRA Vice- 
President and Mr. Francisco Alfonso, Bane One CRA Officer, Cleveland Region present. At that meeting 
we expressed the following concerns 

a) Future disinvestment in low-to moderate-income neighborhoods of Lorain with the announcement of 
the merger and the corresponding announcement of the Bane One branches being closed at 2800 Pearl 
Avenue and at 105 Sheffield Center, both serving the City of Lorain. 

b) Lack of direct representation by Bane One in these areas as a result of the branch closings/&ergers and 
the related elimination ofjobs 

c) Needs for affordable housing programs in Lorain and Lorain County that addresses neighborhood and 
community blight and decay including housing rehadilitation and home ownership. 

d) Economic Development that will stimulate and create jobs and stabilize the Lorain County 
communities. 

e) Complementing development assistance for the Community Development Corporations(CDCs), who 
assist the City and the county with neighborhood and community development 

The City of Lorain would like to work with CRLC and Bane One to create concrete positive 
programs or bring existing programs to Lorain that will help us develop a more stable and revitalized 
community. To that end I would suggest the following action steps be implemented by Bane One to 
begin this process: 

1. BANC ONE Corp. develop with the City of Lorain a three to five-year reinvestment plan for the City 
of Lorain for competitive and affordable housing revitalization loans 

2. The City of Lorain requests that BANC ONE Corp. create or bring an existing affordable home 
mortgage product for the City of Lorain to promote affordable home ownership for low-to moderate- 
income families 6040% of area median income 

3. In addition, the City request BANC ONE Corp. make a $200,000 contribution to the Community 
Foundation’s CDC technical assistance fund which is designed to assist emerging and existing Lorain , 
County CDC’s 
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Exhibit “A”&ontinued) 

4. The City of Lorain requests that BANC ONE Corp. make a donation of the now closed BANC ONE 
branch at 2800 Pearl Avenue, Lorain, Ohio. 

,5. The City requests BANC ONE Corp. to make a contribution of $500,000 toward a small business 
Microloan program. 

6. Accounts from the now closed Bank One location at 2800 Pearl Avenue are transferred to the Bane 
One, Southview Branch at 2232 Fairless Drive, Lorajn, Ohio. 

7. The City of Lorain requests Bane One establishes a program with the City to increase procurement ’ 
opportunities with minority-based enterprises(MBEs), female-based enterprises (FBEs), and Lorain- 
based businesses. 

8. The City of Lorain request participation on Bane One’s CRA review task force and that Bane One- 
reestablishes the quarterly task force meetings designed to provide input and constructive criticism of 
Bane One’s CRA efforts to date. 

9. The City of Lorain would like Bane One’s participation in the restoration of Oakwood Park, a major 
City owned recreational facility in south Lorain that provides baseball diamonds, picnic areas, basketball 
courts, tennis and swimming and green space for all the residents of the city of Lorain. This park 
desperately needs parking and roadway improvements. 



LOSS OF BANKING SERVICES IN RURAL AREAS 

Testimony by: Rebecca Jones 
19348 Route 58 
Wellington, OH 44090 

As large banks are merging, the small branches in rural areas and 
Banks are following the same pattern that retail stores did in 
the 1970's - moving out of rural areas, thus forcing the 
residents to do business outside their community and/or 
neighborhood. 

Apparently, Bank One believes their products are made for 
suburbanites and are not being used by the folks in the rural 
markets. The decision to leave these markets is particularly 
felt in both the area I live Wellington, Ohio. 

In Wellington, we have seen our small local Bank One Branch sold 
several times since 1990, and now that bank is being closed in 
the midst of another mega merger. Folks that have banked locally 
for 50 years are now forced to bank outside their community or to 
move into another bank. The result is that our money is no 
longer connected to our community. 

My mother has banked at this small branch in Wellington her 
entire adult life. Each time the bank has changed hands, it has 
lost some of its small town friendliness, service fees have 
increased, and banking has become more complicated, however, she 
has always maintained her account at the same location. Now the 
branch is closing completely and she is forced to bank somewhere 
else. 

Lorain County has gone from 19 Bank One branches to 4 branches. 
With each closing, it seems that banks are disinvesting in the 
areas where they are most needed. Banks, including Bank One are 
catering to large businesses and suburbanites, while ignoring the 
needs of those that live in the rural communities of our county. 

Bank One's decision to reduce the number of branches seems to 
coincide with its decision to begin selling a significant portion 
of its residential portfolio to Home Side Lending. The question 
I have is where is that money going now that it is leaving our 
communities? It should be going into increased residential 
lending, but is that happening? 



Testimony of Paul Bellamy 
Before the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago 
Regarding the Proposed merger of Bane One and First Chicago 
August 13, 1998 

My name is Paul Bellamy. I am currently consulting with the Coalition for Reinvestment in 
Lorain County and have worked as an Executive Director and Development Director with a 
Cleveland, Ohio community development corporation. 

I urge the Federal Reserve to halt this merger based upon the steadfast and calculated refusal of 
Bane One to engage in good faith discussions with community development, fair housing and 
reinvestment groups in Ohio, about their record under the Community Reinvestment Act. I 
believe that Bane One’s ongoing and arrogant refusal to engage in meaningful negotiations on 
local levels with concerned residents, represents a breach of faith with the communities where 
they do business, and renders the Community Reinvestment Act a meaningless sham and 
mockery that will prove utterly useless to achieve its purpose of encouraging lenders to serve the 
credit needs of the entire community. 

I have put together a simple spreadsheet of Bane One’s lending patterns in Lorain County in 
1996 and 1993. While in 1996 Bane One can claim to have invested more dollars, as a 
percentage of total dollars loaned, into low and moderate income neighborhoods than most other 
area lenders, it cannot claim that those dollars are effective community reinvestment. The 
problem is the type of lending that Bane One is doing. 

The low and moderate income neighborhoods in Lorain County consist almost entirely of older, 
pre-war, single family homes. What these neighborhoods need is a specially crafted purchase 
mortgage product. Most prospective purchasers in these areas will be first time home buyers 
drawn to affordability and value. These aspiring home owners will be good risks, but their 
mortgages will be difficult deals to underwrite, labor intensive, and because the homes they will 
buy are not pricey, margins on their loans will be low. Other banks have created products to 
meet the special needs of these buyers (low down payments, differed second mortgage programs, 
expanded ratios, interest write downs, or most often, some combination of all of these 
approaches). When the right product is offered, deals can be done and homeowners move into 
the area, not speculators and transient renters who are not invested in the community. It can 
make all the difference in the world as to how a neighborhood works, or doesn’t work. 

But Bane One is not providing a special home purchase mortgage that gets the tough deals done 
on a volume basis. In fact, they seem to be abandoning the purchase mortgage market 
altogether. In Lorain County in 1996, they had heavy emphasis on refinancing, which creates 
not one penny of value for the neighborhood where the refinanced home is located, but instead 
adds debt to the neighborhood’s “communal balance sheet.” To their credit, they do have a 
strong home improvement product and those loans at least add value to a community with older 
housing stock. But these are relatively low risk loans and should be recognized as, at best, half- 
measures when they stand alone. Keep in mind too, that the IIMDA data indicates that the home 



improvement loans are done through the retail branches. In Lorain County though, Bane One 
has cut its branch network back from 19 to 4. Finally, Bane One is moving into sub prime 
lending, and in 1996 15% of their low-mod area lending was in these marginal products that so 
often, somehow, seem to end up aggregating minority-heavy portfolios. 

All of these issues, branch closings, heavy emphasis on refinancing, lack of a good community- 
building, low-mod product, and the increase in sub prime lending would be grist for discussions 
with Bane One under any meaningful bank CRA program. And those discussions--even if they 
didn’t lead to a satisfactory binding agreement-would build relationships, where all community 
building efforts must start. 

But Bane One has instead chosen to take the calculated risk that the principal federal holding 
company regulator will overlook their cynical manipulation of the CRA, represented by high 
dollar volumes dumped into low mod neighborhoods--never mind that the effect of these loans 
will prove either useless or positively destructive to the fabric of the community. It’s almost as 
cynical as promising to increase credit card lending to meet community reinvestment goals. 

If Bane One won’t talk to us, they cannot to be encouraged to create community-serving 
products and lending strategies. CRA is defeated then, not in Congress, but inthe boardrooms, 
where it is cynically manipulated to frustrate the whole point of the regulatory scheme, wealth 
building in disadvantaged and historically disinvested, (dare I say it?) redlined, neighborhoods. 
But that kind of cynicism can only work if you, the regulators, sign off on it. 

Please don’t! 

Thank you. 



Bank One Lending Entire County 1996 Low-Mod 
By Subsldlaly All Loan Types TlWZtS 

Purchase Improvement Refinance Multifamily 
Bane One Fin. Ser. $7.460 $0 $113 $1.405 $0 
Bane one Mat. carp $6.470 $704 $449 $0 
Bank One Youngtwn $130 $0 t:: $11 $0 
Bank One Akron $386 $52 $14 
Bank One Cleveland $17.667 66:: $1.347 $2,535 ;: 
Bank One Columbus $14,530 $279 $577 $2,160 $0 
Bank One Dayton $492 

;: 
$132 $25 

Bank One Mansfield $375 $145 $0 ;: 
Total $49,552 Total $1,657 $2.364 $6,619 SO 

E-1 % of LMS 15.54% 22.36% 62.09% 0.00% 

All Tracts 

Total 
$1,516 
$1,153 

$29 
$66 

$4.556 
$3.036 

Purchase lmprovemenlRefinanceMultifamlly 
$95 $630 $6,555 $0 

$4.617 $0 $3,653 SO 
SO $36 $92 
SO $219 $169 

$1,973 $4,030 $11,664 $0 
$3.352 $1.662 $9.316 $0 

Total 
57.460 
$6,470 

$130 
$300 

$17,667 
$14.530 

5157 SO $442 .a50 
$145 $34 $34 1 $0 

810.660 Total $10,271 $7.762 $31,519 $0 
100.00% El% Of 0 20.73% 15.66% 63.61% 0.00% 

$492 
$375 

$49,552 
100.00% 

Market x 01 Market 
LMS 37.00% 6.00% 65.00% 2.00% 100.00% % Of s 46.00% 3.00% 47.00% 1.00% 99.00% 

B-l to Market El to Market 
Ratio By Loan Ratio By Loan 
Type LOW Mod 42.01% 372.73% 112.69% 0 Type 43.16% 522.15% 135.34% 0 

Bank One Lending EntIre County 
By Subsldlary All Loan Types 

$465 Bane One Fin. Ser. 
E3anc one Marl. carp 
Bank One Youngtwn 
Bank One Akron 
Bank One Cleveland 
Bank One Columbus 
Bank One Daylon 
Bank One Mansfield 

Total 

$13,253 
SO 

1993 Low-Mod 
Tracts 

Purchase Improvement Refinance Multifamily Total 
$0 $0 $140 SO $140 

$20.9~~ 
SO 

$742 
$0 

so 
$0 

$662 
$0 

SO 
$0 

$1,404 
$0 

All Tracts 

Purchase lmprovemenl Refinance Multifamily Total 
$24 SO $441 $0 $465 

$6,957 

80 SO so so 
5276 $1.057 $976 63.845 

~$0 

ii 
$1,020 
13.25% 

i: 

$1 .OE 
13.73% 

7.00% 

so 
ii 

$1,770 
23.09% 

40.00% 

$6.1:: 
$0 

$4.296 
$0 

so 
$0 

so so 
$1.666 $6.529 

so 
$34.6:: Total 

ai % 0f LM$ 
Market % of 
LMS 

so 
so 

$7,700 Total 
100.00% El% Of $ 

Market 
100.00% % Of s 

$6.1:: 
17.84% 

SO 
$6,529 
18.63% 

SO 

$17.3:: $4 5f $34 6;: 
50.10% 13:22% lOO:OO% 

54.00% 1.00% 100.00% 47.00% 6.00% 41.00% 

B-l to Market 
Ratio By Loan 
Type Low Mod 

B-1 to Market 

196.10% 57.73% 632.25% 
Ratio By Loan 
TYPE 43.52% 28.16% 470.60% 92.76% 1322.47% 

$6,529 $17,370 $0 $30.065 
21.70% 57.74% 0.00% 100.00% 

4.00% 54.00% 1.00% 100.00% 

“Comxted 1993” 
Total $34.670 Total 

B-t%ofLM$ 
Market % 01 
LMf 

$1,020 
26.46% 

47.00% 

$1,057 $1,778 
27.42% 46.12% 

7.00% 40.00% 

$0 $3,655 Total 
0.00% 100.00% 51% Of $ 

Ma&et 
6.00% 100.00% % of S 

$6,166 
20.58% 

41.00% 



EXPLANATIONOFTERMSANLIPHFUSES 

This spreadsheet attempts to s ummarize Bane One’s lending through its various subsidiaries in Lorain 
County in 1993 and 1996. The reason for providing the two years is that, 1996 was the most recent data 
available under HMDA. 1993 is presented because it demonstrates that what began as to good low 
moderate income loan profile has tamed for the worse by 1996. 

In 1993 the Bane One sub prime lender, Bane One Financial Services was just entering the county and 
only did only 3.6% of the low mod census tract loan amounts for Bane One. (“Corrected 1993” figures, 
see below.) By 1996 that figure rose to 14.2% of all the low mod lending. In 1993 the aggregated Bane 
One record spread 26.5% of its low mod loan dollars into purchase mortgages, 27.5% into home 
improvement loans and 46% into refinancing. (“Corrected 1993” figures.) By 1996, the refinancing 
percentage had increased to 62% while the purchase mortgage and home improvement lending were both 
down to 15.5% and 22.3% respectively. 

“Corrected 1993” figures change the actual 1993 HMDA data by taking out the large multifamily loan 
percentage achieved that year. ‘Qis was done, not to discount the investment made in a low mod tract, but 
to try to present a truer picture of trends. Multifamily deals are few and far between, and tend to skew the 
overall picture because the dollar amounts are so inordinately large for each deal. Further, the point of this 
analysis is to demonstrate what Bane One has done, or more to the point, not done, for home ownership 
in Lorain county. 

Other definitions: 

B-l%ofLM$ 

B-l% of $ 

Market % of LM.S 

Market % of $ 

B-l to Market 
Ratio By Loan 
Type 

Bane One’s internal dollar percentage in a particular loan product. For example, 
15.54% of all the dollars Bane One loaned in low mod census tracts in Lorain 
County in 1996 went into purchase mortgages. 

The same figure as above, but as a percentage of the entire county, not just the 
low mod tracts. 

The total Lorain County percentage of dollars allocated for a particular loan 
product for all lenders, in low moderate income areas. Thus, in 1996,37% of all 
the HMDA reported loan dollars in low mod areas went into purchase mortgages. 

Same percentage figure for all of Lorain County, for alI lenders, for a particular 
loan product. 

Comparison of Bane One’s percentage allocation for each product type compared 
to all lenders for the same product. Below 100% indicates Bane One lending 
proportionately fewer of it loan dollars to a particular product. Above 100% 
indicates Bane One is more heavily concentrated in a product than other lenders 
combined. 
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Testimony of Marge Walker 
Before The Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago 
Regarding the Proposed merger of Bane One and First Chicago 
August 13, 1998 

My name is Marge Walker and I am a resident of the City of Lorain in Lorain County Ohio, due 
west of Cleveland. I am here to testify on behalf of the South Lorain Merchants Association 
about the proposed Bane One merger with First Chicago as that merger specifically affects my 
neighborhood and personal and professional life. I was for many years a licensed beautician, but 
because of recent health problems I have been forced to seek retraining assistance because I can 
no longer stand on the job for any long period of time. 

1. My neighborhood is adjacent to an old steel plant that once employed over 7,000 men. It 
now employs only about 2,000 people. You can imagine the impact this has had upon 
our once thriving local businesses. Our neighborhood of South Lorain is very similar to 
many rust belt cities. The housing stock is mostly single family homes, between 50 and 
70 years old. To some it is charming. To many it is obsolete. Attracting new working 
families into our neighborhood is difficult, for while the neighborhood is affordable, it is 
not considered competitive. Businesses have a harder and harder time getting by serving 
fewer and fewer families. As more and more disinvestment has occurred, more and more 
residents fall below the poverty line. I have watched the neighborhood become a place 
where poor people are concentrated, while those who can afford to, move out to the 
newer whiter areas. Banks’ know the game, and CRA or no CRA, they are still playing 
it. 

2. Bane One’s retail operations have been severely cut back in Lorain County We are told 
that the cut backs had nothing to do with this merger. But my perspective is that it has 
everything to do with the trend in this country of banks getting out of the money lending 
business to join the money getting business. Our Bank One branch just closed. Another 
loss to the service base of the neighborhood. The $S,OOO,OOO of deposits wasn’t enough 
to justify keeping the branch open. “Nothing personal,” we’re told, “but business is 
business.” Are we not supposed to notice that Bank One and other banks keep their 
branches open in middle and upper income neighborhoods? As a low and moderate 
income neighborhood, we aren’t competitive anymore. Of course, the fact that many 
African Americans and Hispanics live in South Lorain has nothing to do with the 
closures, we are told, it’s just a matter of economics. It is just an unfortunate 
coincidence that branches in minority neighborhoods close more frequently than 
branches in white and wealthy neighborhoods. 

3. I would like to talk about trends. The Federal Reserve’s own reports seem to conclude 
that small business lending suffers when big banks buy smaller community banks. Small 
business lending depends upon relationships with neighborhood merchants, and big 
banks just don’t look at their operations as years-long investments in local communities. 
Bane One claims to be a major player in small business lending, but where are the 
merchants in South Lorain to turn now that the closest Bank One is miles away? 



4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

We are told that the United States is fast approaching a time when whites will be in the 
minority. I recently read that the buying power in the Black community has grown 
recently to over 8.2 percent of the consumer economy. With these kinds of trends 
underway, how is that bottom-line conscious banks haven’t the foresight to actively 
pursue the growing minority market? If all these bank branch and lending decisions are, 
in fact, “race neutral,” why aren’t we seeing fierce competition for minority customers? 
Why is that Bank One closes the branch in my neighborhood even while Bane One has 
such an atrocious record of lending to African-American owned small businesses? Are 
we still to believe that branch closures and service cut backs are purely a function of 
economics? Economic and social trends being what they are, how could that be? 

People forget that depositors contribute more to bank value that stockholders. But every 
time I turn around, there are fewer advantages for depositors and more goodies for 
stockholders. Depositors have fewer branches to go to. Fewer hours to get service from 
fewer staff who are shifted around the system so that relationships are impossible to 
build. Deposits earn less and less interest, while fees go up and up. So while some 
executives get very rich and stockholders look to increase their return on investments, 
customers, depositors and community residents can count on fewer services, lower 
returns on their deposits and increased costs. And the current merger mama makes all of 
this seem as inevitable as death and taxes. 

Now banks have made it clear they don’t want to be banks any more, they want to be 
stock brokers, insurance agents, pension advisors, investment specialists and, etc. They 
want to “cross sell” their customers into every conceivable financial product imaginable 
except one-plain, old fashioned, community-oriented service. 

Just once I want to see the announcement of a another bank merger or acquisition that 
concludes with the following sentence: “The merger is subject to regulatory and 
depositor approval.” If deuositorz had a voice in these matters, maybe the executive 
high-flyers and golden parachuters would have to promise them higher interest rates on 
deposits, lower fees, more locations, longer hours and better service. Pinch me, I must 
be dreaming. 

This regulatory body is all that stands between voiceless depositors and another greedy 
money grab at depositors’ expense. You are duty bound to look at competition, 
convenience and the needs of communities. Well, on behalf of the South Lorain 
Merchants Association, I want to tell you, this deal doesn’t create any competition, 
doesn’t enhance or increase any convenience, and doesn’t serve a single community 
need. Please stop the deal in its tracks until Bane One can show us what is in it for us, 
the residents of abandoned communities, who are &having our credit or service needs 
met. 

Thank You 



Date: g/13/98 
Re: Bank One merger request to testify 

in public hearing panel #11 at 3:lOpm at 
the Federal Reserve Bank in Chicago, Illinois. 

Testimony of: Adenike Sharpley 
Board Member, 
Zion Community Development Corporation 
126 Forest 
O.C.M.R. 13A 
Oberlin, OH 44074 

Focus of Testimony: Effects of the Bank One merger on Oberlin, Ohio residents 
from the customers and employees point of view. 

Tesimony: The Oberlin Bank Building at 5 South Main Street 
OberlinOhio, until the mid 1980s was primarily one bank. 
The Oberlin Bank Company, founded in 1889 would in 
1904 combine with the State Savings Bank and move to 5 
South Main Street. That same year it would be renamed 
The Oberlin Savings Bank. So for 76 years the 
community of Oberlin has had the same bank. In the mid 
1980s the “musical bank management” began at 5 South 
Main Street. This included: 1990 Central Trust, 1996 Bank 
One, 1998 Premier Bank, and Merit Bank One on Labour 
Day 1998. In fifteen years, two local banks were lost, 
Oberlin Savings Bank and People’s Bank with a host of 
players to become one mega bank, one small local bank, 
one savings and loan bank and one credit bank in the city 
of Oberlin. 

The staff working at these banks feel intense stress from 
both bank officials, management, and customers. The 
customer does not understand the changes in rules and 
regulations. The employee must learn: changes from old 
to new systems, learning new rules and regs from the new 
bank, and job shifts -staff moving to new offices to 
maintain jobs because of closings of branches. These 



changes also include shifts in the pay scale which could be 
lower or higher. Most of the people absorbing these 
changes are at the bottom of the chain: tellers, clerks, etc. 
And most of these are women who are head of the 
households or are the major breadwinners of the family. 

Customers have to deal with new hours, new staff, 
new rules and regulations, and usually new banking and 
service products. The control of the bank is moved farther 
away from them; their bank mangers are usually there a 
few days per week along with their “roving loan officer”. 
Usually the new staff, less familiar with the new branch, 
and its customers were not hired locally, therefore they do 
not know the community. The new staff do not have a 
connection to the community they serve. They are less 
willing to cash checks for those without id. because they 
don’t know the customers. In turn, the staff asks for i.d. 
each time they see a customer no matter how ‘often they see 
them. For the customer this means fewer “service value” 
for their dollar, and this is especially true for the low and 
moderate income individual. This results in a transfer of 
wealth away from the community benefiting the 
stockholders “upstairs”. Along with no services such as 
utility bill payment, no product for those who maintain 
small balances in checking and savings account without 
incuring charges against their account each month. 
Customers who incur these charges may find that their 
account has been closed within one month. These 
customers are usually low and moderate income seniors, 
those on fixed income (due to disabilties, etc.) and 
minorities. At times above mentioned groups would 
receive unfriendly and discriminating treatment by tellers, 
adding insult to injury, this classist and racist behaviour by 
tellers who treat their constituency as if they have little or 
no money. This leads to even fewer “service value” for the 
elderly, the disenfranchised, and the people color in the 
Oberlin community. 
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ATLANTA [AP) - The importance of African-Amer- 

spending power of black icans as consumers.” said 
consumers is growing faster Jeffrey M. Humphrey% a 
than the national average with University of Georgia eco- 
gains in all 50 states. according nomic forecaster who Wrote 
to a survey released yesterday. the study for fhe school’s Selig 

The study found black 
Center for Economic Growth. 

consumers will account for 8.2 
“That’s important to those who 

percent of total buying power 
market and those who pay for 

next year. compared with 7.4 
advertising.” 

percent in 1990. It defines 
buying power as after-WY 

Every year since 1990. the 
percentage gain in black 

personal income. buying power has been greater 
“It illustrates ihe growing than the growth rate for 

_rLIYK&@ fQLY 3 (I498 

consumers overall, Humphreys 
said. 

The black population is 
growing faster than the U.S. 
population overall - ,I4 
percent for blacks this decade 
compared with the nation’s 9 
percent, according to estimates 
based on Census figures. 

Humphreys said black buy- 
ing power will rise from 5308 
billion in 1990 to $533 billion 
in 1999;~~ 73 percent in less 
than a decade, compared with 

PURCHASING 

d From page Dl 

black buying power in the 
1990.99 period, 200.5 percent. 
It is one of several states with 
small black populations that 
showed big increases. 

No one state made the top 
10 in all three state rankings 
- black buying power in 
dollars, black percentage of a 
stale’s total buying power and 
the percentage growth rate of 
black buying power. 

A strong job market for 
blacks. overall national eco- 
nomic expansion and educa- 
tional progress all contributed 
to the black buying power rise, 
said Humphreys. who is 
completing similar surveys of 
Hispanic and Asian-American 
and American Indian buying 
power. 

“I’m spending more money 
- mainly on clothes,” said 
Darlene Vfflson. a black 
woman who does housekeep 
fng. as she strolled past a 
stretch of black-oriented busi- 
nes?es in downtown Atlanta. 

Black buying 
A look at the total income after 
taxes available to blacks for 
spending on goods and 
services from 1995 to 1999: 

An Atlanta-area marketing 
. -. 

consultanr. Al KES. suggested 
Ihat in the future. there will be 
less marketing aimed at black 
consumers because their buy- 
ing habits will be the same as 
the overall population. 

“As rhe black consumer gets 
on par. they are going 
mainstream.” he said. 

a national increase of nearly 
57 percent. 

Using government statistics 
and economic models. the 
study said that total black 
buying power was highest in 
New York, estimated at $60.9 
billion, and most concentrated 
in the District of Columbia, 
with 39.1 percent of the share 
of all buying power. 

Idaho had the biggest rise in 

see PUPCHAffNQ. page D4 

Judge Mocks: 
drug mergers 

WASHIN~.eON (AP) - ,A 
federal tempotaniy 
blocked two mergers~involving 
the nation’s four largest drug;; 
distribution companies? likely: 
derailing at least one ofztpem.;c 

The temporay iniuncti+ 
issued Friday by U.S. Distn$ 
Court Judge Stanley SForhn 
probably means the termin& 
tion of a proposed $1.75 billion; 
merger of the big@ drug, 
company, McKesson Corp. O! 
San Francisco, with the: 
fourth-biggest. AmeriSource,; 
Health Corp. of Malvem.:Pa. . I 

It ai+o delays a proposed: 
$2.6 billion of No. 2 company.!. 
Cardinal Health of Dublin: 
Ohio with No. 3 Bergeni 
Bnmswig Corp. of 0~3:; 
Cafif. ?i 

“It is highly unlikeI we Wi!i. 
pursue it,” safd Meg Grady. 2 
spokeswoman for Ameri-l: 
source, 
merger. “;y;zgwe “;,,“:I: 
great future as a stand-alone’ 
company.” 

offk~& with McK&n di$ s 
not mm a phone mwsage~’ 
left yesterday afternoon. ‘i 

Meanwhile. Cardinal and, 
Bergen released joint state_’ 
ments saying they were re-~ 
viewing their options. 

The injunction was sought 
by the Federal Trade Commit 
sion. which argued the mew 
ers violate antitrust laws by 
reducing competition in the 
drun wholesale business. j 
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Inner City Press 
Community on the Move 

& 
inner City Public Interest Law Center 

TESTIMONY OF MATTHEW LEE, INNER CITY PRESS/COMMUNITY 

ON TIIE MOVE (AND ALSO ON BEHALF OF BLACK CITJZENS FOR 

JUSTICE, LAW AND ORDER, AND THE DELAWARE COMMUNITY 

RETNVESTMENT ACTION COUNCLL). IN OPPOSITION TO THE 

APPLICATIONS OF RANC ONE CORPORATION 1’0 ACQUIRE FIRST 

CHICAGO NBD & ITS SUE3SKllARLES 

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF CHICAtiO 

AUGUST 13, 1998 

Good afternoon, Ms. Smith and other members of the panel. This is 

the testimony of Matthew Lee, Executive Director of Inner City 

Press/Community on the Move and of the Inner City Public interest I,aw 

Center (together, “ICP”), which the [Wisconsin Rural Development Center 

or Delaware Community Reinvestment Action Council] has been kind enough 

to present. ICP on April 28 filed a 38-page protest to this application, along 

with Black Citizen for Justice, Law and Order of Dallas, Texas, and the 

Delaware Community Reinvestment Action Council, whose director, Rashmi 

Rangan, you heard from on Panel Eight. We are opposed to this proposed 

merger, primarily due to Bane One’s continued predatory and discriminatory 

practices through its Bane One Financial Services subsidiary, and due IO the 

anticompetitive and branch closing effects the proposed merger would have, 

particularly in Indiana. The commitments that First Chicago has made in 
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Detroit and Chicago do nothing to address these issues; nor is Hanc One’s 

divestit.ure proposal, to sell off certain branches in Indiana, sufficient. The 

proposed merger would also result in substantial branch closings, making all 

the worse Bane One’s cynical manipulation of the target, First Chicago, to 

make lending pledges in Chicago and Detroit, but not in the communities that 

would be most effected by this merger, including through branch closings. 

In 1997, the Federal Reserve Board stated in an Order that it had 

unresolved questions about the fair lending compliance of BOMC, and that its 

approvals were explicitly conditioned on Bane One taking such actions as the 

FRB might require. Since then. the Arizona Attorney General has charged 

Bane One with discrimination, as, implicitly, has HUD in Texas. The Fed has 

made no disclosure of how -- or if-- this important issue has been resolved. 

Forty days ago, on July 2, we made a request for this under the Freedom of 

Information Act; the Fed has yet to provide the documents. 

The written comments we have submitted show that in market after 

market, Bane One’s normal interest rate lenders disproportionately exclude 

African Americans and Hispanics from credit, while Bane One Financial 

Services, a high interest rate lender, targets these communities for higher 

priced credit. For example: 

In the Akron Ohio MSA in 1996, Bane One Mortgage Co. (YBOMC”) 

denied 55% of mortgage applications from African Americans. and only 17% 

of applications from whites (a denial rate disparity of 3.24). BOMC 

originated 164 loans to whites, and only 7 to African Americans. Ic’P’s 

Comments calls loans to African Americans divided by loans to whites the 
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“Index;” the ratio between ROMC’s index and BOFS’s Index, calculated for 

each market analyzed, can be viewed as the “Targeting Index”. ROMC’s 

Index in this MSA in 1996 was 0.043. Meanwhile in this MSA, the higher 

intcrest rate Rant One Financial Setices (“BOFS”) originated 27 loans to 

African Americans, and 140 loans to whites -- Index of 0.193, 4.49 times 

higher than BOMC’s. 

Here in the Chicano MSA in 1996, BOMC denied 259/o of mortgage 

applications from African Americans, and only 12% of applications from 

whites (a denial rate disparity of 2.08). BOMC originated 737 loans to 

whites, and only 65 to African Americans. BOMC’s Index in this MSA in 

1996 was 0.088. Meanwhile in this MSA, the higher int,erest rate BOFS 

originated I IO loans to African Americans, and 3 14 loans to whites -- Index 

of 0.350, 4 times higher than BOMC’s. BOMC disproportionately d&es 

African Americans; BOFS disproportionately targets African Americans for 

higher interest rate credit. 

(n the Cincinnati MSA in 1996, BOMC denied 18% of mortgage 

applications fi-om African Americans, and only 1 I % of applications from 

whites (a denial rate disparity of 1.64 - see i@u). BOMC originated 196 

loans to whites, and only 21 to AfTican Americans. ROMC’s Index in this 

MSA in 1596 was 0.107. Meanwhile in this MSA, BOFS originated 46 

loans to African Americans, and 190 loans to whites -- index’of 0.242,2.26 

times higher than BOMC’s. Meanwhile BOFS’ denial rate disparity fr,r 

Af?ican Americans was 1.55, lower than BOMC’s. 
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In the Cleveland Ohio MSA in 1996, BOMC denied 39% of mortgage 

applications from African Americans, and only IS% of applications from 

whites (a denial rate disparity of 2.6). BOMC originated 367 loans to whites, 

and only 40 to African Americans. BOMC’s Index in this MSA in 1996 was 

0.109. Meanwhile in this MSA, BOFS originated 133 loans to African 

Americans. and 273 loans to whites -- index of 0.487, 4.47 times higher 

than BOVC’s. 

In the Dallas MSA in 1996, BOMC denied 32% of mortgage applications 

from African .Americans, and only 12% of applications from whites (a denial 

rate disparity of2.67). BOMC originated 7 10 loans to whites, and only 5 1 to 

African Americans. BOMC’s Index in this MSA in 1996 was 0.072. 

Meanwhile in this MSA, BOFS originated 9 loans to Akican Americans, and 

7 loans to whites -- Index of 1.286, 17.86 times higher than BOMC’s. 

In the Detroit MS.4 in 1996, BOMC originated 76 loans to whites, and only 

8 to African Americans. BOMC’s Index in this MSA in 1996 was 0~ 105. 

Meanwhile in this MSA, BOFS originated 364 loans to Afkican Americans, 

and 618 loans to whites -- [ndex of 0.589,5.61 times higher than BOMC’s. 

In the Car-v IN MSA (in both First Chicago’s and Bane One’s CRA 

assessment area) in 1996, BOMC denied 39% of mortgage applications from 

African Americans, and only 13% of applications from whites (a denial rafe 

disparity of 3.0). BOMC originated 98 lonns to whites, and only ‘I 0 to 

tican Americans. BOMC’s index (see srq~-u) in this MSA in 1996 was 

0.102. Meanwhile in this MSA, the higher interest rate BOFS originated 85 
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loans to African Americans, and 151 loans to whites -- Index of 0.563,5.52 

times higher than BOMC’s. 

in the Indianadis MSA in 1996, BOMC! denied 2 1% of mortgage 

applications Tom African Americans, and only 12% of applications from 

whites (a denial rate disparity of 1.75, see below). BOMC originated 67 1 

loans to whites, and only 84 to African Americans. BOMC’s Index in this 

MSA in 1996 was 0.125. Meanwhile in this MSA, the higher interest rate 

ROFS originated 148 loans to African Americans, and 573 loans to whites -- 

Index of0.255,2.06 times bighe~r than BOMC’s. Meanwhile, BOFS’s 

denial rate disparity for African Americans was 1.09, significantly lower than 

BOMC’s. 

In the Milwaukee MSA in 1996, BOMC denied 23% of mortgage 

applications from A&can Americans, and only 8% of applications from 

whites (a denial rate disparity of 2.88). BOMC originated 335 loans to 

whites, and only 17 to African Americans. BOMC’s Index in this MSA in 

1996 was 0.05 1. Meanwhile in this MSA, the higher interest rate BOFS 

originated 37 loans to African Americans, and 85 loans to whites -- Index of 

0.435,8.53 times higher than BOMC’s. 

In the Phoenix AZ MSA (in Bane One’s CR.A assessment area) in 1996, -- 

ROMC denied 12% of mortgage applications from African Americans, and 

only 6% of applications from whites (a denial rate dispariiy of 2), BOMC 

originated 4,646 loans to whites, and only 48 to African Americans, and only 

270 to Hispanics. BOMC’s Hispanic Index in this MSA in 1996 was 0.058 

(set supra ); B,OMC’s Afi-ican American Index i11 this MSA in 1996 was 

I 
P.06 ; 
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0.010. Meanwhile in this MSA, the higher interest rate BOFS originated 173 

loans to liispanics, 33 loans to Afkxn Americans, and 952 loans to whites -- 

Hispanic Index of 0.182,3.14 times higher than BOMC’s; BOFS’s i&can 

American Index in this MSA was 0.035, 3.5 times higher than BOMC’s. 

In the Puma ,s MSA (in Bane One’s CRA assessment area, and where 

BOMC has been charged with discrimination by the Arizona Attorney 

General) in 1996, BOMC denied 30% of mortgage applications from A!iican 

Americans, and only 16% of applications from whites (a denial rate disparity 

of 1.86 - .F~Y i@~). BOMC originated 33 loans to whit~es, and only I4 to 

Hispanics. BOMC’s &panic Index in this MSA in 1996 was 0.424 (see 

supra). Meanwhile in this MSA, the higher interest rate BOFS originated 2 I 

loans to Hispanics, and 2 I loans to whites -- Hispanic Index of I ,000, 2.36 

times higher than BOMC’x BOFS’s denial rate disparity for Hispanics was 

1.15, significantly lower than BOMC’s. 

In the >Vilmineton DE MSA (where Bane One/First USA has a CRA 

duty). the high interest rate BOFS made 25 loans to African Americans, and 

25 loans to whites -- totally out of proportion to the demographics of, and 

other lenders’ lending in, this MSA. BOFS disproportionately targets African 

Americans for higher interest rate credit. 

The above analysis makes out a printclfucie case (and/or red flag) that 

Bane One Corp., through its normal interest rate lenders including Bane One 

Mortgage and through its higher interest rate lender, Bane One Financial 

Services, are engaged in lending discrimination, including pricing 

discrimination On this record, the FRB must conduct on-site fair lending 

6 
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examinations of Bane One Financial Services. On the current record, this 

mega-merger proposal, which would expand Bane One’s practices, could not 

legitimately be approved. There are other adverse issues, including the 

foreseeable loss of various First Chicago NBD programs, and Bane One’s 

record in its existing states, ably raised by COHHIO, the Council of 

Neighborhoods. the Wisconsin Rural Development Cent,er and others. For all 

the reasons stated, this proposed merger should be denied. Thank you for 

your attention; we will be submitting further written comments by August 20, 

1998. Thanks you 

7 
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Thank you for this opportunity to testify on behalf of Bank One. 

The Wisconsin Housing and Economic Development Authority is a state 
housing finance agency created in 1973. Our mission is to serve 
Wisconsin residents and communities by working with others to provide 
creative financial and technical resources to stimulate and preserve 
affordable housing, small business, and agriculture. 

One of our oldest and most reliable partners is Bank One. Together, we 
have provided millions of dollars of affordable financial resources to 
Wisconsin home buyers, farmers and small business owners. Consider the 
following track record established by WHEDA and Bank One: 

. 1,539 home purchase loans totaling $72,765,867 

. 41 home improvement loans totaling $350,383 

. Two beginning farmer loans totaling 5288,250 
l 133 agricultural production loan guarantees totaling $1,758,000 
l 10 small business loan guarantees totaling $1,055,278 
l 23 small business loan subsidies totaling $683,307 

Moreover, Bank One was the first corporation to invest in Wisconsin Low 
Income Housing Credit developments. Today, Bank One has debt or 
equity investments in 35 Wisconsin communities. 

While we are pleased with this record, we continually seek opportunities to 
do more. Recently, WHEDA and BANC ONE Community Development 
Corporation developed a means to create housing opportunities for low 
income Wisconsin renters. This innovative collaboration is called the 
Wisconsin Affordable Housing Alliance, LLC (the Alliance). The purposes 
of the Alliance are: 

l To provide a permanent loan product for the financing of small non- 
metropolitan multifamily developments that use Low income 
Housing Tax Credits. 

. To leverage private capital for multifamily development. 
l To fill a market need with a product not otherwise available in 

Wisconsin. 
. To create quality rental housing for low- and moderate-income 

Wisconsinites in smaller markets. 
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Until the Alliance, Wisconsin tax credit developers had difficulty accessing long-term credit. 
Many relied on short-term mortgages with uncertain and unknown future terms. This 
mismatch of resource to purpose has limited the production of smaller-scale developments 
that are badly needed in many Wisconsin communities. Through the Alliance, developers 
can now plan their projects with more confidence, and also readily access equity from 
investors who favor such long-term financing. 

The Alliance is targeted to smaller developments in non-metropolitan areas of Wisconsin 
where the need for affordable, long-term financing is most acute. The loan product will 
create housing for families and senior citizens whose income levels are consistent with the 
requirements of the Low Income Housing Tax Credit program. 

Rentai housing projects are eligible for financing if: 

l The borrower is a single asset entity 
l The development has received Low Income Housing Tax Credits 
l The loan term is no more than 18 years and amortized for no more than 30 years 
l The project loan to value is no more than 80% 
l Debt service coverage is 1 .I0 minimum with rents below maximum allowed, 1 .I5 

standard, 1.20 minimum for mixed-income developments 

Both WHEDA and BANC ONE CDC contribute their resources, talents and experience to 
the Alliance. WHEDA provides marketing, underwriting and an initial infusion of $1 million 
to capitalize the revolving loan fund. BANG ONE CDC also provided $1 million as well as a 
$10 million credit facility. The amount of lending that can be offered is unlimited as loans 
are sold on the secondary market. 

The Alliance is already producing impressive results for Wisconsin renters. Since its 
inception in October 1997, the Alliance has lent $1,975,000 to three developments 
containing 92 units. Presently, the Alliance has loan commitments totaling $5,124,210. 

The Wisconsin Affordable Housing Alliance, LLC is a first of its kind venture and a model for 
other states. We understand BANC ONE CDC,is now working with state housing finance 
agencies in Illinois, Kentucky and Texas to replicate our success for the citizens of those 
states. 

In closing, Bank One and WHEDA have produced a solid track record of affordable 
housing, agricultural and small business development in Wisconsin. WHEDA views Bank 
One as one of its most valuable and innovative partners. 

I appreciate this opportunity to speak before the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago on 
behalf of Bank One. 

Thank you. 



PUBLIC MEETING REGARDIN G THE PROPOSAL BY BANC ONE CORPORATION 
TO MERGE WlTH FIRST CHICAGO NBD CORPORATION 

presentation before the 
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago 

public hearing on 
Thursday, August 13,1998 

Chicago, IL 
by 

Hedy M. Ratner, Co-President 
Women’s Business Development Center 

And Member, National Women’s Business Council, Illinois Women’s Business Ownership 
Council and Governors Commission on the Status of Women in Illinois 

Thank you for the opportunity to present my response to the proposed merger of 
Bane One with First Chicago NBD. I am presenting at today’s public hearing on economic 
opportunity issues to assist the minority and women’s small business community of the 
Chicago metropolitan area and in support of First Chicago NBD and Bane One’s merger 
and commitment to the letter and spirit of the Community Reinvestment Act 

Representing thousands of women and minority women business owners in the 
Chicagoland area, we were thrilled to learn about the $4.1 billion agreement negotiated 
with First Chicago NBD to make thousands of residential and over 5,000 business loans 
over the next six years. We are also pleased with the addition of First Chicago banks in 
Dominick’s Finer Food Stores in low-income communities. 

The WBDC is involved in First Chicago NBD’s continuing investment into low and 
moderate income families, businesses and neighborhoods and specifically in its continuing 
work to provide access to credit in those communities. 

The Women’s Business Development Center has had very positive first hand 
experience with First Chicago NBD since the inception of our organization which was 
founded in 1986. The WBDC provides counseling, entrepreneurial training, financial 
assistance, business and strategic plamrin g, marketing and procurement assistance and 
assistance with loans to start-up, emerging and mature businesses. Our organization is 
now the oldest, and one of the largest most comprehensive women’s business assistance 
centers in the U.S. 
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First Chicago has been our partner in economic development providing support for 
our organization; loans to our clients; funds for our collateral pool to collateralize small 
business loans; program-related investment for micro lending to our small women and 
minority start up businesses; participation as a lender in our Women’s Business Bank Loan 
program; participation in our annual Entrepreneurial Woman’s Conference and Women’s 
Business and Buyer’s Mart committing to vendor development and purchasing from 
minority and women business owners. 

Recently, the Women’s Business Development Center and First Chicago NBD and 
begun a wonderful partnership to provide business development, financial assistance and 
banking services to low and moderate income communities. First Chicago NBD and the 
WBDC am taking our programs and services on the road with the “Wheels of Business” 
mobile van to make our programs and services more .available and accessible in the 
communities. This innovative new business program will bring information and services 
and counseling and training banking services, credit advice and counseling and financial 
assistance and self-employment opportunities to economically disadvantaged communities. 
Women, and specifically those in low-income communities have often been left out of 
economic opportunities and face numerous barriers to economic self-sufficiency because of 
lack of affordable childcam and access to tmnsportation The “Wheels of Business” 
approach helps us provide resources, information and support to those who most need 
help to be economically self-sufficient 

We are also partnering with ACCION, a neighborhood micro-lender, which has 
received considerable support and encouragement from First Chicago NBD. With 
ACCION providing loans and WBDC providing business assistance, the small businesses 
in economically disadvantaged neighborhoods have a better chance for success and an 
opportunity for neighborhood revitalization. Another micro-lender CANDOhasbeenour 
partner and a partner of First Chicago NBD for many years, lending and developing and 
supporting Chicago’s economic strength. 

The partnership of private and public sector, non-profit and for profit entities is also 
evident in First Chicago’s involvement with the Capital Access Program, a state-based 
small business loan initiative begun in early 1997. CAP is now one of the most successful 
programs for access to capital for small businesses. CAP’s incentive program provides 
more ways for First Chicago to approve loans to small business. 
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For the WBDC and other community development organizations to truly understand the 
issues of small business lending in low and moderate income communities, we must be 
able to obtain gender and race based lender data that has been available for housing but not 
been available for small business. With good research data, we can develop the successful 
policies and programs for small business lending in the next century. We therefore look to 
First Chicago with Bane One to be the precedent setter and lead nationally in the federal 
regutating agencies Regulation B window of opportunity. The federal agencies are 
requesting comment and recommendations in Regulation B from the general public. 
Although our organization and hundreds of community and economic development 
organizations agree that the requirement of gender and race based commercial lending data 
is necessary for policy and program development, we would like to see the participation of 
major banks in this effort as well. 

The WBDC and many of our colleagues across the nation are also very concerned 
about the effect major bank mergers will have on small business lending. The 
standardization of underwriting criteria, the removal of lending decision making from the 
first line banker which is the continuing trend in larger and merged banks, is detrimental 
to the growth of small businesses in the inner cities. Although intermediaries like the 
WBDC have had a major impact on lending to start up and emerging businesses, because 
of large bank mergers underwriting policies, we are having a more and more difficult tune 
t 0 get bank financing for our clients. 
The WBDC proposes that with the merger of First Chicago NBD and Bane One that a 
continuing and expanded commitment to direct lending to emerging businesses be made. 
Although First Chicago NBD has supported organizations like the WBDC and micro 
lenders such as ACCION, we ask that a targeted pool of funds be dedicated to direct bank 
loans for start up and emerging businesses. 

Thank you for the opportunity to present before you today. 

Hedy M. Ramer, Co-Director 
Women’s Business Development Center 
November 



New counseling program liits street 
The \V~vmen’s Business De- 

velopment Center will sooo 
hit the swets with a new 
mobile wunseiing program 
designed to spread the ma- 
sage of self-employment and 
business ownership to low- 
income communities in Chi- 
cago and the south sublirbs 

The center’s Wheeis of 
Bueiness pannership program 
with First Chicago NBD 
Corp. will use the bank’s 
BankMobile to provide free 
outreach sen+ces in Robbii. 
Dixmoor. Ford Heights. 
Phoenix, Harvey and other 
arees. 

The 4Woot converted rec- 
reational vehicle includea 

COrnrnuniti~ with a- to 
its banking eervicee sod prod- 
ucte and to conduct work- 
shops on such topice es the 
ABC’s of banking, bud@ing 
and money management and 
understandingcmdit_ 

Fmociem Mencbaca. vim 
preaideot and manager of Fvst 
CtZzow&t=$ 

the partneahip with the center 
?Iae a natural fit. 

The~santarisoneof 
nix US SmJl Blllinavl Ad- . muustmtion vmmen’a boaineu 
ceoterS ecmse the country that 
were ewarded S860.000 in 
grants tbie year to provide 
tlaining, colmeeliw and meo- 
toriog ?.eNia?e, induding wel- 
fate-to-work progmme. 

The Chicago cealtsr. which 
computers for onltne training and enough co-director of the Chicago-based center. dwd $I~.~. and which, like the 
meeting space to provide mini-work. “We’re going to be doing counseling. 
shops..one-on-one counseling and referral tmg ad pmtidig ~IMIXM es&- 

&cue, will receive additioti funds duing 

tame and outreach to women in COIIIBIU- 
a five-year period. said p&tiooe of those 

services. It has two automated teller 
nities that don’t necessarily have accuse 

famde will be used for iti wheel8 of 
machines end two fully functional bank- to child care and transportation. We’re Bwineeaprogram. 
Ing staLloos. 

“ti I@ iS to beiP get businesms off 
intrcducing the Women’s Bueioese De- ‘l%ebenkmobiiewiUaetupahopsttbe 

the ground and to build capacity of 
velopment Center to them;, Harvey YMCA frwr 4 p.m. to 1 pm. on 

First Chicano has been usine the benk- Aug. 31 and et iocaiione in Robbine, 
exietinq bruinesees.” said Hedy Ratner, mobile to p&de residents in targeted - lhrn to nert’pys 

Continued from pmviotu page 

Dinnwr. Ford ?i&hte, Harvey, Phoenix end other commoni- 
ties starring in October. The vehide will be staffed with a 
repreeentative from the center and a First Chicago business 
loan speci&t. 

The prwmm. open to men and women. is supported by the 
Cook County Dewrtmat of Planning and Deveiqnnent and 
the Lloyd k FIY Foondeticm. It is an expansion of center 
effort3 targeting low-income mmmunitiea As P part of thoee 
efforts. for the paat several months the center has been 
conducting workeho~~ et the South Suburban YMCA in 
Harvey end at other eooth suburban &es. The workshops 
cover such topica an mritina bwinees nlens. market rewerch. 

There’s a great need for such~ “mobile” pmgmme in iow- 
income mmmunities. said Vivian A. Hill. a I?-year-old public 
aid recipient who in participating in the center’s Warkshopa at 
the Harvey YMCA. 

“If thin were taking pLace downtown Iii Chica@, 1 
pmbably wouldn’t be enrolled.” she said. swine that parking 
ccmta would be pmbibitive. 

Hill enmlkd in the workshops to help her &t a not-for- 
profit drug abuse treatment pmgraam in Harvey. She said the 
w&hops have helped her put together her buaineao plan. “I 
have learned a lot about what to e-t. the tinan&d as- 
of bus&w, jut all of the ground t&s.” said Hii who plws 
TO launch her business in the nest few months. “My 
confidence level is grrater.” 

Ratner hopes the center’s new program will help.orhers. 
“Emnomiceily end socially disadvantaged women facn numer- 
ou(1 barriem to eoonomic self-sufficiency.” she eaid. ‘“This 
approach helps us provide resources. informerion end su~pon 
on business ownership directly in the neediosr neighbw- 
hoods.” 
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Good afternoon, my name is Tony Wilkinson. For the last ten years I have 

served as the president and CEO of the National Association of Government 

Guaranteed Lenders, Inc., commonly known as NAGGL. NAGGL represents those 

members of the lending community who are active participants in the Small Business 

Administration (SBA) 7(a) loan program. NAGGL’s membership accounted for 

approximately 80% of all the SBA 7(a) loans made during fiscal year 1997. 

Prior to accepting my current position with NAGGL, I spent 13 years with a 

small commercial bank where my primary responsibility was managing the bank’s 

SBA loan department. I have seen first hand how valuable the SBA loan programs are 

to small businesses, lenders and local communities. The SBA, through its loan 

programs, provides vital access to capital for our nation’s small businesses. 

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today and discuss Bane One’s 

participation in the SBA 7(a) loan program and with our association. For the last few 

years, I have had the privilege of working with Brian Burke, the national SBA program 

manager for Bane One, and with other Bane One representatives across the country. 

Mr. Burke currently serves on the NAGGL board of directors as corporate secretary, 

and as secretary, is a member of the NAGGL executive committee. 

I applaud the commitment Bane One has made to SBA iending programs. In 

particular, the bank has taken a leadership role in two specific areas. First, Bane One 

was one of the limited number of institutions chosen by SBA to pilot the Fa$trak loan 

program, a loan program specifically designed to make smaller size loans. That 

program was deemed highly successful by the SBA, and the Agency is now in the 

process of expanding the program. Bane One representatives have been actively 

involved in the discussions with the SBA on how to expand the Fa$trak program (to be 

renamed SBA Express) in an efficient, responsible manner. 



Bane One has also been actively involved in a special NAGGL committee, the 

task force on lending to the underserved. This committee has worked diligently with 

the SBA over the last several months, and we have concluded that there are a number 

of markets with underserved financing needs. These markets include small 

businesses that : (a) are owned by African Americans, Hispanic Americans, Asian 

Americans, Native Americans, other minority groups, women, veterans or 

handicapped individuals; (b) need financing for exporting; or (c) are located in 

distressed urban and rural areas. 

An announcement on both the Fa$trak expansion and initiatives to increase 

lending to the underserved markets is tentatively scheduled for September. Let me 

reiterate that Bane One representatives have played a major role in the development 

of both programs. 

In conclusion, Bane One has been a valuable participant in the SBA 7(a) loan 

program. Bane One is also a valuable member of our association, and Mr. Burke is 

held in high regard amongst the NAGGL leadership and membership. Bane One has 

made a long term commitment to the program and they have shown how to be 

innovative with the SBA loan product. Even at a time when SBA loan volume is down 

nationally do to the nature of direct bank lending, Bane One still aggressively 

participates in SBA and NAGGL programs and activities. I believe that in the markets 

where Bane One operates, small businesses can expect to find a professional, 

committed SBA 7(a) lender ready to help meet their long-term financing needs. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to comment today. If you need any further 

information, please contact me at NAGGL, PO Box 332, Stillwater, OK 74076-0332, 

phone 4051377-4022. 
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Thank you for this opportunity to address the Federal Reserve Panel. My name is Moira 
Carlstedt, I am the President of the Indianapolis Neighborhood Housing Partnership. (RVHP) 

The Housing Partnership was founded in 1988 to serve as both a catalyst and intermediary for 
affordable housing. The mission of the Housing Partnership is to expand the supply and 
sustainability of safe, quality and affordable housing for low and moderate-income citizens of 
Indianapolis. 

Through partnerships with the federal, state and local government as well as philanthropic 
entities, community development corporations and financial institutions, the Housing Partnership 
has engaged in credit counseling, home ownership training and mortgage lending to the 
Indianapolis low to moderate income community. Our impact is recognized through the 
following statistics: 

Since 1991, over 525 single family, mortgage loans have closed utilizing loan pool funds. 

Since 1992, the Housing Partnership has sponsored aggressive fmancing mechanisms to 
support the development of 305 units of quality rental through the Low-Income Housing 
tax credit program. 

Since 1993, the Housing Partnerships have conducted over 150 training classes for 
perspective borrowers. 

Since 1994, over 400 pre-qualified applicants have been referred to lending partners. 
Additionally, we have provided credit counseling and mortgage access counseling for 
more than 5,000 clients. 

3550 North Washington Boulevard, Indianapolis, Indiana 46205-3719 
(317) 925-1400 l FAX (317) 925.1408 
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Since 1995, approximately 110 unsecured, buyers’ assistance loans have been extended 
to enable clients to buy a home. 

The Housing Partnership has had a relationship with Bane One and First Chicago NBD since 
1988. Both institutions have participated in two single family and one multi family loan pools, 
Bane One and First Chicago NBD represented 45.49% of the single family loan pool I, 4O.OO% 
of the single family loan pool II and 66% of the multi family loan pool. The loan pools have 
been the primary source of funds dedicated to creating housing opportunities for the low-to- 
moderate income families of Indianapolis. Additionally, among local financial institutions, since 
1988 Bane One and First Chicago NBD have donated the largest amount of annual financial 
support to the Housing Partnership. 

Excluding non-bank affiliated mortgage companies and brokers, in the area of bank lending, 
CRA evaluations and 1996 HMDA data confirms that collectively these two institutions have 
played a primary role in the mortgage-lending environment in Indianapolis. Specifically, First 
Chicago NBD through its affiliated mortgage company was a leading lender in first mortgages 
and Bane One was the leading lender in home improvement loans. 

As the Bane One/First Chicago NBD merger moves forward, the Housing Partnership is 
concerned that the momentum and significant community impact of the affordable housing 
delivery system remains a priority activity for Bane One. We recognize and respect the business 
objective of cutting costs to maximize synergies and efficiencies. However, when the post 
merger bank evaluates its long-term support of providing affordable housing opportunities to our 
community, we strongly urge them to remain mindful of the following: 

1. The post merger bank’s impact on organizations such as the Indianapolis 
Neighborhood Housing Partnership, Community Development Corporations and 
all the other partners and stakeholders and their ability to sustain an effective 
affordable housing delivery system; 

2. The tremendous financial investment to date of the philanthropic, government and 
not for profit sectors in creating affordable housing opportunities in the 
neighborhoods and the importance of the bank’s continued participation; 

3. The need for the financial community to play an even greater role than in the past 
in order to fuel continued development of affordable housing units and to create 
neighborhood economic development opportunities; 

4. The profitable business opportunities that have been generated for the lending 
institutions through qualified mortgage customer referrals as a result of working 
in partnership with the Indianapolis Neighborhood Housing Partnership. 

Indianapolis Neighborhood Housing Partnership board members and management have met with 
senior management of Bane One to express our concerns and solicit the bank’s ongoing 
commitment to the Indianapolis neighborhoods and community. During conversations with 
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Bane One, senior management indicated that Bane One is committed to supporting the 
Indianapolis affordable housing community and The Indianapolis Neighborhood Housing 
Partnership. Bank management recognizez the social and economic value of a strong community 
partnership. 

Therefore, based on: 

(i) the level of support Bane One has exhibited over the years to the community and 
to the Indianapolis Neighborhood Housing Partnership, 

(ii) the assurances we received from local bark management of continued support, 
(iii) our understanding that local bank management will continue to determine the 

direction of the bank’s community commitment, 

we are encouraged to believe Bane One will remain committed to INHF, affordable 
housing production and community development. 

Thank you. 
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941 Chatham Lane, Suite 300; Columbus, Ohio 43221-2416 

Phone: (614) 645-8666 

My name is Mark Barbash. I am Executive Director of Columbus 
Countywide Development Corporation. CCDC was established in 1981, and is a 
private, non-profit Certified Development Corporation which provides small 
business financing under programs sponsored by area lenders, the U.S. Small 
Business Administration, the Ohio Department of Development, and the city of 
Columbus. We are also an approved Community Development Financial 
Institution under the U.S. Treasury’s CDFI program. 

The purpose of my appearance is to provide our view of the performance 
of Bank One in community development activities in Central Ohio, as part of the 
Federal Reserve Banks review of the proposal by Bane One Corporation to 
merge with First Chicago NBD Corporation. 

The focus of CCDC is on creating jobs. We do this by working to fill the 
capital access gap for small businesses. We provide financing which takes 
greater risk than conventional bank financing and which may involve substantial 
technical assistance to entrepreneurs. 

While there are many government programs that can help, of necessity, 
the private sector has both the obligation and the resources to make these efforts 
effective. As such, the financial institutions in Columbus have been critical to our 
efforts. 

Let me give you four specific examples of Bank One’s involvement in local 
economic and community development: 

1) Small Business Financing through the SBA 504 Program: The SBA 
564 program provides second mortgage financing for growing small 
businesses. It works in partnership with area lenders who provide 
50% of the financing. Since 1981, Bank One has financed 117 
projects through CCDC’s SBA 504 program, with total investment 
exceeding $60 Million and the Bank’s investment exceeding $35 
Million. Most importantly, these projects have created jobs for 1,378 
citizens of Central Ohio. Bank One’s investment is the largest of 
any of our lenders, and comprises 13.8% of CCDC’s total financing 
in this program. For the past three years running, Bank One has 
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been named our “Bank of the Year” - signifying that they have led 
all of the other banks in their participation in the program. 

2) Microenterprise Financing: In 1993, we established the Central 
Ohio MicroLoan program. This program provides financing to new 
or existing “micro” businesses in four counties of Central Ohio. 
While the program was funded by the US. Small Business 
Administration, it was made possible through the contributions of 
area lenders who contributed funds to establish a Loan Loss 
Reserve Fund. The total LLR is $100,000, with Bank One’s 
contributions totaling almost $14,000. More importantly, this 
program has funded more 150 small businesses, lending $972,000, 
with 30% going to minority owned businesses; 49% going to 
women owned businesses and 40% going to low income business 
owners. 

3) Microenterprise Training: I serve on the Board of Directors of the 
Ohio Foundation for Entrepreneurial Education. OFEE was founded 
in 1997 to establish a quality entrepreneurial training program. 
OFEE established the FastTrac program in Columbus, and in 
eighteen short months has provided critical training to more than 
150 entrepreneurs. Bank one was a founding member of OFEE. To 
date, Bank One has provided $65,000 in operational funding and 
$15,000 in scholarships funding. To date, 25% of the participants in 
FastTrac have been minority and women owned businesses. 

4) In 1997, CCDC established the Columbus Growth Fund, a 
mezzanine fund targeted towards businesses in Columbus’ center 
city, targeting both minority and women owned businesses. This 
fund was established through the participation of five area lenders, 
including Bank One. Bank One’s specific involvement totals 
$545,000: $45,000 in equity and $500,000 in participation with a 
line of credit which will be reloaned to eligible businesses. 

The Banks involvement has gone beyond financial investment. Bank One 
professional staff - including both “line” loan officers and senior managers - 
donate time to our activities. Just a few examples: 

l A Bank One representative has served continuously on the Board of 
Directors and Loan Review Committee for my organization since its 
founding back in 1981. Committee members contribute hundreds of 
hours in providing advice both to CCDC and to our borrowers. 

. A number of Bank One representatives have served on a committee 
that reviews applications under our microloan program. This can entail 
evaluating anywhere from 10 to 150 pages of information, interviewing 
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the business, and providing technical assistance to the small business 
entrepreneur in the process. 

. Bank One and the other lenders have been among the key referral 
sources for applicants under our programs. This is a critical component 
of our network, as our primary goal is to enable the businesses we 
assist to become bankable through the conventional lending market, 
rather than relying on the subsidized market for their growth capital. 

In closing, let me stress several points: 

First, CCDC is not the only game in town. Columbus has developed some 
strong partnerships among the public and private sectors. Bank One has been a 
key player in these partnerships, along with the City of Columbus, the Ohio State 
University, business leaders, and other financial institutions. Supporting these 
activities are thousands of hours of time which I have seen being donated by 
Bank One professionals in other programs in Columbus. 

Second, I have selected these examples because they can be 
quantified...dollars invested...jobs created...entrepreneurs helped. A measure of 
the importance of the private lending community in our economy has been 
statistics on business-starts which show Columbus leading the state in new 
business start-ups for the past several years. 

Third, some concern has been raised about the impact on Bank One’s 
local economic development activities by the merger, and particularly by the 
moving of its headquarters from Columbus to Chicago. From my perspective, 
and based upon my own experience, I believe that these concerns may be 
unfounded. Like politics, all economic development is local. Creating 
partnerships that work is a dynamic and difficult process, and requires efforts by 
all of the players. In merger situations like this--and certainly we are facing them 
every day - there is an equal obligation for those of us in the economic 
development system to raise the vrsrbrlrty of community needs to the decision- 
makers in the financial institutions. 

Fourth, a criticism has been raised that many of these activities by most 
banks are self-serving...that they all inexorably lead to opportunities for the 
banks to make money by making loans. Frankly, in the case of entrepreneurial 
development, this is the way it should be. Successful small businesses cannot 
rely on public sector financing for their capital needs forever. We work to help our 
customers become bankable...to become customers of the conventional banking 
market where the vast majority of their financing needs should be met. But not all 
of our customers become truly bankable. I have never seen a reluctance to 
continue supporting our activities. 
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Fifth, I have been personally involved in all of these activities. I feel that 
they accurately reflect the Bank’s performance in working to expand access to 
capital for minority and women owned businesses and to encourage 
entrepreneurial development among low-income citizens of Central Ohio. 
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Ohio Mezzanine Fund, Ltd. 
Crown Centre Tel: 2161573-3738 
5005 Rockside Rd., Suite 600 Fax: 216/573-3748 
Cleveland, Ohio 44 13 I 

August 11, 1998 

To: Federal Reserve Board 
From: John D. Roberts, President 

Mezzanine Capital Management, Inc. 
Administrator, Ohio Mezzanine Fund, Ltd. 

Re: Written summary of testimony to be given at public meeting on August 13,199s 

The Ohio Mezzanine Fund, Ltd. is a multi-bank Community Development Corporation organized 

and funded in February of 1996. The Fund was organized and is owned by eight Ohio banks who 

invested nearly $10 million for the purpose of providing creative and flexible financing for small 

and mid-sized businesses that otherwise would not be available. The financing is provided in the 

form of mezzanine debt or subordinated debt in amounts from $100,000 up to $750,000 to small 

and midsize businesses who are young and growing rapidly but which are not yet fully 

“bankable”. While equity and mezzanine debt sources are plentiful for large companies that need 

$1 million or more, there are very few organized sources for this type of risk capital under $1 

million. This is the niche on which the Ohio Mezzanine Fund focuses. 

The Ohio Mezzanin e Fund is unique in that the Fund is actively managed by its investor banks at 

the Board of Managers and Investment Committee levels, In addition, the Fund relies on referrals 

for investment opportunities from the investor banks and each investment that the Fund makes in 

a small or mid-sized business must be matched at least dollar for dollar by a new senior loan from 

one of the investor banks. This allows the Fund and each of its investor banks to form a unique 

partnership to provide complete financing packages for srnah and mid-sized businesses which 

otherwise would not be available. 

Professionally Managed by Mezzanine CapitaJ Management, Innc 
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To date, in a little over two years, the Ohio Mezzanine Fund haa invested over $5.5 million in 

eleven Ohio businesses. This investment has leveraged over $15 million of senior bank financing 

from~the Fund’s investor banks which would not have been available to these eleven businesses 

without the participation of the Ohio Mezzanine Fund, Ltd. This i3nancing has made possible the 

expansion of these businesses which has led to job growth and other economic benefits to the 

Ohio communities where they are located. Also in its first two years, the Fund has enjoyed 

several success stories in the form of three businesses that have improved their operating and 

financial track records to the point that then bank has increased its financing with the business to 

allow them to prepay the Ohio Mezzanine Fund and become fully bank financed at a lower cost. 

This partnership between banks in the multi-bank Community Development Corporation format is 

important in delivering creative, higher risk capital that otherwise would not be available to small 

and mid-sized businesses in Ohio. From the Fund’s beginning, Bank One has been an active and 

supportive partner and has taken a leadership role in the formation and operation of the Fund. 

Bank One was the first bank to verbally commit to providing capitaJ to the Fund and subsequently 

invested a total of $1,750,000 in the form of $250,000 of equity and $1,500,000 in a line of credit 

to the Fund. In addition, Bank One hosted several organizational meetings in which other banks 

in Ohio were invited to attend and consider investing in the Fund. Bank One personnel also 

talked with other bank decision makers to influence their involvement in the Fund. ~. .,~ 

Once the Fund was organized, Bank One again assumed a leadership role by providing senior 

level management to serve on the Board of Managers and the Investment Committee. For 

example the initial representatives to the Board of Managers and the Investment Committee from 

Bank One were an Executive Vice President and Senior Vice F’resident respectively. Their 

management and credit experience has been instrume&al in the Fund’s success to date. 

ProfmsionalZy Managed by Mezzanine Capital Management, Inc. 
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Bank One has also played an important role in sponsoring investment opportunities to the Ohio 

Mezzanine Fund. Bank One lenders have referred many deals over the Fund’s two year period 

and Bank One has provided senior financing along with subordinated financing f?om the Fund in 

two deals totaling over $5.8 m&on. 

In April of this year the Fund’s Board of Managers determined that the Fund was working very 

well and should expand its territory to include the Columbus, Ohio market where the Fund’s 

financing was also needed. Bank One assumed a leadership role in assisting the Fund’s personnel 

in making contacts withii the financial and small business community in the Columbus area Bank 

One also facilitated communication within its bank with its lenders and the Fund’s personnel and 

released a press release introducing and advocating the Fund to the Columbus area 

In summary, the Ohio Mezzanine Fund, Ltd. and its $10 million risk capital pool available to small 

and mid-sized businesses in Ohio would not exist today had it not been for the support and 

leadership from Bank One. 

Professionally Managed b Mezzanine Capital Management, Inc 
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N. WHITNEY JOHNS 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, CAPITAL ACROSS AMERICA, INC. 

before the 

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF CHICAGO 

Public Hearing for the Bane One and First Chicago merger 

August 13,199s 

Let me begin by thanking the Federal Reserve Bank for allowing me this 
opportunity to testify about Bane One’s involvement with Capital Across America and 
the major impact Bane One is having in the women business owner community. I am 
positioned to discuss these matters since I am the co-founder and CEO of Capital Across 
America, a leader within the national women business owner community and a policy 
advocate for the issue of access to credit and capital for women. 

I serve as the national President Elect of the National Association of Women 
Business Owners (NAWBO), a 70 plus chapter-based organization with worldwide 
affiliations. I am also a member of the Board of Directors for the National Foundation for 
Women Business Owners (NFWBO), the premier global research organization for 
women business ownership issues. In the advocacy arena, I was a President Clinton 
appomtee to the most recent White House Conference on Small Business; I received the 
1998 Women in Business Advocate Award for the Southeast region awarded by the Small 
Business Administration; and I testified last year before U.S. Senators on the topic of 
access to capital for women. Through the Foundation’s research, my advocacy work and 
my first hand experiences I am aware of the financial needs of women-owned businesses. 
This knowledge was the impetus for the creation of Capital Across America. 



Capital Across America is a licensed Small Business Investment Company 
(SBIC) administered and regulated by the SBA. It was the first debenture SBIC in the 
forty-year history of the program to focus on women-owned companies. We offer a debt 
instrument in the range of $250,000 to $1,500,000 to fund growth. We have nearly $7 
million in private capital and over $25 million in total money available to invest. Bane 
One, through its Community Development Corporation (“CDC”), made the largest single 
investment in Capital Across America in the amount of $3 million. To my knowledge, 
their investment is the largest investment in any SBIC (now licensed or in process) 
created to provide capital to women business owners. This is a strong statement about 
their commitment to the women business owner community. 

Bane One has provided more than money to reach this under-served market and in 
my opinion, Bane One is a role model across the country for other banks. Bane One is 
not only saying that they serve women, they are doing it. They have put talented people 
in place and given them the go-ahead and resources to make change. 

They have a division within the bank that focuses on women business owners 
and educating the front-line bankers about this market. Vanessa Freytag, Director for 
Women Entrepreneur Initiatives, is recognized as one of the strong voices for change 
within the bank itself and has taken a leadership role in advocacy outside the bank. It was 
through Vanessa that the bank became aware of Capital Across America. (Having just 
raised the funds for our company I can personally attest to the importance to having 
someone within the bank that understands the issues.) 

Bane One has a very strong Community Development Corporation and it was 
through the CDC that they made the investment in Capital Across America. Lynn 
Gellermann, Chair of the bank’s Small Business Investment Committee, spearheaded the 
CDC’s investment in our fund and now serves on our Board of Directors. We are grateful 
to have Lynn; he is a valuable resource and becoming a known advocate for access to 
capital for small business. 

With Bane One’ people and commitment to Capital Across America, we can 
continue our good work in the areas now served by First Chicago. As CEO, it is my 
desire to add more geographic markets to our marketing plan. Our SBIC license allows 
us to expand into areas where. we have investor partners. The merger with First Chicago 
opens up new markets for us and we are excited about the possibility to Serve such cities 
as Chicago, Detroit, and Indianapolis - cities teaming with women-owned companies. 

Let me address why it is important to reach more women and why it is important 
to offer a financial product that provides growth capital in the range of $250,000 to 
$1,5GO,OOO. 
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SBA estimates that over one-third of all U.S. businesses are women-owned.’ 
Data from the U.S. Bureau of the Census indicate that women-owned businesses 
numbered nearly 8 million in 1996, generated almost $2.3 trillion in sales, and employed 
18.5 million people, i.e., 1 in every 4 American workers2 or 35% more American workers 
than Fortune 500 companies employed worldwide.3 Furthermore, women-owned 
businesses are growing in number faster than overall U.S. businesses-by nearly two to 
one.4 By the year 2OCQ SBA estimates that women-owned businesses will represent half 
of all businesses in the United States,s which is a substantial increase from the current 
level of one-third. Thus, the impact of women-owned businesses on the economy is 
expected to continue to grow significantly. 

With such a large, diverse group of women-owned companies, one would expect 
investors to be aggressively offering to fund them. Yet, the National Women’s Business 
Council reported that “the foremost barrier women perceived was that of access to 
caJJ&l.“6 

Women Business Owners Have Less Access to 
Larger Credit Than Men Business Owners 

SIC%499.9K $500-999.9K $lM+ 

q  Women-Owned 
E Men-Owned I 

a: See NFWBO, CAP~AL, CREDIT AND FINANCING: COMPARING WOMEN AND MEN 
BUSINESS OWNERS’ SOURCES AND USES OF CAPITAL 15 (1996). 

I House Subcommiltee on Small Business, SmaN Business Facts, Web site (updated July 31, 1996) 
[hereinafter cited as Small Business Facts]. 
2 NFWBO, KEY FACTS: U.S. WOMEN-OWNEDBUSI~T~%ES (undated) [hereinafter cited as KEY FACTS]. 
3 INTERAGENCY COMM. ON WOMEN’S Bus. INITIATIVES, EXPANDING BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
WOMEN 2 (1996). citing WOMEN-OWNED BUSMESSES: BREAKWGTHEBOUNDARIES (1995). 
’ KEY FACTS. 
’ Small Business Facrs. 
6 NATIONAL WOMEN’S Bus. COUNC~, 1992 ANNUAL REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT AND CONGRESS, 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY I (I 992). 
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The above graph highlights the disparity of access to credit between women- 
owned and men-owned firms relative to the level of credit available to them. These 
statistics provide a compelling case for the need to establish financial vehicles targeted to 
women-owned businesses in a financial range they need. Capital Across America is 
doing just that. 

On the issue of access to capifal, institutional venture capital funds have not been 
responsive to women. In 1995, their average investment was $6,800,000,’ far more than 
the need of the typical women business owner. 

$5 MlLLldN + 

: 

SBA’s own statistics indicate the existence of what is termed “The Capital 
Chasm,” i.e., the financial range between $250,000 and $5,OOO,OCO. This is the critical 
range for women business owners. Women business owners desperately need financing 
in the $250,000 to $1,500,000 range. This is what I term “the women-friendly financial 
range.” 

The SBIC Program has been more responsive to small businesses by offering 
lower dollar investments. The problem with the SBIC program in the past is that less 

’ Omca OF ADVOCACY, U.S. SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION. THE PROCESS AND ANALYSIS BEHIND 
ACE-NETS (1996) [hereinafter cited as ACE-NETPR~CESS AND ANALYSIS]. 
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than 1% of the money has gone to women-owned firms. This statistic has given rise to 
SBICs such as Capital Across America that targets women entrepreneurs. 

Capital Across America is already making a difference. We have made 
investments in the $400,000 to $5OO,ooO ranges to companies founded, owned, and 
controlled by women. We are poised to deploy over $25 million in phase one with the 
intent to raise more capital in phase two as we expand our geographic market area. 

Summary 

On behalf of Capital Across America and as an advocate for access to capital for 
women, I fully support the pending merger. Women-owned businesses are a major 
component of the American economy, and their impact on the economy is increasing 
every year. But women need access to growth capital that is not readily available to them 
through traditional bank products. Bane One has recognized and addressed this need with 
money, talent, and resources. Now, together we can expand our area of impact with the 
pending merger. It is in the best interest of all parties and overall continued economic 
growth to have Bane One and Capital Across America investing money in this dynamic 
area of the country. 
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Community Investment Corporation 
222 South Rivers;de Plaza. Suite 2200 Chicago, IL 60606 312/258-0070 Fax: 3 12/258-8888 

(on Canal between Jackson and Adams) 

July 29,1998 

Mr. Philip Jackson 
Director of Applications 
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago 
230 South LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60604-1413 

Dear Mr. Jackson: 

Community Investment Corporation is a not-for-profit mortgage banking fum with a $500 million 
revolving loan program funded by 53 Chicago area banks and S & L’s plus Fannie Mae, People Gas 
and the United Methodist Pension Fund. Attached are some press articles amplifying on our past 
achievements and new initiatives announced at the July Th reception hosted at the Federal Reserve 
Bank of Chicago. 

I am writing in support of the proposal merger of Fit ChicagoMBD and Bank One. I support this 
for the following reasons: 

W In today’s world of bank mergers, the proposed merger is very important in strengthening 
the midwest region and in assuring that the banking and lending needs of midwesterners 
will be met over the long term. 

n First Chicago has been & key neighborhood lending banking player in the Chicago 
metro area, not only in its positive direct lending but also in its leadership in fostering the 
growth and development of Chicago area groups. 

n In earlier mergers, First National wuh American National, Gary-Wheaton, NBD & 
others, the end result has been continuing and increased neighborhood commitment and 
leadership, not only in Chicago, but also in suburban areas and industrial towns. 

n First ChicagoMBD’s leadership and support has been key in CIC’s evloution and 
growth, including our new Flex Fund which permits CIC to reach out to stimulate sound 
mhab loans that go beyond standard bank terms, suet as appraised value constraints in 
appraisal gap areas. 

Chicago/and’s Leading Neighborhood Revilalization Lender 



Community investment Corporation 
In December of 1998, First Chicago extended their $129 million pledge to ClC’s 
revolving loan pool through 2010 with $25.8 million of this to Flex Fund loans. 

In addition, First Chicago is the lead lender on our $30 million construction period line of 
credit (with 4 other banks.) 

In 1998 First Chicago provided an innovative $3.6 million fronting letter of credit with 
CIC to St. Fdmunds for a tax exempt bond deal (6 buildings). 

Senior and specialized staff have in numerous ways given direction and vision to CIC’s 
evolution, including ClC’s loan committee and board of directors. SVP John Tier is 
currently Vice Chairman of ClC’s board and Chairman of our Performance and Credit 
Review Committee. 

In November, 1997 First Chicago hosted the meeting for ClC’s 53 investors to move 
forward the successIi.tl campaign to extend our $520 million loan pool to 2010 with 20% 
for the Flex Fund. Their early pledge extension helped lead in getting other banks to 
renew. 

Bank One plays a lesser role in Chicago but they have extended the %1 million commitment to CIC 
of a bank they purchased. We requested no additional fimds, only the extension they provided. 
They subsequently provided staff support to CIC’s loan committee. 

The prime neighborhood lending issues in Chicago relate to getting bank money out to 
neighborhoods and also to buildiig up the capacity of neighborhood based developers. Based on the 
past records of these banks prior to and after mergers, I am confident that the merged bank will 
continue to play &leadership role. 

Therefore I support approval of the merger. 

Johk’ritscher 
President 

*-JP72s 

cc: John Tier, Fit Chicago 
Ed Jacob, First Chicago 
David Price, Bank One 

Attachment 
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NADINE HAYWARD 
20 Foresters Lane 

Springfield, IL 62704 
(217) 698-1517 
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August 12, 1998 

Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago 
C/o Ms. Alicia Williams 
Vice President Community Affairs 
230 S. LaSalle St. 
Chicago, IL 60604 

RE: Testimonv of Ms. Nadine Hayward in the negative. 
regarding the proposed Merger of Bane One 
Corporation and First Chicago NBD. 

Dear Board of Governors and fellow panel presenters: 

Thank you for this opportunity to testify in writing; 1 
work as a medical technician for a group of physicians in 
Springfield, Illinois and my work schedule has made it difficult 
to be present for so brief an appearance. I trust my comments 
will not be discounted because I am unable to be present in 
person to testify. 

I am not very clear about the role that the Federal 
Reserve Board plays in regulating banks, but I understand the 
issue before you is whether a merger of Bank One and First 
Chicago Bank should be permitted. I am however veiy certain 
of this: that my experience, resulting directly from the prior 
merger of Springfield Marine Bank and Bank One should not 
be permitted to happen to anyone else. Unless safeguards are 
provided or commitments received to avoid my experience than 
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I suggest this proposed merger must be blocked. Please allow 
me to explain. 

Springfield Marine Bank was the oldest bank in Illinois. 
Indeed the old Marine Bank proudly displayed Springfield’s 
favorite son, Abraham Lincoln, on its checking account. In 
1988 my employers offered me participation in a pension plan 
and in a profit sharing plan. These plans were entrusted to 
the Springf.%ld Marine Bank for their ,administration. I saw 
these plans as a way to save for my future and my eventual 
retirement. 

I am not sophisticated in these matters, but when the 
plans were offered to me I obtained the necessq advice to 
direct the Bank (in writing) as to my investment choices and 
preferences. I directed the Bank in 1988 to invest all of my 
money into the stock market. After Springfield Marine Bank 
was purchased by Bank One someone in the trust department 
at Bank One, without my written or oraI permission, and 
without my knowledge, switched all my investments from the 
stock market into a money market account. They just 
switched it. 

I married Mark Hayward in 1997; Mark is more 
knowledgeable about these things and in reviewing my 
accounts he noticed the switch. We complained to the local 
trust office at Bank One. Our complaint fell on deaf ears for 
some time. Finally, in late 1997 my pension plan investments 
were switched back into the stock fund from the money 
market fund. Since then we have been seeking to have the 
Bank accept responsibility for its actions and to make 
restitution for improperly investing my monies contrary to my 
direction. 

We read the papers and have become aware that in the 
years during which my money was invested in money market 
funds that stocks have doubled and tripled in value and more. 
Because of the wrongful switch I have missed that 
opportunity. I have bad my retirement monies cut short. 
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When Mark and I tried to find out exactly what happened the 
local office would not respond. We were eventually referred to 
an attorney in Columbus, Ohio, one RonaId Kladder, who took 
the position on behalf of the Bank that, “Bank One simply is 
not a fiduciary with respect to the investment of Plan 

_~,_ Accounts.” 

When I began my participation I was advised that the 
Marine Bank (Bank One’s predecessor)’ would be handling my 
account; I was instructed to direct the Bank as to my 
investment preferences; the documents were all on Bank One 
forms; my direction was to the Bank; and, I had no reason in 
the world to believe anything other than that the Bank was 
following my directions. I did not police the Bank’s actions 
and did not notice the switch. 

We continue to be told by Bank One, through its 
attorney, that it is and was my responsibility to insure that my 
pension monies were invested correctly. In effect the Bank 
bIames me for its wrong doing. Why do I pay the Bank trust 
administrative fees if it is not a fidu’ciary and it is my 
responsibility to supervise the investment of my pension 
monies? 

I testify here today not to complain of my individuat 
problem, but in the hopes of sparing someone else this 
headache and heartache. Mark and I have hired an attorney 
and continue in our efforts to redress my situation. However, I 
testify here because I firmly believe that if this proposed 
merger is permitted the situation will multiply and worsen. As 
banks and their trust departments are allowed to grow larger 
and larger, they become more insensitive and non-responsive 
and ,it becomes more and more frustrating for working people 
like me to know that their matters have been properly 
attended. I am confident that my experience is not unique. 

What assurances do working people have from the 
Federal Reserve Board that Bank One’s merger with First 
Chicago won’t result in trust departments that further 
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disclaim being a “fiduciary with respect to investment plan 
accounts,” disavow plain fiduciary responsibilities and 
outrageously assert that it is the pension participant’s own 
responsibility to see that his or her directions arc followed? 
An even worse fear is that as the trust departments are 
allowed to get larger and larger that they become more and 
more adept and sophisticated in averting their responsibilities 
and wearing their customers down and out by more and more 
obscure jusifications for not heeding the customer’s directions 
and lawful responsibilities. 

I urge that until sufficient and proper safeguards are in 
place to insure bank customer care and satisfaction that no 
merger be permitted. Thank you for allowing me to comment 
on this matter. I trust that this process will be more sensitive 
to my concerns and inquiries than the Bank has been in 
responding to my demands regarding my investment losses. 

Sincerely, 

-W 
Ms. Nadine Hayward 



Speech for Federal Reserve Board Hearing 

My name is Larry Gigerich. I am President of Indianapolis Economic Development 
Corporation. Previously, I served as Senior Advisor to Mayor Stephen Goldsmith for 
Economic Development and Workforce Development. Indianapolis Economic Development 
Corporation is a private sector 5Ol{c}6 organization founded in 1983 to serve the residents 
and businesses of the Indianapolis region through the creation and retention of gocd paying 
jobs, the attraction of capital investment and diversification of our economic base. 

The Indianapolis region has enjoyed record economic growth during the past six years. The 
center city and region have both seen their population grow. Our unemployment rate has 
dropped from 6.2% to 2.4%, during this period - a thirty-five year low. The downtown area 
has seen large businesses moving into the business core. Companies such as; Emmis 
Broadcasting, USA Group, NCAA and Anthem have moved, or will soon move, operations into 
our downtown area during this period - providing over 3,000 jobs. Other downtown 
projects, such as: Circle Centre Mall, the Conseco Fieldhouse, Victory Field, White River State 
Park and the Canal Walk have all been developed during the past six years. 

Our suburbs have also experienced tremendous growth. The airport area has been an 
incredible growth engine for Indianapolis. During the past six years United Airlines, ATA, 
FedEx and the U.S. Postal Service have added over 5,100 new jobs in the region 

Indianapolis’ greatest strength may be the public-private partnership philosophy that exists in 
our community. Dating back to the days of their predecessors, American Fletcher National 
Bank (Bank One) and Indiana National Bank (NBD-First Chicago) have played an active role 
in the economic development efforts of Indianapolis. In fact, the banks were among the 
founding members of Indianapolis Economic Development Corporation some fiReen years 
ago. From their investments in Circle Centre Mall, Conseco Fieldhouse, numerous amateur 
sports projects and facilities, the bringing of professional sports to Indianapolis, their 
investments and lending in the center city, and active participation in efforts to attract new 
companies to and keep companies in our region. 

Throughout the Bank One-First Chicago-NBD merger process, both banks have been keenly 
aware of the potential economic impact of the merger in our region. Both banks to date 
have worked very closely with Mayor Stephen Goldsmith and the Indianapolis Economic 
Development Corporation, to maximize employee retention and growth, investments in the 
community, utilization of excess property and charitable and economic development 
contributions in Indianapolis and Central Indiana. 

Thank you for your consideration. 



NADINE HAYWARD 
20 Foresters Lane 

Springfield, IL 62704 
(217) 698-1517 

August 12, 1998 

Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago 
C/o Ms. Alicia Williams 
Vice President Community Affairs 
230 S. LaSalle St. 
Chicago, IL 60604 

RE: Testimony of Ms. Nadine Havward in the negative, 
regarding the proposed Merger of Bane One 
Corporation and First Chicago NBD. 

Dear Board of Governors and fellow panel presenters: 

Thank you for this opportunity to testify in writing; I 
work as a medical technician for a group of physicians in 
Springfield, Illinois and my work schedule has made it difficult 
to be present for so brief an appearance. I trust my comments 
will not be discounted because I am unable to be present in 
person to testify. 

I am not very clear about the role that the Federal 
Reserve Board plays in regulating banks, but I understand the 
issue before you is whether a merger of Bank One and First 
Chicago Bank should be permitted. I am however very certain 
of this: that my experience, resulting directly from the prior 
merger of Springfield Marine Bank and Bank One should not 
be permitted to happen to anyone else. Unless safeguards are 
provided or commitments received to avoid my experience than 



I suggest this proposed merger must be blocked. Please allow 
me to explain. 

Springfield Marine Bank was the oldest bank in Illinois. 
Indeed the old Marine Bank proudly displayed Springfield’s 
favorite son, Abraham Lincoln, on its checking account. In 
1988 my employers offered me participation in a pension plan 
and in a profit sharing plan. These plans were entrusted to 
the Springfield Marine Bank for their administration. I saw 
these plans as a way to save for my future and my eventual 
retirement. 

I am not sophisticated in these matters, but when the 
plans were offered to me I obtained the necessary advice to 
direct the Bank (in writing) as to my investment choices and 
preferences. I directed the Bank in 1988 to invest all of my 
money into the stock market. After Springfield Marine Bank 
was purchased by Bank One someone in the trust department 
at Bank One, without my written or oral permission, and 
without my knowledge, switched all my investments from the 
stock market into a money market account. They just 
switched it. 

I married Mark Hayward in 1997; Mark is more 
knowledgeable about these things and in reviewing my 
accounts he noticed the switch. We complained to the local 
trust office at Bank One. Our complaint fell on deaf ears for 
some time. Finally, in late 1997 my pension plan investments 
were switched back into the stock fund from the money 
market fund. Since then we have been seeking to have the 
Bank accept responsibility for its actions and to make 
restitution for improperly investing my monies contrary to my 
direction, 

We read the papers and have become aware that in the 
years during which my money was invested in money market 
funds that stocks have doubled and tripled in value and more. 
Because of the wrongful switch I have missed that 
opportunity. I have had my retirement monies cut short. 



When Mark and I tried to find out exactly what happened the 
local office would not respond. We were eventually referred to 
an attorney in Columbus, Ohio, one Ronald Kladder, who took 
the position on behalf of the Bank that, “Bank One simply is 
not a fiduciary with respect to the investment of Plan 
Accounts.” 

When I began my participation I was advised that the 
Marine Bank (Bank One’s predecessor) would be handling my 
account; I was instructed to direct the Bank as to my 
investment preferences; the documents were all on Bank One 
forms; my direction was to the Bank; and, I had no reason in 
the world to believe anything other than that the Bank was 
following my directions. I did not police the Bank’s actions 
and did not notice the switch. 

We continue to be told by Bank One, through its 
attorney, that it is and was my responsibility to insure that my 
pension monies were invested correctly. In effect the Bank 
blames me for its wrong doing. Why do I pay the Bank trust 
administrative fees if it is not a fiduciary and it is my 
responsibility to supervise the investment of my pension 
monies? 

I testify here today not to complain of my individual 
problem, but in the hopes of sparing someone else this 
headache and heartache. Mark and I have hired an attorney 
and continue in our efforts to redress my situation. However, I 
testify here because I firmly believe that if this proposed 
merger is permitted the situation will multiply and worsen. As 
banks and their trust departments are allowed to grow larger 
and larger, they become more insensitive and non-responsive 
and it becomes more and more frustrating for working people 
like me to know that their matters have been properly 
attended. I am confident that my experience is not unique. 

What assurances do working people have from the 
Federal Reserve Board that Bank One’s merger with First 
Chicago won’t result in trust departments that further 



disclaim being a “fiduciary with respect to investment plan 
accounts,n disavow plain fiduciary responsibilities and 
outrageously assert that it is the pension participant’s own 
responsibility to see that his or her directions are followed? 
An even worse fear is that as the trust departments are 
allowed to get larger and larger that they become more and 
more adept and sophisticated in averting their responsibilities 
and wearing their customers down and out by more and more 
obscure jusifications for not heeding the customer’s directions 
and lawful responsibilities. 

I urge that until sufficient and proper safeguards are in 
place to insure bank customer care and satisfaction that no 
merger be permitted. Thank you for allowing me to comment 
on this matter. I trust that this process will be more sensitive 
to my concerns and inquiries than the Bank has been in 
responding to my demands regarding my investment losses. 

Sincerely, 

QW 
Ms. Nadine Hayward 



MARSHALL PLAN FOR GhtY 
2700 Jackson Street, P.O. Box M-541, Gary, Indiana 46491 

(219) 880-0118: Office, (219) 8863690: Fax 

August 13, 1998 

Summary of Presentation made by Bennie Simmons, Jr., Founder, 
Resident and CEO, Marshall Plan for Gary (MPG), at the Federal Reserve 
Bank of Chicago, related to the Bane One Corporation merger with First 
Chicago NBD. (Some of the maior problems are outlined belowt: 

1. A request that was made by MPG to Bank One, Gary, Indiana, 
located on 6th Ave. and Broadway, for a copy of its most recent CRA 
report was questioned by one of its assistant bank managers. I was to 
told that I would haue to speak to the bank manager to obtain the report. 
I was unable to wait to see the bank manager. 

Several days later I went to the Bank One branch located at 53rd 
and Broadway and made the same request. In response to my request, I 
was given a report dated April 19, 1995 which covered Bank One branches 
located in the Indianapolis area which did not include Gary and/or the 
Northwest Indiana areas. The result being that, to date, I have not been 
given the information I requested relative to CRA activities by Bank One 
in Gary, Indiana. 

2. Millions of dollars are depcsited into Bank One and First Chicago 
NBD by Gary’s civ governm ent, the Gary school system, anions, 
churches, and Gary residents. Those millions of dollars are being used to 
finance loans iu communities outside of Gary. 

3. Racial discrimination in lending practices is a reality for most black 
cit.&ens in Gary. When communi~ leaders and residents protest to the 
ba.nksinGaryaboutthis -tory practice, the bank loan officers 
and committees render the protests as un wsrranted complaiuts based on 
their reported CRA activities. 

4. The economic blight and disinvestment can be seen between Bank 
One and First Chicago NBD which are less than two blocks apart. As you 
can see in the photographs (see Exhibit A), there is nothing but vacant 
lots, boarded up buildings and a few m small businesses located 
between 8th Ave. and 5th Ave. on Broadway. The economic depravity one 
block east and one block west of the above-mentioned banks can also be 
seen in the photographs in Exhibit A. 



summary of Reselltation 
Bennie Simmons, Jr. 
Founder, Resident and CEO 
&rshallPhulforGary 
August 13, 1998 
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5. In contrast, looking at the pictures in Exhibit B, which includes 
pictures of the adjacent communities of 116 errUviUe and Hobart, Indiana, 
you will see a sncces&ul, flonri&ing business community snrrowiing 
Bank One and First Chicago NBD. These banks have invested millions of 
dolhus into these communities in mortgage end business loans, etc. 

6. On the first of every month senior citizens in Gary stand in long 
lines to receive bank services. Bank One has seven (7) teller windows 
available at the 6th and Broadway branch location, where two (2) large 
senior citizen residential buildings are located. However, most frequently 
only two (2) windows are manned with tellers forcing the older citizens to 
stand in line for much too long a period of time. 

L, 
When First Chicago and NBD merged, the only bank in midtown 
on Broadway where there are longstanding succes&nl businesses 

wus closed as a result of the bank merger. The community was angry, 
disenfranchised and inconvenienced. If this is an indication of the 
proposed Bent One Corporation and First Chicago NBD merger, then, as a 
result, the economic depravity of Gary, Indiana will continue to escslate. 

In conclusion, given these facts, MPG is requesting that the Federal 
Reserve 5ystem withhold approval of the proposed Bane One Corporation 
and First Chicago NBD merger until arch time that Bane One Corporation 
has complied with the MPG requests for contractual agreements for 
financisi reinvestment in Gary, Indiana. 



MARSHALL PLAN FOR GARY 
2700 Jackson Stree&, P-0. Box M-541, Gary, Indiana 46401 

(2 19) 880-O 118: Office, (2 19) 886-3690: Fu 

August 10, 1998 



Mr. John B. McCoy 
Pm&dent and CEO 
Bum one CozPcmtion 
A- 9.1998 
P-2 

Bcmde 8immoa~, Jr. 
Founder, President md CM) 
Marshall Plan for Gary 
2700 Jwkaon Street 
P.O. M-641 
Guy, Indiana 46401 
(219) 830-0118: Office 
(219) 836-3690: Fax 

xcstevenA.Belmett 
verxke Istock 
Daniel P. Coomy 
Joe Eamett 
Balk One-Mm 
Federal Reserve system 
President William clintam 



JuIy 9.1998 

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 
AttlxMr.wiuiamw.wilcs,Seaetuy 
2OtbStmetmdCo mstR&ion Avenue 
Wmbin@on, D.C. 2055 1 

RE: ATTACHED PETITION AND REARING RBQUBST IN OPPOSITON TO 
BANC ONE CORPORATION’8 PROPOSED ACQUISITION OF FIRST 
CHICAGO NBD AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES AND ALL RELATED APPLICATIONS 
AND NOTICES 

On behalf of the Manhall Plan for Gary md its members and affiIi&es and 
business -em, attached plemse find a timely oomnaent opposiaq md rcqnesting 
heuiq~ OP Bum One Cmpontion’s (Bum One’s) proposed aquisition of First Chicago 
NDB md ita banktug md non-baking sahridiula (First Cbkqo) and all related 
Applic&ioms md notices. 

3.mmdiatcly OUT OF THE COMlUUNITLEi WITH Nk RELAVEBTNIE N’i BACK IN& THE 
THESE C0MMUNITlE8. SO WB NEED BANRS TO LBND MONEY III OUR AREM TO THE 
PEOPLE LlVING IN THE COMb¶UNITY. 
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Page 2 
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Board of Governosa af the Federal Reserve Sywtan 
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Bamie 8iz1mm1u. Jr. 
Founder. President and CEO 
Mu-shall Plan for Guy 
2700 Jeckwn Street 
P.O. 50% M-541 
Guy. Indiana 46401 
(219) 880-0118: office 
(219) 854-1533: Home 
(219) 886-3690: Fax 



July 9,1998 

The Honorable Wi.Uiam Clinton 
President 
united Btates of Amerka 
1600 Pansy- Avenue N.W. 
Wsdaiqtoon D. C., 20550 

Dear President clinton: 

Benda Simmolu, Jr. 
Founder. President md CEO 
Mmr8halI PIam for Gary 
2700 Jmkson Street 
P.O. Rex M-541 
Guy, Indiana 46401 
(219) 880-0118: OflIce 
(219) 8841533: Home 
(219) 8863690: Fax 
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Testimony to the Federal Reserve Board 
by Clinton A. Krislov on Behalf of Milea C. Robinson 

concerning the FIRST CHICAGO NBD CORP./‘BANC ONE CORE merger 

Introduction/Summary 

There is no benefit for consumers in this merger. There is only the elimination of 
competition and the certainty of increased fee charges and lowered benefits. 

Average middle class consumers will be injured by the approval of the proposed merger 
of First Chicago NBD and Bane One. Banking consumers are witnessing the continued and 
dramatic shrinking of the number of banks and the concentration of banks, and as a result have 
less banking choices. The availability of banking choices has been terribly reduced; in the 1940s 
and 1950s there were over 30,000 banks and now there are just over 9,000 nationwide. In the 
last six years alone the number of banks has fallen dramatically from just under 12,000 to just 
over 9,000. Therefore, when people hear about Bane One, unfortunately they are in some places 
literally served by only one bank. 

Because of the reduction in the number of banking choices and the increasing 
concentration of banks, average banking customers, the middle class, has less consumer options 
and face increased fees and decreased interest rates. 

This merger should be rejected by the board because it fails to meet the standards set 
forth in the U.S. Antitrust Law, the Bank Holding Company Act, and the Bank Merger Act. This 
merger will result in a monopoly, lessen competition, in ways that are not “clearly outweighed in 
the public interest by the probable effect of the transaction in meeting the convenience and needs 
of the community to be served.” 12 U.S.C. 5 1842(c). 

Divestiture plans for Indianapolis branches has not yet been fully disclosed. In the latest 
press reports there is industry speculation that although the sale of the Indianapolis branches will 
create the third or fourth largest bank in the area, the sale of the branches will be to a new bank 
with no local presence, thereby strengthening the merged banks position. &, Eileen Ambrose, 
2 Banks Out of Runnine for NBD Deuosits. Assets, The Indianapolis Star, July 15, 1998; Brett 
Chase, Bane One Indiana Branch Sale Down to A Few Final Bidders, American Banker July 29, 
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Furthermore, the merging banks have not reveled divestiture plans or addressed the issue 
facing communities where the merger will essentially create one bank towns in Illinois. Entire 
elimination of the only competition between banks will be the result if this Board approves the 
merger. Overlap of branches created by this merger that has not been addressed for Northern 
Indian or for Illinois, specifically in Chicago, northern Cook county, and the collar counties. 

Lastly, because banking is local’, the board should examine the relevant markets of this 
merger in the context of the impact of the merger; that is, local areas and neighborhoods rather 
than solely by state, city, or county boundaries. 

The following testimony is made on behalf of a First Chicago NBD Corp. customer, 
Milea C. Robinson, and is based upon a complaint filed in Federal Court*, but voluntarily 
dismissed, pending the decision of this body and the other governmental agencies entrusted to 
enforce the Bank Holding Act, The Bank Merger Act, and the U.S. Antitrust Laws. Our 
comment and complaint (tiled as an exhibit with our comment to the Board) is incorporated to 
our testimony by reference. 

I. The Basis for Opposition 

We oppose the First ChicagoNBD Corp. - Bane One Corp. merger because it violates 
federal antitrust laws under the Sherman Act, 15 USC. § 1 et. al., the Bank Merger Act of 1966, 
512 U.S.C. 1828, and The Bank Holding Company Act, 5 12 U.S.C. 1841 et. al. by a direct and 
immediate lessening of competition among banks in the two banks’ present markets. 

The Meming Banks 

First Chicago NBD Corp. (First Chicago) is a Bank Holding Company and is a Delaware 
Corporation, with its principal executive offices in Chicago, Illinois. First Chicago transacts 
business in hundreds of cities in Illinois, Indiana, Delaware, New York, Michigan, and Florida. 
Bane One Corp. is a Bank Holding Company and is an Ohio corporation, with its principal 
executive office in Columbus, Ohio. Bane One Corp. (Bane One) transacts business in hundreds 
of cities in Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Arizona, Colorado, Kentucky, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas, 

‘In this testimony and in our previous filings it has been demonstrated that banking 
customers on average only travel 2 to 5 miles for their banking needs. 

2This testimony is based upon Ms. Robinson’s complaint previously filed, but voluntarily 
dismissed in favor of this comment, as the one available forum for the challenge (attached and 
incorporated by reference) and in response to the merger application on file with this body. 
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usual interest charges. Very recently, First Chicago reported record profits “as gains in the 
bank’s fee income offset declines in loan income.” %, First Chicago urofits rise 8%, Chicago 
Sun Times, July 14, 1998, at 49. 

Similarly, Bane One reported increasing its return on equity to above 20%. Although its 
net interest margins decreased from 5.53 to 5.36%, fee based business revenues increased to 
nearly one-third of all revenues. &, Moyer, Fee Income Drove Surge in Profits At biaeest 
Banks in First Ouarter, 163 American Banker No. 101, May 29, 1998, at 1. 

Monouolv Power of the Merged Bank 

This merger will immediately, directly, and substantially lessen competition and/or tend 
to create a monopoly in which the new bank will have and will exercise a monopoly power in the 
Illinois; Indianapolis, Indiana, and other cities banking markets in the Midwest. The merged 
banks as a result of the lessened competition created by the monopoly and the concentrated 
market cause substantial fee increases for banking services such as ATM use, checking, human 
teller transaction, and other transactions. This is a major concern because these two banks are 
the major consumer banks in Illinois and Indiana as leaders in profiting from charging fees rather 
than interest compensation. 

The most recent studies confirm that consumer banking relationships are overwhelming 
local (within 3 to 5 miles) for both deposit and borrowing, that increased concentration in those 
local markets results in both lower payments to depositors and higher fees charged consumers in 
those markets. Has Antitrust Policv in BankinD Become Obsolete?, New England Economic 
Review, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, March April 1998 (Attached). 

The Federal Reserve bank fee report to Congress found that fees are “significantly higher” 
at multi-state banks (i.e. average fee for stop payment orders were $4 higher for multi-state banks 
and $3 higher for not sufficient funds checks and overdrafts; annual non-interest checking fees 
were over $18 higher at large banks compared to small banks.) “Bank fees” can be, but are not 
limited to, a minimum balance requirement fee; ATM service charge; bounced check fees; fee for 
interest bearing checking account; account maintenance fee; human teller fee; ATM card fee; 
deposit item return fee; ATM only fee; early account closure fee; and telephone call center fee. 

In the article Has Antitrust Policv in Banking Become Obsolete? the authors address the 
ability of banks to exercise market power by setting prices. They conclude that banks do 
exercise market power in pricing market deposits and CDs in their local markets. In fact, they 
summarize, “banks pay lower deposit interest rates in markets that are more concentrated.” Id at 
25. 

The merger of these banks, and the resulting increased concentration of market power, 
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presents absolutely no benefits to consumers. Rather the merger will result in a limitation on 
banking services, coupled with power in the remaining banks to levy new and increased fees and 
other charges. The threat of lessening competition created by the monopoly and the concentrated 
market power will result in a limitation of banking choices. The combined bank fosters the trend 
of increased concentration among banks, the continued decline in the number of banks, and 
fosters an environment of more mega-bank mergers and lessened customer service at greater 
costs. 

In short, we ask that this merger be rejected unless and until the following concern are 
addressed in a manner that preserves competition. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Domination of Relevant Markets. Chicano. The merger is likely to result in the 
combined bank’s ownership of about 32 bank branches in Chicago. 

Domination of Relevant Markets. Cook Countv Excludina Chicaeo. The merger 
is likely to result in the combined bank’s ownership of about 66 bank branches in 
Cook County, Illinois, excluding Chicago. 

Domination of Relevant Markets. Collar Counties. Illinois. The merger is likely 
to result in the combined bank’s ownership of about 82 bank branches in the 
Collar Counties of Illinois (DuPage, McHenry, Kane, Will, and Lake). 

Domination of Relevant Markets. Indianauolis. The merger is likely to result in 
the combined bank’s ownership of about 80 bank branches in Indianapolis, 
Indiana. 

In Indianapolis, Bane One is currently the market leader and First Chicago is 
third, the combined company would have $5.63 billion in deposits, for a 52% 
share. 

Domination of Relevant Markets. Marion Countv Indiana. Excluding 
Indianapolis. The merger is likely to result in the combined bank’s ownership of 
about 21 bank branches in Marion County, Indiana excluding Indianapolis. 

Domination of Relevant Markets. Southern Indiana. The merger is likely to result 
in the combined bank’s ownership of about 29 branches in six southern Indiana 
counties. 

Domination of Relevant Markets. Lake County Indiana. The merger is likely to 
result in the combined bank’s ownership of 42 bank branches in Lake County, 
Indiana (Gary, Indiana). 

Domination of Relevant Markets. Midwest. The merger is likely to result in the 
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combined bank’s ownership of 2,270 bank branches in the Midwest. 

The bank’s merger is a violation of the Antitrust laws because within the area of 
competitive overlap, the effect of the merger on competition will be direct and immediate. The 
bank’s merger is a violation of the Sherman Act, because competition for banking services in 
Illinois; Indianapolis, Indiana; Lake County Indiana; and other cities banking markets in the 
Midwest will be eliminated, and, at the very least, “the effect of such acquisition may be 
substantially to lessen competition, or to tend to create a monopoly” and threatens injury to all 
consumers similarly situated. 

The merger will not serve consumer interests or promote competition in that small banks 
may be content to follow the high prices set by the dominant merged bank. The merger will not 
serve consumer interest’s or promote competition and will lessen competition and be use of the 
monopoly power because banking analysts anticipate that the bank merger will heighten banks 
ability to cross sell products and cause consumers to purchase bank products that they do not 
need or want from one bank in order to get the products they have chosen they need or want to 
purchase. The merger will not serve consumer interests or promote competition and will lessen 
competition in that bank watchers have reported that their is a lack of banking service in low- 
income areas. The application for merger should be denied as a violation of the Antitrust laws. 

Alternatively, in the event of approval, the board should condition approval upon 1) 
divestiture of bank branches in each of the relevant markets, not just Indianapolis, including 
Chicago, and the Chicagoland area; and 2) other protective steps, such as fee freezes to protect 
consumer over the entire market and fee elimination for customers with multiple bank products. 

II. FCYNBD and Bane One application: specific areas of overlap that need to be addressed. 

The Banks’ application concedes that divestiture is necessary in Indianapolis. However 
their divestiture plans do not go far enough. The first problem is that in the public version of the 
application we can not identify who are the potential purchaser of the divested banks. Are the 
banks going to divest these branches in parts or as a whole? The answer to this question is 
paramount to evaluating the Indianapolis divestiture plan. 

Second, the merging banks have not addressed the serious overlap, monopoly power, and 
lessening of competition in the rest of Indiana. The Bank’s refuse to concede the need for 
divestiture in all counties outside of Marion County, Indiana, and the Gary and Hammond, 
Indiana, area. The Board should focus on these areas. 

Third, the Chicago relevant market has not been defined with any specificity. There are 
serious concerns as to the definition of the relevant market to be addressed before approval 
should be granted by this body. There is an open question as to the actual relevant market in the 
Chicago area. We assert that this market might include, Elgin or Aurora, Illinois, and a strong 
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case can be made that it should include Gary and Hammond, Indiana. 

Although it may seem contradictory, and in consideration to local banking patterns 
identified in the afore mentioned New England Economic Review article, the relevant market in 
Chicago may actually be much smaller than the city taken as a whole, and must also reflect the 
distinctness of each of Chicago’s diverse neighborhoods, collar counties, and each or groupings 
of suburban Cook County. The relevant market should reflect the competition that consumers 
actually encounter, thus it might be the proper determination to find numerous relevant markets 
in the Chicagoland area. However the banks do not recognize these nuances of the relevant 
market in the application. Determination of numerous markets in the Chicagoland area may 
unveil serious competitive problems to this merger. 

There also are various instances of direct overlap in the Chicago suburbs that have not 
been addressed by the merging banks in the application. Two examples are in Wilmette, Illinois, 
and in Evanston, Illinois, where the merging banks constitute almost the only major banks in the 
central business area. In both, the banks have branches directly across the street from each other. 
Merger of these branches will convert these and possibly some other overlap locations into 

virtual one bank towns. 

III. The issues raised in the complaint, addressed above and incorporated here by 
reference, and these omissions in the application lead to the conclusion that this merger will 
cause a lessening of competition, even in light of any divestiture, slight as it is. 

****** 

This merger is not merely the effect of deregulation in the industry. In contrast, this 
Board should recognize, this is a merger of equals and of competitors. The result of the merger 
is not enhanced distribution of service and economies of scale, but rather a Midwest monopoly of 
banking services by lessening competition whether or not the banks declare that there is synergy 
created by the merger. 

Clinton A. Krislov 
Lisa M. Gotkin 
Kenneth T. Goldstein 
KRISLOV & ASSOCIATES, LTD. 
222 North LaSalle Street 
Suite 2120 
Chicago, IL 60601-1086 
(3 12) 606-0500 
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STATEMENT OF BESSIE CANNON 

Good Morning, my name is Bessie Cannon. I am President 
of Local 880 of the Service Employees International Union. 

I appreciate the opportunity to testify on Bane One’s awful 
record throughout the Midwest. It is terribly unfortunate that 
the Federal Reserve is not holding hearings in more than 
one city. Millions of Americans cannot possibly be 
represented at one hearing to give input on a merger that will 
affect citizens from Canada to the Gulf of Mexico. And if 
anyone has the resources to hold hearings in every city 
affected by this merger, it is the Federal Reserve. 

One thing is clear about both Bane One and First 
Chicago/NBD: they are first-first of the worst! In Denver, 
Detroit and Milwaukee minorities were rejected much more 
frequently than white applicants for every kind of housing 
loan that the bank makes. Even more troubling, it appears 
that Bank One routinely steers minorities to more costly and 
inferior subprime loans. 

In Denver, Bane One received no applications from either 
African Americans or Latinos for conventional mortgages in 
1996. Not a single application. In 1995 it took only six 
applications from either African Americans or Latinos. 

Moreover, this is not because Denver is a predominantly 
white city. Indeed, the majority of the residents of the city of 
Denver are now members of racial minorities. 

Nor is it because the minority population of Denver is so poor 
that they can’t afford to buy homes. Over half of Denver’s 



minority households are homeowners. 

The reason that Bank One gets no home loans applications 
from minorities in Denver is because Bank One doesn’t 
market to minority communities! Instead, Bank One pumps 
credit into the very whitest parts of Denver like it was water. 
In 1996, more than forty percent of Bank One’s mortgage 
loans were made to neighborhoods where more than 90% of 
the residents are white. An additional 40% of the bank’s 
loans went to neighborhoods where whites make up 
between seventy and ninety percent of the population. 

Just 2% of its mortgages were made to neighborhoods 
where over half the population is non-white. And since the 
data shows that the bank made no loans to Latinos or Blacks 
that year, we know that the 2% of the loans that did go to our 
neighborhoods did not go to us! 

In Detroit, First Chicago/NBD’s performance is similar but 
even more sinister given the size of the African American 
population there. Although the city of Detroit is over 70% 
Black and the entire metro area is twenty-two percent Black, 
in 1996 NBD took only two percent of its applications from 
Blacks. The bank took ninety-three percent of its applications 
from whites! 

In real terms, this means that African Americans are eleven 
times more likely to reside in Detroit than in First 
Chicago/NBD’s applicant pool. 

While there were few applications from minorities, the few 
that did apply were rejected more frequently than white 
applicants. African Americans were rejected nearly forty 



percent more frequently. Incredibly, this disparity widens for 
the wealthiest minority applicants. Upper income African 
Americans were rejected twice as frequently as upper 
income white applicants. 

In Milwaukee, Bane One has aggressively pushed its home 
improvement lending and refinance loans while ignoring 
conventional mortgages. But with Bank One we find that no 
matter what type of home loan we look at the pattern is the 
same: African American applicants are rejected many times 
more frequently than whites! African Americans were 
rejected three times more frequently than white applicants 
for refinance and home improvement loans in 1996. 

The rejection disparities for African Americans applying for 
home mortgages got worse between 1995 and 1996. In 
1995, three times as many African Americans were denied 
mortgages as whites. By 1996, that figure had risen to five 
times as frequently. These numbers are appalling and 
represent some of Bane One’s worst performance anywhere 
in America. 

Last time I looked, racial discrimination is still against the law 
in our country. And when a multibillion dollar bank like Bank 
One breaks the law and denies people access to credit on 
the basis of their skin color, they should be punished-not 
rewarded. It is time for the Federal Reserve Board to punish 
Bank One. It is time for the Federal Reserve to Just Say NO. 

Thank YOU. 



STATEMENT OF CORA COLEMAN. LOCAL 880.xRVlCE 
EMPLOYEES INTERNATIONAl UNION - CHICAGO. II 

Good Morning. My name is Cora Coleman and I am a Board 
Member of Local 880 of the Service Employees International 
Union. I am here to talk about what things could be like for 
minorities here in Chicago when Bane One takes over the 
local control of First Chicago. 

If its anything like what went on in Akron, Ohio, it could get 
ugly. 

In the early nineties, Bane One took over the local Central 
Trust in Akron. Soon after, minority job applicants filed 
employment discrimination complaints with the Department 
of Labor. After a two year investigation, the Department 
found that 31 qualified minority job applicants were unfairly 
turned down for jobs at Bane One - a clear cut case of 
employment discrimination. 

For five years, Bane One fought the Department of Labor’s 
attempts to reform the banks hiring practices. Finally, just 
last year, the bank was forced to hire 12 of the complainants 
and to provide financial compensation to those minority 
applicants it had refused to hire. 

First Chicago/NBD is a larger operation than Central Trust, 
and squeezing the two companies together is going to 
involve all sorts of job changes. All sorts of chances for 
Bane One’s record in the lending office of turning down 
minority applicants to come shining out in the job interview. 

We know the Federal Reserve is not sympathetic to this 



issue, since they themselves are facing a large class action 
lawsuit from its minority employees. But Bane One should 
be careful, because we will be watching, with our trial 
lawyers. 

Bank One also has violated lending discrimination laws. In 
March of this year, Bank One Mortgage Corporation signed a 
lending discrimination settlement with HUD after the Fort 
Worth Human Relations Commission filed fair lending 
complaints. They found that Bank One offered African 
Americans and Latinos loans at worse terms than offered to 
Whites by steering them to inferior and more expensive 
products than their conventional loan product. As a result of 
this case, Bank One Mortgage committed to provide $10 
million in mortgages to low and moderate income and 
minority borrowers. 

This pattern of discrimination continued in Arizona where 
Bank One recently settled a case with the Attorney General 
by agreeing to provide $5 million in mortgages to low and 
moderate income residents of Yuma county. This 
agreement came only after the State investigated complaints 
from five Latin0 families who claimed they were denied 
mortgages because of their ethnicity. Bank One denied 
these claims citing internal processing problems. One family 
said they received the run around from Bane One Mortgage 
until their application was delayed long enough that they lost 
their house to another buyer. When a second attempt with 
Bane One Mortgage met similar delays, they took their 
application to another bank and were approved within a 
week. 
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In another instance that is strikingly similar to the Phoenix 
example, a Dallas homeowner, who applied for a Bane One 
home improvement loan in 1996, cannot get his loan 
processed or even his application rejected. This practice of 
deterring applications of prospective minority borrowers at 
the outset helps understate the minority rejection rates. 

These cases indicate a pattern of discrimination through a 
series of delays and deceptions that help BancOne pad their 
HMDA reporting. 

They also show us that under the threat of a lawsuit, Bane 
One seems able to provide alternative financing to meet the 
needs of low-income and minority borrowers. 

Bane One clearly has a problem when it comes to serving 
the banking and employment needs of African Americans. 
and Latinos. They don’t seem to understand that 
discrimination is against the law. 

The burning issue of today is: Does the Federal Reserve 
Board understand that discrimination is against the law? 
Does the Federal Reserve Board have the guts to finally say 
NO to a renegade like Bane One? On behalf of my Union’s 
10,000 members, I implore you to do the right thing. 

Thank you. 
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Alicia Williams 
Vice President and Community Affairs Officer 
Consumer and Community Affairs Division 
Federal Reserve Chicago 
230 S. La Salle St. 
Chicago, I I. 

Dear Ms. Williams: 

I am aware of the despairing news that Bank One has been very prejudice 
toward African American and Latin0 people in our state of Colorado, as 
well as in different pat% of our country. It is a shame, that because of 
racism, people have been refused a home loan. 

Because of Bank One’s history of denying loans to people based on the color 
of their skin, I am opposed to the merger between Bank One and First 
Chicago Bank. 

We, as all people, have the right to a chance to raise a family in a house to 
be proud of, a home where children can grow and learn, and in 
neighborhoods where local businesses support investment in community 
development. 

Until Bank One acknowledges the significance of African American and 
Latin0 families, as well as other ethnic people, as an essential part of our 
society, I will not support this merger. Until Bank one shows respect and 
concern for our communities, I cannot support this merger. When Bank 
One puts into practice and policy fairness to all people coming through 
their door and shows they are making progress, 1 will support this merger. 
Until then, I believe Bank One does not deserve the benefits of what a 
merger can bring. 

I strongly urge that you, too, follow your conscience and do not support the 
merger between Bank One and First Cbbgo Bank. 

Sincerely, _ . 
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Testimony of Walter L. Ellis 
Executive Director, United Affirmative Action Development 
Corporation 
August 13,199s 
Federal Reserve Board 
Chicago, Illinois 

In re: Merger of Bank One and First Chicago 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN. MY NAME IS WALTER 

ELLIS. I AM THE DIRECTOR OF AN EMERGENT NOT- 

FOR-PROFIT ORGANIZATION KNOWN AS THE UNITED 

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION. 

IN 1995 UAAD BEGAN NEGOTIATIONS WITH THE THEN 

PREMIER BANK IN RUSTON, AND BATON ROUGE, LA. 

TOWARD EXPANDING BANKING OPPORTUNITIES FOR 

UNDER SERVED COMMUNITIES. THE DISCUSSIONS 

SPECIFICALLY FOCUSED UPON CREATING MORE 



EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR AFRICAN 

AMERICANS WITHIN THE BANK, AND MAKING MORE 

LOAN CAPITAL AVAILABLE TO SUPPORT AFRICAN 

AMERICAN ENTREPRENEURSHIP. 

THE APPROACH OF UAAD WAS THEN AND CONTINUES 

TO BE PREDICATED UPON THE NOTION THAT INNER 

COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND JOB 

OPPORTUNITY IN THOSE SAME COMMUNITIES ARE 

INEXTRICABLY INTERWOVEN. 

BECAUSE >60% OF ALL NEW JOB OPPORTUNITIES ARE 

CREATED BY ENTERPRISES EMPLOYING 20 PERSONS 

OR LESS AND BECAUSE THESE SAME SIZE 

ENTERPRISES ALSO GENERATE ~65% OF THE ENTIRE 



GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT (GDP), IT IS VIEWED BY 

UAAD THAT MANY SOCIO-, POLITICO-, AND 

ECONOMIC ILLS WITHIN THESE COMMUNITIES ARE 

ADDRESSED BY FOSTERING COMMUNITY ECONOMIC 

DEVELOPMENT. CERTAINLY A COMMUNITY, SUCH AS 

THE GREATER GRAMBLING-RUSTON AREA, WHERE 

UNEMPLOYMENT REMAINS TWO TO THREE TIMES 

STATE AND NATIONAL AVERAGES, THERE IS SIMPLY A 

DEARTH OF SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, THUS 

NO NEW JOB OPPORTUNITIES COMING ON LINE. 

INSTEAD WHAT EXISTS DISPROPORTIONATELY ARE 

PARASITES FEEDING UPON ONE ANOTHER, 

STRUGGLING TO FlND NEW HOSTS. CONDITIONS 

WITHIN SUCH COMMUNITIES CAN ONLY PROVIDE A 

STATISTICALLY RICH NIGHTMARE OF DESPAIR, 
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SUBSTANCE DEPENDANCY, ASSOCIATED CRIME, LOW 

MORALE AND LITTLE SELF-ESTEEM. 

THUS, DISCUSSION WITH PREMIER BANK BEGAN 

HERE, RAISING THE ISSUE OF WHETHER IT WAS 

MEETING THE NEEDS OF GRAMBLING, CLEARLY AN 

UNDER SERVED COMMUNITY. DISCUSSIONS 

CONTINUED OVER A PERIOD OF MONTHS WITH UAAD 

AND PREMIER BANK ATTEMPTING EFFECT AN 

AGREEMENT THAT WOULD RESULT IN A CONSULTANT 

RELATIONSHLP WHEREIN PREMIER WOULD PROVIDE 

CAPITAL FOR COMMERCIAL LOANS, CREATE AN 

INTERNSHIP PROGRAM FOR GRAMBLING UNIVERSITY 

STUDENTS AND GRADUATES, AND UAAD WOULD 

ASSIST IN PROVIDING APPLICANTS FOR EACH. 
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THROUGH THE COURSE OF EVENTS, UAAD WORKED 

WITH GRAMBLING UNIVERSITY AND COMMUNITY 

OFFICIALS TOWARD BRINGING THE INTERNSHIP 

PROGRAM TO FRUITION. FOLLOWING WHAT 

INITIALLY APPEARED TO BE ENTHUSIASTIC INTEREST, 

THE BANK BEGAN TO STONE WALL UNDER THE 

PRETEXT OF ITS ACQUISITION BY BANK ONE, 

SUBSEQUENTLY BREAKING OFF ALL DISCUSSION. 

DURING THIS SAME PERIOD UAAD ALSO PRESENTED 

TO WHAT HAS BECOME BANK ONE OF LOUISIANA 

SEVERAL C,OMMERCIAL LOAN APPLICATIONS. NONE 

OF THESE, AT LEAST ONE OF WHICH HAS BEEN 

PENDING MORE THAN A YEAR, HAVE BEEN FUNDED, 

NOR HAS ADVERSE ACTION BEEN TAKEN UPON THEM. 
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THOUGH BANK ONE ACKNOWLEDGES AN 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN PREMIER, ITS PREDECESSOR 

IN INTEREST, AND UAAD, IT NOW ASSERTS THAT IT, 

BANK ONE, IS NOT BOUND BY THIS AGREEMENT, 

REFUSING TO HONOR SAME. 

IT APPEARS NOW THAT BANK ONE, FIRST, IN 

ANTICIPATION OF THE PREMIER BANK ACQUISITION, 

THEN THE FIRST CHICAGO MERGER, CONTINUED 

DISENGENUOUS DIALOGUE WITH UAAD TO MINIMIZE 

THE POSSIBILITY OF UAAD FILING A COMPLAINT 

PURSUANT TO THE COMMUNITY REINVESTMENT ACT 

OR EXISTING FDIC OR FEDERAL RESERVE 

REGULATION. I THEREFORE RESPECTFULLY REQUEST 

THAT MY TESTIMONY BE MADE PART OF THE RECORD 
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OF THESE PROCEEDINGS, AND THAT FEDERAL 

RESERVE APPROVAL OF THE SUBJECT MERGER WITH 

FIRST CHICAGO BE WITHHELD UNTIL SUCH TIME AS A 

COMPLETE AND THOROUGH AUDIT OF BANK ONE’S 

COMPLIANCE WITH THE SPIRIT AND LETTER OF THE 

RELEVANT ACTS AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING ITS 

BEHAVIOR IN AFRICAN AMERICAN COMMUNITIES 

THROUGHOUT THE NATION GENERALLY AND lN 

LOUISIANA PARTICULARLY CAN BE COMPLETED. 
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TO: Dolores S. Smith 

Reserve Bank of Chicago 
230 South LaSalle Street. 
Chicago, ILL 60604 

FAX #:312-913-2626 

FROM: United Affirmative Action De&lopm&.Co+~ (UK) 
Walter L.'Eilis~, Executives Director 
203 E. 7th Street 
Perris, CA 92670~ 

FAX/VOICE: 909-943-3877 Cellular II: 916-296-1680 '~ 

NUMBER OF PAGES (including coversheet): 24' 

Ms. Smith: 
IJAAD's compl&t'was over.night~tiail$d to FDIC Division of $mpliar+e and Cons+er I 
Affairs.& July 27, 1998. .We were not aware,of the July 30. 1998 deadline in o.rder 
that we could appearat the public cotient hearing eon Augugt 13.~ 1998. I;m faxing 
you a summary of our complaint regarding Bank One in hopes that you may allows U&A? .~' 
to voice its complaints at the August 13, 
contact Walter L. Ellis, Executive 

1998 public cmmnent hearing. You Mayo, 
! Direcior at.909-943_3877(Voice/Fax) nor ~.' 
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UNITED AF PMENT CORP 

United Aftirrnative Action Corporation (UAAD) is a not-for-profit organization, national 
in its intent and scope. Its purpose, in part, is to address the lack of African American 
participation in the stream of commerce originated, controlled and maintained by the nation’s 
banks and savings and loans. 

UAAD envisions facilitating a working relationship between these financial institutions 
and the African American community, in a manner workable and beneficial to both. This 
includes but, is not limited to, the elimination of “redlining” and the increase of commercial and 
other loans within the African American community. 

UAAD is part of a network of organizations and professionals and draws support and 
expertise from a reservoir of talent resources. It is developing an alliance with a national 
organization, highly regarded for its training techniques and service to the corporate community. 
Thus, UAAD contemplates that an aspect of its overall mission will include creating 
comprehensive effort designed to result in significant numbers of African Americans gaining 
professional employment in the banking industry. A partnership among UAAD, Premier (Bank 
One) and Grambling State University is contemplated to facilitate such. 

Other aspects of the UAAD mission shall be revealed and discussed as circumstances 
warrant, on a need to know basis. For additional information please contact Walter L. Ellis at 
(800) 772-9503. Forward all correspondence to: 

United Affirmative Action Development Corporation 
203 E. ? Street 

Penis, CA 92570 



MEMORANDUM 

July 10, 1998 

RE: Mr. Nathan Thorton 

1: Introduced approximately December 1 - 5,1995 - talked several time on the phone 

2. Met Baton Rouge, Premier Bank - 12/95 

3. Met several occasions Premier Bank, Baton Rouge, LA - 1996 

4. Met social occasions Lafayette, LA with Mr. Locket, Walter Ellis 

RE: BankOne 

1. Letters from Julie Johnson 

2. Letters from Aline Creed 

3. Letters from Nathan Thorton 

4. Meeting with Mr. Thorton, Mr. Lee James, Mr. Irvin Robins, Walter Ellis 

5. Meeting with Ms. Aline Creed, Irvin Robins, Walter Ellis 

6. 3 way conversation - Mr. Thorton, Walter Searcy, Walter Ellis 

7. Fax from Aline Creed 

8. Many letters received by Premier/Bank One 

9. Several 3 way conversations - Mr. Thorton, Dr. Lee, Walter Searcy, Walter Ellis 

10. Conversations -Dr. Lee and Mr. Killingsworth 

11. Conversation between Mr. Killingsworth, Walter Ellis 

12. Conversation Between Mr. Thorton’s office and Walter Ellis 

13. GSU video 



April 17,1996 

Mr. wakerl3lis . 
united Af6mdNe ActionDevefopmcnt Corp. 
P.O. Box 1076 
Grambiing,LA 71245 

DearImEllis, 

Thank you for bringing your proposal to Premier Bank. We are always 

interest&i in better m&mtamGg the financial services needed by the people and 

the busincwes in our axnmunity. 

Regrettably, Premier cannot provide you with tbe S300,OOO you requested 

which wculd be used by your organization as a research grant to fund six month’s 

of operating expenses for a needs - study. 

However, we have begun to explore the possiiilities of a business 

relationship structured on loan rekals made by the United Aflirmative Action 

Development Corporation. At present we are considering what the appropriate f&e 

arrangement might be based on the dollar amount of the loan dosed by the bank as 

a result ofa retkrai. From our initial invest&tion a sliding scale appears to be the 

logical method to employ. Under this method the fee would be a percentage that 

decreaseswiththesizeoftheloanwithapertmnsauioncap. AsIunderstandit, 

your clients would not contrii to the cost of the service your organization 

would be providing and we would not expect to pass the expense onto the 

borrower. So to deztekne a price that is economically justified for &&Bank, our 

business loan administration area will need to finther evaluate a f&e structure using 

p*ct profitabii models. 
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Plearebe~thatanybusiness~~edonreferralfiomunited 

Afhhve Action Developmad Corporation will need to include 

ahowledgment from the applicant regardhg any business arrangements between 

youro~~urdtheBPnLaadwaiver~owingtheBPnlctoduvtthe 

apphnt’e financial inforlMtion with third parties. 

Thankyou~forchoosingPrcmierBaokBoontobelcnownasBank 

One, Lou&ha, National Association. I look forward to hearing more about the 

activities of your orgaoihon from Nathan Thornton and helping to seave the 

banking needs of your members and clients. 

c: Julia Johnson 
Nathan Thornton 
Ahe creed 
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Date: May 22, 1996 

TO: Jim Austin 

From: Aline Creed 

BE: Request for Agreements 

Jim, I need your help in preparing two agreements. One agreement would 
be between the bank and an organization that vi11 be referring commercial 
loan customers to us. We have decided to pay the organization 1% of the 
principal loan amount up to~$S,DO? per transaction for business applicants 
brought to us by the organization and for whom a loan request Is granted 
and closed. I want to be sure the agreement'ls clear on the following 
points: 

1. We will not pay if the applicant is an existing customer or comes 
to us directly without introduction by the organization. 

2. We will only pay for closed loans, not for applications or approvals 
not booked. I am concerned about a loan that might pay off 
immediately. so we may want to say the payment is for the first 
loan granted, but does not include subsequent extensions or 
renewals. 

3. We also want to be sure the applicant knows the organization's 
role in that they are to help prepare the loan proposal and assist 
the borrower with the process- services for which they will be 
paid. 

The desire for this kind of disclosure to the ultimate borrower and the 
need to protect the bank regarding financial privacy Issues ,leads to the 
need for a second agreement. This second agreement would be between the 
borrower and the organization acknowledging the fee and permitting the 
sharing of the borrower's financial information between the bank and the 
organisatlon. If the organization is to operate as planned. they would be 
obtaining financials, working up proposals and negotiating with the bank on 
behalf of the applicant. I want to be sure we are covered for both 
commercial situations and those that may wind up more consumer oriented, so 
we can pull a credit bureau. discuss the request, begin valuation of 
collateral, etc with the organization as veil as the applicant. WC also 
want to make sure the applicant knows the organization is not doing him a 
favor that it is in fact being paid. 

We have two or three requests for credit under this arrangement currently in 
process. so it Ls Important that we get the first agreement worked up re- 
latively soon, preferably in the next two weeks. Please let me know if this 
Is not possible, so I can make arrangements vith outside counsel. If you've 
got any questions please call me. Chuck Beard or Nathan Thornton. Thanks 
for your help. 

(MAD received this fax on S/25/96 @ lo:57 a.m. from 504-332-7295 
Gen Bank Group/ Pramier Bank Marketing - Compliance) 



UNITED AF ENT CORP 

July 27, 1998 

FDIC 
Division of Compliance & Consumer Affairs 
Washington, DC 20429-9990 

SUBJECT: Failure of BankOne to honor it’s commitment under the Rule of CRA 
Regulation, 1977. 

SPECIFIC REQUEST: 

1. 

2. 

That the FDIC investigate and direct BankOne to comply with the spirit of 
the CRA Act of 1977. 
That the FDIC investigate the conduct of BankOne officers in their 
negotiations with UAADAJEDC personnel over a period of two years. 
UAAD was led to believe that BankOne had good intent to perform under 
the CRA Act. 

CONCLUSION/RECOMMENDATION: 

That the FDIC assist UAADNEDC to bring BankOne to the negotiating table and 
ensure the Bank performs in good faith, meeting the credit needs of the Black 
community, in particular. 

End Letter to NAACP 

cc ACORN-Black Voice 
Commentator 
NAACP 
Nation of Islam 
SCLC 
OIC of America 
Tran-South Development Carp 

New orleans, LA 701 f9 
(916) 2961680 



July 27, 1998 

MEMO: Regarding Bank One CRA Official(s) 

There are individuals in the banking industry who, with sincere honesty and 
commitment, have the potential. influence and power to make a difference in the dreams 
and goals of many people. One such person is Mr. Jerry Killingsworth. Mr. Killingsworth 
has the power to approve or reject CDC and CRA funding proposals on behalf of 
BankOne. The CDC and CRA programs are federally regulated programs that required 
banks to make funds available for loans to qualified individuals, organizations, and 
businesses that have been historically discriminated against by the banking industry. 

In a recent meeting of representatives (July 9, 1998) Tran-South Development 
Corp, United Affirmative Action Development Corp, and United Equity Development 
Corp., Mr. Killingsworth, along with Mr. Nathan Thorton represented the interests of 
BankOne’s CDC and CRA investment departments. When questioned about 
BankOne’s intentions and goals relating to community loans and m-investment 
activities, Mr. Killingsworth provided vague and confusing statements according to Dr. 
Robert E. Lee, a representative of Tran-South Development Corporation. 

Mr. Walter Ellis, founder of UEDC and UAAD, questions the views and 
statements of Mr. Killingsworth as well as his intentions and actions. Mr. Ellis states that 
‘BankOne must provide a suitable replacement for this individual, so that progress can 
be made in our efforts to assist African Americans. native Americans, Latinos and all 
people of color in securing meaningful financial assistance for worthwhile ventures’. 

Mr. Ellis goes on to encourage the support of all concerned individuals and 
organizations that chose to commit themselves to upholding laws and regulations 
designed to benefit all individuals without regard to race, creed, color, or sex. It is Mr. 
Ellis’ belief that when individuals such as Mr. Killingsworth are allowed to make 
important financial decisions with prejudice toward an under represented segment of 
society that such actions are unfair and racist in scope, and should be questioned and 
put and end to immediately. 



MEMORANDUM 

RE: Bank One Meeting 
Mr. Jerry Killingsworth-Bank One 

Mr. Nathan Thor-ton-Bank One 
Dr. Robert Lee and Trans-South Group 

DATE: July 10, 1998 

A meeting was held to explain the relationship of UAAD/lJEDC and Bank One to Trans- 
South Development. 

Dr. Lee expressed his relationship as a present and past consultant with UAAD. Mr 
Killinsworth stated that he was satisfied that Bank One would make the %3,000,000 
commercial loan under the conditions which would involve an interest rate of 14 to 
14.5% for approximately live years, 

During a later meeting involving Mr. Killingsworth, Mr. Thorton and myself, Mr. 
Killingsworth question my relationship with Grambling, Grambling State University and 
Louisiana, and asked how I alone could assist in this project. I explained my relationship 
similar to his relationship to Bank One, where he lives in Texas and it may appear that he 
may be involving himself in this project where he admitted he had never taken the time to 
stop by over the many years he had observed the Grambling sign on I-20. 

Mr. Killings worth stated that there may be an agreement with Premier Bank with the 
documents I related UAAD/UEDC have, but such an agreement does not pertain to Bank 
One. Mr. Killingsworth also stated that Bank One never signed any agreements. 
According to Mr. Killingsworth the bank can still use this project toward their CRA/CDC 
program. 



MEMORANDUM 

7122198 

Regarding BANK ONE 
Conversation with Mr.Nathan Thorton VP CRA 712 l/98 

Q. Mr. Thorton, are you faxing the letter requested by UAAD as to its 
status with BaNK One? 

A. Mr. Thorton stated that the letter had been draftedand approved by Mr. 
Killingsworth and Julie Johnson from Bank One headquarters of&e. 
Mr. Thorton sated also that the letter would be mailed to UAAD’s 
California address. Mr. Thorton stated that the letter would indicate that 
Bank One was uncomfortable with UAAD as an organization as 
indicated in our meetiing in Ruston, La. Days earlier this month. 

Q. What position has the bank taken regarding UAAD’s agreement with 
Bank One? 

A. MYr Thorton stated Mr. Killingsworth and Julie Johnson along with 
himself had determined that there never was an agreement between 
Premier Bank nor Bank One with UAAD. 

Q. When asked about the numerous and recent request for UAAD’s and the 
past 2 years CRA activities, to include tiles,documents,videos pertaining 
to UAAD’s activities with Bank One Baton Rouge,La. 

A. Mr. Thorton stated he was advised by both Mr. Killingsworth and Julie 
Johnson not to provide copies of the tile as he had earlier indicated he 
himself would provide Monday of this week. 

When asked about the deadline for public comment regarding Bank Ones 
most recent merger, Mr. Thorton stated that comment period ended 7/14/98. 

It is my opinion that Bank One offtcials agreed to enter into negotiations 
with UAAD in the past several months in order to delay or prevent a 
complaint with federal bank regulators, and were entered into intentionally 
in bad faith. 


